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Melilah is an interdisciplinary Open Access journal available in both electronic and book 
form concerned with Jewish law, history, literature, religion, culture and thought in the 
ancient, medieval and modern eras. It was launched in 2004 by Bernard Jackson and 
Ephraim Nissan under the auspices of  the Centre for Jewish Studies at the University of  
Manchester as the New Series of  the journal of  the same name founded by Edward 
Robertson and Meir Wallenstein and published (in Hebrew) by Manchester University Press 
from 1944 to 1955. Five substantial volumes, each of  around two hundred pages, were 
XZWL]KML�JMNWZM� \PM�[MZQM[�_I[�LQ[KWV\QV]ML��1V�PQ[�MLQ\WZQIT� NWZM_WZL�\W� \PM�ÅZ[\�MLQ\QWV��
Robertson explained that Melilah had been established to promote Jewish scholarship in the 
face of  the threat posed by the War and its aftermath. The title of  the journal refers to the 
ears of  corn that are plucked to rub in the hands before the grains can be eaten (Deut. 
23:25).
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EMERGENT LIBERAL JUDAISM AND LILY MONTAGU’S 
PROTO-FEMINIST PROJECT: EXPLORING THE PRECURSIVE 

AND CONCEPTUAL LINKS WITH SECOND AND THIRD-WAVE 
JEWISH FEMINIST THEOLOGIES

Luke Devine*

Abstract: Lily Montagu was the founder of  Liberal Judaism in England. Because of  Montagu’s 
groundbreaking proto-feminist efforts women in Liberal Judaism can become rabbis, be called up to 
read the Torah, they are equal in divorce law, they can study the sacred texts, they can form a minyan, 
and can assume communal and religious positions of  authority over men. Montagu was an author, 
theologian, and social worker; she was the driving force behind the development of  Liberal Judaism. 
However, this biographical overview does not match up with the extant historiography that has instead 
preferred to focus on the male leaders of  the Liberal movement to the extent that Montagu’s intellectual 
and theological contribution has been marginalized and even completely ignored. In this paper we will 
[MM�\PZW]OP�IVITa[Q[�WN �ZIZMTa�[MMV�TQ\MZIZa�UI\MZQIT�IVW\PMZ�I[XMK\�WN �\PM�OMVLMZML�PQ[\WZa�WN �ÅV�LM�
siècle Anglo-Jewry that would otherwise be forgotten; even more, we will see in Montagu’s essays, 
monographs, and novels some of  the English foundations of  contemporary Jewish feminist theology. 
In the process, the biography and memory of  Lily Montagu will be restored to its rightful place.  

Lily Montagu was the founder of  Anglo-Liberal Judaism, but the extant scholarship has not 
been forthcoming in acknowledging the extent of  her role in the expansion of  the movement. 
In fact, Montagu’s part in the formation and development of  Liberal Judaism into an 
established denomination, and her contribution to the intellectual, spiritual, and theological 
underpinnings of  the movement, have been marginalized, downplayed, and even ignored, 
with analyses of  her involvement even bordering on the derogatory. However, the 
historiographical picture does not marry up with the primary sources, including Montagu’s 
innumerable speeches, lectures, prayers, and services to the Liberal congregation, and her 
countless monographs, novels, sermons, essays, letters, liturgies, and papers for Liberal Jewish 
Monthly, the Jewish Quarterly Review, and as part of  the Papers for Jewish People series. Instead 
Anglo-Jewish historiography, with few exceptions, has preferred to focus on Claude 
5WV\MÅWZM� IVL� \PM� W\PMZ� UITM� TMILMZ[� WN � \PM� UW^MUMV\�� <PQ[� Q[� LM[XQ\M� \PM� NIK\� \PI\�
5WV\IO]�_I[�W^MZ[MMZ��LZQ^QVO� NWZKM��IVL�[XQZQ\]IT�O]QLM�\W� \PM�WZOIVQbI\QWV�NWZ�W^MZ�ÅN\a�
years. Importantly, Montagu not only challenged contemporaneous Jewish stereotypes 
KWVKMZVQVO�\PM�ZWTM�IVL�IOMVKa�WN �_WUMV��[PM�ZMÅO]ZML�\PM�LQ[KZQUQVI\WZa� TIaMZ[�WN � \PM�
tradition along proto-feminist lines to develop religious praxis, liturgical, and theological 
discursive that is more resonant of  Second-Wave Jewish feminism than it is of  early-
twentieth-century, First-Wave feminist discourse.1 This is important as the Montagu corpus 

* Lecturer at University of  Worcester. Email: l.devine@worc.ac.uk
1 By First-Wave feminism I refer to the period of  activism between 1792 and 1918 (other scholars will differ) that 

resulted in women gaining the franchise in 1918 in England. Alternatively, the locus of  Second-Wave Jewish 
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reveals an Anglo-Jewish forerunner to the Second and Third-Waves of  feminist activism. In 
this paper we will explore the links between the stages. Indeed, by examining the feminist 
elements of  Montagu’s own understanding of  Liberal theology, particularly in the immanent 
experience of  the divine presence, we will draw out some of  the spiritual and conceptual 
links with contemporary Jewish feminist theology. In the process, we will see not only another 
element to the gendered history of  Anglo-Jewish emancipation, acculturation, and religious 
ZMNWZU� I\� \PM� ÅV�LM�[QvKTM� \PI\�UQOP\� W\PMZ_Q[M� PI^M� JMMV� W^MZTWWSML� WZ� NWZOW\\MV�� J]\��
through the analysis of  rarely seen literary works by Lily Montagu, some of  the precursory 
and theoretical foundations of  current feminist exposition on the divine.2 

Lily Montagu was born December 22, 1873 into the upper-class, Anglo-Jewish Montagu 
family. Despite the family’s wealth, and their acculturation, Lily’s father, Samuel Montagu, 
was intent that the household remain strictly Orthodox. But Lily was never convinced; 
although she enjoyed the observances and the festivals she was concerned that attention to 
ritual, or ritual for ritual’s sake, was usurping spiritual intention (kavanah). Montagu could not 
relate any type of  spiritual experience with these festivals; they seemed vacuous. Years later, 
she confessed in retrospect:

I was not conscious of  any personal spiritual experience stimulated by the Sabbaths and festivals, 
but I could become very enthusiastic over the symbols, and if  asked, should have unhesitatingly 
said that their preservation was required by God. . . .
1�KIV�\ZIKM�Ua�ÅZ[\�Y]M[\QWVQVO�WN �\PM�]\QTQ\a�WN �WJ[MZ^IVKM[�QN �X]Z[]ML�I[�MVL[�QV�\PMU[MT^M[�\W�

experiences connected with Passover . . . I remember rushing up to my eldest brother . . . and 
expostulating. “I feel ashamed,” I said, “at the behavior of  many of  the people. How dare they 
think they are praying? If  that is religion, I hate it.”3

But this is not to say that Montagu did not appreciate the importance of  rituals and 
observances; she would later recall: “I adhered to my Liberal Jewish point of  view that 
ceremonials which are aids to holiness, which, in fact, assist ordinary people to render 
WZLQVIZa� TQNM�PWTa��_MZM�_WZ\P�XZM[MZ^QVO�M^MV�I\� \PM�KW[\�WN �XMZ[WVIT� [IKZQÅKM��4MOITQ[U��
which, alas, has usurped the place of  life-giving religion, I felt to be acceptable.”4 Montagu 
complained that the Orthodox services were inadequate as the prayers were in Hebrew and 
incomprehensible and she felt peripheral as a woman being sequestered to the gallery, 

feminism was in the United States and began in the 1970s. The multi-denominational emphasis of  the loosely 
LMÅVML� UW^MUMV\� MVKWUXI[[ML� V]UMZW][� NMUQVQ[\� KWVKMZV[� _Q\P� \PM� KMV\ZIT� NWK][� MUIVI\QVO� NZWU� \PM�
Conservative movement. Jewish feminists were seeking women’s equal access to all aspects of  Jewish communal and 
ZMTQOQW][� TQNM�� QVKT]LQVO� TMILMZ[PQX�� \PW]OP� [XMKQÅKITTa�� +WV[MZ^I\Q^M� NMUQVQ[\[� _MZM� [MMSQVO� IV� MVL� \W� OMVLMZ�
inequality in family halakhot (laws), the removal of  the mechitza curtain that separates the sexes in the synagogue, and 
the inclusion of  women in the all male minyan (prayer group). Reform feminists complained that women were not 
being called up to read the Torah, while Orthodox feminists questioned the exclusion of  women from the study of  
the sacred texts as well as the legal restrictions on women initiating divorce. With regard to theology, the 
Reconstructionist movement was integral, and continues to be, particularly in its rejection of  classical theology, 
halakhah (law), hierarchy, and Jewish particularity, and in its humanism (Luke Devine, Second-Wave Jewish Feminism, 
1971–1991: Foundational Theology and Sacral Discourse (Piscataway: Gorgias Press, 2011), 19–20). In general, the 
Second-Wave was a drive for gender inclusionism, in one way or another, across the Jewish denominations.

2 See Luke Devine, From Anglo-First-Wave Towards American Second-Wave Jewish Feminism: Negotiating with Jewish 
Feminist Theology and its Communities in the Writing of  Amy Levy (Piscataway: Gorgias Press, 2010) and Ann Heilmann, 
New Woman Fiction: Women Writing First Wave Feminism �*I[QVO[\WSM"�5IKUQTTIV��������\W�M`XTWZM�\PM�KWVKMX\]IT�
TQVS[�JM\_MMV�.QZ[\�IVL�;MKWVL�?I^M�NMUQVQ[U[.  

3 Lily Montagu, The Faith of  a Jewish Woman (London: George Allen & Unwin, 1943), 8–9.
4 Lily Montagu, My Club and I: The Story of  the West Central Jewish Club (London: Herbert Joseph Limited, 1941), 

43.
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among other discriminatory gender differentiations. Believing that Orthodoxy was denying 
both her intellectual self-expression and the development of  her inner-spirituality, Montagu 
_MV\�QV\W�[XQZQ\]IT�¹KZQ[Q[º�I\�\PM�IOM�WN �ÅN\MMV��;PM�_I[�]VIJTM�\W�VMOW\QI\M�\PM�TQVS�JM\_MMV�
the authority of  her father and his uncompromising Orthodoxy and the restrictions on her 
personal liberty.5 As a young adult, Montagu was troubled by her family’s unthinking 
acceptance of  halakhah: “We did not rebel. We believed that we were acting as Jews must, 
and there was no court of  appeal against the strict laws. There was no question of  degree. 
All the regulations were part of  the fence, built up to defend the Divine laws as given to 
Moses, and we accepted them.”6 It was the Reverend Simeon Singer, the Minister of  the 
New West End Synagogue, who Montagu credited with awakening her to the Hebrew 
prophets and to the importance of  religion.7 Singer encouraged her to ask questions that 
would not have been countenanced by her father. According to Montagu they discussed the 
prophets at length and she gradually became infused with prophetic concerns for social 
justice. Nellie Levy describes the sense of  moral mission that became central to Montagu’s 
life:

A young girl dreamed and behold a vision appeared and she saw her sisters, and they lacked much 
that had been bestowed on her, some needed guidance and friendship, some to be lighted out of  
squalor and shown the light; some seemed mere children forced to become breadwinners; some 
ran to and fro to snatch at pleasures that were transitory and left bitterness and disillusionment; 
some cried “Give us opportunities denied us, we too need light, space, knowledge”; others sat and 
waited to enter the world of  literature and art, and again, others feared to tread, for the path 
seemed strewn with giants, who could be overcome only by strength which they lacked, and still 
others groped towards those frailer than themselves and longed to hold out a helping hand but 
knew not how. . . . “To this vision I [Montagu] consecrate myself, and its fruition I will labor 
unceasingly. I will break down barriers, establish friendships and give opportunities. I will share, 
bind up those who are broken, and I will set before them light and good through a Faith in 
Judaism, so that they have strength wherewith to live.”8

*M\_MMV� \PM� IOM[� WN � ÅN\MMV� IVL� VQVM\MMV�5WV\IO]� ZMIL� ]X� WV� XPQTW[WXPa�� PQ[\WZa�� IVL�
religion. She became convinced that her role was to bring social “amelioration”; she was 
determined to help those less fortunate than herself, particularly in London’s socially 
disadvantaged East End Jewish community.9 For Montagu, it was God’s will that social 
justice would prevail over inequality:

I was deeply shocked by the inequalities which prevailed in large cities, the terrible injustice which 
allowed me to have such an easy, happy, protected girlhood while there was, in some districts, a 
monotony of  misery. But I felt convinced that God did not desire such injustice to continue. My 
faith in His righteousness was never affected, but I was worried by the apparent inability of  God 
to stem the tide of  injustice. I was convinced that man, with God’s help, could set things right if  he 
wished to, but how was he to be made to realise his obligations?10 

5 Eric Conrad, Lily H. Montagu: Prophet of  A Living Judaism (New York: National Federation of  Temple Sisterhoods, 
1953), 35–36. See In Memory of  Lily H. Montagu: Some Extracts from Her Letters and Addresses, ed. by Conrad, Eric 
(Amsterdam: Polak and Van Gennep, 1967).

6 Montagu, The Faith, 2–3.
7 Conrad, Lily H. Montagu, 36–37.
8 Nellie Levy, The West Central Story and Its Founders the Hon. Lily H. Montagu CBE, JP, DD and the Hon. Marian 

Montagu: 1893–1968, club pamphlet (London: Leeway Business Services), 1.
9 Montagu, The Faith, 11, 13.

10 Montagu, The Faith, 14.
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A similarly pressing issue was the growing tide of  secularization in the Jewish community. 
Montagu was concerned that Orthodoxy’s inability to accommodate Anglo-Jewish 
UWLMZVQ\a�_I[�\PM�KI][M�WN �\PM�M`WL][��)\�\PM�[IUM�\QUM��+TI]LM�5WV\MÅWZM�_I[�LM^MTWXQVO�
theories of  Liberal Judaism that would re-inspire and reengage both immigrant and 
I[[QUQTI\ML�2M_[�_Q\P�\PM�\ZILQ\QWV��5WV\IO]�_I[�QV[XQZML�Ja�5WV\MÅWZM��IVL�Ja�\PM�:MNWZU�
Judaism that had become prevalent in Germany and in the United States (Anglo-Reformism 
was far more conservative; a factor in the necessity of  Liberal Judaism),11 but she was mindful 
\PI\�5WV\MÅWZM�_I[�\WW�U]KP�WN �I�[KPWTIZ�\W�QVQ\QI\M�IVL�TMIL�I�ZMTQOQW][�UW^MUMV\��\PW]OP�
when she received encouraging replies from letters that she had sent out in early 1899 
[MMSQVO�[]XXWZ\�NWZ�I�4QJMZIT�UW^MUMV\��5WV\MÅWZM�_I[�QVKTQVML�\W�RWQV�5WV\IO]�QV�PMZ�
venture. The formal leadership of  the newly established Jewish Religious Union, which held 
Q\[�ÅZ[\�NWZUIT�UMM\QVO�QV�.MJZ]IZa��!����_I[�OQ^MV�\W�5WV\MÅWZM��<PM�UW^MUMV\¼[�IQU�_I[�
to gather congregants in the formation of  a new denomination based on the “eternal 
elements in Judaism.”12

In the letter that Lily Montagu circulated she outlined a number of  practical and religious 
Q[[]M[�\PI\�_W]TL�VMML�\W�JM�ZM[WT^ML�Ja�\PM�ÆMLOTQVO�4QJMZIT�2M_Q[P�UW^MUMV\�QV�WZLMZ�\PI\�
they be a radical, while at the same time acceptable, alternative to Orthodoxy with an 
authoritative basis in the tradition:  

I. What are the vital principles of  the old Judaism that must be preserved in the new?
II. If  these “vital principles” do not include belief  in the miraculous Divine Revelation heretofore 
accepted, what is the Authority on which we are to rely in judging of  right and wrong?
III. What forms and ceremonies should be retained on account of  their historical or ethical or 
sanitary value? (Special reference to the seventh day Sabbath and to festivals commemorating 
alleged miraculous events.)
IV. What is to be the special function of  the Jew under the new Judaism?13

It was in 1902 that services independent of  the United Synagogue were established, along 
with lectures, and publications to endorse the new Liberal Judaism; as Montagu noted: “The 
cry was no longer for changed externalities such as were secured by the Reform Synagogue 
already established for seventy years, but for a re-statement of  Jewish doctrine in the light of  
[KQMV\QÅK� \Z]\P�º14 Montagu was only too aware that assimilated religionists had become 
bored with the traditional services. Moreover, modern employment conditions and the 
working week did not allow for regular observance and daily visits to the synagogue; instead, 
Montagu saw it as her mission to create an essential and “living” Judaism that was compatible 
with everyday life. In The Faith of  a Jewish Woman she notes:

11 The failures of  late nineteenth-century Anglo-Reformism are well documented. For Daniel Langton the 
movement was paralyzed by its meager response to biblical criticism (+TI]LM�5WV\MÅWZM"�0Q[�4QNM�IVL�<PW]OP\ CLondon: 
Vallentine Mitchell, 2002E, 72). Moreover, as an enclave of  upper-middle-class Anglo-Jewry it held no appeal to the 
eastern European Jewish immigrants arriving in the 1880s, its Sabbath attendances were the lowest for all synagogues 
in the period, and most members attended only once a year, normally on Yom Kippur (the Day of  Atonement). 
=V[]ZXZQ[QVOTa�I�V]UJMZ�WN �:MNWZUMZ[�_MZM�LQ[[I\Q[ÅML�_Q\P�\PM�UW^MUMV\¼[�TQUQ\I\QWV[��IVL�Ja�\PM�TI\M��  �[�\PMa�
began looking for alternatives (see Michael Hilton, The Christian Effect on Jewish Life (London: SCM Press Ltd, 1994); 
Devine, From Anglo-First-Wave). More so, Reform Judaism’s conservative approach to the “Woman Question” and its 
failure to effect proto-feminist reform became a source of  alienation for Anglo-Jewish women.

12 Montagu, The Faith, 28.
13 Lily Montagu, “Private Letter” (March 24, 1899), in Lily Montagu: Sermons, Addresses, Letters, and Papers, ed. Ellen 

Umansky (New York: Edwin Mellen Press, 1985), 289.
14 Montagu, The Faith, 28.
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Those people, however, who had the leisure to attend services, were unwilling to do so because 
they were sure of  being bored. Their knowledge of  Hebrew was scanty, and they needed to pray 
in the language in which they were accustomed to think. Certainly, Hebrew had great beauty as 
well as historical interest, and it was a bond between different communities that they should have 
the same liturgy. But the religious bond could only be of  real use if  it expressed a living faith. 
There was no use in peoples meeting in various lands and going through identical services, in 
order to endure identical sense of  boredom. Life was essential, and the bond of  religion must be the 
bond of  life.15

The Jewish Religious Union offered services that were predominantly in the vernacular and 
at times when those with employment commitments, such as on Saturday mornings, could 
attend in the afternoon or evening instead. Indeed, the “letter of  the law” was no longer 
considered important,16 and services maintained little resonant of  their Orthodox 
counterparts (the inability to provide an alternative to the traditional synagogues was a 
failure of  Anglo-Reformism). Montagu was duly aware that modern lifestyles did not allow 
for meticulous attention to halakhah and the observance of  the mitzvot (commandments): 

<PMZM�Q[�I�TIZOM�JWLa�WN �2M_[�_PW�ZMY]QZM�\PM�KWV[\Z]K\QWV��I\�IVa�ZI\M�QV�W]\TQVM��WN �I�LMÅVQ\M�
theory of  their faith. They are anxious to realise and to transmit Judaism as a living faith, but have 
no time or inclination to work out the principles and deductions of  such a faith for themselves. 
This class includes busy men and women who “have enough to do already without thinking very 
much about their religion.” There are others who think Judaism all right in its proper place, but 
do not believe it affects them more often, perhaps, than two or three times a year.17 

The purpose of  the new denomination was to accommodate acculturated Anglo-Jewry’s 
busy lifestyles and the personal aspirations of  religionists, but even more, the JRU was born 
out of  necessity to prevent the perceived social absorption of  the assimilated elements of  
Anglo-Jewry into the host culture. Indeed, in “Spiritual Possibilities of  Judaism To-day” 
(1899) Montagu argues that “For many years self-consciousness has been growing among 
English Jews, and they have expressed, in whispers to one another, dissatisfaction with their 
spiritual state”; she concluded that the majority of  Jews were “either devoted to ceremonialism 
at the expense of  religion, or indifferent both to ceremonialism and to religion.”18 The article 
was intended to be a call to action: “Surely we English Jews can have no excuse for continued 
indifference and waiting. To us the call is clear and unmistakable. For our own sakes we must 
revive Judaism, and having reconciled its dogma with our highest conception of  truth and 
beauty, allow it again to bind us to the God who cares for us.”19 

1V�\PM�MIZTa�aMIZ[�\PM�2:=�_I[�VW\�KWVÅVML�\W�[QVOTM�XZMUQ[M[�IVL�[MZ^QKM[�_MZM�PMTL�QV�
rented halls. But in 1909 the JRU was rebranded as the Jewish Religious Union for the 
Advancement of  Liberal Judaism and a synagogue was opened in Hill Street, Marylebone 
�4WVLWV���<PM�ÅZ[\�UQVQ[\MZ�_I[� 1[ZIMT�5I\\]KS��I�:MNWZU�ZIJJQ� NZWU� \PM�=VQ\ML�;\I\M[��
1VLMML��)VOTW�4QJMZIT�2]LIQ[U�PIL�Q\[�ZWW\[�QV�KTI[[QKIT�:MNWZU�2]LIQ[U��+TI]LM�5WV\MÅWZM�
was intent on maintaining monotheism and the moral and spiritual teaching of  the prophets; 
even more, the focus on interpretive liberty, as in Reformism, allowed Liberal Judaism to 

15 Montagu, The Faith, 29.
16 Montagu, The Faith, 29.
17 Lily Montagu, Thoughts on Judaism (London: R. Brimley Johnson, 1904), 2.
18 Lily Montagu, “Spiritual Possibilities of  Judaism To-Day,” Jewish Quarterly Review 11 (1899), 216.
19 Montagu, “Spiritual Possibilities,” 229.
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“pick and choose” those elements of  the biblical and rabbinic traditions, and the halakhah, 
considered salvageable while the discriminatory and retrogressive aspects could be 
UIZOQVITQbML�WZ�QOVWZML��1\�_I[�VW\�5WV\MÅWZM¼[�QV\MV\QWV�\W�ZMXTIKM�WZ�LW�I_Ia�_Q\P�\PM�
major festivals, but the critique of  ritual and rabbinics central to the Christian Evangelical 
tradition is evident, particularly in Liberal Judaism’s focus on the individual, the necessity of  
inner-spirituality over and above legal and ritualistic observance, and the word of  the Bible 
W^MZ�\PM�ZIJJQ[�IVL�\PM�<ITU]L��5WV\MÅWZM�_I[�KWVKMZVML�\W�LM^MTWX�I�\PMWTWOa�LM^WQL�WN �
nationalistic and Zionistic (advocating return to the Holy Land) tendency that was instead 
universal as opposed to particularistic. Even the Torah was not considered the direct word 
of  God and was open to subjective interpretation. In the new Liberal Judaism religionists 
_MZM�ÅZ[\�IVL�NWZMUW[\�KQ\QbMV[#�UMZMTa�2M_[�Ja�\PM�K]T\]ZIT�NMI\]ZM�WN �ZMTQOQWV��:Q\]IT��IVL�
the extent of  observance, was dependent on the individual and their subjective reality, while 
freedom of  conscience and moral conduct were central. In a shift from rabbinic theology 
\PI\�ÅO]ZM[�\PM�2M_Q[P�XMWXTM�I[�I�KWTTMK\Q^M�JMNWZM�\PM�LQ^QVM�XZM[MVKM�IVL�\PI\�QV[Q[\[�WV�I�
radical separation between the individual and the Holy One, blessed be He that can at its 
closest only be experienced through Shechinah (the presence of  God in the world), Liberal 
theology encourages direct personal and spiritual communion with the divine. Moreover, 
\PM�SW[PMZ�LQM\IZa�TI_[�_MZM�VW�TWVOMZ�KWV[QLMZML�R][\QÅML��1VLMML��\PM�VI[KMV\�TMILMZ[PQX��
Lily Montagu included, was concerned that passages in the Bible exhibited “cruelty” and 
“revenge”, that certain “barbaric” laws brought humiliation on women, and that laws 
incompatible with human conduct had to be altered, particularly those in connection with 
[IKZQÅKM�20 But perhaps the biggest break with the tradition was in Liberal Judaism’s 
equalization of  the sexes and its radical approach to the “Woman Question.”21 The 
androcentrism of  the biblical and rabbinic traditions qua the “Woman Question” is well 
documented: women are excluded from the study and authoritative interpretation of  the 
sacred texts; they are exempted from all positive time-bound mitzvot excluding nerot: the 
lighting of  candles on Shabbat; challah: separating a portion of  dough, and niddah: ritual 
immersion following menstruation; women are excluded from the minyan; they are 
inadmissible as legal witnesses, they cannot be called up to read the Torah, and they are not 
allowed to take communal or religious positions that place them in authority over men. As 
we will see, the reengagement of  women with the tradition, and with the divine, was integral 
to Montagu’s conception of  Liberal Judaism.   

Short, uncritical biographies of  Lily Montagu have been published by those close to her 
in the Liberal movement. Indeed, Nellie Levy, a member of  Montagu’s West Central Jewish 
Girls’ Club (established in 1893) published a brief  overview of  Montagu’s involvement at the 
social club in a pamphlet, while Eric Conrad, Montagu’s nephew, published Lily H. Montagu: 
Prophet of  a Living Judaism. These biographers were perhaps too close to Montagu, who was a 
]VQ^MZ[ITTa�XWX]TIZ�IVL�ILUQZML�ÅO]ZM��\W�JM�IVa\PQVO�J]\�XZIQ[M_WZ\Pa#�VWVM\PMTM[[�\PM[M�
expositions are still valuable as they tell us what club members and congregants thought of  
Montagu and how she is remembered. Similarly, Lawrence Rigal and Rosita Rosenberg’s 
more recent study of  Liberal Judaism: The First Hundred Years (2004) equally praises Montagu’s 
KWV\ZQJ]\QWV�� M^MV� \PW]OP� +TI]LM� 5WV\MÅWZM¼[� ZWTM� I[� XPQTW[WXPMZ� IVL� \PMWTWOQIV� Q[�

20 Conrad, Lily H. Montagu, 41–2.
21 Luke Devine, Lily Montagu’s Shekhinah (Piscataway: Gorgias Press, 2011), 60–1.
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polarized with Montagu’s spiritual and organizational role. Indeed, Montagu is rightly 
revered as central to the movement’s foundation and administration, but again, Rosenberg 
was on the movement’s professional staff  and was a member of  the Liberal Jewish Youth 
Movement, while Rigal is a youth leader and minister.22�+PIQU�*MZUIV\�_I[�WVM�WN �\PM�ÅZ[\�
Anglo-Jewish historians to analyse Montagu’s role in the foundation of  Liberal Judaism; he 
LM[KZQJM[�PMZ�I[�¹TM[[�QV\MTTQOMV\�\PIV�C+TI]LME�5WV\MÅWZM�������;PM�XTIaML�;Q[\MZ�+TIZM�\W�PQ[�
St Francis.”23 As we have seen, it was Montagu who initiated the movement; she recalled that 
Q\�_I[�5WV\MÅWZM�_PW�IOZMML�\W�PMTX�PMZ�QV�\PM�X]Z[]Q\�WN �PMZ�¹JQO�IL^MV\]ZM�º�IVL�\PI\�¹PM�
was glad to help.”24 More recently, Geoffrey Alderman, who has written extensively on the 
Anglo-Jewish community, described Montagu as “excessively plain” and emotionally 
I\\IKPML� \W� 5WV\MÅWZM�25 These descriptions by respected scholars are symptomatic of  
androcentric stereotyping that is thankfully becoming less prevalent in Anglo-Jewish 
historiography. We have the Jewish feminist author and theologian Ellen Umansky to thank 
for reviving interest in Montagu’s biography and role in the foundation of  Liberal Judaism. 
Umansky’s path-breaking Lily Montagu and the Advancement of  Liberal Judaism (1983), along with 
the publication of  Montagu’s Sermons, Addresses, Letters, and Papers (1985) was necessary, long 
overdue, and intended to reintroduce Montagu to a new generation of  Jewish women. The 
book’s conclusions, however, are perhaps surprising given Umansky’s Jewish feminist 
background. Indeed, while she acknowledges Montagu’s contribution to Liberal Judaism in 
England, and her central role in the organization’s administration and leadership, Umansky 
downplays Montagu’s intellectual and theological contribution; she argues:

Lily Montagu made little if  any attempt to present her thoughts systematically. In most of  her 
_ZQ\QVO[��[PM�NWK][ML�WV�[XMKQÅK�\WXQK[��M�O���\PM�ZMTI\QWV�WN �KWVL]K\�\W�JMTQMN��\PM�[QOVQÅKIVKM�WN �
ceremonialism, human and divine justice, the power of  personality), while in others she randomly 
moved from one idea to the next. Her intention was not to offer clear-cut theological statements, 
but simply to share her faith with others.26 

22 See Lawrence Rigal, A Brief  History of  the West Central Liberal Synagogue (London: West Central Synagogue, 
1978); Lawrence Rigal and Rosita Rosenberg, Liberal Judaism: The First Hundred Years (London: Union of  Liberal and 
Progressive Synagogues, 2004).

23 Chaim Bermant, The Cousinhood: The Anglo-Jewish Gentry (London: Eyre & Spottiswoode, 1971), 210. See Linda 
Gordon Kuzmack, Woman’s Cause: The Jewish Woman’s Movement in England and the United States, 1881–1933 (Columbus: 
Ohio State University Press, 1990) for an overview of  Montagu’s activism in the wider context of  Jewish women’s 
movements and First-Wave feminism in Britain and America.

24 Montagu, The Faith������� ��;MM�;\M^MV�*IaUM��¹+TI]LM�5WV\MÅWZM��4QTa�5WV\IO]�IVL�\PM�7ZQOQV[�WN �\PM�
Jewish Religious Union,” Transactions of  the Jewish Historical Society of  England 27 (1982), 61–71; Edward Kessler, An 
-VOTQ[P�2M_"�<PM�4QNM�IVL�?ZQ\QVO[�WN �+TI]LM�5WV\MÅWZM (London: Vallentine Mitchell, 1989); Langton, +TI]LM�5WV\MÅWZM, 
77. 

25 Geoffrey Alderman, “Montagu, Lilian Helen,” in Oxford Dictionary of  National Biography, 38: Meyrick – Morande, 
eds. H. Matthew and Brian Harrison (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004), 753. For more complimentary 
examinations of  Montagu’s career see Margaret Yacobi, “Lily Montagu – A Pioneer in Religious Leadership: A 
Personal Appreciation,” in Hear Our Voice: Women in the British Rabbinate, ed. Sybil Sheridan (Columbia: University of  
South Carolina Press, 1998), 9–15, and Jean Spence who focuses on Montagu’s social work, “Lily Montagu: A 
Short Biography,” Youth and Policy 60 (1998), 73–83. See also A Reader of  Early Liberal Judaism: The Writings of  Israel 
)JZIPIU[�� +TI]LM�5WV\MÅWZM�� 4QTa�5WV\IO]� IVL� 1[ZIMT�5I\\]KS, ed. by Kessler, Edward (London: Valentine Mitchell, 
2004).

26 Ellen Umansky, Lily Montagu and the Advancement of  Liberal Judaism: From Vision to Vocation, Studies in Women and 
Religion, vol. 12 (New York: Edwin Mellen Press, 1983), 181. See Ellen Umansky, “Lily H. Montagu: Religious 
Leader, Organizer and Prophet,” Conservative Judaism 34, no. 6 (  July/August 1981), 17–27; Ellen Umansky, “The 
Origins of  Liberal Judaism in England: The Contribution of  Lily H. Montagu,” Hebrew Union College Annual 55 
(1984), 309–22.
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According to Umansky “The most striking feature of  Lily Montagu’s religious thought is 
that it never seemed to develop. Though she described Liberal Judaism as evolving from one 
age to the next, her own ideas remained static.”27 For Umansky, Montagu was reliant on 
1[ZIMT�5I\\]KS�IVL�5WV\MÅWZM� \W� \PM�M`\MV\� \PI\� [PM�UIQV\IQVML�M`IOOMZI\ML�ZM[XMK\� NWZ�
them and had to write to them on a daily basis. Even more, Umansky concludes that 
Montagu, who was “naive,” was intellectually and emotionally dependent on them, as well 
as on her father.28 It is therefore ironic that it was Daniel Langton, in his study of  Claude 
5WV\MÅWZM��_PW�ZIQ[ML�\PM�Q[[]M�\PI\�I�¹U]KP�VMMLML�KWZZMK\Q^Mº�Q[�ZMY]QZML�\W�KWUJI\�¹\PM�
traditional downplaying of  Lily Montagu’s role in the Jewish Religious Union.”29 What is 
more, Langton argues that Montagu’s “revolutionary fervour” left her frustrated by 
5WV\MÅWZM¼[�KI]\QW][�IXXZWIKP�30 It is hardly surprising then that Judith Romney Wegner in 
her study of  women in the Mishnah should ask rhetorically that if  Montagu was the founder 
of  Liberal Judaism in England, why did nobody write about her sooner.31 Indeed, the picture 
of  Montagu and the biography that is generated by the extant historiography does not 
UI\KP� ]X� _Q\P� \PM� XMZ[WVIT� ZMÆMK\QWV[� WN � PMZ� KTW[M[\� KWTTMIO]M[�� ZMTI\Q^M[�� IVL� M^MV�
5WV\MÅWZM�PQU[MTN��I[�-ZQK�+WVZIL�ZMUQVL["�

?PMV�Q\�Q[�[IQL�[PM�KIUM�]VLMZ�PQ[�QVÆ]MVKM��\PM�ZM^MZ[M�Q[�MY]ITTa�\Z]M��+TI]LM�5WV\MÅWZM�][ML�
RWSQVOTa�\W�KITT�PMZ�PQ[�OILÆa��1\�Q[�\W�JM�LW]J\ML�_PM\PMZ�PM�_W]TL�PI^M�JMMV�[X]ZZML�\W�TMILMZ[PQX�
without her stimulus and energy. Today it is not uncommon to think of  him not only as the leader 
but as the founder of  the Liberal Jewish Movement in England. But he himself  continually 
referred to Miss Montagu as the real founder of  the Liberal Jewish Movement in his country. 
+TI]LM�5WV\MÅWZM�PIL�ITT� \PM� QV\MTTMK\]IT�IVL�[XQZQ\]IT�Y]ITQ\QM[�VMMLML�NWZ� TMILMZ[PQX��J]\�PM�
was too scholarly a nature to face the limelight of  publicity. He did not, like Miss Montagu, feel 
the urge and vocation to take the initiative.32

What is revolutionary about Montagu’s role in the foundation and development of  Liberal 
2]LIQ[U�Q[�\PI\��I\�TMI[\�QV�-VOTIVL��[PM�_I[�\PM�ÅZ[\�_WUIV�\W�UQVQ[\MZ�\W�I�[aVIOWO]M�IVL�
WV�2]VM������!� �[PM�JMKIUM�\PM�ÅZ[\�\W�XZMIKP�I�[MZUWV�33 More so, she was the driving 
force behind the movement: theologian, spiritual leader, social worker; she was all these 
things.

Lily Montagu was adamant that the Jewish women of  both her social club and religious 
congregation be introduced to art, culture, and educational training in order that their 
natural gifts could be utilized in the service of  the divine. Indeed, motherhood and wifehood 
were an ideal, but not the only options available to single women. Certainly, for Montagu 
individuality was integral to women who “hold the keys of  a future destiny.”34 First-Wave 
NMUQVQ[\[�PIL�M[KIXML�\PM�MIZTQMZ�KWVÅVMUMV\[�WN �[MXIZI\M�[XPMZM[� QLMWTWOa�\PI\�I[[]UML�

27 Umansky, Lily Montagu, 191.
28 Umansky, Lily Montagu, 189, 196. See Lily Montagu, Samuel Montagu, First Baron Swaythling: A Character Sketch 

(London: Truslove and Hansom Limited, no date of  publication).
29 Langton, +TI]LM�5WV\MÅWZM, 35.
30 Langton, +TI]LM�5WV\MÅWZM, 77. 
31 Judith Romney Wegner, Chattel or Person? The Status of  Women in the Mishnah (New York: Oxford University Press, 

1988), 187-8. Mishnah: code of  Jewish law compiled by the early rabbis (tannaim).
32 Conrad, Lily H. Montagu, 46.
33 Conrad, Lily H. Montagu, 49–50.
34 Lily Montagu, “Women’s Contribution to the Spiritual Life of  Humanity,” in Lily Montagu: Sermons, 159; Lily 

Montagu, “The Girl in the Background,” in Studies of  Boy Life in Our Cities, ed. E. Urwick (1904; rpt. New York: 
Garland Publishing Inc., 1980), 247.
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their natural talents for the domestic setting without having to deny the doctrine of  a 
particularistic feminine nature that was best expressed in motherly and homely roles; rather, 
the cult of  domesticity had been transformed into the ideal of  women’s moral and spiritual 
superiority. In biblical terms, Eve the “temptress” had become Eve the “victim.” The 
feminization of  religion in all denominations ensured that the concept of  female superiority 
became women’s mission to redeem society. The focus on religious mission and philanthropy 
became the drive for social reform.35 Thus, the role assigned by Montagu to Jewish women, 
while radical in the Jewish community, was virtually the norm in Christian society. According 
to Montagu, therefore, gender inclusionism (in response to Christian Evangelical claims that 
traditional Judaism was denying women education and spiritual agency) would be the 
benchmark of  Liberal Judaism:

From the beginning it was determined that in our Synagogue men and women must be absolutely 
MY]IT� QV� \PMQZ�KWVOZMOI\QWVIT�XZQ^QTMOM[��*Wa[�IVL�OQZT[�_MZM�KWVÅZUML�\WOM\PMZ��IVL�UMV�IVL�
women sat together as they chose in any part of  the Synagogue. There was no women’s gallery, 
[]KP�I[�_M�ÅVL�QV�7Z\PWLW`�;aVIOWO]M[��?WUMV�PIL��I[�I�UI\\MZ�WN �KW]Z[M��\PMQZ�[MI\[�WV�\PM�
Council, and took their share as voters in the shaping of  Synagogue policy and in the responsibility 
WN �UIQV\IQVQVO�IVL�LM^MTWXQVO�Q\[�ZMTQOQW][�QVÆ]MVKM�36

Of  course, proto-feminist transformation was not wholesale; that would have been unrealistic 
in such a short space of  time. Montagu and the other leaders were concerned that immediate 
and radical change would be a “shock to the community” that might “prove injurious to our 
cause.”37�*]\�NZWU�\PM�W]\[M\�4QJMZIT�\PMWTWOa�_I[�\W�ZMÆMK\�¹\PM�LQ^QVM�QV�Q\[�QVKT][Q^MVM[[�º38 
The theological emphasis of  the movement was on personal and immediate experience of  
the divine. Montagu was inspired by the prophet Isaiah and particularly Is. 55, which was 
her favourite biblical passage:

I have regarded [Is. 55] as my favourite [passage] throughout my life. This chapter seems to me to 
carry within itself  the essence of  pure religion. It contains a call to man to seek God, and assurance 
\PI\� QN � \PI\� [MIZKP� Q[�]VLMZ\ISMV�_Q\P� [QVKMZQ\a� IVL� NIQ\P�� ITT� W\PMZ�WN � TQNM¼[� IK\Q^Q\QM[�_QTT� Å\� QV�
accordingly to a correct measure of  values. The chapter gives glorious assurance that God will 
cause goodness to triumph, and that, ruling as He does by law, we can count on His law to lead to 
\PM�M[\IJTQ[PUMV\�WN �ZQOP\MW][VM[[��5WZMW^MZ��_M�ÅVL�QV�\PM[M�̂ MZ[M[�\PM�_WVLMZN]T�KWUNWZ\�NWZ�ITT�
seekers after truth, who, in spite of  their love and faith, must ever remain to some degree perplexed 
and bewildered. “God’s thoughts are not our thoughts, and His ways are not our ways.” We have 
no power to explain God. If  we could, we should be God ourselves.39

It was the gender inclusivist theological aspects of  Isaiah that Montagu was interested in; the 
feminine/maternal imagery of  the divine. Quoting Is. 66:13, Montagu noted that 
“Throughout the Old Testament God the Ruler is also God the Father [and Mother]. ‘As a 
father pitieth his children, so does the Lord pity them who fear Him.’ God’s extreme 
tenderness is further expressed [Is. 66:13]: ‘As one who his Mother comforteth so will I 
comfort thee.’ ”40 In Isaiah there are several references to female God-imagery. 42:14: “I 

35 Olive Banks, Faces of  Feminism: A Study of  Feminism as a Social Movement (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1988), 85-6, 
90–1, 95.

36 Montagu, The Faith, 38; Devine, Lily Montagu’s Shekhinah, 111–12.
37 Montagu, The Faith, 38.
38 Lily Montagu, “Kinship with God,” in Lily Montagu: Sermons, 115.
39 Montagu, The Faith, 41.
40 Montagu, “Kinship with God,” 116.
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have long time holden my peace; I have been still, and refrained myself; now will I cry like a 
travailing woman,” and in 55:1 God is also a provider of  water: “Ho, every one that thirsteth, 
come ye to the waters.”41 Moreover, there are theological allusions and metaphors, such as to 
thrones and robes, which are associated with the Shechinah, the grammatically feminine 
attribute of  divine presence in the world: “I saw the Lord sitting upon a throne high and 
TQN\ML�]X��IVL�PQ[�\ZIQV�ÅTTML�\PM�<MUXTMº���"����+MZ\IQVTa��\PM[M�ZMNMZMVKM[�\W�\PM�UI\MZVIT�
intimacy of  the divine were central to Montagu’s understanding of  theology.42 This is not to 
say that Montagu envisaged God, who is supposed to transcend gender, as either male or 
female, or both; instead, the divine is merely imaged in masculine/feminine and maternal/
paternal terms that are accessible to a diverse range of  religionists. For Montagu it is this 
subjective immanence that is vital: “I feel the reality of  God. Believing in God as the God of  
Love, I believe that His presence in our midst gives us the power to love, which is of  supreme 
importance in every individual life.”43 

1N �_M�KWV[QLMZ�\PMV�\PM�KMV\ZIT�IVL�[][\IQVQVO�MTMUMV\[�WN �4QTa�5WV\IO]¼[�\PMWTWOa"�ÅZ[\��
subjectivity is vital as everyone experiences the divine in a different way, even the early rabbis 
were aware of  this plurality, although in the rabbinic tradition God is experienced through 
the presence of  Shechinah; retrospectively then, there were rabbis who assumed that even in 
the Bible it is not the unknowable Holy One, blessed be He who is experienced, but the 
immanent Shechinah. This is how the rabbis explained God’s aloofness. Montagu’s concept of  
direct communion with God, which was the very foundation of  her religion; in fact, 
according to Eric Conrad, “She had a fervent desire for personal communion with God and 
an irrepressible urge to impart a similar desire to others,44 was inspired by Isaiah, and the 
other prophets, experiencing of  the divine. The quest for immanence was present throughout 
the nineteenth and early twentieth-centuries. Indeed, in Reform Judaism it is incumbent on 
the individual to “construct” their own theology.45 What is more, Montagu’s novel, Naomi’s 
Exodus, which was published in 1901, provides some of  the best evidence of  her understanding 
of  divine immanence.46 The book is semi-autobiographical and tells the story of  Naomi Saul 
who is a young Jewish girl alienated by the traditional ritual experienced in the home of  her 
staunchly Orthodox aunt. Indicative of  the Evangelical cult of  true womanhood that invests 
women with spiritual and redemptive qualities,47 Naomi is a moral exemplar; more so, she is 

41 Lily Montagu, “Club Letter No. 3,” in Lily Montagu: Sermons, 51.
42 Devine, Lily Montagu’s Shekhinah, 131–3.
43 Montagu, The Faith, 64.
44 Conrad, Lily H. Montagu, 37, 42.
45 Jonathan Romain, Reform Judaism and Modernity: A Reader (London: SCM, 2004), 145. There is not the space or 

the necessity to study the classical Jewish theologians in this paper, see Franz Rosenzweig, The Star of  Redemption (New 
York: Holt, Reinhart and Winston, 1971); Martin Buber, Hasidism and Modern Man (New York: Horizon Press, 1958).

46 It is perhaps surprising that Montagu did not engage with earlier and contemporaneous Anglo-Jewish women 
VW^MTQ[\[��1VLMML��\PMZM�Q[�VW�M^QLMVKM�\PI\�[PM�M^MZ�ZMIL��NWZ�M`IUXTM��/ZIKM�)O]QTIZ��+PIZTW\\M�5WV\MÅWZM��WZ�)Ua�
Levy. According to Ellen Umansky the only Jewish novelist Montagu ever discussed was Edna Ferber (Lily Montagu, 
�����IT\PW]OP�5WV\IO]�_I[�INÅTQI\ML�_Q\P�-UQTa�0IZZQ[�\PZW]OP�PMZ�[WKQIT�_WZS��;MM�-UQTa�0IZZQ[��Estelle, 2 vols. 
(London: George Bell, 1878); Benedictus, 2 vols. (London: George Bell, 1887). 

47 The cult of  true womanhood was based on the eighteenth-century Evangelical theology of  Christian 
femininity outlined by William Wilberforce. The cult developed in tune with the concept of  separate spheres: men 
were deemed the stronger and harder sex, less emotional, and ordained with the physical ability to survive the 
ruthless world of  the market-place. Alternatively, women required the protective walls of  the home. They possessed 
maternal qualities and superior moral purity making them the ethical inspiration for their husbands and the moral 
guardians of  children. Thus, the cult of  domesticity became the ideal of  female superiority that invested women 
with the spiritual qualities to redeem wider society (Banks, Faces of  Feminism, 86, 90).
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regenerative. In the novel, Naomi embarks on a spiritual journey and in the process learns of  
the nature of  universal religion. In response to her aunt’s charge that she has become a 
convert to Christianity Naomi is furious, though she is equally impassioned by her spiritual 
connection with the ancestral faith and the bonds of  inherited memory: 

Naomi had behind her the racial pride of  her ancestors. The persistent, dogged tenacity with 
which they [  Jews] had clung to their religious inheritance, even deifying its casings in their 
XI[[QWVI\M�bMIT#� \PM�ÅMZa� RMITW][a�_Q\P�_PQKP� \PMa�PIL�KPMZQ[PML� \PMQZ� Q[WTI\QWV�IUWVO�ITT� \PM�
XMWXTM[�WN �\PM�MIZ\P#�\PM[M�[MMUML�[]LLMVTa�\W�UISM�\PMQZ�QVÆ]MVKM�NMT\�WV�\PM�OQZT��;PM�PIL�JMMV�
born a Jewess, and no spiritual yearnings, no discontent, no remorse could rob her of  this 
birthright. Even though she had no understanding of  the ancient religion, in spite of  all her 
recent self-questionings and misgivings, a passionate devotion to Judaism was indelibly stamped in 
her blood. It only required her aunt’s question, expressed as it was with suspicion and 
IXXZMPMV[QWV�� \W� ÅTT� PMZ� PMIZ\� _Q\P� QV\MV[M� IVOMZ� \PI\� PMZ� TWaIT\a� PIL� JMMV� KPITTMVOML�� AM\�
mingled with this anger was a feeling of  acute pain, for Naomi had suddenly become conscious 
that in this home, which was so dear to her, she could never again be happy.48 

Having gone into self-imposed exile as a result of  her aunt’s accusation, and as a product of  
her spiritual alienation, Naomi leaves home and within several months of  independence, 
and through friendship with a Christian religionist, learns about social justice and the nature 
of  “true” faith. She later returns to the house of  her staunchly Orthodox aunt and is able 
once again to join in and appreciate the Shabbat celebrations. One of  the moral parables of  
the story is that the legalistic, unthinking nature of  contemporaneous religion requires 
invigorating with renewed spiritual impetus. Indeed, Naomi, through communion with God, 
is imbued with fresh understanding and appreciation of  her faith and its application for daily 
living. It is in Naomi’s Exodus that we catch glimpses of  Montagu’s own experience of  the 
divine presence.49 Naomi, in the midst of  a spiritual crisis, is resolved to develop an immanent 
and personally immediate relationship with the divine. The communing begins with her 
calling out to the divine:

 “Oh God, what shall I do? Oh, God, help me”!
� <PI\�_I[�\PM�ÅZ[\�XZIaMZ�6IWUQ�;I]T�PIL�M^MZ�UILM�
 Almost immediately her troubled spirit seemed somewhat soothed. The tension on her feelings 
was relieved as she gave herself  up to the Power not herself  of  which she was becoming conscious. 
She lay for a whole hour, half  waking, half-sleeping, in communion with her God.50

Naomi is not used to the idea of  personal and private prayer; this is a direct address to the 
deity and a call on the divine for assistance in the form of  engaged communion. Later in the 
novel, Naomi makes the plea again, begging the Almighty for advice:

After a time her head leaned up against the iron leg of  the bedstead, and her lips murmured, 
“God! God! What shall I do – God”?

The prayer was spoken in utter exhaustion of  spirit; the soul realized its weakness, and could no 
TWVOMZ�ÅVL�ZM[\�_Q\PQV�Q\[MTN��1\�\PZM_�Q\[MTN �WV�\PM�/WL�_Q\PW]\�NWZ�PMTX�QV�Q\[�[WZM�VMML��)VL�\PM�
help was given. Naomi was much too tired to know how she reasoned, or whether she reasoned at 

48 Lily Montagu, Naomi’s Exodus (London: T. Fisher Unwin, 1901), 40–1. Montagu’s only other novel was Broken 
Stalks (London: R. Brimley Johnson, 1902). See also Lily Montagu, A Little Book of  Comfort: For Jewish People in Times 
of  Sorrow (London: Wightman and Co, 1948); Lily Montagu, Letters to Anne and Peter (London: Mamelok Press, 1944); 
Lily Montagu, What Can A Mother Do? And Other Stories (London: George Routledge & Sons, 1926).

49 Devine, Lily Montagu’s Shekhinah, 82.
50 Montagu, Naomi’s Exodus, 26.
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all. It seemed as if  she snatched from the inmost depths of  her being the love, faith and hope 
which she had planted there for Clement, and with that cry to God threw them at His feet. And 
He accepted them.51

Naomi is upset at the breakdown of  her relationship with Clement Marks: “She dared to 
TW^M�\PQ[�OZMI\�KTM^MZ�UIV��IVL�[QVKM�PQ[�QVLQNNMZMVKM�KW]TL�VW\�[\QÆM�PMZ�NMMTQVO��Q\�[PW]TL��I\�
least, not disgrace him.”52 But it is “the God of  love Who gave this girl the power of  loving, 
even while He withdrew the human object of  her love, came into her heart and gave her 
courage.”53 As we can see, Montagu’s theological understanding is necessarily immediate; it is 
a type of  human-divine dialogue. Moreover, in Naomi’s Exodus�_M�KIV�[MM�\PM�QVÆ]MVKM�WN �
Christian Evangelicalism, particularly in the theology of  divine immanence, the spiritual 
vitalization of  ritual, and in Montagu’s reverence for the Hebrew Bible.54 Naomi is 
redemptive and regenerative, morally and spiritually superior, though at the same time she is 
dutiful; she heeds the (Evangelical) call to service and becomes a nurse.55 

For Lily Montagu it was necessary that religionists speak to God in the synagogue and in 
the home.56 This relationship is not intended to be hierarchical. Indeed, Montagu was 
concerned that the idea of  God instilling fear rather than love could be transmitted through 
the reading of  the traditional liturgy.57 According to Montagu: “God must become so real so 
that we can live under His guidance, working for Him and with Him, and trusting that this 
kinship is for ever.”58 Montagu was convinced that through Judaism “a religious man must 
seek and discover God for himself. I believe that in Judaism will be found the methods by 
which God can be most surely approached, and that these methods are certainly ultimately 
to prevail universally.”59 The relationship with God is essentially about “kinship.” The divine 
is omnipresent to the extent that personal loneliness need never be experienced.60 Indeed, 
God is not “other” in the traditional sense of  “holiness” (kedushah) which implies separation. 
David Blumenthal argues that in the sacred texts God has personality and talks, walks, 
laughs, feels anger, joy, and conveys “moral judgment”: “God is what God is.” But the divine 
is also a source of  awe, the numinous, and otherness. “Wholly otherness,” or holiness, is 
comprehendible in moments, texts, and places. Indeed, it is through the concept of  holiness 
that God is somehow near yet at the same time distant. According to Blumenthal holiness is 
our experience of  the sacred. Thus, God possesses two characteristic attributes: “personality 
and holiness”; they are “relation and relatedness”. The “theology of  image” is central to the 
Jewish tradition; knowledge of  humanity, God, piety, and redemption stems from this source. 

51 Montagu, Naomi’s Exodus, 162.
52 Montagu, Naomi’s Exodus��� !��1\�Q[�XW[[QJTM�\PI\�+TMUMV\�5IZS[�Q[�JI[ML�WV�+TI]LM�5WV\MÅWZM�
53 Montagu, Naomi’s Exodus, 165.
54 Naomi Saul is probably based on Naomi of  the biblical book of  Ruth.
55 Devine, Lily Montagu’s Shekhinah, 103–04. According to David Bebbington, Evangelicalism is based on four 

themes: “conversionism, the belief  that lives need to be changed; activism, the expression of  the gospel in effort; 
biblicism, a particular regard for the Bible; and what might be called crucicentrism��I�[\ZM[[�WV�\PM�[IKZQÅKM�WN �+PZQ[\�WV�
the cross. Together they form a quadrilateral of  priorities that is the basis of  Evangelicalism” (Evangelicalism in 
Modern Britain: A History from the 1730s to the 1980s (London: Unwin Hyman, 1989), 2–3).

56 Montagu, My Club and I, 47.
57 Conrad, Lily H. Montagu, 42. Montagu’s Prayers for Jewish Working Girls (London: Wertheimer, Lea & Co., 1895) 

_I[�\PM�ÅZ[\�4QJMZIT�2M_Q[P�XZIaMZ�JWWS�
58 Montagu, My Club and I, 50.
59 Montagu, “Spiritual Possibilities,” 231.
60 Montagu, “Kinship with God,” 117.
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In this theological process there is dialogue, empathy, demand, and claim. God’s image is 
ZMÆMK\ML� JW\P� QVLQ^QL]ITTa� IVL� KWTTMK\Q^MTa� QV� P]UIVQ\a�� <W� LW� \ZILQ\QWVIT� \PMWTWOa��
Blumenthal argues, is to understand and muse over the image of  the divine. The attributes 
of  holiness and personality visualize the image of  deity and embody the otherness of  God.61 
Certainly, “holiness” is an integral component of  God in the tradition. For Blumenthal:

HOLINESS IS A QUALITY. One senses it in objects, in moments, in texts, and in certain people. 
It is not a feeling like joy and anger. It is not a commitment like love or loyalty. It is not a state of  
mind like happiness or gloom. It is not a thought or concept. It is an awareness of  the sacred, a 
consciousness of  the spiritual. It is an experience of  the mysterium tremendum et fascinans, a contact 
with the numinous. It is a perception of  otherness, an intimation of  the beyond.62

Blumenthal suggests that there are two aspects of  holiness: hierarchical: the “mystical quality 
of  certain objects, days and persons”; and non-hierarchical: personal acts of  will through which 
one declares an object consecrated to the divine. Holiness is a product of  kavanah; it is the 
experience of  numinous otherness in the “mundane”.63 Montagu’s theology of  immanence 
then, and the idea of  communion, is a departure from the traditional concept of  holiness; 
but for that matter, the universal underpinnings of  Liberal theology are equally a departure 
from the particularistic emphasis on the Jewish people inherent to the rabbinic/Orthodox 
\ZILQ\QWV��+TI]LM�5WV\MÅWZM¼[�\PMWTWOa�WN �4QJMZIT�2]LIQ[U�\PI\�5WV\IO]�IXXZWXZQI\ML�QV�
her own work was centred on the relationship between the religionist and the divine. Both he 
and Montagu frequently quoted from non-Jewish sources, even the New Testament. The 
ZILQKIT� [MXIZI\QWV� WN � \PM� QVLQ^QL]IT� IVL� \PM� LQ^QVM� Q[�� NWZ�5WV\MÅWZM�� ]V[][\IQVIJTM��0M�
rejected the traditional notion that God is so mysterious and unapproachable that men and 
_WUIV� KIVVW\� KWUU]VQKI\M�KWUU]VM� _Q\P� \PM� LMQ\a�� 1V[\MIL��5WV\MÅWZM� IZO]ML� \PI\�
¹\PM� KWUU]VQWV�WN �UIV�_Q\P�/WL�� IVL� \PM� IK\QWV�WN � QVÆ]MVKM�WN �/WL�]XWV�UIV�� IZM�
essential elements of  true religion.” Indeed, communion is possible because of  the kinship 
between humankind and God.64 

The Liberal theology that is evident throughout the Lily Montagu corpus, and in her 
many sermons and addresses, is characterized by its pluralistic subjectivity, immediacy, non-
hierarchical nature, universality, and rejection of  the traditional concept of  holiness. These 
elements of  Liberal theology have become standard to Second and Third-Wave liberal 
Jewish feminist spiritualities/theologies. Of  course, Jewish feminist theology has gone further 
and has marginalized and even abandoned the central theological components that have 
been present since Genesis including not only the concepts of  transcendence, revelation, 
and supernaturalism, but the eschatological aspects such as Jewish destiny, messianic 
redemption, afterlife, the Davidic line, and chosenness. It is only Judith Plaskow, Rachel 
Adler, Melissa Raphael, and Tamar Ross who have so far published full-length feminist 
theologies. Indeed, Judith Plaskow’s classic Standing Again At Sinai (1990) develops a feminist 
theology of  community that is expressed through historiography, prayer, ritual, and midrash 
around the central categories of  Torah, Israel, and God, speculating what these concepts 

61 David Blumenthal, Facing the Abusing God: A Theology of  Protest ((London: John Knox Press, 1993), 6–8, 23. See  
<��,ZWZIP�;M\MT��¹.MUQVQ[\�:MÆMK\QWV[�WV�;MXIZI\QWV�IVL�=VQ\a�QV�2M_Q[P�<PMWTWOa�º�Journal of  Feminist Studies in 
Religion 2 (Spring 1986), 113–18.

62 Blumenthal, Facing the Abusing God, 23. 
63 Blumenthal, Facing the Abusing God, 25–6; Devine, Second-Wave Jewish Feminism, 55–6.
64� +TI]LM�5WV\MÅWZM��Liberal Judaism: An Essay (London: Macmillan and Co., 1903), 25–7.
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will look like in an inclusivist Judaism.65 Adler, who was originally Orthodox but turned to 
Reform Judaism, is perhaps most notable for her groundbreaking article, “The Jew Who 
Wasn’t There,” that helped launch Second-Wave Jewish feminism in America, along with 
Trude Weiss-Rosmarin’s “The Unfreedom of  Jewish Women.” In Engendering Judaism (1998) 
Adler examines gender issues relating to halakhah, prayer, textual interpretation, sexual 
imagery, and marriage to visualize an engendered Judaism through which the gender 
exclusionary and patriarchal values of  the tradition and its sacred texts are not regarded as 
intrinsic.66 Alternatively, Raphael’s The Female Face of  God in Auschwitz (2003) is not intended 
to be a prescriptive theology; rather, Raphael, who is an Anglo-Jewish theologian, asks the 
question “Who was God in Auschwitz”? She is concerned with restoring women’s voices to 
our understanding of  the Holocaust and reclaiming the feminine Shechinah as a maternal 
presence amid the horrors of  Auschwitz.67 Ross’ Expanding the Palace of  Torah is not a feminist 
\PMWTWOa�XMZ�[M#�ZI\PMZ��[PM�LM^MTWX[�QLMI[�WN �K]U]TI\Q^M�ZM^MTI\QWV�\PI\�LZI_�WV�\PM�QVÆ]MVKM�
Abraham Isaac Kook. Orthodox Israeli feminist Ross develops a process of  accumulating 
beyond the Sinaitic foundations of  the tradition that allows feminist interpreters to build 
upon extant revelation while accepting that Judaism’s patriarchal foundations, although 
incompatible with contemporary feminist values, were necessary at the time.68 The Second-
Wave of  Jewish feminism, which arguably began in the 1970s and continued until the early 
1990s, inevitably focused on the key issues at the time, including the exclusion of  women 
from ritual, liturgy, legal processes, and in the synagogue; the focus was on praxis rather than 
theology. This was evidently vital to religious and communal reform, if  at the expense of  
practical, prescriptive, and normative theology. In the Third-Wave of  Jewish feminism (if  it 
is even possible to apply such a label) that followed Plaskow’s Standing Again at Sinai, on the 
other hand, Jewish feminists have become their own authorities often in the absence of  
traditional Judaism.69 The daughters of  the Second-Wave have grown up with a “full range 
of  opportunities” in communal and religious life and have been offered more or less equal 
chances for study, employment, and meaningful spiritual existence.70 But the Third-Wave 
PI[�VW\�QLMV\QÅML�IVa�[QVOTM�Q[[]M�WZ�]VQÅML�KI][M��UIVQNM[\W��WZ�]VLMZTaQVO�OWIT�I[�QVLQKI\Q^M�
of  its aims.71 Donna Berman, looking back on the last forty years of  feminist activism, argues 
that:

There has been very little, if  any, experimentation with expanding the canon or introducing new 
\M`\[�\PI\�[XMKQÅKITTa�ZMÆMK\�\PM�M`XMZQMVKM[�WN �_WUMV�IVL�TM[JQIV[��.MUQVQ[U��\W�I�TIZOM�M`\MV\��

65 Judith Plaskow, “Calling All Theologians,” in New Jewish Feminism: Probing the Past, Forging the Future, ed. Elyse 
Goldstein (Woodstock: Jewish Lights Publishing, 2009), 4; Judith Plaskow, Standing Again at Sinai: Judaism from a 
Feminist Perspective (1990; rpt. New York: HarperCollins Publishers, 1991). 

66 See Rachel Adler, “The Jew Who Wasn’t There: Halacha and the Jewish Woman,” Response: A Contemporary 
Jewish Review (1971; rpt. Summer 1973), 77–82; Trude Weiss-Rosmarin, “The Unfreedom of  Jewish Women,” 
Jewish Spectator (October 1970), 2–6; Rachel Adler, Engendering Judaism: An Inclusive Theology and Ethics (Philadelphia: 
The Jewish Publication Society, 1998).

67 See Melissa Raphael, The Female Face of  God in Auschwitz: A Jewish Feminist Theology of  the Holocaust (London: 
Routledge, 2003).

68 For Kook, God is not an-other being as the Almighty transcends all anthropomorphisms. See Tamar Ross, 
Expanding the Palace of  Torah: Orthodoxy and Feminism (Waltham: Brandeis University Press, 2004).

69 Susannah Heschel, “Foreword: It’s Not About Equality – It’s About Who’s in Charge,” in Yentl’s Revenge: The 
Next Wave of  Jewish Feminism, ed. Danya Ruttenberg (New York: Seal Press, 2001), xvi–xvii.

70 Susannah Heschel, preface to On Being A Jewish Feminist: A Reader, ed. Susannah Heschel (1983; rpt. New York: 
Schocken Books, 1995), xxiii.

71 Devine, Second-Wave Jewish Feminism, 47, 210. 
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remains something that is “tacked on” to Judaism. It is still on the margins, still too often relegated 
\W�I�[XMKQÅK�;PIJJI\�WZ�I�[XMKQIT�IL]T\�ML]KI\QWV�[M[[QWV�WZ�?WUMV¼[�0Q[\WZa�5WV\P��.MUQVQ[\�
theology and feminist discourse generally have not made their way into the center.72

The “problem,” if  that is the right word, is with the feminist propensity, which has become a 
feature of  Third-Wave Jewish feminism, to discourse on subjective, personal, and immediate 
experience over and above the tradition.73 This form of  self-projection might have little to do 
with the tradition and is regarded as Jewish simply because the interpreter is Jewish. 

The potential abyss between “women’s experience” and “authentic” Judaism has been an 
impediment to Jewish women doing theology.74 According to Melissa Raphael Jewish 
feminists, whether partially or wholly alienated by the tradition, have focused, more or less, 
on the historical Jewish woman who can through her personal experience and immediate 
context image alternative theological models and unconditioned interpretations of  the 
sacred texts. The postmodernist refusal of  normativity, Raphael argues, has rendered a 
prescriptive, or normative, Jewish feminist theology “impossible.” Historically, Raphael 
notes, feminist theology is a post-Holocaust exercise that assumes, given Auschwitz, that 
2]LIQ[U�KIV�VW�TWVOMZ�JM�R][\QÅML�\PZW]OP�\ZILQ\QWVIT�NIQ\P�QV�\PM�0WTa�7VM��JTM[[ML�JM�0M��
What is more, the tradition cannot be sustained by the Reform assumption that Judaism 
underpins the ethical and moral structures of  Western civilization. For Raphael, Jewish 
feminist theology can only justify Judaism to women on the basis of  its prophetic concerns, 
its being a connector between the generations of  the movement, and its ritual and imaginal 
focus for communal identity. This is endemic, however, given that generally all types of  
Jewish feminism have taken on the “quest of  liberal modernity” and have centered on 
securing women’s religious liberation, equality of  access, and their ability to orientate the 
tradition toward the conditions and experiences of  their own immediate context. In sum, 
Raphael suggests that the problem is that “Jewish feminist theology’s origin in modern 
egalitarianism and the postmodern pluralization of  truth, together with its focus upon the 
immediacies of  women’s experience . . . has left women religio-intellectually marginalized, 
and experience of  the heteronomous, nonordinary dimension of  Jewish revelation has been 
all but precluded.”75 

Contemporary liberal Jewish feminism, the Third-Wave and beyond,76 is characterized by 
its rejection of  hierarchy in all its forms. According to Judith Plaskow the concept of  
chosenness in traditional Judaism is a statement of  hierarchical privilege in relation to those 
who are denied this right. Feminists have been troubled by the idea of  chosenness that seems 
to be in contrast with the drive for civic equality. The assumption of  a unique and separate 
destiny assigned to the Jewish people is in “tension” with the history of  emancipation that 

72 Donna Berman, “Major Trends in Jewish Feminist Theology,” in New Jewish Feminism, 21.
73 Melissa Raphael, “Standing at a Demythologized Sinai? Reading Jewish Feminist Theology Through the 

Critical Lens of  Radical Orthodoxy,” in Interpreting the Postmodern: Responses to “Radical Orthodoxy,” eds. Rosemary 
Radford Ruether and Marion Grau (New York: T & T Clark, 2006), 209–10 n.39.

74 The categories are taken from Adler’s Engendering Judaism, xix.
75 Raphael, “Standing at a Demythologized Sinai,” 198–201, 207 n27, 209–10, 214.
76 The Third-Wave is characterized by its efforts to challenge the essentialist assumptions of  the Second-Wave, 

the notion of  universal women’s experience, and the focus on white upper-middle-class women’s experience. The 
Third-Wave appropriates theories of  anti-racism, transgender, queer theory, and eco-feminism, and is about self-
LMÅVQ\QWV�IVL�\PM�JZWILMVQVO�WN �JQWTWOQKIT�IVL�K]T\]ZIT�QLMV\Q\QM[�\PZW]OP�IT\MZVI\Q^M�TQNM[\aTM[��,M^QVM��From Anglo-
First-Wave, 199–200). 
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made Jews into citizens. Thus, Plaskow notes, Jewish thinkers for nearly two-hundred years 
have sought to refashion the notion of  chosenness in order to either discard it completely or 
to retain it. Indeed, chosenness has been reinterpreted through the language of  universality 
and “mission to the nations”; Jewish superiority has even been rejected outright. For Plaskow, 
however, the implication of  chosenness and its sense of  privilege is yet to be eliminated. 
Jewish feminism, therefore, is in a position to rethink not only the concept of  election in 
ZMTI\QWV� \W� _QLMZ� VWV�2M_Q[P� [WKQM\a�� J]\� IT[W� \W� ZMÅO]ZM� \PM� PQMZIZKPQKIT� LQNNMZMV\QI\QWV[�
present in the Jewish community. Plaskow argues that God’s dominance and power means 
that the relationship between the deity and humankind is “asymmetrical”. God’s maleness 
LMVW\M[�XW_MZ� \PI\� Q[� QVÅVQ\M� IVL�7\PMZ�W^MZ�P]UIV�I]\PWZQ\a�� 1VLMML�� \PQ[�/WL�_PW� Q[�
totally Other is over and against the world in such a way that “inhibits human growth and 
responsibility”. For Plaskow, God enforces obedience through punishments, benevolence, 
and domination, which discourages human activity. This dominating Other is intrinsic to 
the biblical texts, particularly in images of  God as “holy warrior.” Moreover, prophetic 
demands for social justice are in direct contrast with the impending threat of  divine 
punishment and destruction. Plaskow suggests that:

Metaphors of  sovereignty, lordship, kingship, and judicial and military power evoke images of  
arbitrary and autocratic rule that have been rejected in the human political sphere at the same 
time they live on in religious language. If  the image of  god as male provides religious support for 
male dominance in society, the image of  God as supreme Other would seem to legitimate 
dominance of  any kind. God as ruler and king of  the universe is the pinnacle of  a vast hierarchy 
\PI\�M`\MVL[�NZWU�/WL�¹PQU[MTN º�\W�IVOMT[�UMV�_WUMV�KPQTLZMV�IVQUIT[�IVL�ÅVITTa�\PM�MIZ\P��
As hierarchical ruler, God is a model for the many schemes of  dominance that human beings 
create for themselves.77

Plaskow contends that the images of  God’s dominance that have become the symbols and 
ways that Jews have used to discuss the divine have helped perpetuate and even justify the 
evils that we hope God will redeem us from. The theological image of  “dominating Other” 
acts as an “authorizing symbol” in an entire system of  hierarchical dualisms that includes 
the relationship between Israel and other peoples and the male God-language of  the 
androcentric tradition.78 As we have seen, Lily Montagu, along with the Liberal Jewish 
leadership, was concerned not only with the alienating image of  a domineering and aloof  
deity (she instead preferred to visualize the immanent God of  “love”), but also with the 
concepts of  Jewish particularly, messianism, and national identity (Zionism) that were an 
impediment to wholesale emancipation, assimilation, and acceptance for religious Anglo-
Jews in wider Christian society. Certainly, Liberal Judaism’s aim was to counter the 
secularizing and estranging aspects of  the tradition and to assimilate societal norms that 
would allow Jews to accommodate their Anglicized lifestyles to the Liberal Synagogue 
without having to exile themselves from the community for all time. But while the legacy of  
Anglo-Liberal Judaism in relation to the “Woman Question” is that women can lead the 
services and become rabbis, be called up, hold positions of  religious and communal 
leadership over men, study and interpret the sacred texts, have a Bat Mitzvah, and are equal 
in divorce law, what are the long term consequences for Jewish feminist theology? 

77 Plaskow, Standing Again at Sinai, 100–1, 130–2.
78 Plaskow, Standing Again at Sinai, 132.
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In Lily Montagu’s theology of  Liberal Judaism it is the personal and immediate nature of  
experiencing the divine which will be necessarily reduced to the individual and social 
context, and the subjectivity of  this moment that is integral to, along with the non-
hierarchical and non-domineering imagery of  deity in contrast to traditional eschatological 
and theological notions of  holiness, particularity, and hierarchical otherness. But as we have 
seen, it is this legacy that began with Reform Judaism and was continued with the progressive 
underpinnings of  Liberal Judaism that has been taken on by contemporary Jewish feminism. 
What began as an impetus in Reform Judaism for individuals to construct theology, and was 
extenuated by the failure of  Anglo-Reformism to develop any type of  uniquely Reformist 
theology of  its own, became in Liberal Judaism’s subjective and personal communing with 
the divine, and then in the Second-Wave of  Jewish feminism, “theology” rooted in the 
individual experience of  the religionist and based on their personal aspirations. The focus 
on personal spirituality, which can have little, if  anything, to do with God, was at the expense 
of  the eschatological (the area of  theology that deals with last things) elements of  traditional 
Judaism including divine judgment, Messianic redemption, belief  in the Messianic Age, 
afterlife, resurrection, anticipation of  the Coming Age, the continuation of  the Davidic line, 
the restoration and deliverance of  Israel, holiness, and Jewish destiny in general, as well as 
the theological elements present in the biblical and rabbinic traditions, including concepts of  
supernaturalism, transcendence, hierarchy, and numinous otherness. Thus, the development 
of  any prescriptive or normative Jewish feminist theology is made impossible by the diversity, 
non-sacral, and pluralistic nature of  contemporary (Third-Wave) Jewish feminism.79 Indeed, 
even Judith Plaskow admits that:

I had hoped that Jewish feminists would give the lie to the notion that theology is not a Jewish 
mode of  expression by eagerly embracing it and producing a wide range of  theologies that would 
open up new conversations within the Jewish community. But it turns out that most Jewish 
feminists haven’t done formal theology either, and that if  there is going to be a blossoming of  
Jewish feminist theologies, it belongs to the future.80

This is not to devalue the extant theological discourse; Jewish feminism is still only forty-
aMIZ[�WTL�IVL�Q[�KWV\QV]ITTa�ZMLMÅVQVO�Q\[MTN �IVL�ZM[XWVLQVO�\W�KWV\MUXWZIZa�KPITTMVOM[�IVL�
trends. But at some point or another, as Orthodox feminist theorists and theologians continue 
to point out, there will have to be reengagement with the tradition and its theological 
elements.81

By the time of  her passing in 1963, Lily Montagu, through her role in the Union of  
Liberal and Progressive Synagogues (formerly the JRU), and her presidency of  the World 
Union for Progressive Judaism, had spread the Liberal Jewish message throughout the 
world.82 Montagu’s legacy is one of  gender equalization in the Liberal Jewish community in 
England and beyond. But she is also a foremother of  Second-Wave Jewish feminism.83 
Contemporary liberal Jewish feminist theology has its basis in the Haskalah ( Jewish 

79 See Devine, Second-Wave Jewish Feminism; Raphael, “Standing at a Demythologized Sinai.”
80 Plaskow, “Calling All theologians,” 3.
81 See Tova Hartman, Feminism Encounters Traditional Judaism: Resistance and Accommodation (New England: UPNE, 

2007); Tamar Ross, “Modern Orthodoxy and the Challenge of  Feminism,” in Jews and Gender: The Challenge to 
Hierarchy, Studies in Contemporary Jewry, ed. Jonathan Frankel (Oxford: Oxford University, 2001), 3–38.

82 See Lily Montagu, The World Union for Progressive Judaism: The Story of  its First 25 Years – 1926 until 1951 (World 
Union for Progressive Judaism, 1951).

83 See Devine, Lily Montagu’s Shekhinah, 147–8.
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Enlightenment), in Reform Judaism, in the age of  emancipation and secularization, and in 
Montagu’s efforts to reengage and accommodate modern Jewish women, and their 
employment commitments, busy lifestyles, and their boredom with the Orthodox services, 
with the tradition. But in the process of  countering secularization and reversing the gender 
alienation of  acculturated Anglo-Jewish women, the complex and estranging aspects of  
traditional theology were jettisoned. The impact of  the Reformers, and the progressive 
Liberalizers, has been that in the post-Holocaust period, Second and Third-Wave Jewish 
feminisms have displayed only limited interest in classical theology, and there has been little 
will towards creating anything prescriptive, so far.84 The contemporary importance of  
Montagu’s work then, is that while she was able to instigate and develop far reaching reforms, 
particularly with regard to the “Woman Question,” in contrast to contemporary post-
Holocaust feminist theology, she was also able to maintain a dialogue with the theological 
tradition: the fundamental theology, radical monotheism, was essentially unchanged; it was 
just that the Anglo-Liberal reformers believed the ability to commune with the divine would 
encourage those alienated by the tradition to reengage. The aim was to allow religionists too 
busy to attend services the chance to explore the human-divine relationship. Indeed, in liberal 
Jewish feminism also, the tradition has given way to the individual feminist and her ability to 
pick and choose those elements that are relevant, empowering, and egalitarian, and that 
speak to her own experience; this process began in late-Victorian England when a young girl 
WN � ÅN\MMV� ·� 4QTa�5WV\IO]� ·� MUMZOML� NZWU� I� [XQZQ\]IT� KZQ[Q[� LM\MZUQVML� \W� WZQMV\I\M� \PM�
tradition towards the practical needs and necessities of  everyday life. Current Jewish feminist 
theologians might well revere this past, as well as its engagement with classical theology. 
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ZMI[[M[[ML�IVL�IZM�VW_�[MMV�I[�I�XMZQWL�WN �KWV\QV]Q\a��<PMZM�Q[�M^QLMVKM�\PI\�2M_Q[P�KWUU]VQ\QM[�_MZM�
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UIQV\IQV�I�^Q\IT�KWV\IK\�_Q\P� \PM�MI[\�IVL�PIL�IKKM[[� \W�0MJZM_� TMIZVQVO��0MJZM_�[KZWTT[�IVL�WZIT�
\ZILQ\QWV��<PM�QLMV\QÅKI\QWV�WN �I�XZM^QW][Ta�]VSVW_V�4I\QV�2M_Q[P�UIV][KZQX\��\PM�4M\\MZ�WN �)VVI[�\W�
;MVMKI��IVL�\PM�LQ[KW^MZa�WN �2M_Q[P�[M\\TMUMV\[�QV�:WUIV�/I]T�[]OOM[\�\PI\�M^QLMVKM�NZWU�\PQ[�XMZQWL�
PI[�JMMV�VMOTMK\ML�WZ�W^MZTWWSML�IVL�\PI\�\PM�XMZQWL�VMML[�ZMI[[M[[UMV\�I[�I�XMZQWL�\PI\�XZW^QLML�\PM�
LMUWOZIXPQK�IVL�K]T\]ZIT� KWV\QV]Q\a� \PI\� \PM� TI\MZ�UMLQM^IT� KWUU]VQ\a�J]QT\�]XWV#� IV� QVLQOMVW][�
4I\QV�[XMISQVO�»:WUIVQW\M¼�KWUU]VQ\a�\PI\�]VLMZTIa�\PM�TI\MZ�KWUU]VQ\QM[�WN �;MXPIZIL��<bIZNI\�IVL�
)[PSMVIb��

1. SYNESIUS AND AMARANTUS

)\�\PM�\]ZV�WN �\PM�ÅN\P�KMV\]Za�;aVM[Q][�WN �+aZMVM�KWUXW[ML�I�TM\\MZ�\W�PQ[�JZW\PMZ�1�I�\ZIOQ�
KWUQK� \ITM� WN � I� [PQX_ZMKS� PM� PIL� PIL� \PM� UQ[NWZ\]VM� \W� M`XMZQMVKM� _PQTM� \ZI^MTTQVO�
PWUM_IZL[�\W�+aZMVIQKI�NZWU�\PM�KQ\a�WN �)TM`IVLZQI��;aVM[Q][��I�XPQTW[WXPMZ�_PW�_ZW\M�IV�
MTMOIV\�)\\QK�/ZMMS�J]\�KWUXW[ML�PQ[�PaUV[�\W�\PM�»7VM�/WL��+ZMI\WZ�WN �ITT¼�QV�OWWL�,WZQK��
_I[� I� LM^W\ML� NZQMVL� WN � \PM� KMTMJZI\ML� NMUITM� XPQTW[WXPMZ� 0aXI\QI� WN � )TM`IVLZQI� _Q\P�
_PWU�PM�PIL�[\]LQML��0M�PIL�\ZI^MTTML�\W�+WV[\IV\QVWXTM�I[�I�ZMXZM[MV\I\Q^M�WN �PQ[�PWUM�
XZW^QVKM�WN �+aZMVIQKI�\W�\PM�KW]Z\�WN �\PM�aW]VO�MUXMZWZ�)ZKILQ][�_PW�QV��!��PIL�JMKWUM�
[WTM� Z]TMZ� WN � \PM� MI[\MZV� PITN � WN � \PM�:WUIV� -UXQZM� �VW_� LMÅVQ\Q^MTa� IVL� XMZUIVMV\Ta�
LQ^QLML�JM\_MMV�4I\QV�?M[\�IVL�/ZMMS�-I[\���:M\]ZVQVO�\W�PQ[�M[\I\M�QV�+aZMVM��PM�TWWSML�
NWZ_IZL�\W�I�Y]QM\�TQNM�WN �»JWWS[�IVL�P]V\QVO¼��J]\�_I[�KITTML�TQSM�I�\Z]M�:WUIV�OMV\TMUIV�\W�
[MZ^M�PQ[� KQ\a��0W_M^MZ�� QV� \PM� TI\M�MUXQZM� \PM�WVTa�VWV�UQTQ\IZa� QV[\Q\]\QWV� \PI\�PMTL�IVa�
XW_MZ� TWKITTa�_I[� \PM�KP]ZKP�IVL�;aVM[Q][¼� NMTTW_�KQ\QbMV[�IKKWZLQVOTa�MTMK\ML�PQU�\W� \PM�

�� 8P,�KIVLQLI\M��+MV\ZM�NWZ�2M_Q[P�;\]LQM[��=VQ^MZ[Q\a�WN �5IVKPM[\MZ��-UIQT"�IZWV�[\MZS(UIVKPM[\MZ�IK�]S
1� -XQ[\TM� �� QV�Opere di Sinesio di Cirene�� MLQ\ML�Ja�)��/IZbaI� QV� �! !�� ��·!��� �)TT� \ZIV[TI\QWV[� IZM�UQVM�]VTM[[�

otherwise noted.)
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JQ[PWXZQK� WN � 8\WTMUI|[�� ,M[XQ\M� PQ[� +PZQ[\QIV� _QNM�� ;aVM[Q][� PIL� UIVa� LWK\ZQVIT� IVL�
XPQTW[WXPQKIT�Y]ITU[�IJW]\�IKKMX\QVO� \PM�JQ[PWXZQK�IVL�WVTa�I� [MV[M�WN �L]\a��ITWVO�_Q\P�
OMVMZW][�KWVKM[[QWV[�\W�PQ[�XPQTW[WXPQKIT�XW[Q\QWV[��IVL�IV�IOZMMUMV\�\PI\�ITTW_ML�PQU�\W�
SMMX�PQ[�_QNM�IVL�VW\�X]\�PMZ�I_Ia�I[�W\PMZ�UWZM�XZWXMZTa�I[KM\QK�JQ[PWX[�_MZM�NWZKML�\W�LW��
KWV^QVKML�PQU�\W�IKKMX\��0M�[XMV\�\PM�ZM[\�WN �PQ[�TQNM�I[�3QVO[TMa¼[�»[Y]QZM�JQ[PWX¼2�LMNMVLQVO�
PQ[� KI[M� IOIQV[\� UIZI]LQVO�� TWKIT� \ZQJM[UMV� IVL� QVKWUXM\MV\�� ZIXIKQW][� OW^MZVWZ[�� IVL�
KWUXW[QVO�PaUV[� QV� \PM� [IUM�MTMOIV\�/ZMMS��J]\�VW_�_Q\P�KWV^MVQMV\� ZMNMZMVKM[� \W� \PM�
»;WV¼�I[�I�KWVKM[[QWV�\W�\PM� NIQ\P�WN �PQ[�ÆWKS��<PM�LI\M�WN �PQ[�LMI\P� Q[�]VSVW_V�J]\� Q\� Q[�
I[[]UML�\PI\�PM�LQML�JMNWZM�����JMKI][M�PQ[�_WZS[�[PW_�VW�I_IZMVM[[�WN �\PM�LZMILN]T�LMI\P�
WN �0aXI\QI�QV�\PI\�aMIZ��^QKQW][Ta�\WZV�IXIZ\�IVL�J]ZV\�Ja�I�+PZQ[\QIV�UWJ�� 

;aVM[Q][�� [\IVLQVO� I[� PM� LWM[� JM\_MMV� \PM� WTL� _WZTL� WN � 0MTTMVQK� 6MWXTI\WVQ[U� IVL�
:WUIV�KQ^QK�WZLMZ�WV�\PM�WVM�PIVL��IVL�\PM�VM_�+PZQ[\QIV�_WZTL�WV�\PM�W\PMZ��JM\_MMV�
)]O][\QVM¼[�\_W�civitates, [MMU[�\W�XMZ[WVQNa�\PM�TI\M�:WUIV�-UXQZM�Q\[MTN �I[�Q\�\ZIV[NWZUML�
NZWU� XIOIV� )V\QY]Q\a� \W� \PM� +PZQ[\QIV�5QLLTM� )OM[� IVL� I[� []KP� ;aVM[Q][� PI[� JMMV� \PM�
[]JRMK\�WN �NI[KQVI\ML�[\]La�4�<PM�KIX\IQV�IVL�KZM_�WN �;aVM[Q][¼�̂ M[[MT��PW_M^MZ��PI^M�ZMKMQ^ML�
less note. 
<PM�JWI\�QV�_PQKP�;aVM[Q][�PIL�\ISMV�[PQX�_I[�WVTa�I�[UITT�WVM�_Q\P�\_MT^M�PIVL[�IVL�

\PM� KIX\IQV� IVL� PITN � \PM� KZM_� _MZM� 2M_[�� ;aVM[Q][� M`XZM[[M[� \PM� ][]IT� 0MTTMVW�:WUIV�
XZMR]LQKM�WN �2M_[�I[�PI\MZ[�WN �/ZMMS[#�»I�OZIKMTM[[�ZIKM�IVL�N]TTa�KWV^QVKML�WN �\PM�XQM\a�WN �
[MVLQVO�\W�0ILM[�I[�UIVa�/ZMMS[�I[�XW[[QJTM¼���<PM�KIX\IQV��)UIZIV\][��_I[�PMI^QTa�QV�LMJ\�
IVL�PIL�[WTL�ITT�\PM�[XIZM�OMIZ��TMI^QVO�WVTa�\PM�WVM�[IQT�IVL�I�[QVOTM�IVKPWZ��IVL�\PM�KZM_�
_MZM�IXXIZMV\Ta�ITT�KZQXXTML�QV�WVM�_Ia�WZ�IVW\PMZ��6M^MZ\PMTM[[�PM�KIZZQML�ÅN\a�XI[[MVOMZ[��
QVKT]LQVO�[WUM�)ZIJ�[WTLQMZ[�IVL�IJW]\�I�LWbMV�_WUMV#�XIZ\�WN �\PM�LMKS�_I[�[KZMMVML�WNN �
_Q\P�IV�WTL�[IQT�NWZ�\PMQZ�IKKWUUWLI\QWV��0I^QVO�TMN\�)TM`IVLZQI��)UIZIV\][�\IKSML�NIZ�W]\�
\W�[MI_IZL�JMaWVL�[QOP\�WN � TIVL�U]KP�\W�;aVM[Q][¼�KWV[\MZVI\QWV�_PW�KWUXTIQVML�\W�\PM�
KIX\IQV�� <PM� LQ[OZ]V\TML� )UIZIV\][� [MMU[� \W� PI^M� \ZQML� \W� M`XTIQV� JI[QK� VI^QOI\QWV� \W�
;aVM[Q][� J]\� _Q\P� TQ\\TM� []KKM[[�� 1V� \PM� IN\MZVWWV� I� OITM� JTM_� ]X� NZWU� \PM� 6WZ\P� IVL�
)UIZIV\][�\IKSML�JIKS�\W_IZL[�TIVL��U]KP�\W�\PM�\ZI^MTTMZ[¼�ZMTQMN"

6W_�Q\�[W�PIXXMVML�\PI\�\PQ[�_I[�\PM�LIa�WV�_PQKP�\PM�2M_[�UISM�_PI\�\PMa�\MZU�\PM�»8ZMXIZI\QWV¼�
[paraskeue–E��IVL�\PMa�ZMKSWV�\PM�VQOP\��\WOM\PMZ�_Q\P�\PM�LIa�NWTTW_QVO�\PQ[��I[�I�\QUM�L]ZQVO�_PQKP�
Q\�Q[�VW\�TI_N]T�\W�_WZS�_Q\P�WVM¼[�PIVL[��<PMa�SMMX�\PQ[�LIa�PWTa�IVL�IXIZ\�NZWU�\PM�W\PMZ[��IVL�
\PMa�XI[[�Q\�QV�ZM[\�NZWU�TIJW]Z�WN �ITT�SQVL[��7]Z�KIX\IQV�IKKWZLQVOTa�TM\�OW�\PM�Z]LLMZ�NZWU�PQ[�
PIVL[� \PM� UWUMV\� PM� O]M[[ML� \PI\� \PM� []V¼[� ZIa[� PIL� TMN\� \PM� MIZ\P�� IVL� \PZW_QVO� PQU[MTN �
XZW[\ZI\M��»)TTW_ML�\W�\ZIUXTM�]XWV�PQU�_PI\�[IQTWZ�[W�LM[QZML�¼6 

;aVM[Q][�IVL�\PM�W\PMZ�\ZI^MTTMZ[��[MMUQVOTa�VW\�]VLMZ[\IVLQVO�)UIZIV\][¼�IK\QWV��JMTQM^ML�
PM�PIL�OQ^MV�]X�QV�LM[XIQZ�IVL�QUXTWZML�PQU�VW\�\W�OQ^M�]X"�

2� ;MM�\PM�VW^MT�Ja�+PIZTM[�3QVO[TMa��Hypatia��4WVLWV"�� ����
� Cf. Socrates Scholasticus, Ecclesiastical History��*WWS�>1��+PIX\MZ����
4� 2��*ZMOUIV��Synesius of  Cyrene��*MZSMTMa"�=VQ^MZ[Q\a�WN �+ITQNWZVQI�8ZM[[��! ��#�+��4IKWUJZILM��Synesios de Cyrène: 

Hellène et chrétien��8IZQ["�4M[�*MTTM[�4M\\ZM[���!���#�0��1�5IZZW]��¹;aVM[Q][�WN �+aZMVM�IVL�)TM`IVLZQIV�6MWXTI\WVQ[Uº�
QV�)��5WUQOTQIVW��ML���<PM�+WVÆQK\�WN �8IOIVQ[U�IVL�+PZQ[\QIVQ\a�QV�\PM�.W]Z\P�+MV\]Za��7`NWZL"�7`NWZL�=VQ^MZ[Q\a�8ZM[[��
�!��������·��#�)��+IUMZWV��2��4WVO��IVL�4��;PMZZa��*IZJIZQIV[�IVL�8WTQ\QK[�I\�\PM�+W]Z\�WN �)ZKILQ][��*MZSMTMa"�=VQ^MZ[Q\a�
WN �+ITQNWZVQI�8ZM[[���!!���

� Opere de Sinesio, -XQ[\TM����TQVM[��!·�������
6 Ibid.��TQVM[���· ���� �
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������NWZ�QN �W]Z�[SQXXMZ�XZW^ML�I\�[]KP�I�UWUMV\�\W�JM�IV�WZ\PWLW`�WJ[MZ^MZ�CVWUWLQLI[SITW[] of  the 
5W[IQK�TI_�_PI\�_I[�TQNM�_WZ\P�QV�\PM�N]\]ZM'�1VLMML�_M�[WWV�]VLMZ[\WWL�_Pa�PM�PIL�IJIVLWVML�
\PM�PMTU��NWZ�_PMV�_M�JMOOML�PQU�\W�LW�PQ[�JM[\�\W�[I^M�\PM�[PQX��PM�[\WTQLTa�KWV\QV]ML�ZMILQVO�PQ[�
roll [biblionE��,M[XIQZQVO�WN �XMZ[]I[QWV��_M�ÅVITTa�I\\MUX\ML�NWZKM��IVL�WVM�[\I]VKP�[WTLQMZ���NWZ�
UIVa�)ZIJ[�WN �\PM�KI^ITZa�_MZM�WN �W]Z�KWUXIVa�·�WVM�[\I]VKP�[WTLQMZ��1�[Ia��LZM_�PQ[�[_WZL�IVL�
\PZMI\MVML� \W� JMPMIL� \PM� NMTTW_� WV� \PM� [XW\� QN � PM� LQL� VW\� ZM[]UM� KWV\ZWT� WN � \PM� ^M[[MT�� *]\�
\PM�5IKKIJIMIV� QV� ^MZa� LMML�_I[� LM\MZUQVML� \W� XMZ[Q[\� QV� PQ[� WJ[MZ^IVKM[��0W_M^MZ�� QV� \PM�
UQLLTM�WN �\PM�VQOP\�PM�^WT]V\IZQTa�ZM\]ZVML�\W�\PM�PMTU��¹.WZ�VW_�º�PM�[IQL��¹?M�IZM�KTMIZTa�QV�
LIVOMZ�WN �LMI\P��IVL�\PM�TI_�KWUUIVL[�º7

1V�\PM�UWZVQVO�\PMa�X]\�QV�WV�I�LM[MZ\�[PWZM�IVL��IN\MZ�_IQ\QVO�\_W�LIa[�NWZ�\PM�[\WZU�\W�
IJI\M��X]\�W]\�\W�[MI�IOIQV��WVTa�\W�JM�JMKITUML�\_W�LIa[�TI\MZ��<PMa�\PMV�ZIV�QV\W�IVW\PMZ�
[\WZU�\PI\�JZWSM�\PM�UI[\��IVL�ZIV�IOZW]VL�QV�I�LM[WTI\M�[XW\��_PMVKM�I�TWKIT�XQTW\ML�\PMU�
\W�I�[PMT\MZML�J]\�ITUW[\�MY]ITTa�LM[MZ\ML�PIZJW]Z��.ZWU�\PQ[�XWQV\�_M�PMIZ�VW\PQVO�UWZM�WN �
Amarantus and his crew. 
?PI\�[WZ\�WN �2M_[�_MZM�\PM[M'�;aVM[Q][¼�IKKW]V\�ZIQ[M[�I[�UIVa�Y]M[\QWV[�I[�Q\�IV[_MZ[��

.ZWU�)UIZIV\][¼�VIUM�IVL�\PM�/ZMMS�VQKSVIUM[�WN �PQ[�KZM_��IVL�NZWU�\PM�MI[a�KWV^MZ[I\QWV�
_Q\P� \PM� \ZI^MTTMZ[� \PMa� IZM� M^QLMV\Ta�0MTTMVQbML� 2M_[�� XZWJIJTa� ZM[QLMV\[� WN �)TM`IVLZQI�  
+TMIZTa�\PM�[PQX�[M\�[IQT�WV�\PM�.ZQLIa�IVL�)UIZIV\][�_W]TL�PI^M�SVW_V�\PI\�PM�_W]TL�JM�
[IQTQVO�WV�\PM�;IJJI\P�IVL�aM\�PM�Q[�M^QLMV\Ta�I�XQW][�2M_��LZWXXQVO�ITT�_WZS�_Q\P�\PM�KWUQVO�
WN �\PM�;IJJI\P��6W�LW]J\�PM�PIL�KITK]TI\ML�WV�IV�MI[a�XI[[IOM�\PI\�_W]TL�VW\�JM�JMaWVL�
\PM� KIXIKQ\QM[� WN � \PM� VWV�2M_Q[P� KZM_� UMUJMZ[�� J]\� QV\MZM[\QVOTa� )UIZIV\][¼� ;IJJI\P�
WJ[MZ^I\QWV�Q[�VW\�ZQOWZW][Ta�[\ZQK\��Q\�Q[�\MUXMZML�Ja�IV�QLMI�\PI\�KIV�WVTa�JM�»ZIJJQVQK¼��\PM�
principle of  piqquah. nefeš,!�\PI\�\PM�;IJJI\P�UIa�JM�JZWSMV�QN �\PMZM�Q[�M^MV�I�LW]J\�WN �LIVOMZ�
\W� TQNM��?M� KIV� JM� []ZM� \PI\� \PQ[� PIL� JMMV� ^WQKML� Ja�)UIZIV\][� PQU[MTN � NWZ� Q\�_W]TL� JM�
M`\ZMUMTa�]VTQSMTa�\PI\�;aVM[Q][�_W]TL�JM�au fait _Q\P�ZIJJQVQK�ZMI[WVQVO��IVL��]VNIUQTQIZ�
_Q\P�\PM�;KZQX\]ZM[�I[�PM�UQOP\�PI^M�JMMV10��_W]TL�PI^M�JMMV�UWZM�TQSMTa�\W�ZMQVNWZKM�PQ[�TW_�
WXQVQWV�WN �\PM�2M_�IVL��I[KZQJQVO�\PM�/W[XMT�QUXTIKIJQTQ\a�WN �\PM�8PIZQ[MM[�IOIQV[\�JZMISQVO�
the Sabbath,11�KWVLMUV�)UIZIV\][¼�XQM\a�_Q\P�I�[MTN�[MZ^QVO�JZMISQVO�WN �\PM�;IJJI\P��*]\�
_PI\�_I[�\PM�VI\]ZM�WN �\PM�ZWTT�\PI\�)UIZIV\][�_I[�ZMILQVO'�)VL�QV�_PI\�TIVO]IOM�_I[�Q\�
_ZQ\\MV'�?I[� \PM�0MTTMVQbML�)UIZIV\][� ZMILQVO�0MJZM_� WZ�/ZMMS'� 1\� Q[� []OOM[\Q^M� \PI\�
;aVM[Q][�LWM[�VW\� [Ia�_PI\�)UIZIV\][�_I[�ZMILQVO�� 1[� \PQ[�JMKI][M�PM�PQU[MTN �KW]TL�VW\�
ZMIL�Q\'�?PI\�_I[�\PM�UMIVQVO�WN �PQ[�XZW[\ZI\QWV'�?I[�\PQ[�QV�XZIaMZ�WZ�[QUXTa�ZMKTQVQVO�\W�
ZMIL'�?PQKPM^MZ� Q\� _I[�� Q\� M^QLMV\Ta� _I[� VW\� [\IVLQVO� NWZ� \PM� )UQLI� XZIaMZ�� 7Z� UIaJM�
;aVM[Q][�PI[�[QUXTa�VW\�WJ[MZ^ML�\PQ[��<PM�_PWTM�[KMVM�Q[�NZI]OP\�_Q\P�[W�UIVa�Y]M[\QWV[�
IVL� aM\� )UIZIV\][¼� Q[� \PM� TI[\� �ZMTI\Q^MTa�� KTMIZ� XWZ\ZIQ\� _M� OM\� WN � I� 2M_� QV� \PM�?M[\MZV�
Diaspora for almost half  a millennium. What became of  the Jews like Amarantus in this 
\QUM'�1[�\PMZM�IVa�KWVVMK\QWV�IVL�KWV\QV]Q\a�JM\_MMV�)UIZIV\][�QV�\PM�ÅN\P�KMV\]Za�IVL�
:I[PQ�QV�\PM�MTM^MV\P�KMV\]Za'

7 Ibid.��TQVM[�!�·����� ��
 � ;aVM[Q][�LWM[�ZMNMZ�\W�)UIZIV\][�I[�»;aZQIV¼��J]\�\PQ[�Q[�XZWJIJTa�VW�UWZM�\PIV�I�ZMNMZMVKM�\W�PQ[�]T\QUI\MTa�

VWV�/ZMMS�M\PVQK�WZQOQV�� 2]LOQVO� NZWU�;aVM[Q][¼�LM[KZQX\QWV�WN � \PM�[PQX�IVL�KZM_�� Q\� Q[�]VTQSMTa� \PI\�)UIZIV\][�
KW]TL�PI^M�[IQTML�ITT�\PM�_Ia�NZWU�\PM�XWZ\�WN �)V\QWKP�

! Mekhilta Exodus���"��#�*IJaTWVQIV�<ITU]L�AWU�� �J�
10� 1V�PQ[�PWUQTQM[�;aVM[Q][�Y]W\M[�\PM�;MX\]IOQV\�XMZNMK\Ta��_PMZMI[�PM�NZMY]MV\Ta�UQ[Y]W\M[�8TI\W��0M�LW]J\TM[[�

PIL�\W�KPMKS�\PM�NWZUMZ�J]\�\PW]OP\�PQU[MTN �IV�M`XMZ\�_Q\P�\PM�TI\\MZ��
11 Cf. Mk���"�#�Mt. 12:14: Lk. 6:11.
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<PM�XMZQWL�JM\_MMV�\PM�»NITT�WN �:WUM¼�IVL�\PM�TI\MZ�5QLLTM�)OM[�_I[�WVKM�KPIZIK\MZQ[ML�I[�
\PM�»,IZS�)OM[¼��I�XMZQWL�WN �K]T\]ZIT�LMKTQVM�IVL�[WKQM\IT�KWTTIX[M�_Q\P�I�TIKS�WN �KWV\MUXWZIZa�
_ZQ\\MV� PQ[\WZa�� LMUWOZIXPQK� LMKTQVM�� TQUQ\ML� J]QTLQVO� IK\Q^Q\a� IVL� UI\MZQIT� K]T\]ZIT�
IKPQM^MUMV\[� QV� OMVMZIT�� 6M^MZ\PMTM[[� \PQ[� PITN � UQTTMVVQ]U� [I_� KTI[[QKIT�� XIOIV� :WUM�
KMV\ZML�WV�\PM�5MLQ\MZZIVMIV�ZMXTIKML�Ja�UMLQM^IT�+I\PWTQK�-]ZWXM�KMV\ZML�WV�\PM�6WZ\P�
?M[\� IVL� WXXW[ML� \W� I� PW[\QTM� IVL� ITQMV� »-I[\¼� ·� _PM\PMZ� Q\� JM� \PM� -I[\� WN � 7Z\PWLW`�
*abIV\Q]U�WZ�\PM�1[TIUQK�-I[\��\PI\�ZI\PMZ�K]ZQW][Ta�TIa�UIQVTa�\W�\PM�;W]\P�QV�;XIQV�IVL�
)NZQKI���<PM� QUIOM� WN � QV^ILQVO�PWZLM[� WN � JIZJIZQIV[�� XQTTIOQVO� \PMQZ�_Ia� IKZW[[�-]ZWXM��
LZQ^QVO�W]\�\PM�VI\Q^M�XWX]TI\QWV��LM[\ZWaQVO�\PM�OTWZQM[�WN �)V\QY]Q\a�ZMUIQV[�I�XW\MV\�WVM��
1VLMML� \PM�VIUM�WN �WVM�/MZUIV� \ZQJM�� \PM�>IVLIT[��PI[�JMKWUM� [aVWVaUW][�_Q\P� []KP�
_PWTM[ITM�LM[\Z]K\QWV��0W_M^MZ�QV�\PM�TI[\�KW]XTM�WN �LMKILM[�\PMZM�PI[�JMMV�I�ZILQKIT�ZM�
M^IT]I\QWV�WN �4I\M�)V\QY]Q\a�IVL�\PM�MIZTa�5QLLTM�)OM[�IVL�\PM�ÅN\P�\W�\MV\P�KMV\]ZQM[�IZM�
VW_�ZMKWOVQ[ML�VW\�WVTa�I[�I�\ZIV[Q\QWVIT�XMZQWL�QV�-]ZWXMIV�PQ[\WZa�J]\�WVM�WN �KWV\QV]Q\a�12 
5WZM� [WXPQ[\QKI\ML� [KQMV\QÅK� ZM[MIZKP� QV� IZKPIMWTWOa� IVL� XWX]TI\QWV� OMVM\QK[� PI^M�
KWV\ZQJ]\ML�\W�I�VM_�]VLMZ[\IVLQVO�WN �\PM�XMZQWL��1\�PI[�JMMV�ZMKWOVQ[ML�\PI\�IVKQMV\�KQ\QM[�
TQSM�:WUM�LQL�VW\�VMKM[[IZQTa�LMKTQVM�IVL�W\PMZ[�� TQSM� \PM� NZWV\QMZ� \W_V[�WN �+WTWOVM�IVL�
:MOMV[J]ZO�� KWV\QV]ML� \W�JM�WKK]XQML�IVL� TWKIT� \ZILM[� IVL� KZIN\[� ÆW]ZQ[PML�� ITJMQ\� WV�I�
smaller and more local scale.�� 

<PM� ÅN\P� \W� \MV\P� KMV\]ZQM[�_MZM� IT[W� I� KZ]KQIT� XMZQWL� QV� 2M_Q[P� PQ[\WZa� NWZ� \PQ[� Q[� \PM�
XMZQWL� \PI\� [I_� \PM� M[\IJTQ[PUMV\� WN � :IJJQVQK� 2]LIQ[U�� *]\� \PQ[� ZMKMQ^M[� [KIV\�� QN � IVa��
I\\MV\QWV�QV�\PM�OMVMZITQ[\�PQ[\WZQM[�WN � \PM�XMZQWL��:WOMZ�+WTTQV[�� NWZ�M`IUXTM�� QV�PQ[�Early 
Medieval Europe QVLM`M[�»2M_[¼�WVTa�\PZMM�\QUM[#�WVKM�QV�IV�I[QLM�\W�I�KWUUMV\�WV�+PZQ[\QIV�
QLMI[�WN �\Z]\P��\PM�W\PMZ�\_W�ZMNMZMVKM[�JMQVO�\W�2M_Q[P�»KWUXTQKQ\a¼�QV�\PM�)ZIJ�QV^I[QWV[�WN �
8ITM[\QVM�IVL�;XIQV�ZM[XMK\Q^MTa��0Q[\WZQM[� \PI\�PI^M�\ISMV�\PM� TI\MZ��XZMLWUQVIV\Ta�]ZJIV�
IVL�UMZKIV\QTM��UMLQM^IT�2M_Q[P�KWUU]VQ\QM[�I[�XIZILQOUI\QK�IVL�\PI\�PI^M�I[[]UML�\PI\�
UW[\�2M_Q[P�KWUU]VQ\QM[�W]\[QLM�\PM� TWVOMZ�M[\IJTQ[PML�KWUU]VQ\QM[� QV�:WUM�IVL�;W]\P�
1\ITa�_MZM�VM_KWUMZ[�PI^M�VI\]ZITTa�KWVKT]LML�\PI\�\PM�NM_�2M_[�_PW�_MZM�QV�\PM�?M[\�QV�
the late Roman Empire retreated to the more urban south in the face of  the barbarian 
QVZWIL[�]V\QT�� ZMQV^QOWZI\ML�IVL�I]OUMV\ML�Ja� QUUQOZIV\[� NZWU� \PM� [W]\P�IVL�MI[\�� \PMa�
WVKM�UWZM�JMOIV�\W�KWTWVQ[M�_M[\MZV�-]ZWXM�QV�\PM�VQV\P�IVL�\MV\P�KMV\]ZQM[�14

?Q\P�\PM�VQV\P�KMV\]Za�_M�LW�QV�NIK\�[MM�IV�IUIbQVO�MNÆWZM[KMVKM�WN �2M_Q[P�K]T\]ZM�QV�
-]ZWXM��1V�;XIQV�\PMZM�Q[�\PM�»/WTLMV�)OM¼�WN �2M_Q[P�TMIZVQVO�TIZOMTa�QVQ\QI\ML�Ja�+PQ[LIQ�
QJV�;PIXZ]\��  �·!�����KW]VKQTTWZ�\W�+ITQXP�)JL�IZ�:IP.�UIV�111��1V�/MZUIVa�/MZ[PWU�JMV�
AMP]LI��K��!��·����'��¹\PM�TQOP\�WN �\PM�M`QTMº�_PWU�:I[PQ�KZMLQ\ML�_Q\P�JMQVO�\PM�\MIKPMZ�

12� .WZ� \PM� VM_� ZM^Q[QWVQ[\� PQ[\WZa� WN � \PM� -IZTa�5QLLTM� )OM[� [MM� :�� +WTTQV[��Early Medieval Europe 300–1000 
�*I[QVO[\WSM"�8ITOZI^M�5IKUQTTIV���!!!��#�+��?QKSPIU��.ZIUQVO�\PM�-IZTa�5QLLTM�)OM[��7`NWZL"�7`NWZL�=VQ^MZ[Q\a�
8ZM[[�������#�<��6WJTM��ML���.ZWU�:WUIV�8ZW^QVKM[�\W�5MLQM^IT�3QVOLWU[��4WVLWV"�:W]\TMLOM�������#�/��0IT[ITT��Barbarian 
5QOZI\QWV[�IVL�\PM�:WUIV�?M[\����·�� ��+IUJZQLOM"�+IUJZQLOM�5MLQM^IT�<M`\JWWS[��������

��� .WZ�\PM�KWV\QV]Q\a�WN �]ZJIV�TQNM�[MM�*��0sZLP�IVL�4��4IZ[[WV��ML[���+MV\ZIT�8TIKM[�QV�\PM�5QOZI\QWV�IVL�5MZW^QVOQIV�
8MZQWL[��4]VL"�,MXIZ\UMV\�WN �)ZKPIMWTWOa�IVL�)VKQMV\�0Q[\WZa��������

14� )�VW\IJTM�M`KMX\QWV�\W�\PM�VMOTMK\�WN �2M_Q[P�PQ[\WZa�QV�\PM�XMZQWL�Q[�\PM�M`KMTTMV\�KWTTMK\QWV�WN �XIXMZ[�QV�\PM�
\_W�^WT]UM[�WN �Gli Ebrei nell’Alto Medioevo ��! ���·�IV�M`KMX\QWV�\PI\�[WUM_PI\�XZW^M[�\PM�Z]TM��0W_M^MZ�M^MV�\PQ[�
KWTTMK\QWV�LMIT[�QV�\PM�UIQV�_Q\P�\PM�JM\\MZ�SVW_V�KWUU]VQ\QM[�WN �1\ITa�IVL�\PM�_QLMZ�5MLQ\MZZIVMIV�ZMOQWV�IVL�
PIZLTa�\W]KPM[�WV�\PM�XZW^QVKM[�WN �;XIQV��/I]T�IVL�\PM�/MZUIVQM[��
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WN �ITT�)[PSMVIb��M[\IJTQ[PML�PQ[�yeshiva QV�5IQVb��1V�1\ITa�\PM�¹+PZWVQKTM�WN �)PQUIIbº�\M[\QÅM[�\W�
\PM�_WZS�WN �TQ\]ZOQKIT�XWM\[�IVL�halakhists QV�\PM�VQV\P�KMV\]Za��)VL�QV�\PM�;W]\P�WN �.ZIVKM�
\PM�TM\\MZ[�WN �*Q[PWX�)OWJIZL�WN �4aWV[����!· ����ZM^MIT�\PI\�\PM�2M_[�\PMZM�PIL�SVW_TMLOM�
of  heikhalot�Ua[\QKIT�_WZS[�[]KP�I[�\PM�Otiot de R. Aqivah �»)TXPIJM\�WN �:��)SQ^IP¼��IVL�\PM�Ši`ur 
9WUIP��»,Q^QVM�,QUMV[QWV[¼���<PQ[�XMZQWL�IT[W�[MM[�\PM�JMOQVVQVO�WN �I�LZIUI\QK�LMUWOZIXPQK�
[PQN\�QV�\PM�_WZTL�2M_Q[P�XWX]TI\QWV��?Q\PQV�I�NM_�KMV\]ZQM[�-]ZWXM��XIZ\QK]TIZTa�;XIQV�IVL�
/MZUIVa� _QTT� PI^M� []ZXI[[ML� \PM� TWVO�M[\IJTQ[PML� KMV\ZM[� QV� \PM� 5QLLTM� -I[\�� JW\P�
QV\MTTMK\]ITTa�IVL�LMUWOZIXPQKITTa��1[�Q\�ZMITTa�XW[[QJTM�\W�M`XTIQV�\PQ[�ITT�Ja�\PM�UW^MUMV\�
QV\W�-]ZWXM�WN �I�[]ZMTa�TQUQ\ML�V]UJMZ�WN �UMZKPIV\['�+W]TL�2M_[�PI^M�MUQOZI\ML�\W�\PM�
�XIZ\QK]TIZTa�QVPW[XQ\IJTM��+PZQ[\QIV�VWZ\P�QV�[]NÅKQMV\�V]UJMZ[�\W�IKKW]V\�NWZ�ITT�\PQ['
<PM�I[[]UX\QWV�WN �LMKTQVM�IT[W�]VLMZTQM[�\PM�_WZS�WN �2M_Q[P�PQ[\WZQIV[��/ZIM\b�KW]TL�VW\�

JM�XTIQVMZ#�QV�PQ[�JZQMN �KPIX\MZ�WV�\PM�2M_[�QV�-]ZWXM�QV�\PM�MIZTa�5QLLTM�)OM[�PM�[\I\M[�\PI\�
»<PM� 2M_[� QV�-]ZWXM�PIL�VW�PQ[\WZa� QV� \PM�XZWXMZ� [MV[M�WN � \PM�_WZL� �� �� �� \PMZM�IZM�WVTa�
KPZWVQKTM[�WN �UIZ\aZLWU�I\�\PM�PIVL[�WN �\PM�^QK\WZQW][�+P]ZKP�UWVW\WVW][Ta�ZMXMI\ML�J]\�
_Q\P�TQ\\TM�^IZQI\QWV�QV�ITT�KW]V\ZQM[�¼���;ITW�?Q\\UIaMZ�*IZWV�_ZQ\QVO�VMIZTa�I�KMV\]Za�TI\MZ�Q[�
MY]ITTa�LQ[UIT�QV�PQ[�I[[M[[UMV\�WN �\PM�XMZQWL#

?Q\PLZI_QVO�JMPQVL� \PM�ZIUXIZ\�WN � \ITU]LQK� TI_�IVL�ZMTQOQWV�� \PM�2M_Q[P�XMWXTM�WN � \PM� [Q`\P�
KMV\]Za� KWV\QV]ML� \W�X]Z[]M� Q\[� PQ[\WZQK� KIZMMZ�Y]QM\Ta�� ITUW[\� QVIZ\QK]TI\MTa��)N\MZ� \PM�JZQTTQIV\�
TQOP\�·�IVL�[PILW_[�·�MUMZOQVO�NZWU�\PM�\ITU]LQK�TM\\MZ[�QV�JW\P�8ITM[\QVM�IVL�*IJaTWV��2M_Q[P�
TQNM�_I[�VW_�[]LLMVTa�MV^MTWXML�QV�I�LMMX�UQ[\�� �� �� �?PMV�\PM�LW_VNITT�ÅVITTa�KIUM�� \PM�2M_[�
ZMKWQTML�\W�I_IQ\�QV�\PMQZ�[PMT\MZML�KWZVMZ�\PW[M�JM\\MZ�\QUM[�_PQKP��\PMa�[\QTT�KWVÅLMV\Ta�PWXML��
were soon to come.16

+MKQT�:W\P�QV�\PM�QV\ZWL]K\QWV�\W�\PM�MTM^MV\P�^WT]UM�WN �\PM�XZWRMK\ML�?WZTL�0Q[\WZa�WN �\PM�
2M_Q[P�8MWXTM�IKSVW_TMLOML�\PM�XZWJTMU[�QV�IZO]QVO�e silentio on the extent and character of  
\PM�2M_Q[P�XWX]TI\QWV�WN �-]ZWXM�XZQWZ�\W�\PM�VQV\P�KMV\]Za�IVL�KWVKMLM[�\PI\�\PM�M`IUXTM�
WN �:I[PQ�� »WZ�M^MV�WN �:IJJMV]�/MZ[PWU�WN �5IQVb� \_W�OMVMZI\QWV[�JMNWZM�PQU�� [MMU� \W�
[]OOM[\�I�TMVO\Pa�QV\MTTMK\]IT�OMVMITWOa�QV�\PQ[�[IUM�MV^QZWVUMV\�C,IZS�)OM�-]ZWXME�·�J]\�
_M� PI^M� WVTa� [TMVLMZ� M^QLMVKM� NWZ� Q\[� M`Q[\MVKM�¼17� 5WZM� ZMKMV\Ta� [\QTT�� :WJMZ\� +PIbIV�
QV\ZWL]KQVO�PQ[�[\]La�WN �UMLQM^IT�2M_Za�QV�\PM�MTM^MV\P�\W�ÅN\MMV\P�KMV\]ZQM[�LM[KZQJM[�»\PM�
[UITT�2M_Q[P�[M\\TMUMV\[�QV�_M[\MZV�+PZQ[\MVLWU��P]LLTML�ITWVO�\PM�VWZ\PMZV�[PWZM[�WN �\PM�
5MLQ\MZZIVMIV�;MI�� QV� 1\ITa�� [W]\PMZV�.ZIVKM�� IVL�VWZ\PMZV�;XIQV#� CI� X]\I\Q^M� WJ[MZ^MZE�
UQOP\�VW\�M^MV�JW\PMZML�\W�UMV\QWV�\PMU��NWZ�\PMa�_W]TL�PIZLTa�[MMU�_WZ\Pa�WN �[MZQW][�
I\\MV\QWV�¼� �8ZM[]UIJTa��I[�+PIbIV�JMOQV[�PQ[�[\]La�QV������CE, he himself  would concur 
_Q\P�PQ[�WJ[MZ^MZ¼[�M[\QUI\QWV��1VLMML��[XMISQVO�WN �\PM�2M_ZQM[�WN �6WZ\PMZV�-]ZWXM�PM�[Ia["�

All the Jewries of  northern Europe were new, much newer than the Jewish communities of  the 
[W]\P��<PM�2M_ZQM[�WN �VWZ\PMZV�-]ZWXM�LQL�VW\�PI^M�ZWW\[�QV�\PM�:WUIV�_WZTL#�������6WZ\PMZV�
European Jewish life was a tabula rasa��I�JTIVS�[TI\M�\W�JM�[PIXML�Ja�\PM�QV\MZIK\QWV�WN �+PZQ[\QIV�
UIRWZQ\a�IVL�2M_Q[P�QUUQOZIV\�UQVWZQ\a�L]ZQVO�W]Z�XMZQWL��! 

��� 0��/ZIM\b��History of  the Jews��^WT�����8PQTILMTXPQI"�2M_Q[P�8]JTQKI\QWV�;WKQM\a�WN �)UMZQKI��� !�������
16 S.W. Baron, )�;WKQIT�IVL�:MTQOQW][�0Q[\WZa�WN �\PM�2M_[��^WT�����6M_�AWZS"�+WT]UJQI�=VQ^MZ[Q\a�8ZM[[���!������·��
17 C. Roth, ed., <PM�?WZTL�0Q[\WZa�WN �\PM�2M_Q[P�8MWXTM��^WT��!" <PM�,IZS�)OM["�2M_[�QV�+PZQ[\QIV�-]ZWXM����·��!���

ZM �̂�ML��1�0��4M^QVM��4WVLWV"�?��0��)TTMV���!������
� � :��+PIbIV��<PM� 2M_[� WN �5MLQM^IT�?M[\MZV�+PZQ[\MVLWU������·����� �+IUJZQLOM"�+IUJZQLOM�=VQ^MZ[Q\a�8ZM[[��

2006), 1.
�! Ibid.����!�
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<_W�1[ZIMTQ�IKILMUQK[�PI^M�ZMKMV\Ta�\ISMV�\PQ[�\PM[Q[�M^MV�N]Z\PMZ��1V�\PMQZ�\_W�XIZ\�XIXMZ�¹)�
;XTQ\� 2M_Q[P� ,QI[XWZI"� 1\[� ,ZIUI\QK� +WV[MY]MVKM[º�20� )ZaM� -LZMQ�� I� TI_aMZ�� IVL� ,WZWV�
5MVLMT[�� I�PQ[\WZQIV�WN �IVKQMV\� 2M_Q[P� »VI\QWVITQ[U¼�21 maintain that there existed a fatal 
TIVO]IOM�LQ^QLM�JM\_MMV�\PM�_M[\MZV��:WUIV��IVL�MI[\MZV��8MZ[QIV��2M_Q[P�,QI[XWZI[��<PQ[�
LQ^QLM�TML�\W�\PM�_M[\MZV�/ZMMS��sic��[XMISQVO�2M_[�TW[QVO�\W]KP�_Q\P�JW\P�\PM�WZIT�Halakhah 
IVL�\PM�ZIJJQ[��)KKWZLQVO�\W�-LZMQ�IVL�5MVLMT[��\PM�ZIJJQ[�XIQL�I�PQOP�XZQKM�NWZ�UIQV\IQVQVO�
the Jewish law QV�IV�WZIT�NWZU��JMKI][M��I[�Q\�_I[�VW\�\ZIV[TI\ML�QV\W�/ZMMS��\PM�?M[\�LQL�VW\�
LM^MTWX�I�Halakhah IVL�KWV\ZQJ]\ML�VW\PQVO�\W�\PM�WZIT� TI_�QV�\PM�-I[\��1[WTI\ML�NZWU�\PM�
ZIJJQVQK�VM\_WZS�_M[\MZV�2M_[�_MZM�I�ZMKMX\Q^M�JI[M�NWZ�+PZQ[\QIVQ\a��0MVKM�2M_[�QV�\PM�_M[\�
MQ\PMZ�KWV^MZ\ML�\W�+PZQ[\QIVQ\a�WZ�ZMUIQVML�»JQJTQKIT�2M_[¼�]V\QT�\PM�IZZQ^IT�WN �\PM�»:IJJQVQK�
ZM^WT]\QWV¼�QV�\PM�VQV\P�KMV\]Za�
;]KP�IV�I[[MZ\QWV���IVL�\PMQZ�XIXMZ[�ZIZMTa�IUW]V\�\W�UWZM�\PIV�\PI\���KW]TL�WVTa�ZMITTa�JM�

UILM�Ja�WVM��\W�Y]W\M�8M\MZ�*ZW_V��»OZMMV�QV�UI\\MZ[�5MZW^QVOQIV�¼22�·�IVL�WVM�UQOP\�ILL�
>Q[QOW\PQK�IVL�4I\M�:WUIV��-LZMQ�IVL�5MVLMT[�JI[M�\PMQZ�IZO]UMV\�TIZOMTa�WV�\PM�IJ[MVKM�
WN �\PM�,QI[XWZI�NZWU�\PM�\M`\�WN �\PM�5Q[PVIP�IVL�8ITM[\QVQIV�IVL�*IJaTWVQIV�<ITU]L[�IVL�
whilst this is a remarkable characteristic of  the rabbinic texts it tells us more about the rabbis 
than it does about the western Diaspora. 
,M[XQ\M� \PM� NIK\� \PI\� \PM� M^QLMVKM� Q[� XZM\\a�UMIOZM� \PMZM� Q[�� PW_M^MZ�� []NÅKQMV\� QV� \PM�

IZKPMWTWOQKIT��TQVO]Q[\QK��IVL�\WXWVaUQK�\ZIKM[�IVL�QV�_PI\�[W]ZKM[�[]Z^Q^M�\W�[]OOM[\�I�^MZa�
LQNNMZMV\�XQK\]ZM�QV�\PM�?M[\��?M�IZM��I[�aM\��TIZOMTa�QOVWZIV\�WN �\PM�XZWKM[[M[�\PI\�TML�NZWU�
»VWUWLQLI[SITW[¼�)UIZIV\][�\W�:IJJQ�;PTWUW�AQ\bPISQ��:I[PQ���J]\�1�[]OOM[\�\PI\�I�[QOVQÅKIV\�
VI\Q^M� 2M_Q[P� KWUU]VQ\a� ZMUIQVML� LQ[XMZ[ML� \PZW]OPW]\� \PM� ?M[\� _PQKP� 1� _QTT� VIUM�
»:WUIVQW\M�¼�<PM�\MZU�»:WUIVQW\M¼�PI[�JMMV�_QLMTa�][ML�NWZ�\PM�VI\Q^M�2M_Q[P�KWUU]VQ\QM[�
WN �/ZMMKM��XZQWZ�\W�\PM�IZZQ^IT�WN �\PM�;MXPIZLQK�2M_[�NZWU�;XIQV�QV�\PM���\P�KMV\]Za��J]\�1�
wish to extend its use here to those communities in the area of  the Western Roman Empire 
\PI\�XZM�LI\M�\PM�TI\MZ�LQ^Q[QWV[�QV\W�)[PSMVIb��<bIZNI\��+IVIIV��;TI^QK�MI[\MZV�-]ZWXM���M\K��
IVL� \PI\� ]VLMZTIa� \PM� TI\MZ� 1[TIUQK� XMZQWL� KWUU]VQ\QM[� WN � ;MXPIZIL��/Q^MV� \PM� ITZMILa�
M`Q[\MV\�TQVO]Q[\QK�LQ^QLM�JM\_MMV�4I\QV�_M[\�IVL�/ZMMS�MI[\��M`IKMZJI\ML�N]Z\PMZ�Ja�K]T\]ZIT�
IVL�\PMWTWOQKIT�LQ^Q[QWV[�QV�\PM�5QLLTM�)OM[��\PM�2M_Q[P�KWUU]VQ\QM[�QV�?M[\�IVL�-I[\�KIV�
JM�KPIZIK\MZQ[ML�I[�»/ZMKW�:WUIVQW\M¼�IVL�»4I\QVW�:WUIVQW\M¼�ZM[XMK\Q^MTa��

��� 2-?1;0�+755=61<1-;�16�<0-�?-;<

1\� Q[�XZM\\a�^IQV� \W�I\\MUX\� \W�OI]OM�\PM� \W\IT�V]UJMZ�WN �2M_[� QV� \PM�_WZTL� QV� \PM�ÅN\P� \W�
MQOP\P�KMV\]ZQM[��-[\QUI\M[�PI^M�ZIVOML�JM\_MMV�\_W���IVL�Å^M�UQTTQWV�24�6I\]ZITTa�\PM�UIQV�
KWVKMV\ZI\QWV�WN � \PM�2M_Q[P�XWX]TI\QWV�_I[� QV� \PM�MI[\��XIZ\QK]TIZTa� QV�VWZ\PMZV�8ITM[\QVM�

20� )��-LZMQ��IVL�,��5MVLMT[��¹)�;XTQ\�2M_Q[P�,QI[XWZI"�1\[�,ZIUI\QK�+WV[MY]MVKM[�11º��Journal for the Study of  the 
8[M]LMXQOZIXPI���"������ ������· �#�)��-LZMQ��IVL�,��5MVLMT[��¹)�;XTQ\�2M_Q[P�,QI[XWZI"�1\[�,ZIUI\QK�+WV[MY]MVKM[º��
2W]ZVIT�NWZ�\PM�;\]La�WN �\PM�8[M]LMXQOZIXPI���"����������!�·�����

21 D. Mendels, <PM�:Q[M�IVL�.ITT�WN �2M_Q[P�6I\QWVITQ[U��<PM�)VKPWZ�*QJTM�:MNMZMVKM�4QJZIZa#�6M_�AWZS"�,W]JTMLIa��
�!!���

22 P. Brown, Society and the Holy in Late Antiquity��*MZSMTMa"�=VQ^MZ[Q\a�WN �+ITQNWZVQI�8ZM[[���! ���
��� *��5K/QVO��¹8WX]TI\QWV�IVL�8ZW[MTa\Q[U"�0W_�5IVa�2M_[�?MZM�<PMZM�QV�\PM�)VKQMV\�?WZTL'º�QV�2�:��*IZ\TM\\��

ed., 2M_[�QV�\PM�0MTTMVQ[\QK�IVL�:WUIV�+Q\QM[��4WVLWV"�:W]\TMLOM���������  ·����
24 Baron, ;WKQIT�IVL�:MTQOQW][�0Q[\WZa�WN �\PM�2M_[��^WT��1���!��������·������!·���
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IVL�;aZQI��IVL�JMaWVL�\PM�MUXQZM�QV�5M[WXW\IUQI��J]\�2M_Q[P�[M\\TMUMV\[�_MZM�[KI\\MZML�
\PZW]OPW]\� \PM� -UXQZM�� <PM� ;QJaTTQVM� 7ZIKTM� PIL� LMKTIZML� \W� \PM� 2M_[� QV� \PM� [MKWVL�
KMV\]Za�XI[I�LM�OIQI�[M\PMV�XTM–re–s kai pasa thalassa �»\PM�_PWTM�_WZTL�Q[�N]TT�WN �aW]��IVL�IT[W�\PM�
[MI[¼�.���2MZWUM��KWUUMV\QVO�WV�1[IQIP���"����[\I\ML�\PI\�\PM�2M_[�JMTQM^ML�\PI\�I\�\PM�\QUM�
WN � \PM�5M[[QIP�� 2M_[� WN � [MVI\WZQIT� ZIVS�_W]TL� KWUM� NZWU�*ZQ\IQV�� ;XIQV� IVL�/I]T�� »qui 
������[MVI\WZQIM�N]MZQV\�LQOVQ\I\Q[�M\�TWK]U�XZQVKQX]U�WJ\QV]MZQMV\��LM�*ZQ\IVVQ[��0Q[XIVQ[�/ITTQ[Y]M�M`\ZMUQ[�
PWUQV]U�5WZQVQ[��M\�]JQ�JQKWZVQ[�ÅVQ\]Z�:PMV][��QV�KIZZ]KQ[�^MVQIV\�¼��»������_PW�_W]TL�JM�WN �[MVI\WZQIT�
LQOVQ\a�IVL�PI^M�WJ\IQVML�PQOP�XTIKM[�_QTT�KWUM�QV�KIZZQIOM[�NZWU�*ZQ\IQV��;XIQV�IVL�\PM�
/I]T[��NZWU�\PM�UWZM�LQ[\IV\�\ZQJM�WN �\PM�5WZQVQ��QV�XZM[MV\�LIa�*MTOQ]U#�Y]W\QVO�>MZOQT��
IVL�NZWU�_PMZM�\PM�:PQVM�\MZUQVI\M[�Q\[�LW]JTM�PWZV[¼��26�-^MV�TI\MZ�QV�\PM�[M^MV\P�KMV\]Za�
+I[[QWLWZ][�KWUUMV\ML�WV�8[ITU���"�»,M�2]LIMQ[�PWK�LQK\]U�\M[\I\]Z�MWZ]U�NIK\I�LQ[XMZ[QW��]\�XMVM�
XMZ� \W\]U�U]VL]U� LQ^Q[Q� LQ[XMZ[QY]M� LMKTIZMV\]Z¼� �»7N � \PM� 2M_[� \PQ[� [IaQVO� Q[�_Q\VM[[ML� WN � \PMQZ�
LQ[XMZ[QWV��\PI\�\PMa�IZM�[IQL�\W�JM�LQ^QLML�IVL�LQ[XMZ[ML�\PZW]OP�ITUW[\�ITT�\PM�_WZTL�¼��27 
-^QLMV\Ta�Q\�_I[�I�NIK\�NWZ�:WUIV[�I[�QVNWZUML�I[�+I[[QWLWZ][�IVL�2MZWUM�\PI\�2M_[�_MZM�
XZM[MV\� \PZW]OPW]\� \PM�-UXQZM�� QV� XIZ\QK]TIZ� QV� \PM�_M[\�� 2M_Q[P� TMOMVL� IT[W� \WTL� WN � \PM�
KWUQVO�WN �2M_[�\W�\PM�_M[\��)N\MZ�\PM�LM[\Z]K\QWV�WN �\PM�<MUXTM��IKKWZLQVO�\W�WVM�^MZ[QWV�
WN �I� 2M_Q[P� TMOMVL��UIVa� 2M_[�_MZM�XTIKML�WV� \PZMM� [PQX[�Ja�>M[XI[QIV��_Q\PW]\�KIX\IQV�
WZ�KZM_�IVL� \PM�_QVL�LZW^M� \PMU�I[PWZM#�I\�4aWV[� �sic), Arles, and Bordeaux. The exiles 
TMN\�\PMQZ�[PQX[�IVL�TQ^ML�XMIKMN]TTa�WV�TIVL�OQ^MV�\PMU�Ja�XZMNMK\[�WN �\PM�ZM[XMK\Q^M�\W_V[��
0W_M^MZ�� I� VM_� Z]TMZ� IZW[M�_PW� []JRMK\ML� \PMU� \W�UIVa� PIZL[PQX[��,]ZQVO� \PQ[� XMZQWL�
\PM� 2M_[� ZMKQ\ML� \PM�XZIaMZ� vehu rah.�]U� �-#%: ��#!#�� KWUXW[ML�Ja� \_W�JZW\PMZ[�� 2W[MXP�IVL�
*MVRIUQV�� IVL� \PMQZ� ]VKTM� ;IU]MT��,MTQ^MZML� NZWU� \PMQZ� \ZQJ]TI\QWV[� Ja� \PM� XZIaMZ�� \PMa�
[MV\�Q\�\W�\PMQZ�JZM\PZMV�\PZW]OPW]\�\PM�_WZTL��I[SQVO�\PI\�Q\�JM�WNNMZML�M^MZa�5WVLIa�IVL�
<P]Z[LIa�� �)�[MKWVL�^MZ[QWV�WN �\PM�TMOMVL�ZMKW]V\[�\PI\�\PM�2M_[�TIVLML�QV�1\ITa��;XIQV�IVL�
)NZQKI��<PMZM�[MMU[�\W�JM�PMZM�[WUM�UMUWZa�WN �LMXWZ\I\QWV[�WN �2M_[��XZWJIJTa�I[�[TI^M[��
\W�\PM�_M[\�IN\MZ�\PM�LM[\Z]K\QWV�WN �\PM�<MUXTM��)PQUIIb�JMV�8IT\QMT��I]\PWZ�WN �\PM�Chronicle 
WN �)PQUIIb��[\I\M[�\PI\�PQ[�NIUQTa�_I[�IUWVO�\PM�KIX\Q^M[�JZW]OP\�\W�1\ITa�Ja�<Q\][�IN\MZ�\PM�
destruction of  the Temple,�! and in Midrash Leviticus Rabbah, :IJJQ�5M|Z�_PW� TQ^ML� QV� \PM�
[MKWVL� KMV\]Za�� ZMNMZ[� \W� ;XIQV� IVL�/I]T� I[� \PM� TIVL� WN � QUXZQ[WVUMV\����)ZKPIMWTWOQKIT�
M^QLMVKM�KT][\MZ[�UIQVTa�IZW]VL�\PM�5MLQ\MZZIVMIV�TQ\\WZIT��\PW]OP�\PMZM�IZM�Q[WTI\ML�ÅVL[�
WV�\PM�:PQVM�IVL�,IV]JM��0W_M^MZ��KWUJQVML�_Q\P�ZMNMZMVKM[�\W�2M_Q[P�KWUU]VQ\QM[�QV�\PM�
MIZTa�TI_�KWLM[��QV�/ZMOWZa�WN �<W]Z[�IVL�\PM�IK\[�WN �KP]ZKP�[aVWL[��_M�[MM�\PI\�\PMZM�_I[�I�
NIQZTa�_QLM�LQ[\ZQJ]\QWV�WN �2M_Q[P�KWUU]VQ\QM[�QV�\PM�XMZQWL�QV�?M[\MZV�-]ZWXM��[MM�ÅO������
*a� 4I\M� )V\QY]Q\a� 2M_Q[P� KWUU]VQ\QM[� _MZM� KWUUWV� \PZW]OPW]\� \PM� _M[\MZV�

5MLQ\MZZIVMIV��;WUM�WN �\PM[M�_MZM�WTL�IVL�_MTT�M[\IJTQ[PML��W\PMZ[�IXXMIZ�\W�PI^M�MUMZOML�
WVTa�IN\MZ�\PM�\PQZL�IVL�NW]Z\P�KMV\]ZQM[�CE��<PM[M�KWUU]VQ\QM[�_MZM�VW\�KWVÅVML�\W�\PM�
TIZOM�\W_V[��[]KP�I[�6IXTM[��:WUM��+IZ\PIOM�WZ�6IZJWVVM��<PMZM�_MZM�IT[W�_MTT�WZOIVQ[ML�
KWUU]VQ\QM[�QV�[UITTMZ�KMV\ZM[�IVL�^QTTIOM[�IVL�^IZQW][�Q[TIVL[#�\PMZM�Q[�IJ]VLIV\�M^QLMVKM�

��� )��:bIKP��ML���Oracula Sibyllina��>QMVVI"�.��<MUX[Sa��� !����111�����
26 Jerome, 1V�1[IQIU����"����84���������
27 Cassiodorus, -`XW[Q\QW�QV�8[IT\MZQ]U��8[�� ��84�4@@��������
� � ;��3I\b��<PM� 2M_[� QV� \PM� >Q[QOW\PQK� IVL� .ZIVSQ[P� 3QVOLWU[� WN � ;XIQV� IVL� /I]T� �+IUJZQLOM�5)"�<PM�5MLQIM^IT�

)KILMUa�WN �)UMZQKI���!�������
�!� 5��;ITbUIV��<PM�+PZWVQKTM�WN �)PQUIIb��6M_�AWZS"�+WT]UJQI�=VQ^MZ[Q\a�7ZQMV\IT�;\]LQM[���!����
�� J. Israelstam and J. J. Slotki, Midrash Rabbah: Leviticus, ^WT�����4WVLWV"�;WVKQVW���!�!���ZL�ML���!������!�
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.QO�����2M_Q[P�+WUU]VQ\QM[�QV�\PM�?M[\MZV�,QI[XWZI��\P· \P�+MV\]Za�

1<)4A
M Milan
R Rome
��5QTIV����
��*ZM[KQI����
��+WVKWZLQI��
)Y]QTMQI��/ZILW����
4 Pula
��+Q^Q\I^MKKPQI
��7[\QI��8WZ\W����
7 Fondi
 �>MVW[I
!�8WUXMQQ��
0MZK]TIVM]U����
10 Naples, Capua, 
*Z][KQIVW�����
���<IZIV\W�����
12 Otranto, Oria
���*IZQ
���:MOOQW
���*W^I�5IZQVI

;1+14A
���+I\IVQI����
���;aZIK][M����
� �;WÅIVI����
�!�)OZQOMV\W
20 Termini Imerese
���4QXIZQ
���5IT\I����

SARDINIA
���;IV\¼�)V\QWKW��
+IOTQIZQ����
���8WZ\W�<WZZM[����

SPAIN
M Mérida
;�;M^QTTM
T Toledo
<�<IZZIOWVI
���5IRWZKI
���1JQbI
27 Adra

� �-TKPM����
�!�<WZ\W[I����
���<IZZIOWVI����
���>QTTIUM[yI[

PROVENCE
M Marseille
N Narbonne
���6IZJWVVM
���)^QOVWV

/)=4
*�*W]ZOM[
C-F Clermont-
Ferrrand
4�4aWV[
M Mâcon
O Orléans
P Paris
R Reims
V Vannes
���)]KP

���*WZLMI]`

AFRICA
+�+IZ\PIOM
���0IUUIU�4QN �
�6IZW�

/-:5)6A�)6,�
RAETIA
+�+WTWOVM
���<ZQMZ
� �3IQ[MZI]O[\
�!�)]O[J]ZO

144A:1+=5
S Split
���-[b\MZOWU
41 Osijek
42 Sirmium
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QV� ;QKQTa� IVL�;IZLQVQI� I[�_MTT� I[�5IT\I� IVL�4QXIZQ� IVL� \PM�*ITMIZQK[� NWZ� I� [\ZWVO� 2M_Q[P�
presence.��

<PM� IZKPIMWTWOQKIT� IVL� MXQOZIXPQK� M^QLMVKM� []OOM[\[� \PI\� L]ZQVO� 4I\M� )V\QY]Q\a� \PM�
2M_Q[P� KWUU]VQ\a� JMOIV� \W� ÆW]ZQ[P� QV� IV� ]VXZMKMLMV\ML� _Ia�� <PM� _Ia� QV� _PQKP� VM_�
IZKPIMWTWOQKIT� LQ[KW^MZQM[� PMTX� \ZIV[NWZU� \PM� ]VLMZ[\IVLQVO� WN � \PM� VI\]ZM[� WN � 2M_Q[P�
[M\\TMUMV\� Q[� QTT][\ZI\ML�Ja� \PM� ZMKMV\�LQ[KW^MZQM[�I\�*W^I�5IZQVI��VW\� NIZ� NZWU�:MOOQW�LQ�
+ITIJZQI�QV�\PM�M`\ZMUM�[W]\P�WN �1\ITa����.WZ�UW[\�WN �Q\[�PQ[\WZa�*W^I�_I[�IV�QVKWV[XQK]W][�
TQ\\TM�\W_V��1V�4I\M�)V\QY]Q\a��PW_M^MZ��Q\�JMOIV�\W�XZW[XMZ�IVL�2M_[�IXXIZMV\Ta�[PIZML�QV�\PM�
[M\\TMUMV\¼[� []LLMV� ZQ[M� \W� XZWUQVMVKM�� 1V� \PM� KW]Z[M� WN � \PM� NW]Z\P� KMV\]Za�� \PM� 2M_Q[P�
KWUU]VQ\a�WN �*W^I�MZMK\ML�I�[aVIOWO]M��WN �_PQKP�[WUM�_ITT[�IVL�IV�MTMOIV\�UW[IQK�ÆWWZ�
ZMUIQV��<PM�J]QTLQVO�_I[�ZMUWLMTML�[M^MZIT�\QUM[��J]\�UIQV\IQVML�Q\[�WZQOQVIT�N]VK\QWV�]V\QT�
_MTT� QV\W� \PM�[Q`\P�KMV\]Za�� 1\� Q[�VW\�SVW_V�_PMV�WZ�_Pa� \PM�J]QTLQVO� NMTT� QV\W�LQ[][M��J]\�
_PI\M^MZ�\PM�ZMI[WV��Q\�Q[�KTMIZ�\PI\�PMZM��I[�QV�W\PMZ�XIZ\[��2M_[�_MZM�IJTM�IVL�_QTTQVO�\W�[M\\TM�
QV�IZMI[�_PMZM�\PMa�PIL�JMMV�IJ[MV\�XZM^QW][Ta��<PM�IJ]VLIVKM�WN �2M_Q[P�IZKPIMWTWOQKIT�
IVL�MXQOZIXPQK�M^QLMVKM�PI[�JMMV�QV\MZXZM\ML�I[�QVLQKI\QVO�I�OZW_\P�QV�\PM�KWUU]VQ\a�L]M�
\W�2M_Q[P�XZW[MTa\Q[U����J]\�_M�U][\�JM�KIZMN]T�WN �[]KP�MI[a�QV\MZXZM\I\QWV[�WN �\PM�M^QLMVKM�
I[�VM_�M^QLMVKM�WV�\PM�LMUWOZIXPa�WN �\PM�2M_Q[P�KWUU]VQ\a�WN �:WUM�[\ZWVOTa�[]OOM[\[�
\PI\�XWX]TI\QWV�UW^MUMV\�ZI\PMZ�\PIV�OZW_\P�JM\\MZ�M`XTIQV[�\PM�LI\I���  
<PM�2M_Q[P�KWUU]VQ\a�WN �:WUM�_I[�IUWVO�\PM�WTLM[\�2M_Q[P�KWUU]VQ\QM[�QV�1\ITa�IVL�

\PZW]OPW]\�)V\QY]Q\a�IVL�\PM�5QLLTM�)OM[�ZMUIQVML�\PM�UW[\�V]UMZW][�WVM��8ZIK\QKITTa�ITT�
_M� SVW_� IJW]\� Q\� QV� 4I\M� )V\QY]Q\a� LMZQ^M[� NZWU� I� V]UJMZ� WN � 2M_Q[P� KI\IKWUJ[� IVL�
PaXWOIMI�TWKI\ML�W]\[QLM�\PM�KQ\a��<PM[M�XZW^QLM�I�_MIT\P�WN �UI\MZQIT�M^QLMVKM�WN �\PM�2M_Q[P�
KWUU]VQ\a�QV�\PM�XMZQWL�NZWU�\PM�TI\M�[MKWVL�\W�\PM�MIZTa�ÅN\P�KMV\]ZQM[�CE��/ZMMS�IVL�4I\QV�
LWUQVI\M�\PM�MXQOZIXPQK�ZMKWZL��IVL�Q\� Q[�\PM�\aXM�WN �koiné /ZMMS�IVL�^]TOIZ�4I\QV�\PI\�Q[�
MVKW]V\MZML�QV�VWV�2M_Q[P�QV[KZQX\QWV[�LI\QVO�\W�\PM�[IUM�OMVMZIT�XMZQWL��<PM�WVWUI[\QK�
M^QLMVKM�[QUQTIZTa�XWQV\[�\W�I�PQOP�LMOZMM�WN �QV\MOZI\QWV�WN �\PM�2M_Q[P�KWUU]VQ\a�QV\W�\PM�
[]ZZW]VLQVO�[WKQM\a��)T\PW]OP�VIUM[�WN �VMIZ�MI[\MZV�LMZQ^I\QWV�LW�WKK]Z��/ZMMS�IVL�4I\QV�
VIUM[�XZMLWUQVI\M��6M^MZ\PMTM[[� \PM�QV[KZQX\QWV[� NZMY]MV\Ta�KWV\IQV�M^QLMVKM�WN �I�[\ZWVO�
ITTMOQIVKM�\W�2]LIQ[U��5IVa�KIZZa�ZMVLMZQVO[�WN �2M_Q[P�[aUJWT[��QV�XIZ\QK]TIZ�\PM�UMVWZIP��
J]\�[]KP�ITTMOQIVKM�KW]TL�IT[W�JM�M`XZM[[ML� QV�_WZL[#� \PMZM� Q[�I� [QOVQÅKIV\�XWZ\QWV�WN � \PM�
QV[KZQX\QWV[�_PQKP�KIZZa�_WZL[� �QVKT]LQVO�VMWTWOQ[U[��ZMNMZZQVO�\W�\PM�XMZ[WV¼[�XW[Q\QWV�WZ�
ZWTM�_Q\PQV�\PM�2M_Q[P�KWUU]VQ\a��<PM�M^QLMVKM�NZWU�:WUM�[MMUQVOTa�[PW_[�I�LQ[\QVK\�J]\�
QV\MOZI\ML�KWUU]VQ\a��J]\�QN �_M�\]ZV�\W�\PM�M^QLMVKM�NZWU�\PM�[TQOP\Ta�TI\MZ�KI\IKWUJ[�QV�
>MVW[I�QV�*I[QTQKI\I�_M�[MM�I�^MZa�LQNNMZMV\�XQK\]ZM�
1\�Q[�VW\�KMZ\IQV�_PMV�\PM�KWUU]VQ\a�QV�>MVW[I�_I[�NW]VLML��J]\�Q\�Q[�KMZ\IQV�\PI\��WVKM�Q\�

_I[�KZMI\ML��2M_[�KWV\QV]ML�\W�TQ^M�QV�>MVW[I�NWZ�[M^MZIT�KMV\]ZQM[��<PM�M^QLMVKM�QVLQKI\M[�
\PI\�M^MV�IN\MZ�\PM�2M_Q[P�KI\IKWUJ[�PIL�OWVM�W]\�WN �][M��2M_[�KWV\QV]ML�\W�J]Za�\PMQZ�LMIL�

��� ;MM�\PM�MXQOZIXPQK�M^QLMVKM�QV�,��6Wa��2M_Q[P�1V[KZQX\QWV[�QV�?M[\MZV�-]ZWXM"�^WT�����1\ITa��M`KT]LQVO�:WUM���;XIQV�IVL�
Gaul#�^WT�����<PM�+Q\a�WN �:WUM��+IUJZQLOM"�+IUJZQLOM�=VQ^MZ[Q\a�8ZM[[���!!����!!���

��� 4��+W[\IUIOVI��¹4I�[QVIOWOI�LQ�*W^I�5IZQVI�VMT�Y]ILZW�LMOTQ�QVMLQIUMV\Q�\IZLWIV\QKPQ�LMTTI�KW[\I�1WVQKI�
UMZQLQWVITM�LMTTI�+ITIJZQIº��5-.:�������!!�������·���

��� 4�0��.MTLUIV��2M_�IVL�/MV\QTM�QV�\PM�)VKQMV\�?WZTL��8ZQVKM\WV"�8ZQVKM\WV�=VQ^MZ[Q\a�8ZM[[���!!���
�� See the work of 4�>��:]\OMZ[��<PM�2M_[�QV�4I\M�)VKQMV\�:WUM��4MQLMV"�-�2��*ZQTT���!!��#�IVL�<PM�0QLLMV�0MZQ\IOM�WN �

,QI[XWZI�2]LIQ[U��4M]^MV"�=Q\OM^MZQR�8MM\MZ[���!! ��



�� MELILAH�5)6+0-;<-:�27=:6)4�7.�2-?1;0�;<=,1-;

WV� \WX�WN � \PM�PQTT� QV[QLM�_PQKP� \PMQZ� IVKM[\WZ[�PIL�XZM^QW][Ta� MV\WUJML� \PMQZ�LMIL��� At 
>MVW[I��PW_M^MZ��\PMZM�Q[�I�UW^M�NZWU�/ZMMS�\W�4I\QV�QV[KZQX\QWV[#�QVLMML�\PM�V]UJMZ�WN �
4I\QV�QV[KZQX\QWV[�QVKZMI[M[�LMMXMZ�QV[QLM�\PM�KI\IKWUJ[�QV�IZMI[�LI\MIJTM�NZWU�\PM�ÅN\P�\W�
sixth centuries CE. It is also notable that one inscription refers to UIQWZM[�KQ^Q\I\Q[��that is to Jews 
I[�X]JTQK�WNÅKQIT[�_PW�[MZ^ML�VW\�WVTa�\PMQZ�W_V�KWUU]VQ\a�J]\�\PM�MV\QZM�\W_V�QV�_PQKP�
\PMa�TQ^ML���

.]Z\PMZ�VWZ\P�IVL�_M[\�IVL�I_Ia�NZWU�1\ITa�_M�U][\�ZMTa�WV�\PM�+PZQ[\QIV�KPZWVQKTM[�IVL�
TI_� KWLM[��<PQ[�UI\MZQIT� PI[� TWVO� JMMV� ILUQZIJTa� IVL� KWUXZMPMV[Q^MTa� \ZMI\ML� Ja� JW\P�
;WTWUWV�3I\b�IVL�*MZVPIZL�*T]UMVSZIVb����?PI\�Q[�UW[\�[]ZXZQ[QVO�QV�\PQ[�UI\MZQIT�Q[�\PM�
LMOZMM�WN �QV\MZIK\QWV�JM\_MMV�2M_[�IVL�/MV\QTM[�\PI\�Q\�ZM^MIT[��<PM�TI_�KWLM[�IVL�KP]ZKP�
KIVWV[�IZM�ITT�^MZa�SMMV�\W�SMMX�[MXIZI\M�\PM�\_W�KWUU]VQ\QM[�\W�IV�M`\MV\�\PI\�KIV�WVTa�JM�
M`XTIQVML� QN � \PM� JMPI^QW]Z� JMQVO� ZMO]TI\ML� _I[� IK\]ITTa� NIQZTa� KWUUWV�� _PM\PMZ� Q\� JM�
QV\MZUIZZQIOM�� LQVQVO� \WOM\PMZ�� OMV\QTM[� I\\MVLQVO� 2M_Q[P� [MZUWV[� �QV� \PM� ^MZVIK]TIZ��� WZ�
QV^WT^MUMV\� QV�KQ^QT�IVL�UQTQ\IZa�INNIQZ[��?PI\� Q[� TM[[� []ZXZQ[QVO��J]\�UWZM�ZMTM^IV\� \W�W]Z�
IZO]UMV\��Q[�\PM�M^QLMVKM�NWZ�2M_Q[P�QV^WT^MUMV\�QV�\PM�TWVO�LQ[\IVKM�\ZILM�QV�T]`]Za�Q\MU[�
IVL� [TI^M[�� I[� \PQ[� XZW^QLM[� M^QLMVKM� \PI\� 2M_[� QV� \PM�_M[\�_W]TL�PI^M�PIL� \PM�UMIV[� \W�
UIQV\IQV�K]T\]ZIT�KWV\IK\[�_Q\P�\PM�4IVL�WN �1[ZIMT��.ZWU�\PM�ÅN\P�KMV\]Za�UWZM�IVL�UWZM�
2M_[�_MZM�I\\ZIK\ML�QV\W�KWUUMZKQIT�X]Z[]Q\[��TIZOMTa�NZWU�VMKM[[Q\a�I[�W\PMZ�IK\Q^Q\QM[��\PM�
XZWNM[[QWV[�IVL�X]JTQK�WNÅKM��_MZM�JMQVO�KTW[ML�\W�\PMU��
<PI\�2M_Q[P�UMZKPIV\[�WN\MV�_MV\�\W�\PM�MI[\�NWZ�\ZILM�Q[�[PW_V�Ja�IV�IU][QVO�IVMKLW\M�

ZMTI\ML� Ja�6W\SMZ�*ITJ]T][��+PIZTMUIOVM� WZLMZML� I� KMZ\IQV� 2M_Q[P�UMZKPIV\��_PW� WN\MV�
_MV\� \W� 8ITM[\QVM� IVL� JZW]OP\� JIKS� _Q\P� PQU� ZIZM� IVL� KW[\Ta� IZ\QKTM[�� \W� LMKMQ^M� \PM�
^IQVOTWZQW][�JQ[PWX�WN �5IQVb��<PM�UMZKPIV\�[WTL�\PM�JQ[PWX�I�KWUUWV�UW][M�]VLMZ�\PM�
XZM\MVKM� \PI\� Q\� _I[� I� ^MZa� ]V][]IT� IVL� XZMKQW][� IVQUIT� NZWU� 2]LIMI��  These Jewish 
KWUUMZKQIT� KWV\IK\[� _Q\P� \PM� 5QLLTM� -I[\� UIQV\IQVML� \PZW]OPW]\� \PM� XMZQWL� XZW^QLML� 
\PM�UMIV[�Ja�_PQKP�0MJZM_�TQ\MZI\]ZM�IVL�TMIZVQVO�KW]TL�ZMIKP�\PM�LQ[\IV\�KWUU]VQ\QM[�WN �
the west.
<PM�TI_�KWLM[�IT[W�ZM^MIT�\PI\�2M_[�_MZM�U]KP�UWZM�QV^WT^ML�QV�IOZQK]T\]ZM�\PIV�_I[�\W�

JM�\PM�KI[M�QV�\PM�TI\MZ�5QLLTM�)OM[��.WZ�M`IUXTM��I�LMKZMM�WN �\PM�+W]VKQT�WN �-T^QZI�������
[PW_[�\PI\�\PM�2M_[�WN �;XIQV�_MZM�IKK][\WUML�\W�WNNMZ�XZIaMZ[�NWZ�\PMQZ�KZWX[�IVL�NWZ�\PW[M�
WN � \PMQZ�+PZQ[\QIV�VMQOPJW]Z[�� I�XZIK\QKM� \PM� KW]VKQT� NWZJILM��!�:MKMV\�_WZS�Ja�6WZUIV�
/WTJ�40�PW_M^MZ��PI[� QVLQKI\ML�UWZM�KTMIZTa�PW_�M`\MV[Q^M�\PQ[� QV^WT^MUMV\� QV�IOZQK]T\]ZM�
UQOP\�PI^M�JMMV� QV� \PM�_M[\��?PQT[\� ZM[MIZKPQVO� \PM�MIZTa�PQ[\WZa�WN � \PM�UMLQM^IT� 2M_Q[P�
KWUU]VQ\a�WN �:W]MV��/WTJ�\]ZVML�PQ[�I\\MV\QWV�\W�TWKIT�\WXWVaUQK[�\PI\�KTMIZTa�ZMNMZZML�\W�
2M_[� QV� \PM� 6WZUIV� KW]V\Za[QLM�� /WTJ� NW]VL� V]UMZW][� »Rues des Juifs’ that indicated 
ZMTI\Q^MTa�PMI^a�2M_Q[P�[M\\TMUMV\�QV�\PM�ZMOQWV�QV�MIZTa�KMV\]ZQM[��6W�LWK]UMV\I\QWV�M`Q[\[�
\W�[PW_�XZMKQ[MTa�_PMV�\PM[M�[M\\TMUMV\[�UIa�PI^M�WKK]ZZML�IVL�[\]LQM[�WN �6WZUIV�PQ[\WZa�

��� <PMZM�IZM�UIVa�UMLQM^IT�2M_Q[P�OZI^M[\WVM[�LI\IJTM�\W�\PM�aMIZ[� � �� �QVKWZXWZI\ML�QV\W�\PM�_ITT[�WN �\PM�
VMIZJa�IJJMa�KP]ZKP�WN �\PM�0WTa�<ZQVQ\a�

��� 21?-�1�� ��vide infra, 10.
��� 3I\b��<PM�2M_[�QV�\PM�>Q[QOW\PQK�IVL�.ZIVSQ[P�3QVOLWU[�WN �;XIQV�IVL�/I]T��+IUJZQLOM�5)"�<PM�5MLQIM^IT�)KILMUa�

WN �)UMZQKI���!���#�*��*T]UMVSZIVb��2]QN[�M\�KPZu\QMV[�LIV[�TM�UWVLM�WKKQLMV\IT�����·��!���8IZQ["�5W]\WV�M\�+W���!����
� � /��5MaMZ�̂ WV�3VWVI]��5WVIKP][�;IVOITTMV[Q[��Notkerus Balbulus) LM�+IZWTW�5IOVW��;\�/ITT"�.MPZ¼[KPM�*]KPPIVLT]VO��

�!�����1�����
�!� )��4QVLMZ��<PM�2M_[�QV�\PM�4MOIT�;W]ZKM[�WN �\PM�-IZTa�5QLLTM�)OM[��,M\ZWQ\"�?IaVM�;\I\M�=VQ^MZ[Q\a�8ZM[[���!!����� ��
40� 6��/WTJ��<PM�2M_[�QV�5MLQM^IT�6WZUIVLa��+IUJZQLOM"�+IUJZQLOM�=VQ^MZ[Q\a�8ZM[[���!! ��
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PIL�I[[]UML�\PI\�Q\�JM\WSMV[�WVTa�\PM�XZM[MVKM�WN �[UITT�V]UJMZ[�WN �2M_Q[P�UMZKPIV\[�WZ�
UWVMaTMVLMZ[� QV� \PW[M� [\ZMM\[� L]ZQVO� \PM�5QLLTM�)OM[��/WTJ¼[� M^QLMVKM�� PW_M^MZ�� IZO]M[�
IOIQV[\�\PQ[�I[[]UX\QWV��1N �\PM�2M_[�NWZUML�WVTa�I�TI\M�IKKZM\QWV�\W�\PM�WZQOQVIT�XWX]TI\QWV��
\PM�»;\ZMM\[�WN �\PM�2M_[¼�_W]TL�VW\�JM�[W�KMV\ZITTa�TWKI\ML�_Q\PQV�\PM�\W_V[�I[�\PMa�WN\MV�IZM��
VW\IJTa� QV�:W]MV�IVL�:PMQU[��;QUQTIZTa�\PM�XZM[MVKM�WN �[W�[QOVQÅKIV\�I�V]UJMZ�WN �[]KP�
[\ZMM\[�QV�\PM�KW]V\Za[QLM�QVLQKI\M[�TIVL�K]T\Q^I\QVO�[M\\TMUMV\[�OZIV\ML�IOZQK]T\]ZIT�M[\I\M[�
QV�\PM�XZW^QVKM[�QV�\PM�PMaLIa�WN �:WUIV�KWTWVQ[I\QWV��<PM�][M�WN �\PM�LM[QOVI\QWV�¹:]M�LM[�
2]QN[º�VW\�WVTa�NWZ�I�[\ZMM\�J]\�IT[W�NWZ�I�PIUTM\��[]KP�I[�Q[�NW]VL�QV�9]QVKIUXWQ`��8ZuI]`�
IVL�6WZZMa�MV�)]OM�Q[�ZMVLMZML�]VLMZ[\IVLIJTM�WV�\PM�JI[Q[�WN �\PM�WTLMZ�4I\QV�UMIVQVO�WN �
vicus �&�.Z��voie��I[�I�XTIKM�WN �[M\\TMUMV\��;QUQTIZTa��[]KP�LM[QOVI\QWV[�WN �PIUTM\[�I[�¹4M[�2]QN[�º�
¹4I�2]Q^MZQM�º�IVL�¹0IUMT��WZ�0IUMI]��I]`�2]QN[�º�IT[W�IXXMIZ�\W�JM�^M[\QOM[�WN �\PM�4I\QV�
expression >QK][�2]LIMWZ]U��)� N]Z\PMZ� QVLQKI\QWV� \PI\� \PM[M�UIVa� »;\ZMM\[�WN � \PM�2M_[¼�PIL�
\PMQZ�WZQOQV�VW\� QV� \PM�5QLLTM�)OM[�J]\� QV�I� NIZ�MIZTQMZ�XMZQWL� Q[� \PM� NIK\� \PI\� \PM�2M_[�WN �
6WZUIVLa�IZM�VM^MZ�UMV\QWVML� QV� \PM� [W]ZKM[�I[�VM_KWUMZ[��<PM�M^QLMVKM� NZWU�/WTJ¼[�
KPW[MV�ZMOQWV�WN �6WZUIVLa�_Q\P�:W\PWUIO][��:W]MV��I[�Q\[�KIXQ\IT�Q[�LW]J\TM[[�I�XIZILQOU�
WN �\PM�[Q\]I\QWV�MT[M_PMZM�TaQVO�I[�aM\�]VM`IUQVML�QV�\PM�\WXWOZIXPQK�M^QLMVKM���

��� 0-*:-?�+=4<=:-�16�<0-�?-;<

I�� 0MJZM_�4IVO]IOM

7V���2]Ta�� ��/]V\ZIU��3QVO�WN �\PM�.ZIVS[�QV�6M][\ZQI��VWZ\P�_M[\�.ZIVKM���^Q[Q\ML�7ZTuIV[�
WV� PQ[�_Ia� \W� I�UMM\QVO�_Q\P� PQ[� VM_Ta� JIX\Q[ML� VMXPM_�4W\PIZ��7V�PQ[� IZZQ^IT� PM�_I[�
OZMM\ML� Ja� \PM� XWX]TIKM�_Q\P� \PM� ZQ\]IT� IKKTIUI\QWVM[�][]IT� NWZ� I� ^Q[Q\QVO�:WUIV� QUXMZI\WZ. 
/ZMOWZa�WN �<W]Z[�ZMKW]V\[#

)�^I[\�KZW_L�WN �KQ\QbMV[�KIUM�W]\�\W�UMM\�PQU��KIZZaQVO�ÆIO[�IVL�JIVVMZ[��IVL�[QVOQVO�[WVO[�QV�
PQ[�XZIQ[M��<PM�[XMMKP�WN �\PM�;aZQIV[�KWV\ZI[\ML�[PIZXTa�_Q\P�\PI\�WN �\PW[M�][QVO�4I\QV�IVL�IOIQV�
_Q\P�\PI\�WN �\PM�2M_[��I[�\PMa�MIKP�[IVO�PQ[�XZIQ[M[�QV�\PMQZ�W_V�\WVO]M��������<PM�2M_[�XTIaML�I�N]TT�
XIZ\� QV� \PW[M� IKKTIUI\QWV[�� ¹4M\� ITT� XMWXTM[� ZM^MZMVKM� aW]� IVL� JW_� \PM� SVMM� JMNWZM� aW]� IVL�
[]JUQ\�\W�aW]Z�Z]TM	º�\PMa�SMX\�[PW]\QVO�41

<PM�2M_Q[P�KWUU]VQ\a�WN �7ZTuIV[�_I[�M^QLMV\Ta�WN �[WUM�QUXWZ\IVKM�QV�\PM�KQ\a�IVL�_MTT�
M[\IJTQ[PML�NWZ�\PMa�PWXML�\PI\�/]V\ZIU�_W]TL�WNNMZ�\PMU�ZM[\Q\]\QWV�NWZ�I�[aVIOWO]M�QV�\PM�
KQ\a� \PI\�PIL�JMMV�LM[\ZWaML� [WUM� \QUM�XZM^QW][Ta�Ja�+PZQ[\QIV[�� 1V� \PQ[� \PMa�_MZM� \W�JM�
disappointed.42� 0W_M^MZ�� \PM� QVKQLMV\� LWM[� QVLQKI\M� \PZMM� LQ[\QVK\Q^M� M\PVQK� OZW]X[�� _Q\P�
\PZMM�LQ[\QVK\�TIVO]IOM[#�\PM�]VLW]J\MLTa�/ZMMS�[XMISQVO�*abIV\QVM�;aZQIV�UMZKPIV\[��\PM�

41� 8ZWKM[[Q\Y]M�QV�WJ^QIU�MQ][�QVUMV[I�XWX]TQ�\]ZJI�K]U�[QOVQ[�ILY]M�^M`QTTQ[�KIVMV\M[�TI]LM[��-\�PQVK�TQVO]I�
;aZWZ]U��PQVK�4I\QVWZ]U��PQVK�M\QIU�QX[WZ]U�1]LIMWZ]U�QV�LQ^MZ[Q[�TI]LQJ][�^IZQIM�KWVKZMXIJI\��LQKMV["�»>Q^I\�
ZM`��ZMOV]UY]M�MQ][�QV�XWX]TQ[�IVVQ[�QVV]UMZQ[�LQTI\M\]Z¼��1]LIMQ�̂ MZW��Y]Q�QV�PQ[�TI]LQJ][�̂ QLMJIV\]Z�M[[M�XIZ\QKQXM[��
LQKMJIV\"� »7UVM[� OMV\M[� \M� ILWZMV\� \QJQY]M� OMV]� ÆMK\IV\� ILY]M� \QJQ� [QV\� []JLQ\Q�¼� /ZMOWZa� WN � <W]Z[�� Historia 
.ZIVKWZ]U��>111�����5/0�1�������

42� <PI\� \PM� 2M_[� LQL� VW\� XTIKM� \WW� U]KP� NIQ\P� QV� /]V\ZIU� U][\� JM� LML]KML� NZWU� \PM� ZMNMZMVKM� QV� \PMQZ�
acclamation to Esther� �"�#� »IVL� ITT� \PM� [MZ^IV\[� WN � \PM�3QVO�_PW�_MZM� QV� \PM�3QVO¼[� OI\M� JW_ML� \PM� SVMM� IVL�
ZM^MZMVKML�0IUIV¼��>]TOI\M"�+]VK\QY]M�[MZ^Q�ZMOQ[��Y]Q� QV� NWZQJ][�XITI\QQ�^MZ[IJIV\]Z��ÆMK\MJIV\�OMV]I��M\�ILWZIJIV\�)UIV), a 
ZMNMZMVKM�/ZMOWZa�[MMU[�\W�PI^M�UQ[[ML�
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�>]TOIZ'��4I\QV�[XMISQVO�/ITTW�:WUIV[��IVL�\PM�2M_[�][QVO�»TQVO]I�2]LIMWZ]U¼��Q�M��0MJZM_��
<PQ[�Q[�I�ZIZM�ZMNMZMVKM�\W�\PM�][M�WN �0MJZM_�Ja�2M_[�QV�?M[\MZV�-]ZWXM�QV�\PM�XMZQWL��J]\�
_M� KIV�IT[W�ÅVL�M^QLMVKM� \PI\� \PM�][M�WN �0MJZM_�_I[� K]ZZMV\� IVL�_QLM[XZMIL� NZWU� \PM�
TQVO]Q[\QK�IVL�MXQOZIXPQK�ZMKWZL��
<IJTM���KPIZ\[�\PM�][M�WN �4I\QV��/ZMMS�IVL�0MJZM_�QV�2M_Q[P�MXQOZIXPa�WN �\PM�NW]Z\P�\W�

[M^MV\P�KMV\]ZQM[��1N �_M�KWUXIZM�\PQ[�_Q\P�\PM�2M_Q[P�MXQOZIXPQK�ZMKWZL�NZWU�\PM�:WUIV�
KI\IKWUJ[��_PQKP�Q[�W^MZ_PMTUQVOTa�/ZMMS��vide supra���_M�KIV�[MM�\_W�LQ[\QVK\�\ZMVL[��.QZ[\Ta��
\PMZM� Q[�IV�QVKZMI[M� QV�\PM�][M�WN �4I\QV��� �WN �\PM�\W\IT�MXQOZIXPQK�ZMKWZL�][M[�4I\QV�I[�
WXXW[ML�\W����_Q\P�/ZMMS#�IVL�\PQ[�M^MV�_Q\P�\PM�TIZOM�V]UJMZ�WN �/ZMMS�QV[KZQX\QWV[�NZWU�
\PM�>MVW[I�KI\IKWUJ[��;MKWVLTa�� \PMZM� Q[�I�LZIUI\QK� QVKZMI[M� QV� \PM�][M�WN �0MJZM_#�W^MZ�
���WN �\PM�QV[KZQX\QWV[�PI^M�[WUM�0MJZM_��*a�\PM�MQOP\P�KMV\]Za�ITT�0MJZM_�QV[KZQX\QWV[�
PI^M�JMKWUM�\PM�VWZU���

<ZQTQVO]IT4I\QV�
WVTa

Hebrew 
IVL�4I\QV

Hebrew 
WVTa

/ZMMS�IVL�
Hebrew

/ZMMS�
WVTa

022000/I]T
271021�6��1\ITa
02124���;��1\ITa�IVL�;QKQTa
010!1012��Venosa
004406Sardinia and Malta
21101�Spain
422� 2017��Western Europe
����� �����UIQV�TIVO]IOM
������ ���_Q\P�0MJZM_

 <IJTM����4IVO]IOM[�=[ML�QV�2M_Q[P�-XQOZIXPa���\P·�\P�+MV\]ZQM[
�KWUXQTML�NZWU�21?-���IVL����

1V�UIVa�KI[M[�\PM�0MJZM_�Q[�VW\PQVO�UWZM�\PIV�\PM�[QUXTM�NWZU]TI�ì4?5�»4�ó;́�:¼4��-#+<�
+�:<'�+3�»XMIKM�JM�WV�1[ZIMT¼���6M^MZ\PMTM[[�Q\�Q[�VW\M_WZ\Pa�\PI\�QV�\PM�UIRWZQ\a�WN �KI[M[�Q\�
Q[� OZIUUI\QKITTa� IVL�WZ\PWOZIXPQKITTa� KWZZMK\�� 1V� KWV\ZI[\� \PM�4I\QV� [PW_[�IV� QVKZMI[QVO�
\MVLMVKa�\W�>]TOIZ�4I\QV��<PM�MIZTa�[Q`\P�KMV\]Za�MXQ\IXP44 from the catacombs at Venosa 
referred to earlier illustrates this:

PQK�KQ[K]ML�.I][\QVI�d�ÅTQI�.I][\QVQ�XI\�ZQ[���IVVWZ]U�d�Y]I\\]WZLMKQ�UhV[]Z]U�d�Y]QVY]M��Y]M�
N]M\�]VQKI�XIZMV�d�\]Z]U��Y]MQ�LQ`MZ]V\�\ZhV][�d�L]W�IXW[\]TQ�M\�L]W�ZMJJQ\M[�M\�d�[I\Q[�OZIVLMU�
LWT]ZMU�NMKM\�XI�d�ZMV\MJ][�M\�TIOZMUI[�KQJQ\I�d�\Q��d

!1'&2##6�+<�!)</
-#+<�<61�%#1

Y]M�N]M\�XZWVMX][�.I][\QVQ�d�XI\�ZQ[��M\�VMX][�*Q\Q�M\�)KMTTQ��d�Y]Q�N]MZ]V\�UIQWZM[�KQJQ�d�\I\Q[��� 

�� JIWE 1���!����! ·����
44� 21?-�1�� ��������
��� »0MZM�ZM[\[�.I][\QVI��LI]OP\MZ�WN �.I][\QV][�\PM�NI\PMZ��IOML�NW]Z\MMV�aMIZ[�Å^M�UWV\P[��;PM�_I[�PMZ�XIZMV\[¼�

WVTa�KPQTL��<_W�IXW[\TM[�IVL�\_W�ZIJJQ[�[XWSM�\PM�LQZOM[�NWZ�PMZ��IVL�[PM�UILM�OZMI\�MVW]OP�OZQMN �NWZ�PMZ�XIZMV\[�
IVL�\MIZ[�NWZ�\PM�KWUU]VQ\a�
� :M[\QVO�XTIKM�WN �.I][\QVI��5Ia�PMZ�[W]T�ZM[\��8MIKM�
� ;PM�_I[�\PM�OZMI\�OZIVLLI]OP\MZ�WN �.I][\QV][�\PM�NI\PMZ��OZIVLLI]OP\MZ�WN �>Q\][�IVL�)[MTT][�_PW�_MZM�TMILMZ[�WN �
\PM�KWUU]VQ\a�¼
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<PM�4I\QV�[PW_[�\PM�>]TOIZ�4I\QV�KWVN][QWV�WN �àW�IVL�à]��LWT]ZMU, nepus for LWTWZMU, nepos), 
IVL�àM�IVL�àÜ� N]M\�� TIOZMUI[�� NMKM\�for N]Q\�� TIOZQUI[�� NMKQ\�#�/ZMMS�TM\\MZ[��h�IVL�XZWJIJTa�I�T]VI\M�
[QOUI�QV�Acelli for Asellus�#�\PM�[]J[\Q\]\QWV�WN �\PM�[MKWVL�LMKTMV[QWV�XT]ZIT�QV�XIZMV\WZ]U�for 
third declension XIZMV\]U#�»c’ NWZ�»qu’ in ciscued for quiesquit IVL�\PM�KWVN][QWV�WN �»J¼�IVL�»^¼�QV�
cibitati �civitas���<PM�4I\QV�Q[�VW\�TMIZVML�IVL�\PQ[�Q[�QVLQKI\Q^M�WN �\PM�_Ia�\PM�2M_Q[P�KWUU]VQ\a�
_I[�JMQVO�M`KT]LML�NZWU�4I\QV�TMIZVQVO�LM[XQ\M�\PM�NIK\�\PI\�\PQ[�Q[�\PM�MXQ\IXP�WN �I�UMUJMZ�
WN �I�VW\IJTM�TWKIT�NIUQTa��+TMIZTa�\PM�2M_[�WN �>MVW[I�_MZM�QV\MOZI\ML�MVW]OP�\W�JM�[XMISQVO�
\PM�^MZVIK]TIZ�J]\�\PM�KWUU]VQ\a�_I[�IT[W��I[�_M�[MM�NZWU�Q\[�OZMI\MZ�][M�WN �0MJZM_�QV�\PM�
QV[KZQX\QWV[��QVKZMI[QVOTa�NITTQVO�JIKS�WV�Q\[�2M_Q[P�QLMV\Q\a��TMIZVQVO�IVL�K]T\]ZM�ZMXZM[MV\ML�
Ja�0MJZM_�
,I^QL�*TWVLPMQU�QV�PQ[�4M[�XIZTMZ[�R]LuW�ZWUIV[�M\�TI�>M\][�4I\QVI�X]JTQ[PML�QV��!���KTIQUML�

\PI\�»2M_Q[P�:WUIVKM�^MZVIK]TIZ[¼�_MZM�LM[KMVLIV\[�WN �I�»2]LMW�4I\QV¼�[XMKQÅK�\W�\PM�2M_Q[P�
KWUU]VQ\QM[�\PI\�M^WT^ML�XIZITTMT�\W�>]TOIZ�4I\QV��<PQ[�\PMWZa�PI[�VW_�JMMV�TIZOMTa�ZMRMK\ML�
QV� NI^W]Z� WN � \PM� QLMI� \PI\� 2M_[� [PIZML� \PM� ^MZVIK]TIZ[� WN � \PM� []ZZW]VLQVO� KWUU]VQ\QM[��
=UJMZ\W�+I[[]\W��PW_M^MZ��_PQT[\� ZMRMK\QVO�*TWVLPMQU¼[� \PMWZa��LQL�XW[\]TI\M�I�KWUUWV�
Jewish koiné �I\�TMI[\�NWZ�2]LMW�1\ITQIV��46�?PI\�Q[�KTMIZ�Q[�\PI\�\PM�2]LMW�:WUIVKM�^MZVIK]TIZ[�
PIL�I�TM`QKIT�ZMOQ[\MZ�NWZ�[XMKQÅKITTa�2M_Q[P�Q\MU[�WZ�XZIK\QKM[��<PQ[�KIV�JM�WJ[MZ^ML�QV�\PM�
^MZa�MIZTa�:WUIVKM�JWZZW_QVO[�QV\W�AQLLQ[P"�AQL��orn < o–ra–re�»XZIa¼��bentshn < benedicere��»\W�
[Ia�\PM�JTM[[QVO¼��leyen < TMOMZM�»\W�ZMIL�\PM�<WZIP¼��shul < schola�»[aVIOWO]M¼��tetshen < toca–re�»\W�
JTW_�\PM�[PWNIZ¼��tsholnt < cale–V\MU��'��»;IJJI\P�[\M_¼��cf. Old French chalt »_IZU¼���;QUQTIZTa�
_M�PI^M� \PM�4I\QV�VIUM[�Shneyer <� ;MVQWZ�MU�� »-TLMZ¼��.Ia^T�< Vi–ta–lis, .Ia^Q[P�< Vivus� �JW\P�
KTMIZTa�KITY]M[�NWZ�0MJZM_�0IaaQU���?M�IT[W�PI^M�:WUIVKM�^MZ[QWV[�WN �\PM�VIUM[�WN �\PM�
UWZM� QUXWZ\IV\� :PMVQ[P� KQ\QM[� XZM[MZ^ML� QV� UMLQM^IT� 2M_Q[P� LWK]UMV\[#� ì8A:¼�� �:'6< 
�;XMaMZ��4I\M�4I\QV�Spira���/:5AA;¼���2''/:�� �?WZU[�$�/ITTW�:WUIV��/WZUIQt@ $�4I\M�
4I\QV�>WZUI\QI),47 TRBRS, 2:�:&� �<ZQMZ��$��Treveres��4��)]O][\I�<ZM^MZWZ]U���5/6B¼���81�/�
�5IQVb��$��5IOMVt@ �KN��.ZMVKP�Mayence) < 5WO]V\QIK]U���9?4?61¼���'1#+#9��+WTWOVM�$�4��
Colonia���<PM[M�JWZZW_QVO[�QV\W�AQLLQ[P�ZMÆMK\�MIZTa�LM^MTWXUMV\[�QV�/ITTW�:WUIVKM�IVL�
U][\�PI^M�JMMV�\ISMV�QV\W�XZW\W�AQLLQ[P�MIZTa�QV�\PM�NWZUI\QWV�WN �)[PSMVIb�QV�\PM�IZMI�WN�
4W\PIZQVOQI�QV�\PM�MQOP\P�\W�VQV\P�KMV\]ZQM[��  

7VM�TM`QKIT�Q\MU�QV�XIZ\QK]TIZ��KWUUWV�\W�ITT�\PM�2M_Q[P�TIVO]IOM[�WN �-]ZWXM��XWQV\[�\W�I�
LQ[\QVK\�KWUUWV�»:WUIVQW\M¼�[]J[\ZI\M��<PQ[�Q[�\PM�̂ MZJ�\PI\�IXXMIZ[�I[�UQI]LMZ��UMT\IZM��UMTLIZ�
�et alia���<PM[M� TWKIT� NWZU[�ITT�M^WT^M�]T\QUI\MTa� NZWU�\PM�/ZMMS�^MZJ�UMTM\I–n�� »\W�UMLQ\I\M¼�
][ML�QV�\PM�;MX\]IOQV\�I[�\PM�\ZIV[TI\QWV�WN �\PM�0MJZM_�ZWW\�0/0��!�!). From its use in 
\PM�*QJTM�\PM�_WZL�KIUM�\W�UMIV�»[\]La¼�IVL�\PQ[�UMIVQVO�_I[�I\\IKPML�\W�\PM�KWOVI\M�4I\M�
4I\QV�JWZZW_QVO�NZWU�/ZMMS��UMTM\I–re��<PQ[�^MZJ�KIUM�\W�JM�][ML�Ja�2M_[�\W�UMIV�[XMKQÅKITTa�

46� =��+I[[]\W��¹=V¼IV\QKPQ[[QUI�MTMOQI�QV�LQITM\\W�OQ]LMW�Q\ITQIVWº��)ZKPQ^QW�OTW\\WTWOQKW�Q\ITQIVW���·����!�!�����!·
�� �

47 Cf. French O]MZZM�$�7TL�0QOP�/MZUIV�werra.
�  M. Weinreich, 0Q[\WZa�WN �\PM�AQLLQ[P�4IVO]IOM��6M_�AWZS"�A1>7�1V[\Q\]\M�NWZ�2M_Q[P�:M[MIZKP���! ������ ·����

?MQVZMQKP�I\\MUX\[�\W�LQNNMZMV\QI\M�QVÆ]MVKM[�NZWU�»?M[\MZV�4WHMb¼��/ITTW�:WUIVKM��IVL�»;W]\PMZV�4WHMb¼��1\ITW�
:WUIVKM��I[�L]M�\W�VQV\P��\W�\MV\P�KMV\]Za�QUUQOZIV\[�NZWU�.ZIVKM��<bIZNI\��IVL�1\ITa�ZM[XMK\Q^MTa��0M�LWM[�VW\�
[MMU�\W�KWV[QLMZ�\PI\�\PM�:WUIVKM�NWZU[�_Q\P��àK��QV[\MIL�WN ��t��UIa�JM�LMZQ^ML�NZWU�IV�MIZTQMZ�:PIM\W�:WUIVKM�
[]J[\ZI\M� QV� \PM�IZMI� \PI\� Q[�VW_�;_Q\bMZTIVL��:PIM\W�:WUIVKM� TIVO]IOM[�M`Q[\� \WLIa� QV�:WUIV[KP��4ILQV�IVL�
.ZQ]TQIV�J]\�PQ[\WZQKITTa�M`\MVLML�U]KP�N]Z\PMZ�VWZ\P�
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»[\]La�WN �\PM�<WZIP¼�IVL�_I[�KWV[MY]MV\Ta�][ML�Ja�2M_[�QV�XZMNMZMVKM�\W�\PM�^MZJ�UMLQ\IZQ, the 
4I\QV�_WZL�][ML�Ja�2MZWUM�QV�\PM�>]TOI\M�\W�\ZIV[TI\M�!�!.�!

<PM�^IZQW][�\ZILQ\QWVIT�XZWV]VKQI\QWV[�WN �»_PWTM�0MJZM_¼��Q�M��\PM�_ZQ\\MV�0MJZM_�\M`\�
I[�WXXW[ML� \W�0MJZM_�_WZL[� \ISMV�W^MZ�I[� TWIV�_WZL[� QV\W� \PM�^MZVIK]TIZ��UIa�IT[W� \MTT�
][�[WUM\PQVO�IJW]\�\PM�QVÆ]MVKM[�WV�:WUIVQW\M�2M_[��<PM�XZWV]VKQI\QWV�WN �0MJZM_�_I[�
I[[QUQTI\ML� \W� \PM� XZWV]VKQI\QWV� WN � \PM� []ZZW]VLQVO� TIVO]IOM����<P][� WVTa� QV�AMUMV� ITT�
the phonemic distinctions of  Hebrew are maintained: #�%��_�#�\PM�MUXPI\QK[�ZMUIQV��[./, 
/t.����Y�#�I[�LW�\PM�O]\\]ZIT[��¼����»����P./ as all of  these sounds appear in Classical Arabic. 
0W_M^MZ��\PM�LW]JTM�ZMITQ[I\QWV�WN �\PM�»*M/I,3M8I<¼��=6)���) letters is maintained with 
�J�f�^��� �L�f�ò��� �S�f�x/, /p/~/f/, and /t/~/q��� J]\� \PM� ^WQKML� ^MTIZ� [\WX� �O��
LWM[�VW\�IXXMIZ�QV�+TI[[QKIT�)ZIJQK�_PMZM�Q\�Q[�ZMXTIKML�Ja��Lï��IVL�\PM�ZMITQ[I\QWV�WN���is 
\P][��Lï�f�g���4QSM_Q[M�QV�-]ZWXM�\PM�MUXPI\QK[�IVL�\PM�O]\\]ZIT[�IZM�I[[QUQTI\ML�\W�\PM�
[W]VL[�I^IQTIJTM�QV�\PM�LWUQVIV\�TIVO]IOM#�\PM�MUXPI\QK[��[./, /t.����Y���IVL�XPIZaVOMIT�
/h./ become /s/, /t/, /k/, and /x��ZM[XMK\Q^MTa#�\PM�XPIZaVOMIT��»��Q[�I[[QUQTI\ML�\W�\PM�
OTW\\IT�[\WX��¼�� �WZ�JMKWUM[��ΰ��QV�1\ITW�0MJZM_���1V�\PM�:WUIVKM�[XMISQVO�IZMI[�_PMZM�
\PMZM� Q[�VW��í����í��IVL��[��NITT� \WOM\PMZ�I[��[���1V�ITT�IZMI[� #�JMKWUM[��^���?PQT[\�UW[\�
WN �\PM[M�KPIVOM[�IZM�[PIZML�Ja�ITT�\PM�2M_Q[P�KWUU]VQ\QM[��\PMZM�Q[�I�VW\IJTM�LQNNMZMVKM�QV�
the realisation of  tav raphe�l��1V�AMUMVQ�0MJZM_�\PQ[�Q[�XZM[MZ^ML�I[��q��I[��XZM[]UIJTa��Q\�
_I[� QV�/ZMKW�:WUIVQW\M��PW_M^MZ� QV� 1\ITW�0MJZM_� Q\�_I[� ^WQKML� \W��ò�� �cf. Italian carità  
< *caritað < *caritad $�4I\QV�carita–\�MU���IVL�QV�JW\P�)[PSMVIb�IVL�8ZW^MVtIT�0MJZM_�\PM�tav 
is assimilated to [IUMSP#�QV�)[PSMVIb�JW\P�&��[���QV�8ZW^MVKM�JW\P�&��N���1V�ITT�\PM[M�IZMI[�
the realisation of  tav raphe is different but all maintain tav raphe I[�I�NZQKI\Q^M��7V�\PM�W\PMZ�
PIVL��QV�\PM�IZMI[�_PMZM�*IJaTWVQIV�QVÆ]MVKM�_I[�[\ZWVOM[\��;XIQV��6WZ\P�)NZQKI�IVL�8MZ[QI��
IVL�\PM�WZQOQVIT�]V^WQKML�NZQKI\Q^M�_I[�VW\�I^IQTIJTM� �Q�M��W]\[QLM�VI\Q^MTa�;MUQ\QK�IZMI[�WN�
the Arabian Peninsula and the Fertile Crescent), we see a different realisation, for here the 
I[[QUQTI\QWV�Q[�\W�\PM�[\WX��\��ZI\PMZ�\PIV�\PM�NZQKI\Q^M��<PQ[�XIZITTMT[�\PM�TWKIT�XZWV]VKQI\QWV�
WN �)ZIJQK�QV�\PM[M�IZMI[��QVKT]LQVO�)VLIT][QI��·�[MM�\IJTM����

\I^\I^�ZIXPMsamekh
Hebrew/t//q//s/
Yemeni/t//q//s/

/ZMKW�:WUIVQW\M/t//q//s/
1\ITa/t/�ò�&�L�/s/

)[PSMVIb/t//s/
/f/ 8ZW^MVKM/t/

Sepharad/t//s/
North Africa/t//s/

Persia/t//s/

<IJTM����:MITQ[I\QWV�WN �<I �̂�<I^�:IXPM�and Samekh�QV�0MJZM_�)KKWZLQVO�\W�:MOQWV���

�!� )�UMUWZa�WN �\PQ[�4I\QVWXPWVM�:WUIVQW\M�2M_Za�UIa�ZMUIQV�QV�\PM�][M�WN �\PM�0MJZM_�\MZU�»TI»Ib¼��$3+) for the 
�[XMKQÅKITTa�:WUIVKM��^MZVIK]TIZ�TIVO]IOM[��I�][IOM�\PI\�XIZITTMT[�\PI\�WN �\PM�/MZUIVQK�\MZU[�»?qT[KP�?MT[P�>TIKP¼�
NWZ�\PM�QVLQOMVW][�4I\QV�][QVO�WZ�:WUIVKM�[XMISQVO�XWX]TI\QWV[�WN �NWZUMZ�\MZZQ\WZQM[�WN �\PM�:WUIV�-UXQZM��?M�UIa�
IT[W�VW\M�\PM�][M�WN �\PM�KWOVI\M�\MZU�veilish�NWZ�\PM�UWZM�K]Z[Q^M�0MJZM_�[KZQX\�WN �1\ITQIV�IVL�;XIVQ[P�<WZIP�[KZWTT[��

��� .WZ�)[PSMVIb�[MM�?MQVZMQKP��History. For Sepharad, compare P. Wexler, 6WV�2M_Q[P�7ZQOQV[�WN �\PM�;MXPIZLQK�2M_[ 
�6M_�AWZS"�;=6A�8ZM[[���!!���

��� ;MM�»0MJZM_�XZWV]VKQI\QWV¼��Encyclopaedia Judaica��6M_�AWZS"�5IKUQTTIV���!��·����
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<PI\� Q[� \W� [Ia� \PMZM� Q[� I� LQ[\QVK\� LQ^QLM� JM\_MMV� \PW[M� KWUU]VQ\QM[� \PI\� UIQV\IQV� \PM�
distinction between the allophones of  tav and those which assimilate them, a distinction that 
KWZZM[XWVL[�\W�\PM�IZMI[�WN �»8ITM[\QVQIV¼�IVL�»*IJaTWVQIV¼�QVÆ]MVKM#�\PI\�Q[��\PW[M�IZMI[�QV�
_PQKP� \PM� XZWV]VKQI\QWV� WN �0MJZM_�XZMLI\M[� \PM�)ZIJQK� KWVY]M[\[� WN �6WZ\P�)NZQKI� IVL�
1JMZQI��IVL�\PW[M�IZMI[�]VQ\ML�Ja�\PM�)ZIJQK�KWVY]M[\[�_PMZM�\PM�QVÆ]MVKM�WN �\PM�*IJaTWVQIV�
/IWVI\M�IVL�)ZIJQK�TIVO]IOM[�XZMLWUQVI\ML��
)[PSMVIbQK�0MJZM_�PI[�LMXIZ\ML�UW[\�UIZSMLTa�NZWU�\PM�OMVMZITTa�IKKMX\ML�»<QJMZQIV¼�

XZWV]VKQI\QWV��5W[\Ta�\PQ[�Q[�L]M�\W�KPIVOM[�QV�\PM�XZWV]VKQI\QWV�_Q\PQV�\PM�AQLLQ[P�NWZU�WN �
/MZUIV��\P][��W–��&��WR��QV�\PM�)[PSMVIbQ�XZWV]VKQI\QWV�WN �Moshe I[�»Moyshe’ and in the 
KPIVOM� NZWU� 5QLLTM� 0QOP� /MZUIV� OZ�b� &� AQLLQ[P� OZWa[,�� but there are two distinct 
KPIZIK\MZQ[\QK[�WN �)[PSMVIbQ�0MJZM_�\PI\�[M\�Q\�IXIZ\�NZWU�\PM�W\PMZ[��<PM�ÅZ[\�WN �\PM[M�Q[�\PM�
XMV]T\QUI\M�[\ZM[[�XI\\MZV�WN �)[PSMVIbQ�0MJZM_��<PQ[�Q[�XIZITTMTML�Ja�\PM�XMV]T\QUI\M�[\ZM[[�
WN �/MZUIVQK�TIVO]IOM[��J]\�Q\�IT[W�XIZITTMT[�\PM�[\ZM[[�XI\\MZV�[MMV�QV�*QJTQKIT�0MJZM_�XI][IT�
NWZU[��8MV]T\QUI\M�[\ZM[[�Q[�IT[W�NW]VL�QV�;IUIZQ\IV�0MJZM_�IVL�UIa�JM�QVLQKI\ML�Ja�[WUM�
WN �\PM�WZ\PWOZIXPQM[�WN �9]UZIV����1\�UIa�JM�\PI\�\PM�/MZUIV�[\ZM[[�XI\\MZV�PMTXML�XZM[MZ^M�
\PM�WZQOQVIT�0MJZM_�IKKMV\�ZI\PMZ�\PIV�[]XXTIV\ML�I�ÅVIT�[\ZM[[��0MZM�)[PSMVIbQ�0MJZM_�
UIa�PI^M�XZM[MZ^ML�I�\ZIQ\�WN �8ITM[\QVQIV�0MJZM_��<PM�[MKWVL�KPIZIK\MZQ[\QK�WN �)[PSMVIbQK�
Hebrew is the realisation of�YIUM[. I[��W���AMUMVQ�0MJZM_��[\ZWVOTa�QVÆ]MVKML�Ja�*IJaTWVQI��
shares the same realisation of� YIUM[.��?MQVZMQKP�UISM[� I� [\ZWVO� KI[M� NWZ� \PM[M� KPIVOM[� QV�
)[PSMVIbQ� 0MJZM_� JMQVO� \PM� ZM[]T\� WN � I� »*IJaTWVQIV� :MVIQ[[IVKM¼� QV� )[PSMVIb� QV� \PM�
\PQZ\MMV\P�KMV\]Za�I[�\PM�LQNNMZMVKM�Q[�WVTa�VW\ML�QV�;MXPIZLQK�\M`\[�NZWU�\PI\�LI\M��*MNWZM�
\PM�M[\IJTQ[PUMV\�WN � \PM� »<QJMZQIV¼�[M^MV�^W_MT�[a[\MU�IN\MZ�\PM�\MV\P�KMV\]Za�\PMZM�_MZM�
\_W� ^W_MT� [a[\MU[� QV� ][M"� I� [W]\PMZV� 8ITM[\QVQIV� [a[\MU� _Q\P� [aUJWT[� ZMXZM[MV\QVO� Å^M�
^W_MT[� QV�_PQKP�YIUM[. NMTT� \WOM\PMZ�_Q\P� »Q¼�IVL� [MOWT� NMTT� \WOM\PMZ�_Q\P� s. ere as /a/ and /e/ 
ZM[XMK\Q^MTa#�IVL�I�*IJaTWVQIV�[a[\MU�_Q\P�[Q`�^W_MT�[aUJWT[�QV�_PQKP�YIUM[. is open /o/, s. ere 
is /e/, and patah. and [MOWT� NITT� \WOM\PMZ� I[� �I��� 1V� !��� 2IKWJ� )TKPIUQ� VW\ML� \PI\� \PM�
*IJaTWVQIV�ZMILQVO�»PIL�ÅTTML�\PM�_WZTL¼�NZWU�\PM�MI[\MZV�JWZLMZ�WN �\PM�*abIV\QVM�-UXQZM�
\W�\PM�JWZLMZ[�WN �+PQVI��)JW]\�\PM�[IUM�\QUM�\PM�3IZIQ\M�3QZSQ[IVQ�ZMXWZ\[�\PI\�\PM�/ZMKW�
Romaniote Jews do not know of  a YIUM[. /o/. Transcriptions of  Hebrew in French 
UIV][KZQX\[�WN �\PM�\MV\P�\W�\PQZ\MMV\P�KMV\]Za�[QUQTIZTa�[PW_�YIUM[. /a/: IPI^\I��TIWTIU��)LIU�
M\K��<PQ[�_M[\MZV�:WUIVQW\M�[XPMZM��»NZWU�[W]\PMZV�8ITM[\QVM�\W�\PM�)\TIV\QK��NZWU�\PM�MLOM[�
WN � \PM�;IPIZI�\W� \PM�VWZ\PMZVUW[\� [M\\TMUMV\[� QV�KMV\ZIT�-]ZWXM¼���]\QTQ[ML� \PM�Å^M�^W_MT�
»;MXPIZLQ¼�^WKITQ[I\QWV���

1N � \PM�:WUIVQW\M� KWUU]VQ\QM[� WN �-]ZWXM�PIL� ZMKMQ^ML� \PMQZ�0MJZM_� NZWU� \PM�;W]\P�
IN\MZ� \PM� )ZIJ� QV^I[QWV[� WN � \PM� [M^MV\P�MQOP\P� KMV\]ZQM[� _M� _W]TL� M`XMK\� I�U]KP�UWZM�
[\IVLIZLQ[ML�XZWV]VKQI\QWV�WN �\PM�0MJZM_�KWV[WVIV\�[a[\MU�IVL�QV�XIZ\QK]TIZ�IV�»)ZIJQ[ML¼�
realisation of  tav raphe��+WV^MZ[MTa��\PI\�I�8ITM[\QVQIV�^W_MT�[a[\MU�[PW]TL�PI^M�M[\IJTQ[PML�
Q\[MTN �[W�_QLMTa�\PI\�Q\�_I[�IJTM�\W�ZM[Q[\�»*IJaTWVQ[I\QWV¼�]X�]V\QT�IVL�JMaWVL�\PM�)[PSMVIbQ�
»ZMVIQ[[IVKM¼� WN � \PM� \PQZ\MMV\P� KMV\]Za� QUXTQM[� \PI\� \PM� XZWV]VKQI\QWV� U][\� PI^M� ÅZUTa�

�� S.A. Birnbaum, AQLLQ[P"�)�;]Z^Ma�IVL�I�/ZIUUIZ��5IVKPM[\MZ"�5IVKPM[\MZ�=VQ^MZ[Q\a�8ZM[[���!�!��
��� )��;nMVb�*ILQTTW[��0Q[\WZa�WN �\PM�0MJZM_�4IVO]IOM��+IUJZQLOM"�+IUJZQLOM�=VQ^MZ[Q\a�8ZM[[���!!������!�
�� Weinreich, History������NN�
��� <PM� XQK\]ZM� Q[� KWVN][ML� JMKI][M�� �XIZ\QK]TIZTa� IN\MZ� ��!���� \PM� »;MXPIZLQK¼� IVL� <QJMZQIV� XZWV]VKQI\QWV[�

[]XXTIV\ML�IVa�^M[\QOM[�WN �\PM�*IJaTWVQIV�[a[\MU�\PI\�UIa�PI^M�ZMUIQVML�QV�\PM�WZQMV\IT�KWUU]VQ\QM[�W\PMZ�\PIV�
Yemen.



�� MELILAH�5)6+0-;<-:�27=:6)4�7.�2-?1;0�;<=,1-;

M[\IJTQ[PML� Q\[MTN � JMNWZM� \PM� LMKTQVM� WN � \PM� ;W]\PMZV� 8ITM[\QVQIV� KMV\ZM[� QV� \PM� ÅN\P�[Q`\P�
centuries.��

J�� >WT]UQVI�0MJZIQKI

-LZMQ� IVL�5MVLMT[� IZO]M� \PI\� \PM� TQ\MZI\]ZM� WN � \PM� _M[\MZV�,QI[XWZI� Q[� ZMÆMK\ML� QV� \PM�
M`\MV[Q^M�/ZMMS�IXWKZaXPI�IVL�X[M]LMXQOZIXPI��*]\�\PMZM�Q[�TQ\\TM�M^QLMVKM�WN �I�KWV\QV]QVO�
QV\MZM[\� QV� \PQ[� TQ\MZI\]ZM� QV� \PM� 2M_Q[P� KWUU]VQ\a� QV�4I\M�)V\QY]Q\a� WZ� \PM� MIZTa�5QLLTM�
)OM[��1V�NIK\�Q\[�[]Z^Q^IT�Q[�I�ZM[]T\�WN �Christian QV\MZM[\��<PM�M^QLMVKM�_M�PI^M�OQ^MV�IJW^M�
[PW_[� ZI\PMZ�I�LQ[\QVK\�LMKTQVM� QV� \PM�Y]ITQ\a�WN �/ZMMS�IVL�4I\QV� TMIZVQVO�IUWVO� 2M_Q[P�
KWUU]VQ\QM[�IVL�I�KWV[MY]MV\�VMML�\W�NITT�JIKS�WV�0MJZM_�TMIZVQVO�IVL�TM\\MZ[��� In fact we 
SVW_�NZWU�LWK]UMV\[� QV� \PM�+IQZW�/MVQbIP� \PI\�Ja� \PM�VQV\P�KMV\]Za�2M_[�_MZM�_ZQ\QVO�
/ZMMS�QV�I�0MJZM_�abjad,� �LW]J\TM[[�\PM�IJQTQ\a�\W�PIVLTM�4I\QV�TQ\MZI\]ZM�QV�\PM�_M[\�_I[�
M^MV�TM[[��1N �\PM�IKKM[[�\W�4I\QV�IVL�/ZMMS�TQ\MZI\]ZM�_I[�QV�[PIZX�LMKTQVM�QV�\PM�,QI[XWZI��_M�
LW�PI^M�[]OOM[\Q^M�M^QLMVKM�\PI\�\PM�2M_Q[P�KWUU]VQ\QM[�[\QTT�UIQV\IQVML�I�_ZQ\\MV�0MJZM_�
KMV\ZML�K]T\]ZM��_PQKP�KW]TL�WVTa�LMMXMV�_Q\P�\QUM���
<PMZM�M`Q[\[�IV�IKKW]V\�Ja�I� TWKIT�JQ[PWX��;M^MZ][��WN �PW_�QV����� �I�_MTT�M[\IJTQ[PML�

2M_Q[P�KWUU]VQ\a�WN �WVM�WN �\PM�\_W�\W_V[�WV�5QVWZKI�_I[�KWV^MZ\ML�]VLMZ�\PM�\PZMI\�WN �
UI[[�^QWTMVKM��IVL�Q\[�[aVIOWO]M�LM[\ZWaML�IVL�\]ZVML�QV\W�I�KP]ZKP��!�<PM�IKKW]V\�ZM^MIT[�
\PM�TIZOM�[QbM�WN �\PM�2M_Q[P�KWUU]VQ\a��I\�TMI[\�����XMZ[WV[��QV�\PM�[UITT�\W_V�WN �5IOW�IVL�
LM[KZQJM[�\PM�KWUU]VQ\a¼[�TMILMZ�<PMWLWZ][�I[�PI^QVO�PMTL�ITT�\PM�WNÅKM[�_Q\PQV�\PM�\W_V�
KW]VKQT��curia) and as LMNMV[WZ���R]LOM��and XI\ZWV][��XI\ZWV��WN �PQ[�NMTTW_�KQ\QbMV[��0M�[MMUQVOTa�
PMTL� [WUM� [WZ\�WN � ¹ZIJJQVQKº� ZWTM�_Q\PQV� \PM�KWUU]VQ\a� NWZ�PM� Q[�LM[KZQJML�I[� TMOQ[� LWK\WZ�
�\MIKPMZ�WN �\PM�TI_��60�<PM�WKKI[QWV�WN �\PM�KWUU]VQ\a¼[�KWV^MZ[QWV�_I[�\PM�IZZQ^IT� QV�\PM�
island of  the relics of  St Stephen. The Christians of  Iammo marched on the other town of  
5IOW��QV^Q\ML�\PM�2M_[�\W�LMJI\M��IVL�_PMV�\PQ[�_I[�UM\�_Q\P�[\WVM[�P]ZTML�Ja�\PM�2M_Q[P�
_WUMV��IL^IVKML�WV�\PM�[aVIOWO]M�IVL�J]ZV\�Q\�LW_V��.QZ[\��PW_M^MZ��\PMa�ZMUW^ML�\PM�

��� )V�QV\MZM[\QVO�NWW\VW\M�\W�\PQ[�Y]M[\QWV�WN �\PM�SVW_TMLOM�WN �0MJZM_�QV�\PM�_M[\�Q[�XZW^QLML�Ja�1ZQ[P�4I\QV�
XWM\[�_PW�_ZW\M�^MZ[M�QV�IV�MTIJWZI\M�[\aTM�QVÆ]MV\QIT�]V\QT�IZW]VL������<PM[M�_MZM�KWTTMK\ML�I[�\PM�0Q[XMZQKI�.IUQVI 
QV�\PM�[Q`\P�IVL�[M^MV\P�KMV\]ZQM[��7VM�XWMU�KWV\IQV[�\PM�TQVM["

 XI\PIU�TQbIVIU� [MVVI[�I\Y]M�UQKPQVI[���KWZZ��nachiras?)
 cladum carsum madianum talias
 JI\PUI�M`]OQIU� I\Y]M�JQVI[�QL]UI[���4WZQKI�WN �4IQLKMVV�
� »�,MTQ^MZ��Ua�UW]\P'��Ua�\WVO]M��Ua�\MM\P�IVL�VW[\ZQT['�d�Ua�VMKS��JZMI[\��[QLM�IVL�TQUJ[��d�RWQV\[��NI\��IVL�\_W�

PIVL[�¼
� +MZ\IQV�_WZL[�PMZM�IZM�KTMIZTa�VW\�»0MJZM_¼�I[�\PM�KWUUMV\IZa�[]OOM[\[��J]\�)ZIUIQK��5�?��0MZZMV��Hisperica 

.IUQVI�11���! ���� ��"�TQbIVI��1f+, senna��1f, nachira �:'%1, iduma ��'���L]IT'���\ZIV[XW[QVO�\PM�)ZIUIQK�MUXPI\QK�
NWZU[�\W�\PM�ÅZ[\�LMKTMV[QWV��<PM�IK\]IT�[W]ZKM�UIa�JM�+PZQ[\QIV�;aZQIK�ZI\PMZ�\PIV�2M_Q[P��J]\�Q\�[MMU[�XMZ^MZ[M�
\W�IZO]M��I[�-LZMQ�IVL�5MVLMT[�LW��\PI\�2M_[�_W]TL�VW\�PI^M�IKKM[[�\W�0MJZM_�WZ�)ZIUIQK�_PMV�UWVS[�QV�LQ[\IV\�
1ZMTIVL�WJ^QW][Ta�LQL��

��� 6��,M�4IVOM��¹2M_[�QV�\PM�)OM�WN �2][\QVQIVº��QV�5��5II[��ML���<PM�+IUJZQLOM�+WUXIVQWV�\W�\PM�)OM�WN �2][\QVQIV 
�+IUJZQLOM"�+IUJZQLOM�=VQ^MZ[Q\a�8ZM[[������������·����

� � 6��,M�4IVOM��/ZMMS�2M_Q[P�<M`\[�NZWU�\PM�+IQZW�/MVQbIP��<�JQVOMV"�5WPZ�;QMJMKS���!!���
�!� 84�@@�� ������� IVL�@41��  ��·��#� -�,��0]V\�� ¹;\� ;\MXPMV� QV�5QVWZKI�� )V� -XQ[WLM� QV� 2M_Q[P�+PZQ[\QIV�

:MTI\QWV[�QV�\PM�-IZTa�.QN\P�+MV\]Za�I�L�º��2W]ZVIT�WN �<PMWTWOQKIT�;\]LQM[������! �������#�;��*ZILJ]Za��Severus of  Minorca 
�7`NWZL"�+TIZMVLWV�8ZM[[���!!���

60� +N��)UIZIV\][�\PM�»VWUWLQLI[SITW[¼�supra. Jerome uses the same expression to describe the learned Jew from 
<QJMZQI[�_PW�QV�\PM�TI\M�� �[�PMTXML�PQU�_Q\P�XZWXMZ�VIUM[�QV�+PZWVQKTM[��84�@@1@�����NN��
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libri sancti �[IKZML�JWWS[��_Q\P�\PMQZ�[QT^MZ�WZVIUMV\[��<PM�[QT^MZ�WZVIUMV\[�_MZM�ZM\]ZVML�J]\�
the libri sancti _MZM� ZMUW^ML�� ITTMOMLTa� \W�XZW\MK\� \PMU� NZWU� \PM� 2M_[� \PMU[MT^M[� �ne apud 
1]LIMW[�QVQ]ZQIU�XI\MZMV\]Z�	�)[�I�LMUWV[\ZI\QWV�WN �\PMQZ�VM_�NIQ\P��IN\MZ�JIX\Q[U��\PM�KWV^MZ\ML�
2M_[�_MZM�WJTQOML�\W�LQO�]X�\PM�NW]VLI\QWV[�WN �\PM�[aVIOWO]M�IVL�J]QTL�I�VM_�JI[QTQKI�_Q\P�
\PMQZ�W_V�PIVL[�IVL�ÅVIVKML�NZWU�\PMQZ�W_V�N]VL[��<PQ[�_W]TL�VW\�JM�\PM�WVTa�[]KP�MXQ[WLM�
QV�\PM�XMZQWL�J]\�_M�UQOP\�Y]M[\QWV�PW_�XMZUIVMV\�[]KP�KWV^MZ[QWV[�_MZM�WVKM�\PM�JQ[PWX�
had returned to Iammo, but doubtless the libri sancti _MZM�KWVÅ[KI\ML�QV�\Z]\P�JMKI][M�\PMa�
X]ZXWZ\ML�\W�JM�UWZM�I]\PMV\QK�\PIV�\PM�^MZ[QWV[�][ML�Ja�\PM�+PZQ[\QIV[��MQ\PMZ�JMKI][M�\PMa�
_MZM�QV�\PM�WZQOQVIT�0MJZM_�WZ�I�\ZIV[TI\QWV�\PI\�_I[�JI[ML�WV�\PM�0MJZM_�ZI\PMZ�\PM�/ZMMS�
WN �\PM�;MX\]IOQV\��
?PM\PMZ�\PM�[aVIOWO]M�[KZWTT[�WN �5IOW�_MZM�0MJZM_��/ZMMS�WZ�4I\QV�_M�KIVVW\�\MTT�NZWU�

\PM� VIZZI\Q^M�� J]\� \PQ[� PW[\QTQ\a� \W� \PM� 0MJZM_� ^MZ[QWV� U][\� JM� JWZV� QV� UQVL� _PMV� _M�
M`IUQVM� \PM� M^QLMVKM� WN � 2][\QVQIV¼[� NIUW][� novella ����� LI\ML� .MJZ]IZa�  �� ����� _PQKP�
IT\PW]OP�Q\�_I[�XZWU]TOI\ML�QV�\PM�/ZMMS�MI[\�_I[�IT[W�TI_�NWZ�\PM�IZMI[�WN �1\ITa��)NZQKI�IVL�
;XIQV�ZM�KWVY]MZML�Ja�2][\QVQIV�IVL�_PQKP��I[�_M�_QTT� [MM��PIL�IV� QVÆ]MVKM�WV�\PM� TI\MZ��
QVÆ]MV\QIT�>Q[QOW\PQK�TI_[��

The novella I\\MUX\[�\W�ZMO]TI\M�\PM�TIVO]IOM�QV�_PQKP�\PM�<WZIP�_I[�ZMIL�QV�[aVIOWO]M�
NWTTW_QVO�IV�ITTMOML�LQ[X]\M#

?M�PI^M�TMIZV\�NZWU�\PMQZ�XM\Q\QWV[��_PQKP�\PMa�PI^M�ILLZM[[ML�\W�][��\PI\�_PQTM�[WUM�UIQV\IQV�
\PM�0MJZM_�TIVO]IOM�WVTa�IVL�_IV\�\W�][M�Q\�QV�ZMILQVO�\PM�0WTa�*WWS[�W\PMZ[�KWV[QLMZ�Q\�ZQOP\�\W�
ILUQ\�/ZMMS�as well��IVL�\PMa�PI^M�ITZMILa�JMMV�Y]IZZMTTQVO�IUWVO�\PMU[MT^M[�IJW]\�\PQ[�NWZ�I�
TWVO�\QUM��0I^QVO�\PMZMNWZM�[\]LQML�\PQ[�UI\\MZ�_M�LMKQLML�\PI\�\PM�JM\\MZ�KI[M�Q[�\PI\�WN �\PW[M�
who want to use also /ZMMS�QV�ZMILQVO�\PM�0WTa�*WWS[��IVL�OMVMZITTa�QV�IVa�TIVO]IOM�\PI\�Q[�UWZM�
[]Q\ML�IVL�\PM�JM\\MZ�SVW_V�\W�\PM�PMIZMZ[�QV�MIKP�TWKITQ\a�61 

<PM�\ZIV[TI\QWV�WN �\PM�[M^MV\a��\PM�;MX\]IOQV\��PIL�JMMV�IKKMX\ML�Ja�UIVa�2M_[�QVKT]LQVO�
8PQTW�IVL�2W[MXP][�I[�LQ^QVMTa�QV[XQZML�IVL�Q\�UIa�JM�\PI\�[WUM�[aVIOWO]M[�\PMZMNWZM�][ML�
WVTa�I�/ZMMS�\M`\�NWZ�\PM�X]JTQK�ZMILQVO��J]\�\PM�[QUXTMZ�ZMILQVO�Q[�\PI\�[WUM�2M_[�_IV\ML�I�
/ZMMS�ZMILQVO� in addition \W� \PM�0MJZM_��XZM[]UIJTa� QV� \PM�[IUM�UIVVMZ�I[� \PM�)ZIUIQK�
<IZO]U��IVL�_MZM�PWTLQVO�W]\�IOIQV[\�0MJZIQK�X]ZQ[\[��2][\QVQIV�LMKZMM[�\PI\#�

Q\� [PITT�JM�XMZUQ\\ML� \W� \PW[M�0MJZM_[�_PW�_IV\� Q\� \W� ZMIL� \PM�0WTa�*WWS[� �� �� �� QV� \PM�/ZMMS�
TIVO]IOM��������WZ�XW[[QJTa�QV�W]Z�IVKM[\ZIT�TIVO]IOM��_M�[XMIS�WN �\PM�1\ITQIV�TIVO]IOM���WZ�[QUXTa�QV�
ITT�\PM�W\PMZ�TIVO]IOM[�

1\�UIa�[MMU�\PI\�2][\QVQIV¼[�QV\MV\QWV�PMZM�Q[�JMVQOV�J]\�Q\�Q[�KTMIZ�NZWU�\PM�VM`\�[MK\QWV�\PI\�
PQ[� LM[QZM� Q[� QV� NIK\� \W� M[\IJTQ[P� \PM� ;MX\]IOQV\� I[� \PM� I]\PWZQ[ML� \ZIV[TI\QWV� JMKI][M� Q\[�
ILWX\QWV�I[�\PM�+PZQ[\QIV�*QJTM�PIL�ZM[]T\ML�QV�\PM�LM^MTWXUMV\�WN �I�[XMKQÅKITTa�+PZQ[\QIV�
PMZUMVM]\QK�WN � \PM� \M`\�_PQKP�_W]TL�UISM� \PM� 2M_[�^]TVMZIJTM� QV�LQ[X]\M�62 As Justinian 
continues: 

.]Z\PMZUWZM�\PW[M�_PW�ZMIL�QV�/ZMMS�[PITT�][M�\PM�;MX\]IOQV\�\ZILQ\QWV��_PQKP�Q[�UWZM�IKK]ZI\M�
\PIV�ITT�\PM�W\PMZ[��IVL�Q[�XZMNMZIJTM�\W�\PM�W\PMZ[�������IVL�\PI\�\PMa�[PITT�VW\�\]ZV�\W�\PM�VISML�
TM\\MZ[�J]\�XMZKMQ^M�\PM�ZMITQ\a�IVL�OZI[X�\PM�UWZM�LQ^QVM�[MV[M�IVL�������\PMa�[PITT�JMKWUM�ZMILQMZ�
\W�TMIZV�\PM�JM\\MZ�UI\\MZ[��Q�M��\PM�6M_�<M[\IUMV\��

61� <ZIV[TI\QWV�NZWU�)��4QVLMZ��<PM�2M_[�QV�:WUIV�1UXMZQIT�4MOQ[TI\QWV��,M\ZWQ\"�?IaVM�;\I\M�=VQ^MZ[Q\a�8ZM[[���! ���
CUa�MUXPI[M[E�

62� <PQ[�UIa�_MTT�JM�_Pa�\PMZM�M`Q[\ML�I�0MJZIQK�X]ZQ[\�OZW]X�QV�\PM�ÅZ[\�XTIKM�
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6M^MZ\PMTM[[�2][\QVQIV�U][\�PI^M�JMMV�I_IZM�\PI\�Q\�_W]TL�JM�QUXW[[QJTM�\W�NWZKM�\PM�2M_[�\W�
][M�\PM�;MX\]IOQV\�IVL��PI^QVO�^WQKML�\PM[M�XQW][�PWXM[��Q[�NWZKML�\W�UISM�I�KWVKM[[QWV��\PI\�
\PM�2M_[�UIa�][M�\PM�\ZIV[TI\QWV�WN �)Y]QTI�
4Q\\TM�VW_�ZMUIQV[�WN �)Y]QTI¼[�\ZIV[TI\QWV��J]\�Q\[�UIQV�KPIZIK\MZQ[\QK�Q[�Q\[�\PWZW]OPOWQVO�

TQ\MZITVM[[��<PQ[�PI[�JMMV�ZMTI\ML��VW�LW]J\�ZQOP\Ta��\W�\PM�PMZUMVM]\QKIT�\MIKPQVO�WN �)Y]QTI¼[�
UI[\MZ�� :�� )SQ^I�� _PW� MUXPI[Q[ML� \PM� QUXWZ\IVKM� WN � M^MZa� _WZL� WN � \PM� \M`\� M^MV� \PM�
XIZ\QKTM[�� J]\� \PQ[� ZM[]T\[� QV� UISQVO� \PM� /ZMMS� ITUW[\� ]VZMILIJTM�� <P][� /MVM[Q[� �"�� Q[�
rendered:

En kephalaio–i ektisen ho theos syn ton ouranon kai syn te–V�Oe–n.

)Y]QTI� PMZM� ][M[� syn IL^MZJQITTa� \W� ZMXZM[MV\� \PM�0MJZM_� WJRMK\Q^M� XIZ\QKTM� et. 3MXPITIQWV�
UWZM�][]ITTa�UMIVQVO�»KPIX\MZ¼�WZ�»KIXQ\IT¼�Q[�][ML�QV[\MIL�WN �\PM�;MX\]IOQV\¼[�arche–   because 
of  its relationship to kephale–  »PMIL¼�� \P][�UIQV\IQVQVO�\PM�ZMTI\QWV[PQX� QV�0MJZM_�JM\_MMV�
reshit� »JMOQVVQVO¼� IVL� rosh� »PMIL¼��<PM� MNNMK\� Q[� \W� ZMVLMZ�)Y]QTI¼[� ^MZ[QWV� VW\� [W�U]KP� I�
KITY]ML�\ZIV[TI\QWV�I[�MNNMK\Q^MTa�IV�QV\MZTQVMIZ�WVM�\PI\�VW\�WVTa�I[[]UM[�\PM�XZQUIKa�WN �\PM�
0MJZM_�\M`\��J]\�IT[W�Q\[�IK\]IT�XZM[MVKM�ITWVO[QLM�\PM�\ZIV[TI\QWV�
)V�QV\MZM[\QVO�KWZZM[XWVLMVKM�JM\_MMV�)]O][\QVM�IVL�2MZWUM�\M[\QÅM[�\W�\PM�XZM[MVKM�WN �

0MJZM_�[KZWTT[�IT[W�QV�\PM�_M[\��)]O][\QVM�ZMXWZ\[�\PI\�I�NMTTW_�JQ[PWX�I\�7MI�QV�<ZQXWTQ\IVQI�
PIL�JMMV�NWZKML�Ja�^QWTMV\�ZMIK\QWV[�IUWVO�PQ[�KWVOZMOI\QWV��M[XMKQITTa�\PM�/ZMMS[��_PMV�
NIKML�_Q\P�I�KWV\ZW^MZ[QIT�ZMILQVO�QV�2WVIP��\W�I[S�\PM�TWKIT�2M_[�_PI\�ZMILQVO�\PMZM�_I[�QV�
their Hebraei codices.�� 1\�_W]TL�JM�[\ZIVOM�\PI\�\PM�2M_[�PIL�\PM�*QJTM�QV�\PM�NWZU�WN �I�codex 
�JWWS���J]\��2MZWUM��ZMXTaQVO�\W�)]O][\QVM�WV�\PQ[�XWQV\��Y]QM\Ta�KWZZMK\[�PQU�IVL�[XMIS[�WN �
\PM�ZMILQVO�\W�JM�NW]VL�¹QV�\PM�^WT]UQVI�C[KZWTT[E�WN �\PM�2M_[�º64 Jerome further reports how 
QV�:WUM� PM�_I[� OQ^MV� [WUM� ^WT]UQVI�Ja� I� ¹0MJZIM][º�_PW� PIL� JWZZW_ML� \PMU� NZWU� I�
[aVIOWO]M�_Q\P� \PM� QV\MV\QWV� WN � ZMILQVO� \PMU.�� In this case ^WT]UQVI� KTMIZTa� LWM[�UMIV�
[KZWTT[�IVL�_I[�KTMIZTa�QV�0MJZM_�NWZ�2MZWUM�PIL�\W�]VZWTT�WVM�WN �\PMU�\W�ZMIL�\PM�ZMTM^IV\�
XI[[IOM�·�^WT]UMV�0MJZIM]U�ZMXTQKW�66

c. Oral Tradition

From written texts we must now turn to the Oral tradition. If  the Jews of  the Diaspora are 
\W�JM�[PW_V�\W�JM�UWZM�\PIV�»*QJTQKIT�2M_[¼��\PMV�_M�VMML�\W�ÅVL�QVLQKI\QWV[�\PI\�\PMa�_MZM�
WXMV� \W� \PM� ZIJJQVQK� LM^MTWXUMV\� WN � \PM� 5Q[PVIP� IVL� <ITU]L�� <PM[M� M`\ZI�JQJTQKIT�
\MIKPQVO[�_MZM�\PM�[MKWVL�Q\MU�WV�_PQKP�2][\QVQIV�I\\MUX\ML�\W�TMOQ[TI\M�QV�novella 146 under 
the name of  deutero–sis�� KTMIZTa� I� \ZIV[TI\QWV� WN � »5Q[PVIP�¼� 2][\QVQIV� M`XTQKQ\Ta� [\I\M[� \PM�
commentators are Hebrew-based:

?M�IT[W�WZLMZ� \PI\� \PMZM� [PITT� JM�VW� TQKMVKM� \W� \PM� KWUUMV\I\WZ[� \PMa�PI^M��_PW� MUXTWa� \PM�
0MJZM_�TIVO]IOM�\W�NIT[QNa�Q\�I\�\PMQZ�_QTT��KW^MZQVO�\PMQZ�W_V�UITQOVQ\a�Ja�\PM�QOVWZIVKM�WN �\PM�
UIVa�����
?PI\�\PMa�KITT�deuterosis ������_M�XZWPQJQ\�MV\QZMTa��NWZ�Q\�Q[�VW\�QVKT]LML�IUWVO�\PM�PWTa�JWWS[��VWZ�

_I[�Q\�PIVLML�LW_V�NZWU�IJW^M�Ja�\PM�XZWXPM\[��J]\�Q\�Q[�IV�QV^MV\QWV�WN �UMV�QV�\PMQZ�KPI\\MZ��

��� )]O][\QVM��-X���������84�����
64 Ibid.,�-X���������
�� Ibid.,�-X��������
66 Ibid.,�-X���������
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M`KT][Q^MTa� WN � MIZ\PTa� WZQOQV� IVL�PI^QVO�VW\PQVO�WN � \PM�LQ^QVM��4M\� \PMU� ZMIL� \PM�PWTa�_WZL[�
\PMU[MT^M[� �� �� �� _Q\PW]\� IKKMX\QVO� M`\ZIVMW][� IVL� ]V_ZQ\\MV� VWV[MV[M� \PMa� \PMU[MT^M[� PI^M�
KWV\ZQ^ML�\W�\PM�XMZLQ\QWV�WN �\PM�UWZM�[QUXTM�UQVLML�

+TMIZTa�\PQ[�ZMNMZ[�\W�IV�M`\ZI�*QJTQKIT�\MIKPQVO�IKKM[[QJTM�WVTa�\W�I�TMIZVML�0MJZM_�[XMISQVO�
uTQ\M�_Q\PQV�\PM�KWUU]VQ\a��\PM�archipherekita, presbuteroi, and didaskoloi, mentioned later in the 
novella I[�PI^QVO�I]\PWZQ\a�\W�X]VQ[P�WZ�M`KWUU]VQKI\M#�\PM[M�IZM�[]ZMTa�UMV�TQSM�<PMWLWZ][��
the doctor TMOQ[��»\MIKPMZ�WN �\PM�TI_¼��WN �5IOW��XTIaQVO�I�»ZIJJQVQK¼�ZWTM�QV�\PM�KWUU]VQ\a�

)]O][\QVM�IT[W�_ZQ\M[�WN �\PM�2M_Q[P�WZIT�\ZILQ\QWV"

0M�LWM[�VW\�SVW_��PW_M^MZ��\PI\�QV�ILLQ\QWV�\W�\PM�TMOIT�IVL�XZWXPM\QK�[KZQX\]ZM[�\PM�2M_[�PI^M�
KMZ\IQV�WN �\PMQZ�\ZILQ\QWV[��_PQKP�\PMa�SMMX�VW\�QV�_ZQ\\MV�NWZU�J]\�KWUUQ\\ML�\W�UMUWZa��IVL�
XI[[�WV�WZITTa�\W�W\PMZ[��<PM[M�\ZILQ\QWV[�\PMa�KITT�deuterosis.67

2][\QVQIV¼[� novella [MMU[� \W� PI^M� QVÆ]MVKML� \PM� [M^MV\P�KMV\]Za� 4M`� >Q[QOW\PWZ]U�  which, 
whilst it does not mention the deuterosis I[� []KP�� VM^MZ\PMTM[[� XZW[KZQJM[� »\PW[M� JWWS[� WZ�
LWK\ZQVM[� �� �� �� QV� _PQKP� \PQVO[� IZM� M^QTTa� M`XZM[[ML� IOIQV[\� \PM� NIQ\P� WN � +PZQ[\¼�� <PM� TI_�
[XMKQÅKITTa�NWZJQL[�WV�XIQV�WN �ÆWOOQVO�IVL�XMZXM\]IT�M`QTM�\PM�\MIKPQVO�WN �\PM[M�JWWS[�IVL�
LWK\ZQVM[� \W� KPQTLZMV�W^MZ� \PM�IOM�WN � \MV��<PM�LQ[\QVK\QWV�JM\_MMV� »JWWS[¼� IVL� »LWK\ZQVM¼�
[MMU[�\W�PQV\�I\�\PM�LQ[\QVK\QWV�JM\_MMV�_ZQ\\MV�IVL�WZIT�\ZILQ\QWV[��1\�UIa�JM�XMZ\QVMV\�\PI\�
\PM�TI_�[XMKQÅM[�\PM�IOM�WN �\MV�QV�XIZ\QK]TIZ�I[�\PQ[�Q[�\PM�IOM�ZMKWUUMVLML�Ja�8QZSMQ�)^W\�as 
\PI\�I\�_PQKP�I�KPQTL�[PW]TL�\]ZV�\W�\PM�[XMKQÅKITTa�2M_Q[P�\MIKPQVO�WN �\PM�5Q[PVIP��!

7N �KW]Z[M�_M�[PW]TL�VW\�JM�\WW�[]ZXZQ[ML�\W�ÅVL�TQ\\TM�M^QLMVKM�WN �halakhic practice in the 
ZMKWZL[�_M�PI^M�NWZ�\PM�XMZQWL��.WZ�\PM�+PZQ[\QIV�I]\PWZQ\QM[��QV�I[�U]KP�I[�\PMa�_MZM�I_IZM�
WN �\PMU�WZ�PIL�IKKM[[�\W�\PMU��\PM�5Q[PVIP�IVL�/MUIZI�_MZM�UMZMTa�UIV�UILM�[]XMZ[\Q\QWV��
?PI\� KWV[\Q\]\ML� IV� WNNMVKM� \W�+PZQ[\QIVQ\a� _I[� \PM� KWV\QV]ML� 2M_Q[P� WJ[MZ^I\QWV� WN � \PM�
KW^MVIV\�WN �\PM�¹7TL�<M[\IUMV\º��XZIK\QKM[�\PI\�PIL�JMMV�ZMVLMZML�QVMNÅKIKQW][�Ja�\PM�VM_�
KW^MVIV\�QV�+PZQ[\��1\�_I[�\PM�XZIK\QKM�WN �\PM�WTL�TI_�_PQKP�XZM[MV\ML�I�KWV[\IV\�\MUX\I\QWV�
\W�+PZQ[\QIV� »2]LIQbMZ[¼�IVL�\PI\� \PM�I]\PWZQ\QM[�I\\MUX\ML�\W� TMOQ[TI\M�IOIQV[\��;MK]TIZ�IVL�
ZMTQOQW][�KWLM[�IVL�KP]ZKP�XWTMUQK[�IZM�\PMZMNWZM�KWVKMZVML�WVTa�_Q\P�\PM�MOZMOQW][�»JQJTQKIT¼�
XZIK\QKM[�WN �2]LIQ[U��[IJJI\P�WJ[MZ^IVKM��kashrut, IVL�[W�NWZ\P��/ZMOWZa�WN �<W]Z[��PW_M^MZ��
ZMKW]V\[�I\� TMI[\�WVM� QVKQLMV\� QV�[Q`\P�KMV\]Za�/I]T� \PI\�[PW_[�IV�ILPPMZMVKM�\W�halakhah. 
3QVO�+PQTXMZQK�PIL�MVOIOML�I�KMZ\IQV�2M_�VIUML�8ZQ[K][�QV�I�\PMWTWOQKIT�LMJI\M��[]KP�\PI\�
\PM�WVTa�W]\KWUM�KW]TL�JM� \PM�KWV^MZ[QWV�WN �8ZQ[K][��8ZQ[K][�PIL�UIVIOML�\W�X]\�WNN � \PM�
QVM^Q\IJTM�]V\QT�PQ[�[WV�KW]TL�JM�[INMTa�[MV\�I_Ia�\W�UIZZQIOM�QV�5IZ[MQTTM[�J]\�

»QV�\PM�UMIV\QUM�I�Y]IZZMT�IZW[M�JM\_MMV�8ZQ[K][�IVL�8I\PQZ��I�KWV^MZ\ML�2M_��_PW�_I[�[WV�\W�\PM�
SQVO�QV�\PI\�PM�C+PQTXMZQKE�PIL�[XWV[WZML�PQU�I\�PQ[�JIX\Q[U��7VM�2M_Q[P�;IJJI\P�8ZQ[K][�_I[�WV�
PQ[�_Ia�\W�\PM�[aVIOWO]M��_ZIXXML�QV�PQ[�XZIaMZ�[PI_T���praecinctus orario)70�IVL�KIZZaQVO�VW�_MIXWV�
QV�PQ[�PIVL��NWZ�PM�_I[�IJW]\�\W�XZIa�IKKWZLQVO�\W�\PM�5W[IQK�TI_��

67 6M[KQ\�I]\MU�PIJMZM�XZI\MZ�[KZQX\]ZI[� TMOQ\QUI[�M\�XZWXPM\QKI[�1]LIMW[�Y]I[LIU�\ZILQ\QWVM[�[]I[��Y]I[�VWV�[KZQX\I[�PIJMV\��[ML�
UMUWZQ\MZ�\MVMV\�M\�IT\MZ�QV�IT\MZ]U�TWY]MVLW�\ZIV[N]VLQ\��Y]I[�LM]\MZW[QV�^WKIV\��)]O][\QVM��+WV\ZI�IL^MZ[IZQ]U�TMOQ[�M\�8ZWXPM\IZ]U 
�������++;4�!�� �N���

� � )��4QVLMZ��<PM�2M_[�QV�\PM�4MOIT�;W]ZKM[������
�! 8QZSMQ�)^W\�������
70� 4M_Q[�<PWZXM� \ZIV[TI\M[� ¹PQ[�PMIL�JW]VL� QV�I�VIXSQVº� �/ZMOWZa� WN �<W]Z[��<PM�0Q[\WZa� WN � \PM�.ZIVS[�� \Z��4M_Q[�

<PWZXM��!�����7ZIZQ]U�LQL�QVLMML�LMVW\M�I�VIXSQV�QV�KTI[[QKIT�4I\QV��J]\�Ja�\PM�KW]VKQT�WN �4IWLQKMI�������\PM�/ZMMS�
MY]Q^ITMV\�orarion�PIL�KWUM�\W�UMIV�\PM�JZWIL��][]ITTa�NZQVOML��TQ\]ZOQKIT�[KIZN �WN �+PZQ[\QIV�KTMZOa��<PQ[�][M�WN �\PM�
\MZU�_I[�ÅZ[\�ZMKWZLML�QV�\PM�_M[\�I\�\PM�KW]VKQT�WN �*ZIOI�QV������+TMIZTa�Q\�Q[�][ML�PMZM�\W�UMIV�\PM�2M_Q[P�XZIaMZ�
shawl or talleth. 
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8ZQ[K][��LW]J\TM[[�I_IZM�WN �\PM�LIVOMZ�PM�_I[�QV��VM^MZ\PMTM[[�ZMN][ML�\W�KIZZa�I�_MIXWV��
JMKI][M�� IKKWZLQVO� \W� \PM�5Q[PVIP� \ZIK\I\M� ;PIJJI\#� »)�UIV� [PW]TL� VW\� OW� W]\� WV� �\PM�
;IJJI\P��KIZZaQVO�I�[_WZL��I�JW_��I�K]LOMT��I�[\QKS��WZ�I�[XMIZ�¼�:IJJQ�-TQMbMZ�PIL�IZO]ML�
\PI\�[]KP�\PQVO[�KW]TL�JM�KWV[QLMZML�ILWZVUMV\[�_PQKP�_W]TL�ITTW_�\PMU�\W�JM�KIZZQML�WV�
\PM�;IJJI\P��J]\�\PM�;IOM[�ZMXTQML"� »<PMa�C_MIXWV[E�IZM�I�LQ[OZIKM��I[� Q\� Q[�_ZQ\\MV��¹)VL�
\PMa�[PITT�JMI\�\PMQZ�[_WZL[�QV\W�XTW]OP[PIZM[��IVL�\PMQZ�[XMIZ[�QV\W�XZ]VQVO�PWWS[#�VI\QWV�
[PITT�VW\�TQN\�]X�[_WZL�IOIQV[\�VI\QWV��VMQ\PMZ�[PITT�\PMa�TMIZV�_IZ�IVaUWZM��1[���"���º�¼71 The 
;IJJI\P�[PW]TL�JM�I�XZM[MV\QUMV\�WN �\PM�_WZTL�\W�KWUM�QV�_PQKP�QV[\Z]UMV\[�WN �^QWTMVKM�
_W]TL�PI^M�VW�XTIKM��*]\�[Q`\P�KMV\]Za�8IZQ[�_I[�I�^MZa�LQNNMZMV\�XTIKM�NZWU�\PM�_WZTL�\W�
KWUM�IVL�8ZQ[K][¼�WJ[MZ^IVKM�XZW^ML�NI\IT��NWZ�»8PI\QZ�IXXMIZML�[]LLMVTa��IVL�K]\�\PM�\PZWI\�
WN �8ZQ[K][�IVL�PQ[�KWUXIVQWV[�_Q\P�PQ[�[_WZL�¼72

<PM�W\PMZ�XIZ\�WN �\PM�WZIT�\ZILQ\QWV��\PM�TQ\]ZOa��_M�KIV�[Ia�TQ\\TM�IJW]\�I\�\PQ[�MIZTa�LI\M�I[�
\PM�MIZTQM[\�\M`\[�W]\[QLM�\PM�<ITU]L�LI\M�NZWU�\PM�\MV\P�KMV\]Za�I\�\PM�MIZTQM[\��-NNWZ\[�PI^M�
JMMV�UILM�\W�KTI[[QNa�\PM�^IZQM\QM[�WN �\PM�TQ\]ZOa�QV\W�»ZQ\M[¼�J]\�\PM[M�IZM�TIZOMTa�IV�IZ\QÅKM�
WN �TI\MZ�[\IVLIZLQ[I\QWV�IN\MZ�\PM�XZWL]K\QWV�WN �XZQV\ML�TQ\]ZOQM[�NZWU�\PM�ÅN\MMV\P�KMV\]Za��
0W_M^MZ��_M�UIa�PI^M�I� TQ\]ZOQKIT� ZMNMZMVKM� QV�IV�IZ\MNIK\� NZWU�;XIQV��� This is a white 
UIZJTM�\ZW]OP�NW]VL�QV�<IZZIOWVI�IVL�LI\ML�\W�\PM�ÅN\P�WZ�[Q`\P�KMV\]Za��<PM�»JI[QV¼�[WUM�
���KU�Ja���KU�Q[�QV[KZQJML�WV�WVM�NIKM�_Q\P��WV�\PM�TMN\�0/��#1'1��+3#�#1'+3#�+�:<'�+3�-#+< 
�8MIKM�WV�1[ZIMT�IVL�WV�][�IVL�WV�W]Z�KPQTLZMV��)UMV��IVL�WV�\PM�ZQOP\�\PM�4I\QV��8)@�and 
.1,-;��MQ\PMZ�[QLM�WN �I�UMVWZIP�IVL�\ZMM�WN �TQNM��'��ÆIVSML�Ja�\_W�^MZa�KZ]LM�XMIKWKS[��<PM�
ÅZ[\�PITN �WN �\PM�0MJZM_�Q[�I�[\IVLIZL�XPZI[M�QV�N]VMZIZa�QV[KZQX\QWV[�NZWU�\PM�XMZQWL�J]\�
Q\�Q[�IT[W�\PM�[QUXTM[\�NWZU�WN �\PM�ÅVIT�JMVMLQK\QWV�NWZ�XMIKM�WN �\PM�)UQLIP�\PI\�LM^MTWXML�
into the forms ;PITWU�ZI^�and ;QU�[PITWU��-TJWOMV�Y]W\M[�I�^MZ[QWV�WN �\PM�)UQLIP�NZWU�\PM�
+IQZW�/MVQbIP�QV�\PQ[�MIZTa�[QUXTM�NWZU#�(:'3�+3#�(/3�+�:<'�+3�-#+<�-'<��/ZIV\�XMIKM�\W�
1[ZIMT�aW]Z�XMWXTM�IVL�\W�aW]Z�KQ\a��74 The second half  of  the phrase has been taken from 
the benediction after the ;PMUI��<PM�XPZI[M�PI[� \P][�JMMV� NWZUML� NZWU� \PM� K]TUQVI\QVO�
JMVMLQK\QWV[�WN �\PM�\_W�KMV\ZIT�XIZ\[�WN �\PM�TQ\]ZOa��\PM�)UQLI�IVL�\PM�;PMUI��<PM�ÅZ[\�Q[�
I�XM\Q\QWV�NWZ�XMIKM��\PM�[MKWVL�\PM�[\I\MUMV\�WN �\PM�2M_Q[P�NIQ\P#�pax and ÅLM[. Whilst the 
WZLMZ�WN �\PM�\_W�[MK\QWV[�PI[�JMMV�MNNMK\Q^MTa�ZM^MZ[ML�\W�KZMI\M�\PM�XPZI[M��\PM�QV\MV\QWV�Q[�
KTMIZTa�\W�M^WSM�\PM�TQ\]ZOa�IVL�[]OOM[\[�\PM�JI[QV¼[�][M�_I[�TQ\]ZOQKIT�ZI\PMZ�\PIV�N]VMZIZa��1\�
IT[W�KWVÅZU[�\PI\�QV�ÅN\P��WZ�[Q`\P�KMV\]Za�;XIQV�\PM�0MJZM_�TQ\]ZOa�_I[�SVW_V�IVL�][ML��

��� 2-?1;0�4)<16�41<-:)<=:-

?PQT[\�Q\�PI[�JMMV�Ua�KWVKMZV�QV�\PQ[�XIXMZ�\W�IV[_MZ�-LZMQ�IVL�5MVLMT[¼�KWV\MV\QWV�\PI\�
\PM�2M_[�WN �\PM�_M[\MZV�,QI[XWZI�_MZM�K]\�WNN �NZWU�0MJZM_�K]T\]ZM��\PM�XZM[MVKM�WN �I�TIZOM�
4I\QV�[XMISQVO�2M_Q[P�KWUU]VQ\a�ZIQ[M[�\PM�QV\MZM[\QVO�Y]M[\QWV�WN �_PM\PMZ�\PQ[�KWUU]VQ\a�
PIL� Q\[� W_V� 4I\QV� TQ\MZI\]ZM��?M� PI^M� ITZMILa� [MMV� \PI\� 2][\QVQIV¼[� novella 146 raises the 

71 Mishnah Shabbat 6:4.
72 1V\MZMI�WZQ\]Z�QV\MV\QW�QV\MZ�QTT]U�M\�8I\PQZMV�M`�1]LIMW�KWV^MZ[]U��Y]Q�QIU�ZMOQ[�ÅTQ][�MZI\�M`�TI^IKZW��+]UY]M�LQM�[IJJI\Q�8ZQ[K][�

XZIMKQVK\][�WZIZQW��V]TT]U�QV�UIV]�NMZMV[�NMZZIUMV\]U��5Wa[IQKI[�TMOQ[�Y]I[Q�QUXTM\]Z][��[MKZM\QWZI�KWVXM\QZM\��[]JQ\W�8I\PQZ�IL^MVQMV[��
QX[]UY]M�OTILQW�K]U�[WKQQ[�Y]Q�ILMZIV\�Q]O]TI^Q\� HF VI, 17

��� 21?-�� ������·��
74� 1��-TJWOMV��2M_Q[P�4Q\]ZOa"�)�+WUXZMPMV[Q^M�;]Z^Ma��<ZIV[TI\ML�Ja�:��;KPMQVLTQV��6M_�AWZS"�2M_Q[P�8]JTQKI\QWV�

;WKQM\a���!!���CWZQOQVITTa�X]JTQ[PML�I[�,MZ�R�LQ[KPM�/W\\M[LQMV[\�QV�[MQVMZ�OM[KPQKP\TQKPMV�-V\_QKST]VO���!�����!��
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XW[[QJQTQ\a�WN �I�4I\QV�»\IZO]U¼�WN �;KZQX\]ZM��J]\�\PMZM�IZM�W\PMZ�\M`\[�\PI\�PI^M�JMMV�QLMV\QÅML�
I[�XZWL]K\[�WN �I�2M_Q[P�4I\QV�KWUU]VQ\a#�\PM�+WTTI\QW�4MO]U�5W[IQKIZ]U�M\�:WUIVIZ]U��4QJMZ�
)V\QY]Q\I\]U�*QJTQKIZ]U�IVL�-XQ[\WTI�)VVM�IL�;MVMKIU.�� As the Epistola�PI[�JMMV�\PM�[]JRMK\�WN �Ua�
W_V�ZM[MIZKP��1�_QTT�KWVKT]LM�_Q\P�I�[PWZ\�LQ[K][[QWV�WN �\PQ[�^MZa�QV\MZM[\QVO�\M`\��

1V��! �� \PM�4I\QV�XITIMWOZIXPMZ�*MZVPIZL�*Q[KPWNN �X]JTQ[PML�I�XZM^QW][Ta�W^MZTWWSML�
UIV][KZQX\� NZWU�\PM�IZKPQMXQ[KWXIT� TQJZIZa� QV�+WTWOVM��<PM�UIV][KZQX\�X]ZXWZ\[� \W�JM�I�
TM\\MZ�NZWU�I�KMZ\IQV�)VVI[��XZM[]UIJTa�UMIV\�\W�JM�)VVI[�\PM�PQOP�XZQM[\�WN ��·���+-��\W�
\PM� XPQTW[WXPMZ� ;MVMKI� \PM�AW]VOMZ#�-XQ[\WTI� )VVM� IL� ;MVMKIU� LM� []XMZJQI� M\� QLWTQ[. Bischoff  
ZMOIZL[� \PM� TM\\MZ�I[�I�¹2M_Q[P�IXWTWOM\QK�UQ[[QWVIZa� \ZIK\º�WN � \PM� NW]Z\P�KMV\]Za��7\PMZ[�
PI^M�KWVK]ZZML�_Q\P�\PQ[�QV\MZXZM\I\QWV�76 The Letter PI[�JMMV�KWUUWVTa�LI\ML�\W�\PM�NW]Z\P�
KMV\]Za�JI[ML�WV�I[[]UX\QWV[�IJW]\�\PM�TM\\MZ¼[�X]ZXW[M��8WQV\QVO�W]\�\PI\�QUXMZQIT�TI_�\ZQML�
\W� JIV� 2M_Q[P�UQ[[QWVIZa� IK\Q^Q\QM[� NZWU� \PM� \QUM� WN � +WV[\IV\QVM� WV_IZL[�� *Q[KPWNN � PI[�
\MV\I\Q^MTa�[]OOM[\ML�\PI\�\PM�TM\\MZ�Q[�TQSMTa�\W�PI^M�JMMV�KWUXW[ML�JMNWZM������?Q[KPUMaMZ�
[]OOM[\[�\PI\�\PM�Letter U][\�XZMLI\M�2MZWUM¼[�\ZIV[TI\QWV�WN �\PM�*QJTM�JMKI][M�\PM�KQ\I\QWV�WN �
/MVM[Q[� �"�� LQNNMZ[� NZWU� 2MZWUM¼[� ZMVLMZQVO� QV� \PM� >]TOI\M�� 0W_M^MZ�� VMQ\PMZ� WN � \PM[M�
IZO]UMV\[� Q[� KWV^QVKQVO�� .QZ[\Ta�� \PMZM� Q[� VW� M^QLMVKM� \W� []OOM[\� 2M_[� _W]TL� PI^M� ][ML�
2MZWUM¼[�\ZIV[TI\QWV��\PMa�UIa�_MTT�PI^M�\ZIV[TI\ML�LQZMK\Ta�NZWU�\PM�/ZMMS�WZ�0MJZM_�WZ�
PI^M�][ML�I�2M_Q[P�4I\QV�\ZIV[TI\QWV�XZQWZ�\W�2MZWUM¼[�I[�_M�PI^M�LQ[K][[ML�IJW^M��;MKWVLTa��
the text of  the Letter, IT\PW]OP�Q\�ZMNMZ[�\W nostra veritas��»W]Z�\Z]\P¼���VM^MZ�UMV\QWV[�KWV^MZ[QWV�
I[� []KP�� 5WUQOTQIVW�� PW_M^MZ�� XZWXW[M[� \PI\� )VVI[� _I[� IV� W\PMZ_Q[M� ]VSVW_V� 2M_Q[P�
XZWXIOIVLQ[\�VW\�QLMV\QKIT�\W�*Q[KPWNN ¼[�PQOP�XZQM[\��<PM�VIUM�Q[�VW\�KWUUWV�IUWVO�2M_[�
WN �)V\QY]Q\a��J]\�I�KMZ\IQV�didascalus )VVI[�Q[�ZMNMZZML�\W�\_QKM��ITWVO�_Q\P�UIQWZM[�1]LIMWZ]U) 
QV�4I\M�1UXMZQIT�TMOQ[TI\QWV�WV�\PM�2M_[��Codex Theodosianus ���!��������+-��IVL���� ���������
CE).77�1\�PI[�JMMV�[]OOM[\ML�\PI\�\PQ[�)VVI[�IK\ML�I[�I�[WZ\�WN �+PQMN �:IJJQ�WN �\PM�2M_[�WN �
1\ITa� ��<PW]OP�\PQ[�Q[�]V[]XXWZ\ML�Ja�IVa�W\PMZ�M^QLMVKM��PM�LWM[�[MMU�\W�PI^M�ZMXZM[MV\ML�
\PM�2M_Q[P�KWUU]VQ\a�\W�\PM�KW]Z\�WN �0WVWZQ][�I\�:I^MVVI��1N �\PMZM�Q[�I�KWVVMK\QWV�_Q\P�
\PQ[�)VVI[�_M�UIa�PI^M� QV� \PM� TM\\MZ�ILLZM[[ML� \W�IV�IZQ[\WKZI\QK�XIOIV�I]LQMVKM� 2M_Q[P�
XIZ\QKQXI\QWV�QV�I�4I\M�)V\QY]M�XPQTW[WXPQKIT�LQITWO]M�_Q\P�XIOIV�UWVW\PMQ[U�\PI\�_W]TL�
PI^M�KMZ\IQVTa�JMMV�KWVOMVQIT�\W�\PM�KWV\MUXWZIZa�;aVM[Q][��!

1\� Q[� [\ZIVOM� \PI\� \PM�4M\\MZ�PI[� ZMUIQVML�]VQLMV\QÅML� NWZ� [W� TWVO�IVL� \PQ[� Q[� []ZMTa�IV�
QVLQKI\QWV� WN � IV� IKILMUQK� JTQVLVM[[� \PI\� NIQTML� \W� QLMV\QNa� \PQ[� 2M_Q[P� \M`\� I[� Q\� NIQTML� \W�
QLMV\QNa� \PM� 2M_[� /WTJ� LQ[KW^MZML� TaQVO� QV� XTIQV� ^QM_� QV� \PM� .ZMVKP� KW]V\Za[QLM� � The 

�� For the Collatio�� [MM�:]\OMZ[��2M_[� QV�4I\M�)V\QY]M�:WUM�����·� ��.WZ�I�KWV[QLMZI\QWV�WN � \PM�4QJMZ�)V\QY]Q\I\]U�
*QJTQKIZ]U� I[� I� 2M_Q[P� »ZM_ZQ\\MV�*QJTM¼� [MM�<IT� 1TIV�� ¹<PM�<WZIP� WN � \PM� 2M_[� WN �)VKQMV\�:WUMº�� Jewish Studies 
Quarterly, ���������!������·!��

76 B. Bischoff, )VMKLW\I�6W^Q[[QUI��<M`\M�LM[�^QMZ\MV�JQ[� [MKPbMPV\MV�2IPZP]VLMZ\[� �;\]\\OIZ\"�)V\WV�0QMZ[UIVV�>MZTIO��
�! ��#�)��5WUQOTQIVQ��¹<PM�6M_�4M\\MZ�Ja�»)VVI¼�\W�»;MVMKI¼�º��)\PMVIM]U������! �������·�!#�4��+ZIKKW�:]OOQVQ��
¹4I� TM\\MZI� LQ�)VVI� I� ;MVMKI� VMTTI�:WUI� XIOIVI� M� KZQ[\QIVI� LMT� 1>� [MKWTWº��)]O][\QVQIV]U� � � ��!  ��� ���·��#� 
?��?Q[KPUMaMZ�� ¹,QM� -XQ[\]TI�)VVM� IL� ;MVMKIU��-QVM� R�LQ[KPM�5Q[[QWV[[KPZQN\� LM[� 4I\MQVQ[KPMV�*MZMQKP[º�� QV� 
2��^IV�)UMZ[NWWZ\�IVL�2��^IV�7WZ\��ML[���Juden und Christen in der Antike���!!������·!���;MM�IT[W�)�+��;\MZS�¹<PM�4M\\MZ�
WN �)VVI[�\W�;MVMKI"�I�4I\M�)V\QY]M�2M_Q[P�-`PWZ\I\QWV�QV�,QITWO]M�_Q\P�:WUIV�8IOIVQ[Uº��QV�;��8MIZKM��ML���The 
1UIOM�IVL�\PM�8ZWPQJQ\QWV�WN �\PM�1UIOM�QV�)VKQMV\�2]LIQ[U����2W]ZVIT�WN �2M_Q[P�;\]LQM[�;]XXTMUMV\�;MZQM[��, Oxford, 2012), 170–
 ���IVL�The Epistola Anne ad Senecam in its Historical and Literary Context �8P,�<PM[Q[��NWZ\PKWUQVO�. 

77� )��4QVLMZ��2M_[�QV�:WUIV�1UXMZQIT�4MOQ[TI\QWV�����·��
� � +��>WOTMZ��¹4M[�2]QN[�LIV[�TM�+WLM�<PuWLW[QMVº��4M�XTIV�\PuWTWOQY]M������!�!�����·���
�!� .WZ�TI\M�XIOIV�UWVW\PMQ[U��[MM�8��)\PIVI[[QILQ�IVL�5��.ZMLM��ML[���8IOIV�5WVW\PMQ[U�QV�4I\M�)V\QY]Q\a��7`NWZL"�

7`NWZL�=VQ^MZ[Q\a�8ZM[[���!!!��
 �� )V�M`IUXTM�WN �PW_�2M_[�UIa�PI^M�JMMV�W^MZTWWSML�QV�\PM�IZKPIMWTWOQKIT�ZMKWZL�Q[�OQ^MV�QV�\PM�)XXMVLQ`�
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I[[]UX\QWV�ZMUIQV[�\PI\�2M_[�KWV[\Q\]\ML�IV�QV[QOVQÅKIV\�KWUU]VQ\a�QV�\PM�4I\QV�_M[\�IN\MZ�
\PM�M[\IJTQ[PUMV\�WN �+PZQ[\QIVQ\a�QV�\PM�NW]Z\P�KMV\]Za�IVL�ZMUIQVML�[]KP�]V\QT�\PM�TIZOM�
[KITM�QUUQOZI\QWV�WN �2M_[�NZWU�\PM�;W]\P�^QI�1\ITa�JMOQVVQVO�QV�\PM�VQV\P�KMV\]Za��*]\�U]KP�
\W� \PM�KWV\ZIZa�_M� [MM� \PI\� \PM� 2M_Q[P�KWUU]VQ\QM[�WN � \PM�_M[\MZV�,QI[XWZI� ZMUIQVML�I�
[QOVQÅKIV\� IVL� ^Q\IT� XIZ\� WN � _M[\MZV� [WKQM\a� _PQT[\� UIQV\IQVQVO� I� [\ZWVO� IVL� M^WT^QVO�
KWVVMK\QWV�_Q\P�\PMQZ�2M_Q[P�IVL�0MJZM_�\ZILQ\QWV[��<PM�2M_Q[P�K]T\]ZM[�WN �)[PSMVIb�IVL�
;MXPIZIL��:WUM�IVL�[W]\PMZV�1\ITa��IVL�a fortiori \PI\�WN �*abIV\QVM�/ZMMKM��_MZM�VW\�ITQMV�
QUXWZ\[�QV\W�UMLQM^IT�-]ZWXM��J]\�ZI\PMZ�\PMa�OZM_�WZOIVQKITTa�NZWU�QVLQOMVW][�:WUIVQW\M�
KWUU]VQ\QM[�_Q\P�\PMQZ�ZWW\[�LMMX�QV�\PM�4I\QVW�:WUIVKM�[WQT��SMX\�^Q\IT�Ja�\PMQZ�KWV\QV]QVO�
KWVVMK\QWV�\W�\PM�0MJZM_�4M^IV\��

��� +76+4=;176

)[�1�W]\TQVML�I\� \PM�JMOQVVQVO�WN � \PQ[�XIXMZ� \PM�PQ[\WZQWOZIXPa�WN � \PQ[�XMZQWL�PI[�WV� \PM�
whole assumed that the period saw a wholesale retreat from the cities and that Jewish 
KWUU]VQ\QM[�JMQVO�]ZJIV�NWTTW_ML�[]Q\��J]\�\PM�M^QLMVKM�VW_�[MMU[�\W�QVLQKI\M�\PI\�\PMZM�
_I[�JW\P�IV�]VM`XMK\MLTa�_QLM[XZMIL�XZM[MVKM�WN �Z]ZIT�2M_[�IVL�I�KWV\QV]Q\a�WN �TQNM�QV�\PM�
KQ\QM[�IVL�\W_V[��<PM�M^QLMVKM�1�PI^M�XZM[MV\ML�IT[W�[PW_[�\PI\�_M[\MZV�2M_[�UIQV\IQVML�
IVL�QVLMML�LMMXMVML�\PMQZ�ZMTQIVKM�WV�0MJZM_�K]T\]ZM�IVL�TMIZVQVO��<PM�2M_Q[P�KWUU]VQ\QM[�
WN �_M[\MZV�-]ZWXM�� QV� TI[\QVO� IVL� NZMY]MV\� KWUU]VQKI\QWV�_Q\P� 8ITM[\QVM��UIQV\IQVML� I�
0MJZM_�KMV\ZML� QLMV\Q\a� IVL�K]T\]ZM� \PI\�LM^MTWXML�VI\]ZITTa� \PZW]OP� \PM�XMZQWL� NZWU�I�
»VWZUIT¼�2]LIQ[U�\W�ZIJJQVQK�»VWZUI\Q^M¼�2]LIQ[U�I[�LM^MTWXUMV\[�QV�4Q\]ZOa�IVL�Halakhah 
ÅT\MZML�\PZW]OP�\W�\PM�?M[\��?PQT[\�\PM�WJ[MZ^IVKM�WN �UIVa�2M_[�QV�\PM�_M[\�UIa�PI^M�JMMV�
VW�UWZM�[\ZQK\�\PIV�\PM�»IUUMQ�PI¼IZM[.��»XMWXTM�WN �\PM�TIVL¼��»\PM�KWUUWV�XMWXTM¼��[W�LM[XQ[ML�Ja�\PM�
:IJJQ[�WN � \PM�<ITU]L� Q\�_I[�I�VWZUIT� 2]LIQ[U��<PMZM� Q[�IJ[WT]\MTa�VW�M^QLMVKM� \PI\�IV�
IJVWZUIT�»JQJTQKIT¼�2]LIQ[U�M`Q[\ML�QV�\PM�_M[\�WZ�\PI\�_M[\MZV�ZIJJQ[�PIL�\W�KWUJI\�[]KP�I�
»SIZIQ\Q[IV\¼�PMZM[a��<PM�TMIZVML�TMILMZ[�WN �\PM�KWUU]VQ\a�VW�LW]J\�_MZM�QV[\Z]UMV\IT�QV�
W^MZ[MMQVO� \PM� LM^MTWXUMV\� WN � M^MZaLIa� WJ[MZ^IVKM� QV\W� »VWZUI\Q^M¼� 2]LIQ[U� I[� \PM�
KWUU]VQ\a�JMKIUM�JW\P�UWZM�[MTN�KWV[KQW][Ta�2M_Q[P�vis-à-vis \PM�+PZQ[\QIV�KWUU]VQ\a�IVL�
QVKZMI[QVOTa�VMMLML�\W�ZMTa�WV�Q\[�W_V�K]T\]ZIT�ZM[W]ZKM[�I[�Q\�JMKIUM�Q[WTI\ML�NZWU�\PM�_QLMZ�
KWUU]VQ\a��
)[�.MZO][�5QTTIZ�[Ia[��]V\QT�VW_�»\PM�[WKQIT��QV\MTTMK\]IT��IVL�ZMTQOQW][�PQ[\WZa�WN �\PM[M�2M_[�

QV�\PM�4I\QV�[XMISQVO�MV^QZWVUMV\�WN �\PM�_M[\MZV�PITN �WN �\PM�TI\MZ�:WUIV�-UXQZM�ZMUIQV[�
I�TIZOMTa�]VM`XTWZML�ÅMTL�¼ ��<PQ[�XZM[MV\�XIXMZ�Q[�UWZM�[]OOM[\Q^M�\PIV�KWUXZMPMV[Q^M�QV�Q\[�
\ZMI\UMV\�WN �\PM�M^QLMVKM�NWZ�\PM[M�KWV\QV]QVO�2M_Q[P�KWUU]VQ\QM[��J]\�Q\�Q[�\W�JM�PWXML�\PI\�
N]\]ZM�[\]LQM[�_QTT�TWWS�JMaWVL�\PM�TQUQ\ML�\M`\]IT�M^QLMVKM�\W�W\PMZ�[W]ZKM[��IZKPIMWTWOQKIT��
TQVO]Q[\QK�� M\K��� IVL� JMOQV� \W� I[S� _PI\� UQOP\� JM� \PM� KWV[MY]MVKM[� \W� \PM� ¹NWZUI\QWV� WN �
-]ZWXMº�WN �I�[QOVQÅKIV\�2M_Q[P�4I\QVW�:WUIVQW\M�KWUU]VQ\a�QV�\PM�4I\QV�?M[\�[]Z^Q^QVO�
NZWU�TI\M�)V\QY]Q\a�QV\W�\PM�5QLLTM�)OM#�\PM�LMUWOZIXPQK�IVL�K]T\]ZIT�[]J[\ZI\]U�\PI\�TIa�
JMVMI\P�JW\P�;MXPIZIL�IVL�)[PSMVIb�

 �� .��5QTTIZ��¹<PM�2M_[�WN �\PM�/ZIMKW�:WUIV�,QI[XWZIº�QV�0�5��+W\\WV�IVL�/�5��:WOMZ[��ML[���:WUM��<PM�/ZMMS�
?WZTL��IVL�\PM�-I[\����^WT[���������^WT���������
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<PM� \W_V�WN � ;QTKPM[\MZ� �+ITTM^I�)\ZMJI\]U�·� \PM� KQ^Q\I[� KIXQ\IT� WN � \PM�)\ZMJI\M[� \ZQJM��_I[�
M[\IJTQ[PML�Ja�\PM�:WUIV[�QV�\PM�ÅZ[\�KMV\]Za�+-��1\�Q[�]V][]IT�QV�\PI\�\PM�[Q\M�_I[�IJIVLWVML�
[WUM�\QUM�QV�\PM�UQL�ÅN\P�KMV\]Za�L]ZQVO�\PM�IVIZKPa�NWTTW_QVO�\PM�_Q\PLZI_IT�WN �QUXMZQIT�
I]\PWZQ\a�NZWU�*ZQ\IQV�Ja�0WVWZQ][�QV�����IVL�ZMUIQVML�]VJ]QT\�WV�IXIZ\�NZWU�I�KP]ZKP�Ja�
\PM�[Q\M�WN �\PM�MI[\�OI\M�WN �\PM�\W_V��<PM�\W_V�_I[�M`KI^I\ML�I\�\PM�MVL�WN �\PM�VQVM\MMV\P�
KMV\]Za�Ja�\PM�4WVLWV�;WKQM\a�WN �)V\QY]IZQM[�_PW�QV�I�\_MV\a�aMIZ�XMZQWL�NZWU�� !��\W�
�!�!�M`XW[ML�\PM�_PWTM�IZMI��=VNWZ\]VI\MTa�\PQ[�PI[�UMIV\�\PI\�U]KP�UI\MZQIT�_PQKP�_W]TL�
PI^M� XZW^QLML� QUXWZ\IV\� KT]M[� IJW]\� \PM� XZM[MVKM� WN �_WWLMV�J]QTLQVO[� \PI\�_W]TL� PI^M�
JMMV�ZM^MITML�Ja�UWLMZV�\MKPVQY]M[�_I[�IT[W�ZMUW^ML��

In the insula QUUMLQI\MTa� \W� \PM� [W]\P� WN � \PM� .WZ]U� KWUXTM`� I� [UITT� IX[ML� JI[QTQKIV�
J]QTLQVO�_Q\P�XW[[QJTa�I�KW]Z\aIZL�QV�NZWV\�_I[�LQ[KW^MZML�QV�\PM�� !��M`KI^I\QWV[�_PQKP�_I[�
QUUMLQI\MTa� QLMV\QÅML�I[�I�:WUIVW�*ZQ\Q[P�KP]ZKP��M^QLMV\Ta�\PM�ÅZ[\�\W�JM�LQ[KW^MZML�QV�
*ZQ\IQV��<PM�J]QTLQVO�Q[����UM\ZM[�QV�TMVO\P�IVL� �!��UM\ZM[�QV�_QL\P��<PM�_M[\MZV�\PQZL�WN �
JW\P�IQ[TM[�Q[�M`\MVLML�[TQOP\Ta�\W�NWZU�\_W���UM\ZM�[Y]IZM�»\ZIV[MX\[¼�WV�MQ\PMZ�[QLM�WN �\PM�
IX[M��<PM�ZMUIQV[�WN �I�UW[IQK�_I[�KMV\ZITTa�XTIKML�QV�NZWV\�WN �\PM�IX[M��<PM�J]QTLQVO�Q[�QV�
NIK\� Y]Q\M� [UITT�� WVM� QV� _PQKP� I� »KWVOZMOI\QWV� WN � ÅN\a� _W]TL� PI^M� JMMV� ]VKWUNWZ\IJTa�
KZW_LML¼� ��<PM�J]QTLQVO�Q[�LM[KZQJML�Ja�2WPV�?IZL�QV�PQ[�<PM�:WUIV�-ZI�QV�*ZQ\IQV�WN ��!���I[�
follows:

<PM�WVTa�]VLW]J\ML�ZMUIQV[�WN �I�+PZQ[\QIV�KP]ZKP�I[�aM\�SVW_V�QV�\PQ[�KW]V\Za�_MZM�]VKW^MZML�
I\�;QTKPM[\MZ�QV�� !���J]\�I[�]VNWZ\]VI\MTa�\PMa�_MZM�^MZa�[KIV\a��TQ\\TM�ZMUIQVQVO�IJW^M�\PM�ÆWWZ�
TM^MT��\PM�XTIV��C[MM�ÅO���E��Q[�VMKM[[IZQTa�QUXMZNMK\��<PM�KP]ZKP�_I[�I�[UITT�[\Z]K\]ZM��WVTa����N\��
TWVO� IVL� ��� N\�� _QLM#� VM^MZ\PMTM[[�� \PM� XTIV� M`PQJQ\[� ITT� \PM� KPQMN � NMI\]ZM[� WN � I� \aXQKIT� MIZTa�
+PZQ[\QIV�JI[QTQKI��1\[�WZQMV\I\QWV��I[�QV�UIVa�MIZTa�1\ITQIV�KP]ZKPM[��_I[�\PM�ZM^MZ[M�WN �\PM�XZM[MV\�
K][\WU��\PM�KPIVKMT�JMQVO�\W�\PM�_M[\��1\�_I[�MV\MZML�\PZW]OP�IV�QV\MZVIT�XWZKP�WZ�VIZ\PM`��I\�\PM�
MI[\�MVL��IVL�_I[�LQ^QLML�QV\W�I�VI^M�IVL�\_W�IQ[TM[�Ja�IZKILM[�WN �_PQKP�\PM�[TMMXMZ�_ITT[�ZMUIQV��
Two transepts – the prothesis and LQIKWVQK]U�WN �MIZTa�+PZQ[\QIV�_ZQ\MZ[�·�_MZM�IXXIZMV\Ta�[KZMMVML�
WNN �NZWU�\PM�IQ[TM[��J]\�WXMV�\W�\PM�_M[\MZV�XZWTWVOI\QWV�WN �\PM�VI^M��<PM�ÆWWZ�_I[�WN �UW[IQK��
IVL�_PMZM�\PM�PWTa�\IJTM�[\WWL�_I[�I�LMKWZI\ML�XIVMT�WN �ÅVMZ�_WZS��<PM�J]QTLQVO�[\WWL�QV�IV�
WJTWVO� [XIKM�� QV� _PQKP�� QV� NZWV\� WN � \PM� VIZ\PM`�� _I[� I� [Y]IZM� NW]VLI\QWV� _PQKP� XZM[]UIJTa�
supported the cantharus CPWTa�_I\MZ�NWV\E��IVL�I\�Q\[�[QLM�I�[UITT�XQ\��_PQKP�XZWJIJTa�ZMKMQ^ML�\PM�
waste water. 

<PQ[�QLMV\QÅKI\QWV�PI[�OMVMZITTa�JMMV�IKKMX\ML��<PMZM�IZM��PW_M^MZ��I�V]UJMZ�WN �XZWJTMU[�
_Q\P�\PQ[��.QZ[\Ta��NWZ�I�KP]ZKP�\W�JM�XTIKML�[W�XZWUQVMV\Ta�VMIZ�\W�\PM�ILUQVQ[\ZI\Q^M�KMV\ZM�
WN � \PM� \W_V�_W]TL�UMIV� \PI\� Q\� _I[� J]QT\� IN\MZ� ����_PMV�+PZQ[\QIVQ\a� ÅVITTa� JMKIUM� I�
ZMKWOVQ[ML� ZMTQOQW� TQKQ\I�� 1\� Q[� M`\ZMUMTa�]VTQSMTa� \PI\�I�XZW[KZQJML�ZMTQOQW][�OZW]X�_W]TL�JM�
ITTW_ML�\W�J]QTL�[W�KTW[M�\W�\PM�KMV\ZM�WN �\PM�QUXMZQIT�ILUQVQ[\ZI\QWV�IVL�K]T\��;MKWVLTa��\PM�
LM[KZQX\QWV� OQ^MV� IJW^M� �IVL�_PQKP� PI[� JMMV� OMVMZITTa� IKKMX\ML� [QVKM�� XZWRMK\[� WV\W� \PM�
J]QTLQVO�I�XI\\MZV�WN �TQ\]ZOQKIT�LM[QOV�IVL�XZIK\QKM�\PI\�LWM[�VW\�JMKWUM�VWZUIT�]V\QT�\PM�
[Q`\P�KMV\]Za�IVL�M^MV�\PMV�WVTa�QV�\PM�*abIV\QVM�MI[\��<PQZLTa��QN �\PM�J]QTLQVO�Q[�XW[\������Q\�
Q[�I�XZM\\a�XWWZ�ZMXZM[MV\I\QWV�WN �\PM�VW_�QUXMZQITTa�NI^W]ZML�ZMTQOQWV��7VM�_W]TL�PIZLTa�

 �� <PM� NWTTW_QVO�IXXMVLQ`� Q[� [WUM\PQVO�WN �I� \PW]OP\�M`XMZQUMV\�M`XTWZQVO� \PM�XW[[QJQTQ\a�WN � TWWSQVO�I\� []KP�
ZMUIQV[�»2M_Q[PTa¼��1�QV\MVL�\W�TWWS�I\�\PM�;QTKPM[\MZ�»[aVIOWO]M¼�QV�UWZM�LM\IQT�QV�I�N]\]ZM�IZ\QKTM�

 � M.E. Jones, <PM�-VL�WN �:WUIV�*ZQ\IQV��6M_�AWZS"�+WZVMTT�=VQ^MZ[Q\a�8ZM[[���!! �������
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M`XMK\� \PM� OZMI\� +WV[\IV\QVQIV� JI[QTQKI[� TQSM� \PW[M� WN � <ZQMZ� IVL� ;\� 8M\MZ� QV� \PQ[� [UITT�
XZW^QVKQIT� \W_V�� J]\� KMZ\IQVTa� [WUM\PQVO� I� TQ\\TM�UWZM� QUXZM[[Q^M��<PI\� \PM� J]QTLQVO� Q[� I�
KP]ZKP�PI[�JMMV�Y]M[\QWVML�Ja�3QVO ��_PW�LM\MZUQVML�\PI\�»\PM�JM[\�XW[[QJQTQ\a�WN �Q\[�][M�
_I[�NWZ�IV�MI[\MZV�K]T\¼�J]\�PM�LMKTQVML�\W�[Ia�_PQKP�K]T\�PM�UQOP\�PI^M�PIL�QV�UQVL��7LLTa��
IT\PW]OP�3QVO�Y]W\M[�.ZMZM�I[�[IaQVO#�»;QVKM��IXIZ\�NZWU�[aVIOWO]M[��Ua�MUXPI[Q[���\PMZM�IZM�VW�
M`IUXTM[� WN � VWV�+PZQ[\QIV� [PZQVM[� WN � IXXZWXZQI\M� LI\M� IXQVO� [W� KTW[MTa� \PM� IZKPQ\MK\]ZIT�
IZZIVOMUMV\�WN �I�+PZQ[\QIV�XTIKM�WN �_WZ[PQX�¼�PM�VM^MZ\PMTM[[�LWM[�VW\�QV�PQ[�XIXMZ�KWV[QLMZ�
\PQ[�XW[[QJQTQ\a��3QVO�KWUXIZM[�\PM�TIaW]\�WN �\PM�;QTKPM[\MZ�J]QTLQVO�\W�\PW[M�WN �scholae, the 
UMM\QVO�PW][M[�WN �:WUIV�N]VMZIT�IVL�ZMTQOQW][�KWTTMOQI��such as the Schola of  the Nautae, 
)^MV\QK]U��)^MVKPM[��;_Q\bMZTIVL�� ��<PM�KWUXIZQ[WV�Q[�^MZa�IXXW[Q\M�I[�\PM�KWTTMOQI�would 
PI^M�XZW^QLML�\PM� TMOIT� NZIUM_WZS� NWZ�2M_Q[P� �IVL�+PZQ[\QIV��KWUU]VQ\QM[� QV� \PM�MUXQZM��
IVL�Q\�Q[�XZWJIJTa�VW\�I�KWQVKQLMVKM�\PI\�4I\QV�schola XZW^QLM[�\PM�_WZL�NWZ�[aVIOWO]M�QV�\PM�
2]LMW�:WUIVKM�TIVO]IOM[#�AQLLQ[P��shul, 2]LMW�[TI^QK�škola, Italian escuola.

1V� ����� ;\MXPMV�+W[P� ZM�M`IUQVML� \PM� WVTa� M^QLMVKM� QV� \PM� J]QTLQVO� \PI\� Q[� XW[[QJTa�
LI\MIJTM��\PM�UW[IQK�QV�NZWV\�WN �\PM�IX[M��[MM�ÅO������+WUXIZQVO�\PQ[�\W�^MZa�[QUQTIZ�UW[IQK[�
MT[M_PMZM� QV� *ZQ\IQV�� QV� 4MQKM[\MZ�� /TW]KM[\MZ�� ?ZW`M\MZ� IVL� +IV\MZJ]Za� \PI\� IZM� UWZM�
XZMKQ[MTa�LI\ML��PM�KWVKT]LML�\PI\�\PM�J]QTLQVO�_W]TL�PI^M�\W�PI^M�I�\MZUQV][�XW[\�Y]MU�WN �
\PM�TI\M�[MKWVL�KMV\]Za�IVL�KIV�XZWJIJTa�JM�LI\ML�\W�\PM�TI\M�[MKWVL�WZ�MIZTa�\PQZL�KMV\]Za��
I�LI\M�NIZ�\WW�MIZTa�\W�UISM�Q\�I�KP]ZKP� � 

 �� )��3QVO��¹<PM�:WUIV�+P]ZKP�I\�;QTKPM[\MZ�:MKWV[QLMZMLº��7`NWZL�2W]ZVIT�WN �)ZKPIMWTWOa�����! �������·���
 � E. Thomas, 5WV]UMV\ITQ\a�IVL�\PM�:WUIV�-UXQZM��7`NWZL"�7`NWZL�=VQ^MZ[Q\a�8ZM[[�������������
 �� ;�:��+W[P��¹)�8W[[QJTM�,I\M�NWZ�\PM�;QTKPM[\MZ�»+P]ZKP¼�º��Britannia��������������!·���

.QO����8TIV�WN �+P]ZKP��;QTKPM[\MZ��IVL�+WVRMK\]ZIT�:M[\WZI\QWV���2��?IZL��<PM�:WUIV�-ZI�QV�
Britain, �!���
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.QO����<PM�;QTKPM[\MZ�¹+P]ZKPº�IVL�)X[M�5W[IQK�QV��!�� =VQ^MZ[Q\a�WN �:MILQVO��;QTKPM[\MZ�
1V[]TI�1@��QUIOM�XZM^QW][Ta�I^IQTIJTM�WV�_MJ[Q\M"�___�ZLO�IK�]S�)KI,MX\[�TI�[QTKPM[\MZ�

X]JTQ[P�O]QLM�X]JTQK�XPX��
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1N �\PM�J]QTLQVO�Q[�VW\�I�KP]ZKP�\PM�Y]M[\QWV�IZQ[M[�KW]TL�Q\�XW[[QJTa�JM�I�[aVIOWO]M'�<PM�
assumption has been that Jewish communities were not present in Roman Britain, but it is 
VW\�QVPMZMV\Ta�QUXW[[QJTM��?M�KMZ\IQVTa�PI^M�M^QLMVKM�WN �WVM�VMIZ�MI[\MZV�IZ\Q[IV�*IZI\M[��I�
vexillarius �ÆIO�UISMZ�� NZWU�8ITUaZI��_PW� [M\\TML� QV�?ITT[MVL� QV�6WZ\P]UJZQI��UIZZQML�I�
TWKIT�*ZQ\Q[P�_WUIV�IVL�PIL�PQ[�OZQMN �I\�PMZ�LMI\P�ZMKWZLML�WV�PMZ�\WUJ[\WVM�QV�)ZIUIQK��
)T[W�� R]LOQVO� Ja� PQ[� VIUM�� \PM� UIZ\aZ� )IZWV� WN � +IMZ_MV\� _PW� ITTMOMLTa� LQML� QV� \PM�
,QWKTM\QIVQK�XMZ[MK]\QWV[�UIa�PI^M�KWUM�NZWU�I�2M_Q[P�+PZQ[\QIV�JIKSOZW]VL��/Q^MV�\PM�
M^QLMVKM�_M�PI^M�XZM[MV\ML�NWZ�M`\MV[Q^M�2M_Q[P�[M\\TMUMV\�QV�6WZ\PMZV�/I]T��PW_M^MZ�� Q\�
_W]TL� JM� []ZXZQ[QVO� QN � \PMZM� _MZM� VW\� [QUQTIZ� [M\\TMUMV\[� QV� [W]\PMZV� *ZQ\IQV�� ;QTKPM[\MZ�
KMZ\IQVTa�PIL�I�V]UJMZ�WN �NWZMQOV�IZ\Q[IV[�I[�I�KWTTMOQI�XMZMOZQVWZ]U��O]QTL�WN �NWZMQOVMZ[��_I[�
NW]VL�\W�\PM�MI[\�WN �\PM�»KP]ZKP¼�J]QTLQVO�
4M^QVM�OQ^M[�I�V]UJMZ�WN �KZQ\MZQI�Ja�_PQKP�I�[aVIOWO]M�UQOP\�JM�QLMV\QÅML"�ITT�WZ�XIZ\�WN �

\PM� NWTTW_QVO#� 2M_Q[P� [aUJWT[� �M�O�� \PM� UMVWZIP��� QV[KZQX\QWV[� UMV\QWVQVO� \PM� \MZU�
»[aVIOWO]M¼��VIUM[�WN �WNÅKQIT[�OMVMZITTa�I[[WKQI\ML�_Q\P�\PQ[�QV[\Q\]\QWV��LQ[\QVK\Q^M�XMZ[WVIT�
names, the internal orientation of  columns and/or benches towards Jerusalem, and the 
presence of  a JQUIP, niche, or aedicula ITWVO�\PM�2MZ][ITMU�WZQMV\ML�_ITT��4QSM�UIVa�W\PMZ�
X]JTQK�J]QTLQVO[�I�[aVIOWO]M�J]QTLQVO�UQOP\�QVKT]LM�I�KW]Z\aIZL��MV\ZIVKM[��I�UIQV�PITT�_Q\P�
JMVKPM[��KWT]UV[��IVL�WN\MV�I�[MZQM[�WN �IVKQTTIZa�ZWWU[� � 
+TMIZTa�\PMZM�Q[�VW�MXQOZIXPQK�M^QLMVKM�\PI\�_W]TL�ÅZUTa�M[\IJTQ[P�\PM�][M�WN �\PQ[�J]QTLQVO��

but each of  the other elements can be discerned. The platform to the east of  the entrance 
_W]TL�PI^M�NWZUML�\PM�JI[M�WN �I�NW]V\IQV�KMV\ZIT�\W�IV�I\ZQ]U�ÅTTQVO�\PM�[XIKM�JM\_MMV�\PM�
J]QTLQVO�IVL�\PM�cardo �UIQV�[\ZMM\���;]KP�IV�I\ZQ]U�Q[�KWUUWV�WV�:WUIV�JI[QTQKI[�IVL�KIV�
JM�[MMV�JW\P�WV�\PM�WZQOQVIT�XTIV�WN �\PM�;\�8M\MZ¼[�QV�:WUM�IVL�\PM�KWV\MUXWZIZa�[aVIOWO]M�
WN �;IZLQ[��1VLMML�\PM�_PWTM�J]QTLQVO�XIZITTMT[�\PI\�WN �;IZLQ[��ITJMQ\�Q\�WV�I�U]KP�P]UJTMZ�
�IVL�UWZM�KPIZIK\MZQ[\QKITTa�[UITTMZ�� [KITM��<PM�UW[IQK� QV� \PM�KMV\ZM�WN � \PM�IX[M� Q[� QV� \PM�
[IUM�TWKI\QWV�I[�\PM�\IJTM�I\�;IZLQ[�IVL�UIa�XW[[QJTa�PI^M�[MZ^ML�I[�\PM�TWKI\QWV�WV�_PQKP�I�
XWZ\IJTM�IZS�KW]TL�JM�XTIKML��?PMV�VW\�QV�][M�\PM�<WZIP�[KZWTT[�IVL�\PM�IZS�Q\[MTN �KW]TL�PI^M�
been kept either in an aedicula I\�\PM�_M[\���2MZ][ITMU��MVL#�\PQ[�UIa�PI^M�JMMV�\PM�ZMI[WV�NWZ�
\PM�JI[M�NW]VL�QV�\PM�VWZ\P�WN �\PM�VIZ\PM`��[MM�ÅO������)T\MZVI\Q^MTa�\PM�VWZ\PMZV�\ZIV[MX\�
UIa�PI^M�JMMV�][ML�I[�I�[\WZM�NWZ�\PM�[KZWTT[�IVL�W\PMZ� QV[\Z]UMV\I��I[�QV�\PM�[aVIOWO]M�I\�
Naro.  �<PM�VWZ\PMZV�\ZIV[MX\�UIa�IT\MZVI\Q^MTa�PI^M�[MZ^ML�I[�I�KWUU]VIT�\ZMI[]Za��<PM�
WZQMV\I\QWV�_Q\P�\PM�MV\ZIVKM�\W_IZL[�2MZ][ITMU�Q[�KWUUWV�QV�MIZTa�[aVIOWO]M[��KN��;IZLQ[�
IOIQV���<PM�WZQMV\I\QWV�WN �XZIaMZ�_W]TL�JM�\W�\PM�MI[\�_ITT�WZ�M^MV�\W�\PM�_QVLW_[�QV�\PM�MI[\�
_ITT� QV�IKKWZLIVKM�_Q\P�\PM�XZIaMZ�WN �,IVQMT��_PW�XZIaML�\W_IZL[�2MZ][ITMU�\PZW]OP�IV�
WXMV�_QVLW_��,IV���"�����
1\�Q[�QUXW[[QJTM�WV�\PM�M^QLMVKM�_M�PI^M�\W�M[\IJTQ[P�\PI\�\PM�J]QTLQVO�was I�[aVIOWO]M��Q\�

UIa�PI^M�[MZ^ML�IVW\PMZ�X]ZXW[M�MV\QZMTa��J]\��OQ^MV�\PM�LI\M�IVL�TWKI\QWV !�WN �\PM�J]QTLQVO��
QN � \PM� J]QTLQVO� PIL� I� ZMTQOQW][� N]VK\QWV� \PMV� Q\� Q[� IK\]ITTa� UWZM� XZWJIJTM� \PI\� Q\� _I[� I�
[aVIOWO]M�ZI\PMZ�\PIV�\PM�IKKMX\ML�QLMV\QÅKI\QWV�I[�I�KP]ZKP��6MMLTM[[�\W�[Ia�\PQ[�LWM[�VW\�
QVLQKI\M� \PI\� I� 2M_Q[P� KWUU]VQ\a� []Z^Q^ML� QV� *ZQ\IQV� JMaWVL� \PM� ÅN\P� KMV\]Za�� 1\� LWM[�

 �� 4��4M^QVM��<PM�)VKQMV\�;aVIOWO]M��6M_�AWZS�IVL�4WVLWV"�AITM�=VQ^MZ[Q\a�8ZM[[�������������
   Ibid���� ��
 !� /WTJ�TWKI\M[�\PM�UMLQM^IT�^QK][�2]LIMWZ]U��\PM�KMV\ZM�WN �\PM�2M_Q[P�KWUU]VQ\QM[�WN �:W\PWUIO][��:W]MV��IVL�

Reims in a similar area close to the Forum between the LMK]UIV][ and cardo. See 2M_[�QV�5MLQM^IT�6WZUIVLa���!! ���
��·��
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PW_M^MZ�QVLQKI\M�PW_�M^QLMVKM�QV�_M[\MZV�-]ZWXM�UQOP\�JM�ZMI[[M[[ML�QN �\PM�XW[[QJQTQ\a�WN �
M`\MV[Q^M� 2M_Q[P� [M\\TMUMV\[� Q[� ITTW_ML� NWZ�� )\� ;QTKPM[\MZ� _M� UIa� JM� NWZ\]VI\M� \PI\� \PM�
IJIVLWVUMV\� WN � \PM� \W_V� PI[� UMIV\� \PM� J]QTLQVO� M[KIXML� +PZQ[\QIV� LM[\Z]K\QWV� WZ�
appropriation. Perhaps other ancient churches situated in the enceintes of  Roman towns, like 
;\�8I]T�QV�\PM�*IQT��4QVKWTV�WZ�;\�8IVKZI[��-`M\MZ�WZ�M^MV�*MLM¼[�¹J]QTLQVO�WN �IV\QY]Q\aº�\PI\�[W�
ZMILQTa�[MZ^ML�I[�I�KPIXMT�NWZ�\PM�+PZQ[\QIV��.ZIVSQ[P�Y]MMV�*MZ\PI��KWV[WZ\�WN �\PM�XIOIV�
3QVO�-\PMTJMZ\�WN �3MV\��UQOP\�JM�[QUQTIZTa�ZMI[[M[[ML��

ABBREVIATIONS

CCSL Corpu[�+PZQ[\QIVWZ]U"�;MZQM[�4I\QVI. �<]ZVPW]\"�*ZMXWT[���!��·��
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“WHY THE NAME NEW TESTAMENT ? ”*

Bernard S. Jackson**

ABSTRACT: Both theology and philology suggest that the title of  the Christian scriptures should have 
been “The New Covenant” rather than “The New Testament”.1 Why then did the Church Fathers 
from at least Tertullian in the 2nd century adopt novum testamentum? Was it simply a confusion of  the 
LXX (covenant) and koine (a will) meanings of  diathe–ke– (diaqh/kh�'�1�ÅZ[\�ZM^QM_�\PM�\ZIV[TI\QWV�PQ[\WZa�
and the methodological issues it raises (section 1) and then turn to two very different theological 
approaches to the question (section 2): I reject the attempt of  Behm to impose (a version of  ) the koine 
meaning (in his view, as a unilateral disposition) on the LXX (and subsequent literature, and even 
extending back to berit in the Hebrew Bible) as both theologically and legally inappropriate. Far 
preferable is the more recent account of  Schenker, who sees the use of  diatithe–mi and diathe–ke– in 
reference to meta tëen teleutëen transactions as having been chosen as appropriate to the terms of  God’s 
covenant regarding the land and its use, and rightly shows the range of  succession institutions to which 
this terminology could be applied. Both Behm and Schenker need to take positions on the forms of  
succession in vogue at the relevant periods (LXX and NT) in the Hellenistic and Jewish worlds. In 
section 3, I summarise the current state of  knowledge and debate in legal historical studies, stressing 
the danger of  assuming the features of  modern “wills”, and noting the close relationship to political 
alliance (cf. covenant) in the “will” of  the 2nd cent. BCE Ptolemy Neoteros of  Cyrene. More generally, 
I argue that there is a connection between covenant and inheritance in the Hebrew Bible, including 
(but not restricted to) “spiritual inheritance” (section 4); that this was sharpened in the “Testament” 
genre of  2nd commonwealth (pseudepigraphical) literature, developing a model found already in the 
Hebrew Bible (section 5); that two New Testament texts explicitly associate covenant and (by analogy) 
\M[\IUMV\� �[MK\QWV� ��#� IVL�ÅVITTa� \PI\� [WUM� I[XMK\[� WN � \PM�:WUIV� testamentum (even more than the 
Jewish and Hellenistic forms of  will) may well have proved theologically appealing to Tertullian, 
resulting in his adoption of  the terminology of  testamentum vetus and novum (section 7). In particular, the 
Roman testamentum took effect in its entirety only on death and automatically revoked any earlier will.

1. FROM BERIT (=':�), TO DIATHE–KE– (diaqh&kh), TO TESTAMENTUM

?Pa� \PM� VIUM� 6M_� <-;<)5-6<'� <PMZM� Q[� I� NIQZTa� WJ^QW][�� QN � []XMZÅKQIT�� TQVO]Q[\QK�
explanation, which has long been known.2 The term for “covenant” in the Hebrew Bible is 

* I am greatly indebted to Dr. Jennifer Dines (Cambridge), Dr. Gerald Downing (Manchester), Profssa. Daniela 
Piattelli (Rome) and Prof  John ( Jack) W. Welch (Brigham Young) for comments and substantial bibliographical 
assistance in the preparation of  this paper. Comments by Philip Alexander, Adrian Curtis and Walter Houston on 
an oral presentation at the Ehrhardt Seminar of  the University of  Manchester, have also proved of  great assistance.

** Professor of  Law and Jewish Studies, Liverpool Hope University. Email: jacksob@hope.ac.uk
1 So Lincoln’s conclusion to her article: 1999:27f.
2 According to the Catholic Encyclopedia, “Testament, New. 1. Name”, as at http://www.newadvent.org/

cathen/14530a.htm: “Testament come from testamentum, the word by which the Latin ecclesiastical writers (from at 
least Tertullian in the late 2nd century) translated the Greek diatheke. With the profane authors this latter term 
means always, one passage of  Aristophanes perhaps excepted, the legal disposition a man makes of  his goods for 
after his death. However, at an early date, the Alexandrian translators of  the Scripture, known as the Septuagint, 
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berit. The expression “new covenant” appears there only once, in the famous (eschatological) 
prophecy of  Jeremiah 31:31–33 (MT 31:30–32):3

(31) Behold, the days are coming, says the LORD, when I will make a new covenant (berit h. dashah) 
with the house of  Israel and the house of  Judah (32) not like the covenant which I made with their 
fathers when I took them by the hand to bring them out of  the land of  Egypt, my covenant which 
they broke, though I was their husband, says the LORD. (33) But this is the covenant which I will 
make with the house of  Israel after those days, says the LORD: I will put my law within them, 
and I will write it upon their hearts; and I will be their God, and they shall be my people.4

The Septuagint translates berit h.adashah here as diaqh/khn kainh/n, in accordance with the 
standard LXX translation of  berit as diaqh/kh

5
 (though diaqh/kh is sometimes used in the 

LXX also for other terms6). This is followed in New Testament citations of  Jer. 31:31, quoted 
directly in Heb. 8:8 and paraphrased in 2 Cor. 3:6. It is found also in the context of  the 
eucharistic claim7 in 1 Cor. 11:23: “This cup is the new covenant in my blood” and in the 
synoptic versions of  the last supper: Mark 14:24 and Luke 22:20.8 

However, in koine Greek diaqh/kh is not the normal term used for a treaty or agreement,9 

but most typically refers to a ‘will’.10 Could it be, then, that the Church fathers, when writing 
in Latin, arrived at testamentum by adopting the koine meaning of  diaqh/kh rather than that of  
the LXX?11 

Neither “new covenant” nor “new testament” are actually used in the Christian scriptures 
to refer to themselves, although 2 Cor. 3:14 does use palaia=v diaqh/khv (rendered veteris 
testamenti in the Vulgate) to refer to the literary manifestation of  the old covenant.12 Rather 

employed the word as the equivalent of  the Hebrew berith, which means a pact, an alliance, more especially the 
alliance of  Yahweh with Israel.” It adds: “. . . the expression Old Testament (he palaia diatheke��Q[�NW]VL�NWZ�\PM�ÅZ[\�
time in Melito of  Sardis, towards the year 170. There are reasons for thinking that at this date the corresponding 
word “testamentum” was already in use amongst the Latins. In any case it was common in the time of  Tertullian.” 
In fact, palaia=v diaqh/khv is found already in 2 Cor. 3:14. See further n.12, infra.

3 Biblical quotations are from the RSV, unless otherwise indicated.
4� 7V�\PM�[QOVQÅKIVKM�WN �\PM�KWV\M`\��[MM�2IKS[WV��¹0Q[\WZQKIT�7J[MZ^I\QWV[������º���·!�
5 Jaubert 1963:311, noting (n.2) only three possible exceptions. Behm 1965:126 notes the use of  sunqh/kh for 

berit in LXX only once, in 2 Kings (4 Bas.) 17:15 (Alex), “though Aquila, Symmachus and Theodotion later 
substituted [throughout] . . .what seemed to them to be the more literal sunqh/kh”. Harl 1986:55 takes the 
substitution (also by Josephus) as motivated merely by the desire to keep to the most usual term in Attic Greek. The 
only other exception appears to be ta\v e0ntola/v in 1 Kings (3 Bas.) 11:11. Similarly, Hughes 1979:39 notes that the 
verb diati/qhmi occurs 80 times in the LXX, on 74 occasions translating the Hebrew karat, as in the standard LXX 
rendition of  =':��=:) (the exceptions are all single occurrences, none suggestive of  testamentary activity). On the 
[QOVQÅKIVKM�WN �\PQ[�[\IVLIZLQ[I\QWV��[MM�\PM�TI[\�NW]Z�XIZIOZIXP[�WN �[MK\QWV����infra. 

6 torah, edut (see below, at n.17), davar and katuv: see Behm 1965:126.
7 On its origins in Jewish eschatological thought and its survival in the IÅSWUIV (“tsafun”) ritual of  the Passover 

seder, see Daube, “He That Cometh”. See also LXX Jer. 38:8, which anticipates the restoration of  Israel – and by 
implication the establishment of  the new covenant – on Passover (though MT 31:7 has piseah.   = lame). 

8 See further Jaubert 1963:447–49.
9 For which sunqh/kh is commonly used: see Liddell & Scott, ad loc. (noting that the plural sunqh=kai, for articles 

of  a treaty, is the more common usage). See, however, the example in Aristophanes (text at n.20, below), and the 
context in the will of  Ptolemy Neoteris, discussed in s.3, infra.

10 On the range of  testamentary dispositions to which diaqh/kh may refer, see text at nn.124–136 and section 3, 
infra. 

11 On the dependence of  the Old Latin fragments of  the Pentateuch on the LXX, see Swete 1914:93f.
12 “But their minds were hardened; for to this day, when they read the old covenant, that same veil remains 

unlifted, because only through Christ is it taken away” (kindly drawn to my attention by Walter Houston, noting 
that the reference is not necessarily to the Hebrew Bible as a whole, but certainly to the Torah, in the light of  vv.14-
�����1\�\P][�IXXMIZ[�\W�JM�_ZWVO�\W�KTIQU�\PI\�\PM�\MZU�»7TL�<M[\IUMV\¼�WKK]Z[�NWZ�\PM�ÅZ[\�\QUM�QV�5MTQ\W�WN �;IZLQ[�
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_M�ÅVL�¹\PM�<M[\QUWVa�WN �2M[][º��th\n marturi/an I0hsou=).13 John 8:13–1414 uses marturi/a to 
refer to Jesus’ testimony as to his mission, which might suggest a possible Latin confusion of  
testamentum and testimonium,15 perhaps reinforced by the fact that the Hebrew edut, literally 
testimony, is also used of  the covenant16 and, though normally translated in the LXX as 
martu/rion / marturi/a (= testimonia, Vulg. Deut. 4:45, 6:20), is also occasionally itself  
rendered there as diaqh/kh.17 

1A FROM BERIT (=':�) TO DIATHE–KE– (diaqh&kh)

The very formulation of  the question as a choice between a “theological” (LXX/NT) and a 
“legal” (koine Greek) meaning of  diaqh/kh begs important linguistic questions. Is diaqh/kh 
indeed a homonym, and if  so is it a “true” homonym – one word used to express two 
completely independent meanings unrelated in origin  – such as skate (glide on ice) and skate 
�\PM�Å[P��·�WZ�Q[�Q\�I�XWTa[MUW][�PWUWVaU��_Q\P�I�[PIZML�WZQOQV��[]KP�I[�mouth (of  a river) and 
mouth (of  an animal). Though I doubt that any of  the commentators on this issue would 
claim that the term is a “true” homonym, discussion often appears to proceed as if  that were 
\PM�KI[M��XMZPIX[�ZMÆMK\QVO�]VLMZTaQVO�JQVIZa�WXXW[Q\QWVIT�I[[]UX\QWV[�[]KP�I[�2M_�^�/ZMMS��
legal v theological). 

Yet a linguistic analysis by a classicist, Frederick Norton, already challenged such 
I[[]UX\QWV[�I[� TWVO�IOW�I[��!� ��6WZ\WV�KWVÅVML�PQ[�[\]La�\W�KTI[[QKIT�/ZMMS�[W]ZKM[�VW�
later than 300 BCE; he stressed the importance of  taking account of  the dia/ in diaqh/kh 

(c.170 CE), as does the Catholic Encyclopedia (supra n.2) and Hengel 2002:60. Like the Catholic Encyclopedia, Hengel 
����"���OWM[�WV�\W�QVNMZ�I�XIZITTMT�][M�ITZMILa�I\�\PI\�\QUM�NWZ�\PM�+PZQ[\QIV�[KZQX\]ZM[��J]\�[QOVQÅKIV\Ta�][M[�\PM�
translation ‘covenant’ rather than ‘testament’: he argues that Melito’s use of  ‘Old Covenant’ “suggests the hypothesis 
that the growing body of  Christian Scriptures regarded as ‘apostolic’ were already sometimes designated as the 
‘New Covenant’. We meet this still somewhat unclear terminology – not yet found in Irenaeus, a generation after 
Melito – in Clement of  Alexandria and Tertullian”, citing (at n.10) Eusebius, Hist. Eccl. 5:6:3 (o9 th=v tou= eu0aggeli/ou 
kainh=v diaqh/khv logo/v); Clement, Stromata 1:28:1 (GCS 52:17:37); 5:3:3 (327:26); 5:58:1 (382:17); and the more 
extensive treatment in Zahn 1888:104–06.

13 Rev. 12:17, 19:10, ascribed to John of  Patmos, and elsewhere, with reference to the 27 books. See Martin, 
“What is the “New Testament”? Is it the same as the New Covenant?”. Hengel 2002:61 notes that Justin Martyr, 
First Apology 67:3 (155-157 CE), still refers to the New Testament as ‘the reminiscences of  the apostles’.

14 “The Pharisees then said to him, ‘You are bearing witness to yourself; your testimony is not true.’ Jesus 
answered, ‘Even if  I do bear witness to myself, my testimony is true (a0lhqh/v e0stin h9 marturi/a mou), for I know 
whence I have come and whither I am going, but you do not know whence I come or whither I am going’.” 

15 The Vetus here uses testimonium (all witnesses in the digital edition of  Burton et al, accessible from http://www.
iohannes.com/vetuslatina/index.html). See also John 3:33: “he who receives his testimony sets his seal to this, that 
God is true (o9 labw\n au0tou= th\n marturi/an e0sfa/gisen o#ti o9 qeo\v a0lhqh/v e0stiv).” 

16 Deut. 4:45, 6.20 and frequently elsewhere, esp. Ps. 119. It is used also of  the tablets at Exod. 32.15. On edut as 
indicating covenant, cf. Weinfeld 1975:257.

17 Mould, “Eduth in the Scriptures”, observes: “The words the LXX translators used to translate eduth are 
instructive. They used marturion or marturia with but four exceptions (all relating to ark of  the covenant: Ex. 27:21; 
31:7 (aron la’edut, construction of); 39:35 (similar); Joshua 4:16 (carriers of  aron ha’edut), when they used diatheke 
instead. In six occurrences eduth�_I[�VW\� \ZIV[TI\ML��J]\� Q\[�VWV\ZIV[TI\QWV�UISM[�VW�[QOVQÅKIV\�LQNNMZMVKM�\W�\PM�
passages concerned. Both marturion and marturia mean “a witness.” They therefore are most suitable Greek words by 
which to translate eduth, and it is not surprising that the LXX translators rarely depart from using them. . . . Diatheke 
also means “compact,” “covenant,” “agreement.” . . . There can be little doubt that in the four instances where the 
LXX translators rendered eduth by diatheke they had in mind that eduth (the Ten Commandments) was the basis of  
Jehovah’s covenant with Israel.” 
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(1908:11f.) and argued that writers on Greek law have failed to notice that diaqh/kh is used 
not only for a will but also “to designate what might be called a solemn agreement or 
KWUXIK\º���!� "����)UWVO[\�[Q`�][IOM[�_PQKP�PM�QLMV\QÅML�NWZ�\PM�UQLLTM�^WQKM�WN �\PM�^MZJ�
(diati/qesqai), he included (alongside “to dispose of  one’s property according to his will, to 
make a disposition of  it, to devise, to bequeath, to make a will”) “to dispose for one’s own 
interest, to make an arrangement or settlement for oneself  in which another person or 
persons are necessarily involved . . .; . . . to settle the terms of  (a dispute or quarrel), to make 
a covenant.” He explained the latter as “a solemn18 compact in which one party lays down 
the terms and the other agrees to them and binds himself  by oath. This agreement is 
mutual,19 but in a sense one-sided”, and cited Aristophanes, Birds 20 (1908:27–29). Similarly, 
with the noun diaqh/kh: though one sense is indeed “disposition or arrangement which a 
man makes with reference to his property in view of  death” (1908:31), “. . . the sense of  
arrangement or disposition is always present in a greater or less degree, together with some 
idea of  mutuality” (1908:30). In his account of  the noun, Norton clearly distinguishes 
different aspects of  mutuality.21 One sense is: “4. A disposition of  relations between two parties, 
where one party lays down the conditions which the other accepts. This is a “one-sided” transaction, in 
so far as one party does all the disposing; but, as another party is necessarily involved, and his 
consent is necessary to a settlement, it becomes to a certain extent a mutual agreement. 
diaqh/kh is not used, like sunqh/kh, of  an ordinary bargain or contract, but of  a more 
LQOVQÅML�IVL�[WTMUV�KWUXIK\�WZ�KW^MVIV\��1V�\PM�KI[M�WN �sunqh/kh the convention is entirely 
mutual, both parties having an equal part in arranging the terms” (1908:31). Within this, he 
includes (1908:32f.) both “4a. An agreement, or settlement, arrived at by means of  a disposition 
or arrangement of  points in dispute, a mutual settlement”, citing Isaeus 6.23–32, on which he 
notes that in this context “This instrument served the purpose of  a will as well as that of  a 
compact”22 (including the fact that here, unlike a “mere will”, consent was required for its 
revocation) and “[4b] A disposition or settlement of  relations between two parties, wherein one party 

18 Distinguishing sunti/qemai as denoting “an ordinary contract or bargain” (1908:28). Cf. at 1908:30 in relation 
to diaqh/kh"�¹������\PQ[�\MZU�Q[�IT_Ia[�][ML�QV�I�LQOVQÅML�[MV[M��ZMNMZZQVO�\W�I�[WTMUV�\ZIV[IK\QWV�WZQOQVITTa�KWVVMK\ML�
with religious rites and obligations.” See further 1908:31 (Sense 4), quoted in the text below.

19 Cf. 1908:29: “. . . in the middle voice the meanings are all very closely allied. There is always a disposition, 
laying-down, or setting-forth in order of  something in one’s own interests, and then the idea of  a second party being 
affected or involved, on whose course often the completion of  the act depends; e.g. in the most common meaning, 
To dispose of  one’s property by will, the one party makes dispositions which affect another party, and which do not have 
KWUXTM\M�N]TÅTUMV\�_Q\PW]\�\PM�KWVK]ZZMVKM�WN �\PM�[MKWVL�XIZ\a��0MZM�\PM�QLMI�WN �IOZMMUMV\�Q[�][]ITTa�ZMUW\M��J]\�
in some instances it becomes quite evident (esp. 3 and 6).”

20 This appears from his Chronological Concordance (1908:14) to be the earliest attested use of  diaqh/kh.  
At 1908:36–38 he provides a full translation of  Aristophanes, Birds� ���·���� ¹I[� []NÅKQMV\� KWV\M`\� PI[� VM^MZ� 
been given” (36), commenting that “This is evidently not a mere bargain or contract, but a solemn compact or 
KW^MVIV\��ZI\QÅML�Ja�WI\Pº�������0MZM��¹8MQ[\PM\IMZ][�_QTT�VW\�X]\�LW_V�PQ[�_MIXWV[�]V\QT�\PM�JQZL[�IOZMM�\W�UISM�I�
KW^MVIV\�_Q\P�PQU��\PM�\MZU[�WN �_PQKP�PM�TIa[�LW_V�������1�LW�VW\�\PQVS�Q\�_W]TL�JM�XW[[QJTM�\W�ÅVL�I�UWZM�LMÅVQ\M�
and explicit example of  the meaning of  a word than that of  diaqh/khn in this passage. If  there were no other 
WKK]ZZMVKM[�WN �Q\�QV�\PM�TIVO]IOM��\PQ[�_W]TL�JM�[]NÅKQMV\�\W�M[\IJTQ[P�KTMIZTa�\PM�[QOVQÅKI\QWV�WN �solemn compact, or 
covenant” (38).

21 At 1908:35 he comments on the “error” of  eliminating “all elements of  mutuality from it and make it so 
OMVMZIT� I[� ¹TMOIT� \ZIV[IK\QWVº� WZ� ¹QV[\Z]UMV\º�� 1V� Q\[�_QLM[\� [QOVQÅKI\QWV� Q\� Q[� ][ML� \W�UMIV� covenant, engagement, 
dealings, and undoubtedly always refers to some relation or relations between two parties.”

22 He notes at 1908:34: “In these passages Isaeus classes diaqh/kai amongst sumbo/laia” (contracts) [cf. Plato, 
Laws 922A at 1908:35], and observes at n.1: “The senses of  “testament” and “compact” were so closely allied that 
the same word could be used for both, and the orator could have either or both in mind as suited his argument.”
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lays down the conditions, and the other accepts them and binds himself  by oath or solemn 
promise to keep them; a settlement, arrangement, compact, covenant”.23

In the same year as Norton’s book appeared, the New Testament theologians James 
Moulton and George Milligan published “Lexical Notes from the Papyri” (a precursor 
article to their later book), in which they strongly advanced a homonym model for diaqh/kh, 
contrasting in oppositional form the koine and biblical uses,24 and implying a conceptual 
distinction between them based on the presence or absence of  mutuality,25 reinforced by the 
distinction with sunqh/kh: “. . . sunqh/kh (which Aquila substitutes in Regn xxiii.21 for LXX 
diaqh/kh) is to the last the word for compact, just as diaqh/kh is always and only the word for 
will.” Moulton and Milligan characterised the usage of  diaqh/kh in Hebrews 9 (discussed in 
section 6 below), where they accepted that both senses are found,26 as one where the author 
used the “obsolete, Biblical word . . . then dropping into the modern use of  it for the purposes 
of  illustration” (one has to wonder whether “obsolete” here carries connotations beyond the 
purely linguistic27). In their fuller treatment of  1914 (at 148), they were equally categorical 
about the limited range of  diaqh/kh in the koine: “In papyri and inscrr., the word means 
testament, will, _Q\P�IJ[WT]\M�]VIVQUQ\a��IVL�[]KP�NZMY]MVKa�\PI\�QTT][\ZI\QWV�Q[�[]XMZÆ]W][º��I\�
the same time begging the question of  what is meant by a will in these sources). However, 
they here acknowledged Norton’s point28 that the meaning in classical Greek was wider:29

)Va� \PW]OP\� WN � [WUM� [XMKQIT� ¹0MJZIQKº� ÆI^W]Z� IJW]\� \PM�][M� WN �diaqh/kh for covenant [in the 
LXX] is excluded by the isolated30 but absolutely clear passage of  Aristophanes (Birds 439), where 
compact is the unmistakeable meaning. This passage is enough to prove that diaqh/kh is properly 
dispositio, an “arrangement” made by one party with plenary power, which the other party may 
accept or reject, but cannot alter . . . A will is simply the most conspicuous example of  such an 
instrument, which ultimately monopolized the word just because it suited its differentia so 
completely. But it is entirely natural to assume that in the period of  the LXX this monopoly was 
not established, and the translators were free to apply the general meaning as a rendering of  berit. 
For this course there was an obvious motive. A covenant offered by God to man was no “compact” 
between two parties coming together on equal terms. Diaqh/kh in its primary sense, as described 
above, was exactly the needed word.

23 1908:35, citing here the Aristophanes passage (n.20, supra), but also referring to the use of  diati/qemai, 
discussed at 28f., citing also Xenophon, Mem. 2.6.23 and Plato, Laws 834A.

24 Although in their review of  examples of  koine vocabulary in the NT (1914:xv–xix), including legal terms 
(1914:xviii), diaqh/kh is omitted.

25 Compare the attempt of  Ferguson to eliminate any notion of  mutuality from his account of  the Macedonian 
inscriptions which refer to conditional wills, leaving money to the municipality in exchange for a monument or 
some other memorial to the deceased. For example, inscription 258 of  c.79 C.E. records a conditional gift kata\ 
diaqh/khn to the boulh/ of  1500 denarii on condition that an annual festival be conducted at a stated time. Ferguson 
1913:42f. observes: “The transaction between the boulh/ and the testator was not mutual. The testator took the 
QVQ\QI\Q^M��VIUML�\PM�ZMKQXQMV\�WZ�JMVMÅKQIZa��IVL�\PM�KWVLQ\QWV[�I\\IKPQVO�\W�Q\��IVL�PQ[�\MZU[�_MZM�I]\PWZQ\I\Q^M�º�
More generally, he claims (at 46): “the most noticeable feature of  the diaqh/kh as it appears in the Macedonian 
inscriptions is that it always contains certain injunctions or commands which are to be executed after the decease of  
the person who gave them, and that the requirements are imposed without consulting the persons who are to 
execute them.” How can he know, and on what basis assume, that there were never such prior negotiations?

26 1908:563f., strongly but politely rejecting the view of  Westcott that it always means covenant in this chapter.
27 Cf. their use of  “archaic” at 1914–29:148f., quoted infra, text at n.303.
28 Norton is included, amongst “recent monographs” (along with Behm, on whom see s.2, infra), at the end of  the 

entry on diaqh/kh.
29 1914:148 (2nd column).
30 This overlooks the sources in Isaeus, Xenophon and Plato cited by Norton: see text at n.22, and n.23, supra.
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But this overlooks a point strongly made and documented by Norton (distinguishing  
sunqh/kh and diaqh/kh31). A “compact” does not have to be on equal terms. It can be a 
standard form “take it or leave it” contract, but even that requires acceptance by both parties 
(a prominent feature of  the berit narrative of  the Sinai pericope in Exodus32). Moulton and 
Milligan prefer to see sunqh/kh and diaqh/kh as quite distinct (in the papyri and other non-
literary sources): “sunqh/kh [which they note is not found in the NT]. . . is to the last the word 
for compact, just as diaqh/kh is always and only the word for will ” (1914:148).

It is, of  course, possible (and often necessary) to distinguish usages of  the same word as 
found in different corpora – classical Greek literature on the one hand, non-literary papyri 
and inscriptions on the other; the LXX on the one hand, the NT on the other – and to arrive 
at different conclusions regarding their relationships. But the waters appear to be muddied 
by conceptualising the issue in terms of  an opposition between “biblical” and “koine” Greek. 
Apart from anything else, there seems to be little consensus on the very conception of  koine. 
Moulton and Milligan maintain that the main feature of  New Testament Greek is that it was 
“the ordinary vernacular Greek of  the period, not the language of  contemporary literature” 
(1914:xi), and in their account of  “anticipations of  this view” they cite James Donaldson, 
who writes that “. . . the language used by the Septuagint and N(ew) T(estament) writers was 
the language used in common conversation, learned by them not through books but most 
likely in childhood from household talk, or, if  not, through subsequent oral instruction”.33 
But it is surely impossible to maintain that the language of  either the LXX or the NT is no 
more than that of  the contemporary Greek spoken in the street,34 not least in the light of  
more recent studies of  the relationship between oral and written language.35 Moreover, such 
broad claims elide any consideration of  genre, linguistic level,36 (literary) intertextuality and 
the pragmatics of  address to different audiences. At the very least, we surely have to restrict 
our claims to saying that the LXX and NT include expressions taken from the koine, and not 
seek to reduce everything in them to koine.

Interestingly, the more recent work of  Louw-Nida, applying a quite different linguistic 
approach based on “semantic domains”37 (and here directed towards the vocabulary of  the 
New Testament), arrives at conclusions close to those of  Norton. They see the meaning of  
diaqh/kh as itself  presupposing a reciprocal agreement, and view the LXX usage as a 

31 See Norton 1908:31, Sense 4(a), quoted supra.
32 Exod. 19:8, 24:3,7. This is less prominent in the account in Deuteronomy (with Moses as narrator). But see 

Deut. 5:23.
33 Moulton and Milligan 1914:xii, citing “Greek Language: Biblical” in Kitto 1876:ii.170. Moreover, they quote 

Masson 1859:viif. for the view that “. . . the New Testament may be considered as exhibiting the only genuine 
facsimile of  the colloquial diction employed by unsophisticated�/ZMKQIV�OMV\TMUMV�WN �\PM�ÅZ[\�KMV\]Za������º��MUXPI[M[�
as in the original).

34 Danker and Bauer 2000:xv still understand koine as “colloquial common speech”, but include Philo amongst 
our sources for it!

35 Especially after Ong’s 1982 classic. 
36 Thus Decker 1994, summarizing Wallace 1994:8–23: “Part of  the confusion lies in the failure to recognize 

that in any language there are three “levels”: the vernacular (the “language of  the streets”, popular speech, rustic, 
colloquial), conversational (the spoken language of  educated people; grammatically correct, but lacking the 
subtleties, etc. of  literature), and literary (the polished Koine as written by scholars/academics; artistic expression in 
_ZQ\QVO���5W[\�6<�_ZQ\QVO[�Å\�\PM�KWV^MZ[I\QWVIT�KI\MOWZa��\PW]OP�\PMZM�IZM�[WUM�\PI\�TMIV�\W_IZL�MQ\PMZ�MVL�WN �\PM�
spectrum. The “mainline” group is represented by (most of) Paul and Matthew. On the edge of  conversational, but 
leaning toward vernacular are Revelation, Mark, John, and 2 Peter. On the other side, leaning toward literary, are 
Hebrews, Luke-Acts, James, Pastorals, 1 Peter, and Jude.”

37 See Pitts 2006 for a description and n.1 there for further bibliography.
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particular appropriation of  this broad understanding. The choice of  diaqh/kh rather than 
sunqh/kh is, for them, precisely “to emphasize the fact that the initiative for such a covenantal 
relationship existed with one person rather than being the result of  negotiation and 
compromise”.38 Indeed, support for an understanding of  the diaqh/kh as often, in effect, a 
‘testamentary pact’ (after family consultations) may be taken from Stanley Porter’s discussion 
(2003:276–79) of  the approach of  Louw and Nida, in the context of  their review of  the 
account of  Moulton and Milligan. 

The 3rd edition of  Danker and Bauer (2000:228f.), while not following Louw-Nida, takes 
elements from both Moulton & Milligan and Norton, applying them differently to the LXX 
on the one hand, the NT on the other. They take diaqh/kh to be used “exclusively” in 
Hellenistic times as “last will and testament”, and understand the LXX translation of  =':�
by diaqh/kh as retaining both “the component of  legal disposition of  personal goods while 
omitting that of  the anticipated death of  the testator” and “another essential characteristic 
of  a testament . . . namely that it is the declaration of  one person’s initiative, not the result of  
an agreement betw. two parties, like a compact or a contract”.39 They do, however, accept 
(citing Norton amongst others) that there is a usage (their 3) of  diaqh/kh as compact, contract 
_PQKP�¹[MMU[�ÅZUTa�M[\IJTQ[PML�NWZ�/Z�:WU�\QUM[º�J]\�IXXMIZ�\W�LW]J\�\PI\�\PQ[�UMIVQVO�
[QOVQÅKIV\Ta�QVÆ]MVKML�\PM�6M_�<M[\IUMV\��\PW]OP�\PMa�ZMUIZS�\PI\�\PM�][IOM�WN �\PM�\MZU�
diaqh/kh in such a sense would serve again as a bridge to LXX usage.

1B FROM DIATHE–KE– (diaqh&kh) TO TESTAMENTUM

The Vetus Latina40 appears, on the evidence of  Tertullian41 (and, probably within decades, by 
Irenaeus,42 followed in the next century by Cyprian43 and Lactantius44) to have used 

38 Louw and Nida 1988:II.452, quoted with approval by Porter 2003:278.
39 “This is beyond doubt one of  the main reasons why the LXX rendered by =':� by d. In the ‘covenants’ of  

God, it was God alone who set the conditions; hence covenant . . . can be used to trans. d. only when this is kept in 
mind. So d. acquires a mng. in LXX which cannot be paralleled w. certainty in extra-biblical sources, namely 
‘decree’, ‘declaration of  purpose’, ‘set of  regulations’.”

40 In addition to published sources, I have accessed the on-line (subscription) Beuron database (at http://www.
brepolis.net/), which reproduces the Institute’s (still incomplete) card-index system whose “goal is the complete 
collection and critical edition of  all surviving remnants of  the Old Latin translations of  the Bible from manuscripts 
and citations in ancient writers”: see further http://www.vetus-latina.de/en/institut_vetus_latina/institut.html. A full 
study would involve analysis of  the data on every verse where diaqh/kh occurs in the LXX. I have contented myself, for 
present purposes, with an examination of  all such verses in Genesis, Exodus and Jer. 31:31–33, and a sample from 
almost all other books of  the Hebrew Bible. Within each verse, each card is numbered in the form (as in the next note) 
80/84 (here normally within square brackets), meaning card number 80 of  a total of  84 (of  which card 1 is a heading 
for the verse and card 2 is always the rendering of  Jerome’s Vulgate, from the Hetzenauer edition of  1906). 

41 Adv. Jud. 3, 7: Ecce enim dies veniunt, dicit dominus, et disponam domui Iudae et domui Iacob testamentum 
novum . . . [Beuron 80/84 on Jer. 31:31, cf. http://www.tertullian.org/latin/adversus_iudaeos.htm, ch.III.6]; cf. 
Adv. Marcionem������"�-KKM�^MVQM\�LQM[��LQKQ\�LWUQV][��M\�XMZÅKQIU�LWU]Q�1IKWJ�M\�LWU]Q�1]LIM�\M[\IUMV\]U�VW^]U�
[Beuron 83/84]; Adv. Marcionem 1, 20, 4: Sic et Hieremiam: et disponam testamentum [Beuron 82/84]; Adv. 
Marcionem 5, 11, 4: testamentum novum non alterius erit qui illud repromisit [Beuron 84/84]. 

42 Adversus haeres 4,9,1: Ecce disponam ( - ) testamentum novum [Beuron 63/84]; 4, 33, 14: qui dicunt, 
dispositurum Deum Testamentum novum hominibus [Beuron 64/84].

43 Testimoniorum libri, 1, 11 (p.46, 19 Hartel ed., 1868): Ecce dies veniunt, dicit Dominus, et consummabo 
domui Israel et domui Iuda testamentum novum [Beuron 48/84]; ibid., 3, 20: Ecce dies veniunt, dicit Dominus, et 
consummabo in domum Israel et in domum Juda testamentum novum [Beuron 49/84].

44 Divine Institutes, 4, 20, 6 (Brandt ed., p.365, 6): ecce dies veniunt, dicit dominus, et consummabo domui Israhel 
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testamentum in Jer. 31:31. Fischer adopts it in his Vetus Latina edition of  Genesis, in almost every 
instance where the LXX rendered berit as diaqh/kh.45 Augustine also adopts testamentum in 
citations of  Jer. 31:31 in a host of  sources,46 though in other contexts he appears to express 
some surprise at this translation,47 but defers to what he takes as the LXX koine meaning.48 But 
Jerome, when he translated directly from the Hebrew (and often, but not always49 in his 
exegetical writing), used the more accurate  foedus50 or pactum51 (anticipating modern scholarship’s 
interest in the relationship between berit and the ancient Near Eastern treaty tradition52) both 

et domui Iuda testamentum novum [Beuron 69/84]; ibid., 4, 20, 10 (Brandt ed., p.366, 4) consummaturum se 
domui Iuda testamentum novum [Beuron 69/84]. See further text at n.292, infra.

45 Gen. 6:18, 9:9, 12, 13, 15, 16, 15:18, 17:2, 4, 7, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 19, 21:27, 31:44, the exceptions being Gen. 
9:17 (apparently following Quentin) and 26:28.

46 Beuron cards 21-41/84 on Jer. 31:31, including De civitate dei 17, 3: Ecce dies veniunt, dicit Dominus, et 
consummabo domui Israel et domui Iuda testamentum novum [Beuron 21/84]; cf. ibid., 18,33 [Beuron 22/84]; 
Quaestiones de Deuteronomio 11 [Beuron 23/84]; Ep. 82, 18 (370, 2): per Hieremiam promissum est daturum deum 
testamentum novum domui Iuda [Beuron 24/84]; cf. Ep. 82 [Beuron 25/84]; Contra Faustum Manichaeum 32 [Beuron 
27/84]; De gestis Pelagii 14 [Beuron 28/84]; Adv. Jud. 8, 6, 8 [Beuron 29/84]; Contra Iulianum 3, 84 [Beuron 31/84]; 
Enarrationes in Psalmos 73, 23, 10 (1020) [Beuron 32/84]; Sermones 155, 6 [Beuron 36/84]; Sermones (Dolbeau ed.) 17, 
17-18 [Beuron 37-39/84]. Pepino 2011:168 cites Ep. 138.1 (7) Corpus Scriptorum Ecclesiasticorum Latinorum (CSEL) 
44:132, 16–20, for the use of  testamentum in Jer. 31:31. However, he is clearly wrong when he claims: “This Vetus 
4I\QVI�^IZQIV\�WN �2MZ���"���Q[�[XMKQÅK�\W�)]O][\QVM"�*M]ZWV�V���!�)L �̂�2]LIMW[��� ��84���"����IVL�V�����;MZU�j\IQ`�
2.71, 60–61. It is found nowhere else.” Indeed, he himself  also cites Eucherius (ca. 380–449) as using testamentum in 
another briefer citation of  Jeremiah in Form 1011–12 of  Formulae spiritalis intellegentiae. Instructionum libri duo (Corpus 
Christianorum, Series Latina �++;4����"���"�¹QV�XZWXPM\I"�-\�KWVÅZUIJW�\M[\IUMV\]U�[]XMZ�LWU]U�1]LIº�

47 Both involving a berit between two humans, resolving a dispute. Thus, in Gen. 21:27 (Abraham and Abimelekh), 
Augustine, Locutionum in Heptateuchum 1, 68 (388, 264) observes: Et disposuerunt ambi testamentum, vel testati sunt 
ambo; amat scriptura testamenti nomine pactum appellare [Beuron 7/9]; cf. in Gen. 26:28 (Isaac and Abimelekh), 
ibid., 1, 96 (390, 354): “Et disponemus tecum testamentum. Amant scripturae pro pacto ponere testamentum, id est 
diaqh/khn. Quod latini habent: et disponemus tecum testamentum” [Beuron 6/9].

48 Exod. 6:4, in Locutionum in Heptateuchum 1, 68 (388, 264): Statui testamentum meum ad illos, ita ut darem illis 
terram Chananaeorum et terram, quam incoluerunt, in qua et incoluerunt in ea. Sic enim habet graecus, quod 
utique et in graeca lingua absurde videtur sonare. Et tamen Septuaginta interpretum auctoritas tanta est, quos ita 
loqui non piguit [Beuron 4/4].

49 Commentariorum in Malachiam 2 (Migne 25, 1556B) . . ..testamentum sacerdotii [13/20 of  Num.25:13]; Origenis in 
Ieremiam homiliae 6: maledictus homo qui non audierit verba Testamenti hujus [5/6 of  Jer. 11:3]; Commentariorum in 
Hiezechielem 4 (Migne 25, 130C: ingressus sum in testamentum tecum [10/25 of  Ezek. 16:8; cf. 14/25, 17/25, 
18/25]; Commentariorum in Malachiam 2 (1556A): Testamentum meum fuit cum eo . . . [11/25 of  Mal. 2:5].

50 Barrows, Companion, 91: “A striking example of  the superior accuracy of  Jerome’s independent version above 
his simple revision of  the old Latin is the passage Jer. 31:31–33 as compared with the quotation of  the same, Heb. 
8:8–10. In the former, where the translation is made immediately from the Hebrew, we read: “Behold the days shall 
come, saith the Lord, that I will make for the house of  Israel and the house of  Judah a new covenant (   foedus): not 
according to the covenant (pactum) which I made with their fathers,” etc. In the same passage, as quoted in the 
epistle to the Hebrews, where we have only a revision of  the old Latin, we read: “Behold the days shall come, saith 
the Lord, that I will accomplish for the house of  Israel and for the house of  Judah a new testament (testamentum): not 
according to the testament (testamentum) which I made for their fathers. . .” See further instances of  Jerome’s adoption 
of  the VL in nn.55–56, infra.

51 Jer. 31:31 (quoted in n.50, supra) is not the only place where Jerome adopts both foedus and pactum to translate 
two occurrences of  berit in the same verse, the stylistic variation clearly indicating that he regarded the two terms as 
essentially synonymous. See also his translations of  Gen. 17:7, 13, 19. From a review of  Jerome’s use of  foedus and 
pactum in all the passages in Genesis and Exodus where the LXX renders berit as diaqh/kh��Q\�Q[�LQNÅK]T\�\W�LQ[KMZV�IVa�
distinguishing criterion for his choice of  the one rather than the other. 

52 McCarthy 1963; Kitchen 1989. For further literature, see Hahn 2005:65 n.2, who stresses in his article the 
cultic-liturgical dimension of  the ANE treaty-covenants.
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in his rendering of  Jer. 3153 and elsewhere,54 though he too uses testamentum twice in Jer. 31:31, 
apparently here following the VL,55 and once where he offers both testamentum and pactum as 
alternatives.56 However, the Vulgate rendering of  berit in Jer. 31:31 as foedus did not inhibit 
later writers from using testamentum,57�UIVa�VW�LW]J\� QVÆ]MVKML�Ja� \PM� NIK\� \PI\� 2MZWUM¼[�
Vulgate itself  uses testamentum when translating New Testament citations of  Jer. 31.58 

We may doubt that Tertullian, who uses testamentum both in translating Jer. 31:3159 and in 
referring to the biblical scriptures60 (though he more commonly uses instrumentum for the latter61) 
simply made a linguistic mistake. Though credited with some knowledge of  Roman law,62 he 

53 Explanationum in Esaiam 2: Ecce dies veniunt, dicit Dominus, et feriam domui Israel et domui Juda foedus 
novum [Beuron 61/84 (Jer. 31:31)]; cf. Adversus Jovinianum 2, 27: apparently with Jacob instead of  Juda [Beuron 
59/84 (  Jer. 31:31)].

54 See card 2 in the Beuron database for each of  the following verses: foedus in Gen. 6:18, 9:12, 13, 15, 17, 18, 
17:2, 11, 21:27, 26:28, Exod. 2:24, 6:4, 23:32, 24:7, 24:8, 31:7, 34:27, 28; pactum in Gen. 9:9, 11, 17:4, 9, 10, 14, Exod. 
6:5, 19:5, 31:16, 34:10, 15; both foedus and pactum in Gen. 9:16, 17:7, 13, 19. See also amicitias in Exod. 34:12 
(forbidding Israel from entering into a berit with the inhabitants of  the land).

55 Epistulae 112, 14: ecce dies veniunt, dicit dominus, et consummabo domui Israhel et domui Iuda testamentum 
novum [Beuron 57+58/84 (  Jer. 31:31)], apparently (from the identical spelling of  Israhel) following Lactantius 
(n.44, supra). Cf. Explanationum in Esaiam 12: ecce dies veniunt, dicit Dominus, et ponam testamentum novum 
[Beuron 62/84 (  Jer. 31:31)]

56 In Hieremiam prophetam 6, 26 (Reiter ed. p.406, 1): disponam domui Israhel et domui Iuda pactum – sive 
testamentum [Beuron 60/84 (  Jer. 31:31)].

57 E.g. 5th cent.: Evagrius Gallicus, Altercatio (c.430 CE) 5: et hieremias dicit: ecce dies veniunt, dicit dominus, et 
consummabo domui Israel et domui Iuda testamentum novum [Beuron 51/84]; Hesychius (d. after 451) 
Commentarius in Leviticum 5, Migne 1865 18 p.1009D: dabo vobis testamentum novum [Beuron 55/84], ibid., 7 
Migne 1865 26 p.1143C: et constituam vobis testamentum novum [Beuron 56/84]; Pope Leo I (440–461), Sermones 
95:1 (Migne 1881, 54 p.461B) [Beuron 70/84]; Sermones 95:2 [Beuron 71/84]; Quodvultdeus (Bishop of  Carthage), 
Liber promissionum et praedictorum Dei 3, 34 (445/51): Hieremias propheta: ecce dies veniunt, dicit dominus, et 
consummabo super domum Israhel et super domum Iuda testamentum novum [Beuron 78/84]; idem, De cantico novo 
1, 2 (381, 6 & 7) [Beuron 76/84]; 6th cent.: Flavius Cassiodorus, Expositio Psalmorum 73, 20 (682, 440) [Beuron 
43/84]; idem, Espositio in Epistulas S. Pauli, Rom 3, 31 (433A): sicut dicit Jeremias: Dabo vobis testamentum novum 
[Beuron 44/84]; Fulgentius (Bishop of  Ruspe, d 527–32), Epistulae 14, 46 [Beuron 53/84]; ibid. 14, 46 [Beuron 
54/84]; 7th cent.: Julianus (d.690), Antikeimenon 2, 70 (Migne PL 96, 698A), quoting from Augustine [Beuron 
68/84]; 9th cent.: Sedulius Scotus (9th cent. Irish Monk), Collectaneum in Apostolum, Rm 1, but attributing the 
quotation to Isaiah [Beuron 79/84].

58 Thus Vulg. Heb. 8:8–10, 10:16.
59 See n.41, supra. 
60 Against Marcion, book 4, chapter 6: “For it is certain that the whole aim at which he [Marcion] has strenuously 

laboured even in the drawing up of  his Antitheses, centres in this, that he may establish a diversity between the Old 
and the New Testaments (Veteris et Novi Testamenti diversitatem), so that his own Christ may be separate from the 
Creator, as belonging to this rival god, and as alien from the law and the prophets”, as quoted by Martin, “What is 
the “New Testament”?. . .”, citing also book 3, chapter 14. Marcion advocated the complete rejection of  the “Old 
Testament” by Christians, but his original writings – reconstructions of  New Testament texts in accordance with his 
theology, thus in Greek – have not survived.

61 Hengel 2002:61 n.10 claims that Tertullian does so because the legal term possessed the special meaning of  
“evidence” or “the document to be produced before the court” (citing Zahn, 1888:106). Barrows, Companion, 91, 
notes that “another Latin term for the two great divisions of  the Bible was instrumentum, instrument, document; a 
term applied to the documents or body of  records relating to the Roman empire, and very appropriate, therefore, 
to the records of  God’s dealings with men”, but maintains that as early as the time of  Tertullian, testamentum was 
more common. The term instrumentum�UIa�_MTT�ZMÆMK\�\PM�6<�\MZUQVWTWOa�WN �marturi&a.

62 Quintus Septimius Florens Tertullianus, 155–230, Carthage (where he ultimately became Bishop) is thought 
to have been the son of  a Roman centurio proconsularis, who had legal functions: see Eusebius, Church History, II, ii. 4, 
and Jerome’s De viris illustribus, chapter 53. His knowledge of  Roman law (Eusebius, ii. 2) is discussed by Barnes, 
Tertullian����������0Q[�QLMV\QÅKI\QWV�_Q\P�\PM�KTI[[QKIT�:WUIV�R]ZQ[\�<MZ\]TTQIV][��_PW[M�_WZS�Q[�][ML�QV�2][\QVQIV¼[�
Digest, is nowadays doubted. 
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also wrote some (now lost) works in Greek,63 and would surely have been aware that 
testamentum�LQL�VW\�Å\�\PM�[\IVLIZL�][M[�WN �diaqh/kh as a translation of  berit in the LXX. For 
while diaqh/kh is the standard translation of  the Hebrew berit throughout the LXX,64 
testamentum, though a common translation of  diaqh/kh from very early times (as early as the 
Latin translation of  the Epistle of  Barnabas65 and Irenaeus66), is not adopted as the standard 
(i.e. almost invariable) Latin translation in those passages: pactum and foedus are also found, in 
both pre-Vulgate Old Latin (Vetus Latina) versions67 and later68 sources, and other terms are 
also occasionally found.69 On the other hand, there is far greater consistency in the choice of  
testamentum in those passages which appear to have carried the heaviest theological weight for 
the church, namely “new covenant” in Jeremiah 3170 and “blood of  the covenant” in Exod. 
24:8,71 the allusion in the eucharistic claim72 (again here reinforced by the Vulgate’s use of  
testamentum in NT passages that cite or allude to them73).  Conversely, there appears to be an 
avoidance of  testamentum in passages (at least in Genesis74) where the berit/diaqh/kh is to 
resolve a dispute between humans.

63 At the very beginning of  his De virginibus velandis (available in English at http://www.tertullian.org/anf/anf04/
anf04-09.htm#P545_113997), he refers to an earlier non-Latin version. On his lost treatise on Heretical Baptism, 
see “Early Christian Writings: Tertullian”, at http://www.earlychristianwritings.com/info/tertullian-wace.html. 
Jason E. Schaitel, “The Life of  Tertullian”, http://www.nolittlepeople.com/2011/12/the-life-of-tertullian.html, 
also lists as lost Greek works treaties on The Defense and On the Spectacles (on the surviving Latin of  which, see http://
www.tertullian.org/works/de_spectaculis.htm).

64 See n.5, supra.
65 Epistula Barnabae (mid 2nd cent.) 4.7 (Heer 1908, p.30, 18) on Exod. 34:28 (where, in the MT, Moses wrote the 

words of  the berit): et accepit testamentum a domino [Beuron 50/80]; ibid., 14,2 (Heer 1908, p.77, 10) on Exod. 
24:18 and 31:18: (where the tablets of  the edut are given to Moses): Et erat Moyses ieiunans in monte Sinai, ut 
acciperet testamentum a domino, quadraginta diebus et quadraginta noctibus, et accepit a deo tabulas scriptas 
manu dei [Beuron 57/121 of  Exod. 31:18].

66 See n.42, supra. 
67 Fischer appears to adopt pactum in Gen. 9:11, following Quentin, and in Gen����"� ��JI[ML�WV�:]ÅV][�
68 E.g. pactum in Bede, Libri 1 in Genesim (109C) [7/13 of  Gen. 9:9] and elsewhere; foedus in Isidorus, De Natura rerum 

31, 2 [10/15 of  Gen. 9:11]; Breviarium Gothicus (Migne (1850) 86, 303A [42/84 of  Jer. 31:31].
69 E.g. in Josh�� !"�� _M� ^IZQW][Ta� ÅVL� iuratio (Augustine [9/14]), pax (Breviarium Gothicum [10/14]) and amicitia 

(Cassiodorus [11/14]).
70 See nn.46 and 57, supra. In the Beuron database for Jer. 31:32 there are 11 occurrences of  pactum, 1 of  foedus, 

41 of  testamentum��I�[QOVQÅKIV\�XZWXWZ\QWV�NZWU�)]O][\QVM��_PW�Q[�KWV[Q[\MV\�QV�PQ[�][IOM���<PMZM�IZM���MV\ZQM[�NWZ�
Jerome: 4 have testamentum, 2 have pactum, 1 has pactum sive testamentum (cf. n.56, supra for Jer. 31:31). A similar pattern 
is found in the entries for Jer. 31:33: 8 occurrences of  pactum, 0 of  foedus and 21 of  testamentum. In this context, 
Jerome, In Hieremiam prophetam 6, 26 (Reiter ed. p.405, 1) observes: quod autem pactum pro testamento ponimus, 
Hebraicae veritatis est, licet et testamentum recte pactum appellatur, quia voluntas in eo atque testatio eorum, qui 
pactum ineunt, continetur [Beuron 38/58 on Jer. 31:33].

71 In the Beuron database for Exod. 24:8 there are 2 occurrences of  foedus (one being the Vulgate) and 12 of  
testamentum. Quodvultdeus, Liber promissionum et praedictorum Dei 2, 1 has in testimonium accipiens [Beuron 16/18].

72 See text at n.8, supra.
73 Thus Vulg. Matt. 26:28, Mark 14:24, Luke 22:20, 1 Cor. 11:25.
74 Gen. 21:27: 2 occurrences of  testamentum, both from Augustine; 2 (apart from the Vulgate) of  foedus, 2 (also from 

Augustine) of  pactum; Gen. 26:28: 2 occurrences of  testamentum, both from Augustine; 2 (apart from the Vulgate) of  
foedus, 1 each of  execratio and coinjuratio; Gen. 31:44 ( Jacob and Laban), where testamentum is used again by Augustine 
(here joined by Cassiodorus), while foedus occurs 3 times. However, Fischer adopts testamentum in Gen. 21:27 and 
��"���J]\�VW\���"� ��7V�)]O][\QVM�QV�\PM�ÅZ[\�\_W�WN �\PM[M�[W]ZKM[��[MM�N]Z\PMZ�V����supra. 
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2. TWO LEGAL-THEOLOGICAL INTERPRETATIONS OF diaqh&kh

In 1912, Johannes Behm75 published a 116 page monograph76 entitled Der Begriff  Diatheke im 
Neuen Testament �4MQXbQO"� ,MQKPMZ\��� _PW[M� XW\MV\QIT� QVÆ]MVKM77 has remained, insofar as 
Behm penned the article on diaqh/kh in the widely-consulted Theologisches Wörterbuch zum 
Neuen Testament (1935), now available also in English.78 In the latter article he quotes (at 125) 
the statement of  Moulton and Milligan79 that “diaqh/kh is properly dispositio, an 
“arrangement” made by one party with plenary power, which the other party may accept or 
reject, but cannot alter. A will is simply the most conspicuous example of  such an instrument, 
which ultimately monopolized the word just because it suited its differentia so completely”,80 
but adds, apparently with reference Jewish sources, that “the existing examples of  the more 
general sense of  “disposition” are all to be found in the religious sphere”. Yet even in 
following Moulton and Milligan in support of  a more general meaning of  diaqh/kh in the 
koine�I[�¹WZLQVIVKMº�WZ�¹LQ[XW[Q\QWVº��PM�PI[� \W�KWVKMLM�\PI\� \PQ[�ÅVL[� TQ\MZIZa�M`XZM[[QWV�
“only in [one] disputed passage”.81 He maintains that the usage as “agreement” or “treaty” 
is found “only” in Aristophanes’ Birds.82

Behm sought to reduce the distance between the LXX and koine meanings83 in the light of  
a theology of  unilateral grace.84�<PW]OP�\PQ[�_I[�QUUMLQI\MTa�ZMKWOVQ[ML�I[�ZMÆMK\QVO�¹WVM�

75 1883–1948, Lutheran Theologian, Göttingen. 
76 Behm cites the work of  Norton (1908) in his 1912 monograph, noting at 1912:2 that it is limited to classical 

sources.
77 See the use made of  Behm’s linguistic analysis in Selb, “diaqh/kh im Neuen Testament”, summarised by 

Llewellyn, “Revocation”, 43. See also Lincoln 1999:4-5 (citing Behm’s article as, and seemingly attributing it to, 
“Kittel”).

78 Behm, Sections B-D of  “diaqh/kh”, TDNT II:124–34.
79 1919:148. In TWNT/TDOT (see 1965:106 n.5) Behm lists Norton in the bibliography for his article on 

diaqh/kh, but does not otherwise refer to it.
80 Cf. Jaubert 1963:312.
81 Behm, ibid., quoting Dinarchus, Fragments or Orations 1, 9 (see now the Loeb edition of  Minor Attic Orators, Vol.2), 

referring to the decrees or statutes of  the Areopagus.
82 Behm 1965:125. He comments: “This is a treaty between two parties, but binding only on the one according 

\W� \PM� \MZU[� Å`ML� Ja� \PM� W\PMZ�º� 8MZPIX[� \PQ[� M`XTIQV[�_Pa� �WV�*MPU¼[� W_V� IKKW]V\�� Q\� Q[� [W� ZIZM"� \PM� JQJTQKIT�
KW^MVIV\�Q[�JQVLQVO�WV�/WL��QV�\MZU[�WN �\PM�KWUUQ\UMV\�WN �XZW\MK\QWV��M^MV�QN �\PM�[XMKQÅK�Z]TM[�TIQL�LW_V�ZMTI\M�
only to human conduct, and are there on a take-it-or-leave-it basis. At 1912:11, he mentions Norton’s treatment of  
Aristophanes’ Birds. Elsewhere, he notes the use of  die/qento in Ditt. Syll.3, 205, 10ff: see n.88, infra. See also Jaubert 
1963:311 and the context in the will of  Ptolemy Neoteris, discussed in s.3, infra.

83 Behm 1965:126 (under the rubric “The Transition from =':� to diaqh/kh in the LXX and Jewish Literature”; 
see also 1912:17-34), argues from the fact that diath –ek –e (in the LXX, apparently) “in both poetic parallelism and lists 
in prose . . . is related to such concepts as nomos, prostagma, etc. . .” and then jumps to “As a synonym of  nomos etc.” 
At 126, he translates diaqh/khn ei0rh\nhj in LXX Num. 25:12f. as “an ordinance which brings salvation”. Again at 
126: “diaqh/kh is especially used for the declaration of  the divine will at Sinai which is the divine disposition par 
excellence in the OT. . .”. 

84 See Behm, ibid., at 126f., commenting on diath –ek –e in the LXX as a concept which “hovers between the senses 
of  “covenant” and “disposition” . . .[to be explained not only in terms of  the Greek term itself  but also] “the 
complex content of  the word berit which the translators were seeking to grasp”, one which transcended the 
“originally legal” meaning and came to indicate “a free declaration of  the divine will to man’s salvation . . . the 
exclusively determinative will of  the divine author emerged in clearer focus” (127). This leads ultimately to Jer. 
31:31 where berit is “the free gift of  God, as the declaration of  His saving will, as the revelation of  grace, in relation 
to which Israel can be only a recipient”, so that the LXX diath –ek –e�Q[�I�ZMTQOQW][�KWVKMX\��ZMXZM[MV\QVO�I�¹[QOVQÅKIV\�
development of  the Hebrew term even while preserving its essential content”. See further infra, text at nn.97–114. 
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[XMKQÅK�TQVM�WN �\PM�XIZ\�XTIaML�Ja�\PM�KW^MVIV\�QLMI�QV�:MNWZUML�<PMWTWOaº�85 Behm also 
claimed that the term is technical for “last will and testament” “in Gk jurisprudence in every 
age”86 but noted that it was also found in literary and popular Greek.87 

Behm argued also from the meanings of  the middle voice (especially die//qeto) of  the verb 
diati/qhmi (1965:104f.). Despite acknowledging the meaning “less frequently, and only in 
older texts . . .. to come to an arrangement or to order things with others”,88 he applies his 
(theological) conclusion not only to the LXX but also to the Apocrypha,89 Philo90 and the 
NT: “The term is obviously a formula for the gracious will of  God disclosed in history. . .”91 
Indeed, he seeks to project this back even to the berit of  the Hebrew Bible92 (for which there 
is a – purely etymological – argument93). He concludes: 

In both form and content the NT use of  diaqh/kh follows that of  the OT. The only difference is to 
JM� NW]VL� QV� \PM� [\MX� NZWU� XZWXPMKa� \W� N]TÅTUMV\� �� �� �� 6MQ\PMZ� ¹KW^MVIV\º� VWZ� ¹\M[\IUMV\º�
reproduces the true religious sense of  the religious term diaqh/kh in the Greek Bible. diaqh/kh is 
NZWU�ÅZ[\�\W�TI[\�\PM�¹LQ[XW[Q\QWVº of  God, the mighty declaration of  the sovereign will of  God in 
history, by which he orders the relation between Himself  and men according to His own saving 

85� >W[��:M^QM_"�¹)TT�\PQ[�Q[�^MZa�ÅVM�IVL�Q\�UIa�M^MV�[MMU�JMI]\QN]TTa�\W�Å\�QV\W�WVM�[XMKQÅK�TQVM�WN �\PM�XIZ\�XTIaML�
by the covenant-idea in Reformed Theology. If  diaqh/kh stands for the sovereignty and monergism of  God in 
salvation, then it is an eminently Augustinian and Calvinistic idea.” 

86� *MPU��!��"�����*]\�[MM�\PM�ÅZ[\�XIZIOZIXP�WN �[MK\QWV����infra.
87 Citing, e.g., Plato Leg IX.923e, Epictetus, IDISS, II, 13,7, and Papyri such as BGU 19.
88 Behm, 1965:105, citing Xenophon, Mem., 2.6.23 (cf. Norton, supra n.23). He argues that even here “The 

emphasis . . . does not fall on the reciprocal nature of  the action. The element of  reaching a decision being still 
strong, it falls rather on the legally binding character of  the decision reached either in relation to or with respect to 
others”, despite having earlier in the same paragraph cited not only the usage in Aristophanes, Birds (supra, n.9), but 
also Ditt. Syll.3, 205, 10ff: th\n fili/an kai\ th\n summaxi/an . . . h[n die/qento pro\j a0llh/laj ai9 po/leij (“to 
establish friendship and covenant relationship”).

89 Behm 1965:127: “The OT Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha present much the same picture as the LXX . . .” 
[with parallels i.a. to no/mov in Jub. 30:21] . . . In several passages in Sirach it is used to translate 9%. . . . It is also 
used for the whole Law (bibli/on diaqh/khv, “book of  the law” in 1 Macc. 1:57, Sir. 24:23 [the Hebrew original of  
the latter is =':��:6-: Segal ed., 146] . . . All this goes to show that the primary thought is that of  (God’s) disposition, 
“order” or “institution”, sunqh/kh being used for “covenant” or “treaty” in 1 Macc. 10:26, 2 Macc. 12:1, Wis. 1:16 
etc.” (But) “an extreme development of  legalism is combined with eschatological hope in the =':� concept of  the 
Damascus writing” (citing !<�%!�=':� in 6:19, 8:21). On diaqh/kh in the Greek Sirach, see also Jaubert 1963:313.

90 Behm 1965:128 argues that Philo uses sunqh/kh for “treaty”, “covenant” except where quoting from the LXX: 
“He lays the strongest possible stress on the element of  the absolute one-sidedeness of  the expression of  the will of  
the gracious God, Som. II, 223 . . . As an allegorist, however, he imports into the LXX concept the everyday sense 
of  “testament” ” [citing DSL II, 16, but Philo is not citing the LXX here, and the text diaqh=kaiv has been doubted: 
see Loeb edition ad loc.]: “The majesty of  the divine diaqh=kai in the OT is seen by contrast with human testimonies 
[citing Som. II, 224 and Mut. Nom 52 on Gen����"�E��������8PQTW�WJ^QW][Ta�ZMITQ[ML�\PI\�PQ[�ÅO]ZI\Q^M�QV\MZXZM\I\QWV�WN �
the divine diaqh/kh as a testament differed from the true biblical sense. His knowledge of  this sense could in fact be 
deduced, even if  there is no direct evidence, from his hermeneutical principles (the literal and allegorical sense). 
-^MV�QV�8PQTW�\PM�ÅZUTa�LM^MTWXML�ZMTQOQW][�KWVKMX\�WN �\PM�4@@�[PQVM[�\PZW]OP�\PM�MV^MTWXQVO�QUIOMZa�º�;MM�IT[W�
Behm 1912:34-37. On Mut. Nom. 52, see further n.101, infra.

91 Behm 1965:128 (concluding his account of  Philo), and at 129f. on the religious sense of  diaqh/kh in Paul: Rom. 
11:27, Rom. 9:4, Eph. 2:12 (diaqh=kai th=v e0paggeli/av: Harl 1986:55 has noted that the latter term (promise) is not 
found in the LXX), 2 Cor. 3:6. See also Behm 1912:44–49. But see further, on Galatians, s.6 infra.

92 Behm 1965:134, but see s.4, below. He also has some brief  comments on berit in rabbinic Judaism and its 
interpretation of  Jer. 31:31: see Behm, ibid., at 128f. and (late) sources there cited.

93 On berit as disposition in the Hebrew Bible, see Weinfeld, TDOT II.255, arguing that the original meaning, 
based on an etymology from Akk. biritu (clasp, fetter) is the idea of  a bond rather than an agreement, so that it 
QUXTQM[�ÅZ[\�IVL�NWZMUW[\�\PM�VW\QWV�WN �¹QUXW[Q\QWVº��¹TQIJQTQ\aº�WZ�¹WJTQOI\QWVº�CKQ\QVO�Ps. 111:19, Judg. 2:20] . . . 
berith is synonymous with law and commandment . . . and the covenant at Sinai in Ex. 24 is in essence an imposition 
of  laws and obligations upon the people (vv.3–8)”. Yet those very verses twice record the acceptance of  the terms by 
the people (see n.32, supra).
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purpose, and which carries with it the authoritative divine ordering, the one order of  things which 
is in accordance with it . . .94

But not only does such a construction project back a later Christian model of  covenant on to 
the LXX (a Jewish translation) and the Hebrew Bible itself. It is also far too “systematic” to 
do justice to the complexity (and interest) of  the legal historical development. Behm takes it 
for granted that diaqh/kh is a technical term in Greek jurisprudence, corresponding to our 
understanding of  “last will and testament”. But neither aspect of  this assumption is solid. 
?M�ÅVL� QV� NIK\� \PI\� ¹\M[\IUMV\IZa� []KKM[[QWVº�_I[�_MISTa� QV[\Q\]\QWVITQ[ML� QV�/ZMMS�IVL�
Hellenistic times,95 and that the terminology of  diaqh/kh (and the verb from which it derives) 
could be applied to a range of  arrangements,96 none of  which have all the incidents of  the 
“last will and testament” with which we are familiar: a secret, written instrument, taking 
effect only at death (and thus covering the “estate” as it existed at that moment) but entirely 
revocable by the “testator” up to that time.

Paradoxically, a more satisfactory account of  the theological development of  the covenant 
concept may now be derived from studies of  the Greco-Roman background of  xa/riv 
(grace), whose use in Christian theology clearly informs Behm’s analysis.97 In the Hebrew 
Bible, covenant is associated in some sources with h.  esed, variously translated lovingkindness 
or mercy: God is said to keep the covenant and show mercy.98 Such “covenant love” 99 

“always has strong elements of  reciprocity in its usage.”100 Philo goes further, in using the 
expression diaqh/khn xa/ritoj.101 But his use of  xa/riv is not to be taken in the later 
Christian sense. In fact, even that latter theological concept, it has recently been argued, 
must be understood in the context of  the Greco-Roman patron-client relationship,102 which 
involved reciprocal duties, WNÅKQI, on the part of  the client. But these duties were social rather 

94 Behm 1965:134.
95� AIZWV��!��"� �KWUUMV\[�[QUQTIZTa�WV�\PM�\IVVIQ\QK�QV[\Q\]\QWV["�¹)\�ÅZ[\�\PM[M�XZIK\QKM[�_MZM�XZWJIJTa�M`\ZI�

legal, and depended for their effect upon the readiness of  those concerned to acquiesce in the changes brought 
about by the deceased.”

96 See further s.3, infra, esp. at n.125. Yaron 1960:34 observes: “. . . as far as Greek (and Hellenistic) law is 
concerned, the distinction between unilateral and bilateral dispositions means much more to us, trained to 
distinguish and classify, than it meant to Greek lawyers.”

97 See n.84, supra.
98 See Zobel, TDOT V:60 on the “stereotyped formula” that links h. esed and berit: “keeping the covenant and 

showing kindness/mercy as attributes of  God”: 1 Kings 8:23 (= 2 Chron. 6:14); Deut. 7:9, 12; Neh. 1:5, 9:32; Dan. 9:4. 
99 Freedman and Lundblom, TDOT V:25, contrasting the mutuality of  the relationship of  �-% with that of  0%�

(h. en): “Unlike h. esed, h. en can be withdrawn without consequence, since it is given freely.”
100 Harrison 2003:109.
101 Philo, de mutatione nominum 51–52, on the covenant with Abraham: “With good reason then did He say, 

‘Become blameless’, for he holds that freedom from sin and guilt is a great furtherance towards a happy life. And to 
him who was elected to live in this fashion He promises to leave a covenanted portion (klh\ron kata\ diaqh/kaj 
apolei/pein��[]KP�I[�Q[�Å\\QVO�NWZ�/WL�\W�OQ^M�IVL�UIV�\W�ZMKMQ^M��NWZ�0M�[Ia[�»1�_QTT�[M\�Ua�KW^MVIV\�JM\_MMV�UM�
IVL�JM\_MMV�\PMM¼��/MV��`^QQ�����6W_�KW^MVIV\[�IZM�LZI_V�]X�NWZ�\PM�JMVMÅ\�WN �\PW[M�_PW�IZM�_WZ\Pa�WN �\PM�OQN\��
and thus a covenant is a symbol of  the grace (diaqh/khn xa/ritoj) which God has set between Himself  who proffers 
it and man who receives.” Translation of  F.H. Colson, Philo vol.5 (London: Heinemann, 1934; Loeb Classical 
Library). We may note that in this passage Philo apparently uses the term diaqh/kh in both the theological and the 
koine senses, linked by the association with xa/riv in the hellenistic patronage sense. See further Harrison 2003:125, 
in the context of  an overall account of  xa/riv in Philo (114–33).

102 See particularly DeSilva 1999, Harrison 2003, who observes at 352 that the Hellenistic view of  grace “seems 
to be somewhat neglected in modern New Testament scholarship.”
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than legal.103 The relationship was one of  benefaction on the one hand, gratitude104 on the 
other. It could be expressed in the public sphere, in inscriptions,105 or in private relationships, 
manifest in the papyri.106 The gratitude of  the client/recipient entailed loyalty,107 and this, I 
would suggest, provides a conceptual link with the notion of  covenant,108 whose deep 
structure may be described as an exchange (or bond109) of  protection for loyalty.110 Both the 
protection and the loyalty could assume different forms: in the ancient Near East vassal 
treaties and covenants of  grant; 111 in the Hebrew Bible monotheistic commitment and 
laws;112 in the New Testament works and faith. Of  course we have to pose the question of  
the forms of  both diaqh/kh and xa/riv separately for each of  our sources.113 But it is only 

103 DeSilva 1999:38, 44. Compare Zobel, TDOT V:53 on h. esed in the Hebrew Bible, citing A.R. Johnson: “the 
\MZU�KWVVW\M[�UWZM�\PIV�KIV�JM�LMÅVML�QV�\PM�TMOIT�\MZUQVWTWOa�WN �berit. . . h. esed is ‘the virtue that knits together 
society’ (Robertson-Smith)”.

104 DeSilva 1999:42 on Cicero, De Off. 1.47–48 (gratitude an absolute duty); 74 n.36 on Seneca, Ben. 1.4.3 (“debt 
of  gratitude”). On Paul’s attitude to benefaction, Harrison 2003:287f. observes: “Paul endorses conventions from 
\PM� PWVWZQÅK� QV[KZQX\QWV[� \PI\� [\ZM[[� \PM� WJTQOI\QWV� WN � \PM� JMVMÅKQIZa� \W� ZM[XWVL� _WZ\PQTa� \W� \PM� *MVMNIK\WZº#�
contrast Philo’s critique of  such acknowledgements of  benefaction in the inscriptions (Harrison 2003:130–33, 
citing De Cherubim 122–23). The latter may be compared to attitudes in the early Church, discussed in Wheatley 
2011. See also DeSilva 1999:39, 51 on xa/riv as gratitude/thanks in some New Testament sources.

105 Harrison 2003:ch.2, concluding (at 63) with the observation: “Wetter was correct in seeing the bestowal of   
xa/riv by the Caesars as the linguistic springboard for the NT. But the dominant use of  the word was subsumed 
under the ethos of  reciprocity. Thus as a semantic starting point for the NT understanding of  grace, xa/riv – unless 
KIZMN]TTa� LMÅVML� ·� KIZZQML� I[� UIVa� LIVOMZ[� I[� IL^IV\IOM[�º� ;MM� IT[W� 0IZZQ[WV� ������� WV� ¹Charis in Jewish 
Synagogal and Funerary Inscriptions”. 

106 See Harrison 2003:80–84 on “Charis and the Ethos of  Reciprocity in the Papyri”. At 2003:24, Harrison 
compares the “private world of  benefaction relationships” (seen in the papyri) to that of  Pauline house churches.

107 See Zobel, TDOT V:62 n.52, quoting Weinfeld in Fee and Hubbard 2011:141f.: “. . . the most important 
stipulation in any suzerain/vassal treaty was loyalty (Heb. hesed) . . .(in this context it means covenantal faithfulness)”. 
DeSilva 1999:45f. notes that one component of  gratitude in personal patronage is loyalty to the giver, entailing an 
obligation not to become entangled in a web of  crossed loyalties, and observes (at 63) that pistis in the New 
Testament may refer to both loyalty and trust.

108 See also the interpretation by Campbell 1972:110 of  a Macedonian Inscription of  93 CE described by 
Ferguson 1913:43, where a conditional gift is given to the city kata\ diaqh/khn.

109 DeSilva 1999:46 cites Seneca, de ben. 6.41.1–2 on the point of  a gift as not to obtain a return but to create a 
“bond” that “binds two people together”.

110 In discussing Paul’s concept of  xa/riv, Harrison 2003:287 comments: “While God demands loyalty of  the 
dependants in His household, God’s reign of  grace provides a security and status that totally surpasses the lucrative 
career prospects within the familia Caesaris.”

111 Weinfeld’s distinction (1970; 1975:266–69), applied to Gen. 15 by Campbell 1972:108f. But see Hughes 
�!�!"�!·����1V�NIK\��?MQVNMTL�Y]ITQÅM[�PQ[�^QM_�WN �\PM�]VKWVLQ\QWVIT�VI\]ZM�WN �\PM�KW^MVIV\�WN �OZIV\�QV�[M^MZIT�
respects. Thus: “the “grant” serves mainly [emphasis supplied] to protect the rights of  the servant” (1970:185); “. . . 
in contradistinction to the JE source where the loyalty of  the Patriarchs is a matter of  the past, in the priestly source 
it is anticipated” (1970:186 n.16); he concedes that the unconditional nature of  the grant in the ancient Near East 
is not universal: see the two counter-examples (Nuzi and Hittite) at 1970:193, where he observes: “in most [emphasis 
supplied] of  the cases rebelliousness brought about the dissolution of  sonship, be it a real son or an adopted”; “It 
was the Deuteronomist, the redactor of  the Book of  Kings, who put the promise of  David under condition (I Kings 
II, 4, VIII, 25, IX, 4f  ) and so did Deuteronomy with the promise to the patriarchs”; moreover, “It is true, even in 
the predeuteronomic documents the loyalty of  David’s sons and the sons of  the patriarchs is somehow presupposed 
[n.102: “cf. Gen. XVIII, 19. This is an expectation and not a condition”] but it is never formulated as the condition 
for national existence as it occurs in the deuteronomic literature” (1970:195); “In regard to the Davidic covenant, it 
should be admitted that the conception of  conditionality is implied in Ps. CXXXII (v. 12) which seems to be an 
ancient Psalm. It is indeed possible that alongside the conception of  unconditional promise of  the dynasty there was 
also in existence the concept of  a conditional promise. The conception of  conditionality might have especially 
developed after the division of  the kingdom” (1970:196).

112 The Abrahamic covenant on the one hand, the Mosaic on the other.
113 Harrison 2003:11 comments that most Christian writers write as if  grace is a timeless construct. 
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when faith is itself  viewed as predestined114 that the deep structure of  covenant reciprocity 
comes to be threatened.115

A different theological explanation of  the LXX’s use of diaqh/kh to render the HB’s =':�, 
one which avoids both the theological and legal anachronisms of  Behm’s arguments, has 
been offered by Adrian Schenker.116 Schenker notes correctly that the koine meaning of  
diaqh/kh includes grants in contemplation of  death, where there is shared ownership between 
\PM�¹\M[\I\WZº��L]ZQVO�PQ[�TQNM\QUM��IVL�\PM�JMVMÅKQIZa�¹IN\MZ�PQ[�LMI\Pº�·�meta\ th\n teleuth/n 
(meta te–n teleute–n).117�<PQ[��PM�IZO]M[��Å\[�\PM�<WZIP¼[�IKKW]V\�WN �\PM�KW^MVIV\IT�OZIV\�WN �\PM�
land,118 and the limitations on its use.119 Though the Hebrew Bible itself  shows no awareness 
of  a comparable social institution involving such divided ownership120 (unless we read it into 
Esau’s “sale” of  his birthright while Isaac is still alive121), Hellenistic Jews will have been 
familiar with the meta te–n teleute–n (an expression used, we may note, in a non-legal sense in the 
LXX122), which was to become the matenat bari of  the Mishnah.123 Indeed, we read in LXX 
Sir. 33:24(32): “In the day of  the completion of  the days of  your life and at the moment of  
death, distribute an inheritance (e0n kairw|= teleuth\v dia/dov klhronomi/an),”124 which 
though not using the technical vocabulary certainly hints at a two-stage form of  inheritance. 

Schenker notes that diaqh/kh and its verbal forms covered a range of  arrangements including 
both the meta te–n teleute–n gift in contemplation of  death and the Hellenistic “will”.125 However, 

114 Not, apparently, an exclusively Christian notion. Harrison 2003:165 observes that “Electing and predestinating 
grace occupies a dominant position in the synagogal sermons of  Pseudo-Philo.”

115 Dunn 2003:320f. comments on Paul’s preference for xa/riv (the LXX translation for h.  en) over e0/leov (the 
LXX translation for h.  esed ): “. . . presumably because in its usage he could combine the most positive features of  the 
two Hebrew words: charis denotes, as it were, the unilateralness of  chen and the lasting commitment of  chesed ”, and 
then goes on to offer as “part of  the explanation” the association of  charis with benefaction, citing particularly 
Harrison’s study. The latter (2003:106–10, 348f.) agrees that Paul wants to avoid the idea of  reciprocity attached to 
h.  esed in the Hebrew Bible, but notes the “irony that in choosing the word xa/riv Paul opts for the central leitmotiv of  
the Graeco-Roman reciprocity system.”

116 Schenker 2000 (though not addressing Behm’s analysis). Schenker is a Dominican priest, as well as a 
prominent academic scholar.

117 Cf. the donatio mortis causa practiced by the Egyptians, e.g. BGU III.993 of  127 BC, with the meta t –en teleut –en 
terminology, cited by Taubenschlag 1955:205, noting that such donationes mortis causa were more frequent among the 
Greeks, some stressing their revocability. On BGU III, 993, see also Yaron 1960:26–28 (and n.199, infra); Hughes 
1979:74 (though wrongly dating the papyrus to 127 AD); Kloppenborg 2008:179–80 (disputing Kreller’s 
interpretation that the usufruct in the land remained with the testator until his death), 182, 188–89, 191.

118 Both to Noah and Abraham: on berit in Gen. 6:18, 9:9–11, 15:18, 17:8 (where the inclusion of  descendants in 
the covenant is taken to presuppose the grant of  the land as their living space, so that the passage in this sense 
reiterates Gen. 15:l.): Schenker 2000:176f. A similar view is attributed to Philo by Jaubert 1963:314f., while denying 
that this was contemplated by the LXX translators. 

119 God is the owner and the gift is to take effect in the future; Lev. 25:23 stresses that this is possession for 
enjoyment: Schenker 177.

120 Cf. Yaron 1960:4–10 (ch.1).
121 See further n.224, infra.
122 LXX Josh. 1:1, Judg. 1:1, 2 Chron. 24:17, 1 Macc. 9:23 (all referring to events “after the death of ”). 
123 See infra, at nn.184–187.
124 New English Translation of  the Septuagint, at http://ccat.sas.upenn.edu/nets/edition/). On the expression 

“from today and after my death” (mehayom ule’ah.  ar mitah) in Mishnah Baba Batra 8:7 (where R. Yehuda requires these 
words; R. Yose does not) see Yaron 1960:114–18; Llewellyn, “Allotment”, 32f. On outright gifts during lifetime, 
with or without clauses imposing a reciprocal duty of  maintenance, see Kloppenborg 2008:183–90.

125 Schenker 2000:178: In Egypt the law of  succession knew not only [1] testaments (citing those by soldiers from 
Fayoum between 238 and 225 BCE from the Flinders Petrie collection: notarised, witnessed, with set formulae; on 
P. Petr. III 2 (238/7 BCE) see Kloppenborg 2008:184f.), but also [2] division of  property by parents in contemplation 
of  death and [3] succession agreements between spouses. Schenker notes (2000:178f.) that Greco-Roman law did 
not distinguish rigorously between these three forms, although Llewellyn, “Allotment”, 38, may be correct in that 
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\PM� TI\\MZ� NITT[� [QOVQÅKIV\Ta� [PWZ\� WN � \PM�:WUIV� IVL�UWLMZV� QV[\Q\]\QWV[� QV� \PI\� Q\� KW]TL�
include provisions taking effect already within the testator’s lifetime,126 and was not fully and 
automatically revoked by a later will.127 In short, the LXX use of  diaqh/kh is both legally 
appropriate to a grant of  land in which the owner (here, God) retains rights, and theologically 
appropriate to a bilateral covenantal relationship in which that grant remains subject to the 
good behaviour of  its recipients (as the history of  exile, and its interpretation by the prophets, 
well attests).

As an example of  the meta te–n teleute–n arrangement in a succession agreement128 between 
parents and children, Schenker cites P. Upps. Frid. 1 (of  48 CE):129 a written contract 
(suggrafh/), written by only one party, the father, but including a o9mologi/a, an 
acknowledgement by the children. The division is made explicitly in contemplation 
(Schenker: “pour cause”) of  death (meta\ th\n teleuth/n). It uses a verb typical of  testaments, 
katalei/pw,130 but while it does not take effect immediately in respect of  the heirs’ ownership 
rights to either immovable or movable property, it cannot (being a pact rather than a 
testament, and in the absence of  an explicit clause reserving a right to revocation131) be 
revoked by the “testator” alone;132 the heirs, who may enter into possession, already have 
rights over the property (which Roman law later required to be registered,133 for taxation 
purposes). Nevertheless, Schenker describes the arrangement as one which “équivaut 
pratiquement à un testament” in that the parents retain title until their death even though 
the children already enter into possession.134�1\� Q[� \PQ[� NMI\]ZM�_PQKP�;KPMVSMZ�QLMV\QÅM[�I[�
explaining the theological attraction of  diaqh/kh to the LXX translators: under the covenant 
(conceived as a bilateral agreement, not a unilateral gift135), God (whose death is not 
contemplated136) remains owner of  the land, while his people enter into possession.137 There 
was, however, at least one138 alternative form of  this arrangement, one which did not 
explicitly reserve the ownership rights of  the testator: here the heirs gained future ownership 
while the “testator” retained enjoyment (as in the rabbinic matenat bari139 – and, as I have 

generally the Greek meta\ th\n teleuth/n was bilateral, involving an agreement, while the diaqh/kh was unilateral 
(even though some of  its provisions could come into effect during the testator’s lifetime).

126 See text at nn.152–153 infra.
127 See text at nn.168–169 infra.
128 Schenker 2000:179f. At 182, he notes that marriage contracts could also contain comparable testamentary 

clauses.
129 Schenker 2000:179f., following the discussion by Llewellyn, “Allotment” (including the full text and 

translation).
130 Lines 10 and 14: see Schenker 2000:180. 
131 Schenker 181f. He notes at 182 that with such a reserve clause the law combined the advantages of  the two 

institutions, and that in some papyri this institution is called suggrafodiaqh/kh.
132 Compare Mishnah Baba Batra 8:7 (quoted in n.187, infra), requiring the consent of  both father and children to 

the disposition of  the property during the father’s lifetime.
133 Lines 34–36; Schenker 2000:180f.
134 Schenker 2000:179.
135 Yaron 1960:32 maintains: “The step from bilateral gift to unilateral testament was never taken in Jewish law.” 

See further infra, at nn.197–206.
136 An issue that troubled Behm 1965:129.
137 Schenker 2000:183f.
138 Both the content and the terminology of  the papyri discussed by Kloppenborg 2008 (see n.183, infra) indicate 

I�NIZ�OZMI\MZ�ÆM`QJQTQ\a�QV�XZIK\QKM�\PIV�UQOP\�JM�[]OOM[\ML�Ja�I�¹Z]TM�JWWSº�TQSM�\PM�5Q[PVIP�
139 See infra, at nn.184–187.
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argued, the relationship between the father and the older son in Luke’s Parable of  the 
Prodigal Son140).141

Of  course, this particular legal analogy does not hold good for every use of  diaqh/kh in 
the LXX to render the Hebrew Bible’s berit. But LXX scholars have established that the 
8MV\I\M]KP�_I[�\ZIV[TI\ML�ÅZ[\�IVL�QVÆ]MVKML�\PM�\ZIV[TI\QWV[�WN �TI\MZ�JWWS[�142 The same 
argument may, however, be made in relation to consistency within the Pentateuch itself, and 
in particular in relation to the Mosaic covenant. Moreover, different translation styles have 
JMMV�WJ[MZ^ML�I[�JM\_MMV�\PM�Å^M�JWWS[��TMILQVO�\W�\PM�QVNMZMVKM�\PI\�\PMa�KWUM�NZWU�\PM�
hands of  different translators.143 The probable solution is that there was a subsequent editing 
process which imposed terminological consistency,144 and here priority was given to the 
Genesis translation of  berit��Q\[MTN �\PW]OP\�\W�PI^M�JMMV�\PM�ÅZ[\�JWWS�\W�JM�\ZIV[TI\ML145). 

Indeed, the choice of  diaqh/kh has attracted the attention of  students of  the general 
character of  LXX Greek,146 and its relationship to the koine.147 There has been recognition of  
a “stereotyped” mode of  translation, in which “simples symbols représentant l mot hébreu” 
could have been understood differently by the translator and by readers unfamiliar with that 
Hebrew (who may indeed have been taken by surprise by them). diaqh/kh, as the “équivalent 
Å`Mº� NWZ�berit, might then appear even where the context indicates a meaning other than 
“alliance”, but the reader could accept “l’approximation de cette traduction stéréotypée”.148 
Muraoka comments: “Within the LXX, once such an approximation was established, it 
became a standard, stereotype translation equivalent whenever the Hebrew word occurred 
irrespective of  the possibility that the translator was aware that at times the precise nuance 
of  the Hebrew did somewhat differ from that of  the Greek.” 149 

Yet this goes beyond mere convenience, or consistency for its own sake. The absence of  
any “complete overlap in meaning between the Hebrew and the Greek” (Muraoka) is a 
function not only of  the challenge to any translator (traddutore traditore), but also the fact 
that even within the same natural language there will be differences in the use of  the same 

140 Jackson, “The Jewish Background . . .”, 117–19, and see n.183, infra. See also Llewellyn, “Allotment”, 37f.
141� <P][��AIZWV��!��"��LMÅVM[�OQN\[� QV�KWV\MUXTI\QWV�WN �LMI\P�I[�MQ\PMZ� �I��I�OQN\�WN �XZWXMZ\a�_Q\P�\PM�LWVWZ�

retaining usufruct for life (= matenat bari, the Egyptian meta t –en teleut –en and the Roman donatio deducto usufructu) or (b) a 
OQN\�WN �XZWXMZ\a�_PQKP�Q[�ÅVITTa�QZZM^WKIJTM�WVTa�WV�\PM�LWVWZ¼[�LMI\P��% shekhiv mera, metsavveh mehamath mitah, and 
the Roman donatio mortis causa).

142 Tov 1999:183; Fernández Marcos 2000:22.
143 Wevers 1991:55f., 59f.; Dines 2004:14–16, 121.
144 Dines 2004:59, 122 “. . . too much regularity may be a sign not of  a translator but of  an editor or reviser.”
145 Dines 2004:14.
146 See Jaubert 1963:311–15; Lee 1983:11–30, commenting at 30 on diaqh/kh�I[�I�\MZU�NWZ�I�[XMKQÅKITTa�2M_Q[P�

idea and one which may have entered the spoken language of  Jews (though in general he rejects the idea of  a 
Jewish-Greek dialect); Harl 1986:55f.; Dines 127, suggesting, with Harl, that much of  the technical vocabulary may 
PI^M� JMMV� NWZOML� JMNWZM� \PM� ÅZ[\� \ZIV[TI\QWV[� _MZM� UILM�� M^MV� \PW]OP� \PM� 4@@� XZW^QLM[� \PM� MIZTQM[\� _ZQ\\MV�
evidence; Rajak 2009:167f., comparing the LXX lexical choice of  diath –ek –e over sunth –ek –e with the contrary choice of  
Aquila and Symmachus, and the use of  diath –ek –e by Josephus only in the sense of  ‘testament’.

147 See also Aitken 1999; Fernández Marcos 2000:3–31.
148 Harl, Dorival and Munnich 1986:249, citing Muraoka 1984:442 (quoted in n.149). 
149 Muraoka 1984:442: “The statistically incontestable fact that in 99 per cent of  its occurrences in the LXX the 

word diaqh/kh renders =':� does not necessarily mean that there is a complete overlap in meaning between the 
Hebrew and the Greek, . . . one must seriously reckon with the possibility that the translator(s) used diaqh/kh, not 
because he believed that its range of  meaning completely overlapped with that of  =':� . . . one is bound to come up 
against cases where it would not be easy to determine whether the translator is translating or mechanically 
substituting a Greek symbol for a Semitic one without bothering to ask himself  if  the resultant translation is likely 
to convey the meaning he believes is to be attached to the original text.” See also Joosten 2011:7.
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term in different semantic registers (here legal and theological). The use of  one register as an 
analogy in another cannot be a process of  reducing the sense of  one to that of  the other. 
Neither the authors of  the Hebrew Bible nor those of  the New Testament were writing legal 
treatises: when they used legal terms, they did so in order to invoke those aspects of  the legal 
analogue which were most pertinent to the particular theological message they were 
conveying. It is that context which is the best indicant of  what use they were seeking to make 
of  the legal analogue, as we shall see (in section 6, infra) in analysing the two New Testament 
texts which play on the double sense of  diaqh/kh.

Nevertheless, our biblical authors did not invent the legal senses of  the terminology they 
use, and we must always be sure that our view of  the use they made of  such vocabulary is 
consistent with what we know of  the complex history of  the relevant institutions in their 
respective Greek, Hellenistic, Roman and Jewish contexts. The next section seeks to outline 
that history.

3. FORMS OF SUCCESSION IN THE GREEK, HELLENISTIC  
�����AND JEWISH WORLDS

While P. Upps. Frid. dates from the Roman period, Schenker is able to point to indirect 
evidence of  the use of  diaqh/kh terminology as including this form of  agreement as early as 
the 3rd cent BCE in Ptolemaic Egypt: a Greek contract (o9mologi/a) from Elephantine150 
includes the formula ta/de die/qeto. Taubenschlag’s review of  the papyri supports the view 
that testamentary arrangements (even “wills” 151) in the 3rd cent. BCE had important inter 
vivos effects. Thus he notes instances in III cent BCE Egyptian law of  ‘wills’ executed by 
parents during their life-time. These were of  immediate effect, transferring unrestricted 
ownership during the life-time of  the parents.152 Moreover the diathe–ke– of  the papyri 
frequently contained clauses “expressing the testator’s wish for keeping in good health, to 
enjoy his property, and to dispose of  it also in the future by acts inter vivos and mortis causa”.153 
<PMZM� Q[� IT[W� MIZTQMZ� M^QLMVKM��AIZWV�PI[� QLMV\QÅML� WVM� M`IUXTM� WN � I� ¹OQN\�_Q\P� MNNMK\�

deferred till the donor’s death” in the 5th cent BCE Aramaic Papyri.154 He observes, 
moreover: “It is not nowadays disputed that that type of  Greek will which involved no 
adoption (Legatentestament155) grew out of  the gift in contemplation of  death. The same terms 
IVL�[\WKS�XPZI[M[�IZM�][ML�QV�JW\P�\aXM[�WN �LQ[XW[Q\QWV��[W�U]KP�[W�\PI\�Q\�Q[�WN\MV�LQNÅK]T\�\W�

150 Schenker 2000:182f. on P. El. 2, citing it from Mitteis and Wilcken 1912:II.354–56. See more recently the 
edition in Hunt and Edgar 1932:I.236–38 (no.82).

151 Taubenschlag 1955:190 indicates that the diath –ek –e adopted from ancient Greek law had to be drawn up before, 
or handed to, a notary, in the presence of  witnesses.

152 Taubenschlag 1955:207f.
153 Taubenschlag 1955:191. Cf. Yaron’s examples, e.g. P. Petrie i.19 of  225 BCE, and his comparison of  

terminology of  the deyathiqi at 23f., but noting at 1960:25 that in the Jewish sources this is in the context of  a sick 
man hoping for a change for the better.

154 Yaron 1960:11–17 on P. Brooklyn 9, where a half  house is gifted to Yehoyishma (the daughter of  the donor), 
“at my death” and with an irrevocability clause.

155 In classical Greece this was often in the form of  adoption by the “testator” of  his intended heirs: see Norton 
1908:48f., 51 (noting that it required the consent of  the adoptee and was regarded as “a solemn covenant”), 52, 
53f., 58f., and 69–71 on its eventual supersession.
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decide to which of  the two a particular disposition belongs.”156 Moreover, this is supported 
by evidence from classical Athens, where, A.R. Harrison indicates,157 the normal words for a 
will and the making of  a will were diaqh/kh and diati/qesqai,158 but the words do/siv and  
di/donai (indicating the inter vivos “gift” basis of  the original testament in Greek law) were 
also used. The verbal form diaqe/sqai was also used and Harrison observes that “by the 
fourth century the words diaqe/sqai and dou=nai were in this context synonymous,”159 
arguing that “the word is quite appropriate to describe a transaction between two parties160  
. . . as against [the view that] that the word necessarily implied disposal of  one’s property 
after death.”161 This supports the earlier observations of  Norton that the technical use of  
diaqh/kh in Greek law did not correspond with accuracy to our terms “will” and “testament”: 
“In fact, we have no one word that exactly expresses the idea conveyed by diaqh/kh to the 
Greeks.”162

?M�UIa�VW\M�\PI\�\PM[M�\MZUQVWTWOQKIT�Q[[]M[�ZMÆMK\�\PM�_MIS�QV[\Q\]\QWVITQ[I\QWV�WN �\PM�
[]J[\IV\Q^M�TI_�Q\[MTN��6WZ\WV�ÅVL[�M^QLMVKM�\PI\�Q\�_I[�K][\WUIZa�WV�UISQVO�I�_QTT�\W�KWV[]T\�
the prospective heir and obtain his consent (1908:57); this is not inconsistent with the fact 
that though the will was sometimes read to the witnesses, “on account of  the usual desire for 
secrecy, this was seldom done” (1908:61). Harrison observes: “In consonance with the 
general looseness of  Athenian legal institutions, there seem to have been no strict rules as to 
the form a will must take. Normally no doubt it was in writing, though there is one passage 
in Demosthenes which strongly suggest an oral will.”163 While it was normal practice to have 
_Q\VM[[M[��0IZZQ[WV�ÅVL[�¹VW�KWVKT][Q^M�M^QLMVKM�\PI\�\PMa�_MZM�TMOITTa�VMMLMLº�164 Practice 
regarding the deposit of  copies165 also appears to have varied.166 Though codicils, 
UWLQÅKI\QWV��IVL�ZM^WKI\QWV�WN �_QTT[�_I[�MV\QZMTa�XW[[QJTM�167 it appears doubtful that a will 
could be revoked merely by making a subsequent will168 – as also in Greco-Egyptian wills.169 

Further evidence of  the character of  testaments in the Hellenistic world as including 
bilateral arrangements taking effect in part before the death of  the testator may be found in 
a remarkable 2nd cent. BCE inscription from Cyrene:170 the ‘will’ of  Ptolemy Neoteros  
of  Cyrene (155 BCE). In the 2nd cent BCE Cyrene was ruled by a Ptolemaic dynasty  
as client kings of  Rome. There was a major dynastic dispute between Ptolemy VIII  
Physcon (otherwise Neoteros, the younger) and his brother. Neoteros claimed that his brother 

156 Yaron 1960:32.
157 Harrison 1968:150.
158 Ibid., the noun owing its origin to the use of diati/qesqai in a formula that goes back to Solon: see 

Demosthenes, c. Stephanus ii.14 quoted by Harrison 1968:84f. n.6.
159 Harrison 1968:150 n.3.
160 We may compare Jacob’s adoption of  Ephraim and Menasseh: Gen. 48:5. 
161 Harrison 1968:150 n.4.
162 Norton 1908:5, 31, quotation from 1908:34 n.1.
163 Harrison 1968:153, citing at n.3 Demosthenes (41) Spoudias 16.
164 Harrison 1968:153.
165 a0nti/grafa, the same term used in the Testaments of  the Twelve Patriarchs: see s.5, infra.
166� 6WZ\WV� �!� "��N�"� VWZUITTa� _Q\P� NZQMVL[� �[WUM\QUM[�� UWZM� \PIV� WVM��� WKKI[QWVITTa� _Q\P� WNÅKQIT[�� J]\� VW�

evidence of  registration.
167 Norton 1908:63–65.
168 Norton 1908:65; Harrison 1968:154.
169 Taubenschlag 1955:204.
170 A photograph of  the top of  the stele may be seen at http://www.livius.org/ct-cz/cyrene/cyrene.html.
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had tried to assassinate him,171 and sought the support of  Rome, through the following 
will:172

1V�\PM�ÅN\MMV\P�aMIZ��QV�\PM�UWV\P�WN �4WQW[��?Q\P�OWWL�NWZ\]VM��<PQ[�Q[�\PM�_QTT��ta/de die/qeto) of  
king Ptolemy the younger, son of  king Ptolemy and queen Cleopatra... a copy of  which has been 
sent to Rome. . . Should any mortal fate befall me before I can leave behind heirs to the throne, I 
bequeathe my kingdom that belongs to me to the Romans, for whom I have from the beginning 
preserved friendship and alliance with sincerity. To them also I entrust the task of  protecting my 
interests, praying to them in the name of  all the gods and with their own consent, that if  any 
enemies attack either the cities or the country, they should give help with all their power in 
accordance with the friendship and alliance we concluded with each other and in accordance 
with justice. 173

From the fact that the king had already sent a copy of  the will to Rome, it is obvious that the 
I[[Q[\IVKM�PM�Q[�[MMSQVO�Q[�L]ZQVO�PQ[�TQNM\QUM��I[�QVLMML�Q[�KWVÅZUML�Ja�8WTaJQ][174), not after 
his death. Volterra argues, in fact, that the “will” must have been preceded by intensive 
diplomatic negotiations.175 In short, we have here a “will”, using the terminology of  the verb 
which generated the noun diaqh/kh��_PQKP�ZMÆMK\[�I�JQTI\MZIT�\ZMI\a�JM\_MMV�\PM�SQVO�IVL�
the Romans, in effect, a ‘testamentary pact’ (the Erbvertrag, apparently still recognised in 
Swiss law). We may note that this evokes the scholarly analysis of  the origins of  the biblical 
berit in ancient near eastern treaties. There is an alliance in which one side offers protection, 
the other loyalty to the protecting ruler.176 Nor does this text from Cyrene stand alone.177

Thus we have in the Greek and Hellenistic worlds (in addition to outright gifts, immediately 
effective although intended to function as an inheritance, found also in the Hebrew Bible178 

171 Polybius 33:11: “At the time when the senate dispatched Opimius to make war on the Oxybii the younger 
Ptolemy came to Rome and appearing before the senate accused his brother, asserting that he was responsible for 
the plot against himself. Exhibiting the scars left by his wounds, and laying full stress besides in his speech on the 
atrocity of  the deed, he pleaded for pity. Neolaïdes and Andromachus also came as envoys from the elder king to 
defend him against these accusations, but the senate would not even listen to their defence, so much were they 
XZMXW[[M[[ML�Ja�\PM�aW]VOMZ�JZW\PMZ¼[�KPIZOM[��7ZLMZQVO�\PM[M�MV^Wa[�\W�TMI^M�:WUM�I\�WVKM��\PMa�IXXWQV\ML�Å^M�
legates, headed by Gnaeus Merula and Lucius Thermus, to support the younger brother, and furnishing each of  
them with a quinquereme ordered them to re-establish Ptolemy in Cyprus, writing to their allies in Greece and Asia 
to the effect that they had their permission to assist his return” (Loeb translation, at http://penelope.uchicago.edu/
Thayer/E/Roman/Texts/Polybius/33*.html).

172 Oliverio, La stele di Tolemeo Neòteros (1932), kindly drawn to my attention by Daniela Piattelli.
173 Translation of  M.M. Austin at http://www.livius.org/ct-cz/cyrene/cyrene_t_01.html.
174 Supra n.171.
175 Volterra 1991:554f.
176 See literature cited at n.52, supra.
177 Volterra, 1991:561–74, discusses other wills bequeathing kingdoms to the Roman people: those of  Attalus, 

king of  Pergamum (138–33 BCE), also found in an inscription (OGI no.338) as well as in literary sources, which 
also here use the noun diaqh/kh (which, Volterra notes, the Romans called testamentum); Cicero on the will of  
Nicomedes, king of  Bithynia; and the will of  Alexander (II?), king of  Egypt. He suggests that all of  them, if  not 
apocryphal, will have resulted from suggestions made by the Romans or from bilateral agreements with them. As to 
why this form, rather than that of  a foedus, was used, he concludes (573f.), following Bonfante and Sciajola, that the 
:WUIV[�KWVKMQ^ML�WN �\PM�IKY]Q[Q\QWV�WN �I�SQVOLWU�QV�\MZU[�WN �QVPMZQ\IVKM�JMKI][M�\PM�WZQOQVIT�:WUIV�[QOVQÅKIVKM�
of  the testamentum was the designation by the paterfamilias of  who would succeed him as sovereign of  the family 
group: this was now applied to the transfer of  sovereignty over a political group. For Attalus, see also Moulton and 
Milligan 1908:563f.

178 Gen. 25:5–6, Abraham’s gift to the sons of  Keturah, before he “sent them away”. Rabbinic interpretation 
includes Ishmael here, since v.6 refers to “the sons of  the concubines” (plural, taken to include Hagar). See Jackson, 
“Prodigal”, 123–26.
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and the New Testament179) both bilateral dispositions taking effect partially immediately and 
partially on death (meta\\ th\n teleuth/n) and unilateral dispositions, themselves sometimes 
taking effect partially during the testator’s lifetime.180 The term diaqh/kh is typically used of  
the latter, but may also, especially in its verbal forms (ta/de die/qeto), be used of  the former.
?M�ÅVL�VW�M^QLMVKM�WN �\PM[M�NWZU[�QV�\PM�0MJZM_�*QJTM��_PQKP�OI^M�XZMNMZMVKM�\W�_PI\�

today we would call intestate succession, although there is abundant evidence from the 
narratives that the will (in the non-legal sense) of  the head of  the family could, in various 
ways, achieve much the same thing. Thus we hear that Job (42:14) “gave” (vayiten) his 
daughters an “inheritance” (nah.  alah) alongside181 their brothers; Ishmael (Gen. 21:8–21) and 
Esau (Gen. 25, 27) are both excluded, and Joseph (via Ephraim and Menasseh) supplants 
Reuven in respect of  the double portion (Gen. 48:5). Moreover, the story of  the “sale” of  the 
birthright in Gen. 25 appears to presuppose that the expectancy is transferable before the 
death of  the father.182 However, the texts provide no information in any of  these cases as to 
the point of  time at which these various arrangements were intended to take effect.

By the time of  the Mishnah, two forms of  testamentary disposition183 had developed: 

(a)  the matenat bari,184 the (inter vivos) “gift of  a healthy man”, a form of  gift – requiring a 
normal form of  property transfer (qinyan),185 which could take the form of  a written 
deed186 – some aspects of  which took effect immediately while others were delayed until 
after death187, and 

179 The issue in the parable of  the prodigal son (Luke 15:11–32): did the advance to the younger son effectively 
disinherit him from any later entitlement?; see Jackson, “Prodigal”, 119–34.

180 Pace the view of  E. Bammel, “Gottes DIAQHKH (Gal. 3.15–17) und das jüdisches Rechtsdenken”, NTS 6 
(1960), 313–19, reported by Llewellyn, “Revocation”, 44, that both Greek and Roman wills took effect (entirely) on 
the death of  the testator.

181 Heb: betokh, the same term as is used of  the plea of  the daughters of  Zelopheh.  ad and the decision in their 
favour (Num. 27:4, 7), but not in the rules laid down for the future. It is thus possible to argue that the decision in the 
case was a compromise: the daughters shared the estate with their uncles, while for the future daughters would 
inherit the full estate.

182 See further, infra, text at n.224.
183 In addition to outright inter vivos gifts, such as that given to the “prodigal son” in Luke 15. Kloppenborg 

2008:177 notes the distinction in Tosefta Baba Batra 8:10 between the '9'=''� (‘will’) and the !1=/ (gift) expressed 
(only) as “from today” (-#'!/, cf. a0po\ tou= nu=n in P. Mich. V 322 of  46 CE), rather than “from today and after my 
death” (!='/�:%�+#�-#'!/). It is the outright gift that is the subject of  rabbinic (and see earlier, supra at n.124, on Sir. 
33:24(32)) criticism in Baba Metsia 75b (following Yaron 1960:27). Most of  the papyri discussed by Kloppenborg 
(BGU III 993, P. Mich. V 322, P. Petr III 2, P. Cair. Goodsp. 6, P. Lond. III 880, BGU IV 1013, P. Oxy. II 273) are 
viewed as parallels to such outright gifts, as background to the division of  the estate in Luke 15, and the position of  
the prodigal son in particular. But the terminology is not always consistent: Kloppenborg 2008:181 notes that P. 
Mich. V 321 (of  42 CE) includes the meta t –en teleut –en formula, but its terms indicate that the land had in fact became 
the property of  the donees immediately. He also comments (at 182) that the frequent use in Greco-Roman deeds of  
the title homologia “is strictly formulaic”.

184 The terminology bari occurs in Mishnah Baba Batra 9:7.
185 See Mishnah Baba Batra 9:7.
186 Mishnah Baba Batra 8:5, 7.
187 Mishnah Baba Batra 8:7(b): “If  a man assigned his goods to his son to be his after his death, the father cannot 

sell them since they are assigned to his son, and the son cannot sell them since they are in the father’s possession. If  
his father sold them, they are sold [only] until he dies; if  the son sold them, the buyer has no claim on them until the 
NI\PMZ�LQM[��<PM�NI\PMZ�UIa�XT]KS�]X�C\PM�KZWX�WN �I�ÅMTL�_PQKP�PM�PI[�I[[QOVMLE�IVL�OQ^M�\W�MI\�\W�_PWU�PM�_QTT��IVL�
if  he left anything already plucked up, it belongs to [all] his heirs.” Thus, the donor retained a usufruct and the 
donee a future interest, which could be alienated (with the consent of  the donor, during his lifetime): see Jackson, 
“The Jewish Background . . .”, 117f. It is thus misleading to speak, as does Llewellyn, “Revocation”, 44, in terms of  
a division between ownership and possession. On the exclusion of  after-acquired property, see n.140, supra. 
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(b)  the matenat shekhiv mera,188 the revocable189 disposition of  an estate by one “lying sick”, 
which some argued should be subject to fewer formalities190 and which took effect on 
death.191 

It has, however, been persuasively argued that these two forms – and particularly the 
distinction between a healthy and a sick (in fact, terminally ill) “testator”192 – represent a 
Jewish adaptation of  the earlier Hellenistic forms193 – designed in part to restrict freedom of  
testation, seen as an encroachment on the biblical rules of  (“intestate”) succession,194 with 
their superior status as part of  the written Torah. Thus, it is thought that there was a stage 
when Jews adopted the Hellenistic forms: the meta te–n teleute–n (some examples of  which have 
survived in 2nd cent CE papyri195) but without its restriction to a “healthy” man, and the 
diaqh/kh, the principal difference between them being that the former, taking effect in part 
immediately, was irrevocable, while the latter was revocable (until death).196 

However, the expansive range of  the Greek diaqh/kh was received also in the rabbinic 
Hebrew loan-word '9'=''� (diatiki), clearly referring to a written document,197 though it 
remains debatable whether the word is being used simply as a name for the rabbinic shekhiv 
mera198 (though it could also be used of  a bari199) WZ�_PM\PMZ�Q\�ZMÆMK\[�\PM�OMV]QVM�ILWX\QWV�WN �

188 The terminology occurs in Mishnah Baba Batra 9:6. Often conventionally referred to (as here) simply as the 
shekhiv mera.

189 Yaron 1960:77, 81–84, noting that Tosefta Baba Batra 8:10 (which speaks of  a diatiki, though Yaron takes it to 
be referring to a shekhiv mera; aliter Rivlin, n.200, infra) allows revocation after recovery, thus implying that the shekhiv 
mera is then revocable rather than automatically void, whereas the preferred solution was that of  Mishnah Peah 3:7 
as interpreted by Jerusalem Talmud Peah 3:9, restricting such revocation to the period of  illness, and making the 
shekhiv mera automatically void on recovery. He goes on to discuss Amoraic sources which support the latter 
conclusion. By Amoraic times it was clearly revocable by a later such declaration: see Yaron 1960:72f., on Jerusalem 
Talmud Baba Batra 8:8; Babylonian Talmud Baba Batra 151a.

190 Yaron 1960, esp. at 61f., on Mishnah Baba Batra 9:7, and B.B. 175a (etc.): “The words of  a shekhiv mera are as 
if  written and delivered.”

191 For Amoraic texts requiring that the death must result from the sickness during which the “will” was made, 
see Yaron 1960:83f.

192 Yaron 1960:47–49.
193 Katzoff  1989:204 argues that the Jewish diatiki and matenat bari can have been modelled on analogous Greek 

QV[\Q\]\QWV[�WVTa�JMNWZM�\PM�UQLLTM�WN �\PM�ÅZ[\�KMV\]Za�+-��[QVKM�NZWU�\PI\�\QUM�]V\QT�\PM�*abIV\QVM�XMZQWL�\PM�/ZMMS�
meta t –en teleut –en was assimilated to the diath –ek –e and “usually made revocable” (scil. by an explicit clause). In the middle 
ages, the Jewish matenat bari also came to be revocable, by the insertion of  an appropriate clause.

194 Yaron 1960:48f.
195 On P. Yadin 7 and 19, see Rivlin 2005:165–67, 180–82. Aliter, on P. Yad. 19, Katzoff  1994.
196 Yaron 1960:47f.
197 See the quotations in Sperber 1984:84–86, e.g.: Mishnah Moed Katan 3:3, “And these may be written out 

during mid-festivals . . . testaments (diatiki); Mishnah Baba Metsia 1:7, “If  [a man] found . . . a will . . .”. The citations 
of  Behm 1965:125, from Strack-Billerbeck III, 545, for the loan word’s meaning in Hebrew and Aramaic as 
“order” or “disposition”, are all several centuries later.

198 Llewellyn, “Revocation”, 45, claims that in the amoraic period the diatiqi was called matenat shekhiv mera. Some 
sources require a form of  qinyan. Yaron 1960:32 insists: “Jewish law does not know any unilateral disposition in 
contemplation of  death . . . (rather, it involves) the co-operation of  two parties, donor and donee . . . a formal ‘act 
of  acquisition’ is indispensable . . .”. See esp. Mishnah Baba Batra 8:6, discussed in n.203, infra. For earlier literature 
which takes a different view, see Rivlin 2005:172 nn.25–26.

199 Tosefta Baba Batra 8:9: “a bari’ who wrote a deyathiqi . . .”, discussed by Yaron 1960:64f. See also Yaron 
1960:26–28, on the matanah as following the terminology of  the Egyptian meta\ th\n teleuth/n, translated as le’ah.  ar 
mitah (preceded by mehayyom, “from today”), citing as the earliest example of  the latter BGU 993 of  127 BCE.
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a foreign institution (the Greek form of  will200),201 perhaps by adaptation of  a rabbinic 
form.202 No actual example of  such a diatiki has survived. There is, however, a tannaitic 
source which is taken to rule that the written document, unlike the Hellenistic diaqh/kh, had 
to be delivered to the heir or other recipient,203 and once delivered could not be revoked until 
after recovery204 (thus, in effect, a conditional matenat bari). There is an amoraic dictum that a 
later diatiki (automatically) revokes an earlier one: diatiki mevattelet diatiki, but its status has 
been disputed.205 Yaron is clearly of  the view that it never generated a “will” in the sense of  
the Roman testamentum.206

<PM�UM\PWLWTWOQKIT�LQNÅK]T\QM[� QV^WT^ML� QV�I[KMZ\IQVQVO� \PM� QV\MZ�ZMTI\QWV[PQX[�JM\_MMV�
some of  these different forms include: (1) the lack of  terminological precision and consistency, 
particularly as regards the term diaqh/kh and its associated verbal forms, which could refer 
to both gifts in contemplation of  death or wills, even though the latter appears to have been 
the more typical;207 (2) the fact that the Greek meta te–n teleute–n is found in papyrological 
practice documents208 rather than formal statements of  law, while the converse largely 
applies to the Rabbinic matenat bari; (3) while the Rabbinic diatiki is mentioned in the Mishnah 

200 On which see supra��\M`\�I\�V����·�� ��5W[\�[QOVQÅKIV\�Q[�<W[MN\I Baba Batra 8:10, cited by Rivlin 2005:172f., 
which gives the formula to be used by one who “writes a diyatiqi” ('9'=''���=#)!) and distinguishes it from that for 
a !1=/. 

201 Llewellyn, “Revocation”, 47, cites Tosefta Baba Batra 9:14: “He who writes dieqe/men in Greek, behold this is a 
gift (matanah)”. But even this is not conclusive. It could mean either that the rules of  matenat bari apply to it, or that it 
Q[� KTI[[QÅML� QV� 2M_Q[P� TI_�I[�I�OQN\� �\P][�PIZUWVQ[QVO� Q\�_Q\P� 2M_Q[P� Z]TM[��� M^MV� \PW]OP� Q\�WXMZI\M[�IKKWZLQVO� \W�
hellenistic practice. See also Katzoff  1989:203, citing dieqe/men as an example of  “quotations from language which 
UQOP\�PI^M�JMMV�][ML�Ja�TIaUMV�QV�\ZIV[IK\QWV[�KWVKMZVQVO�_PW[M�TMOIT�[QOVQÅKIVKM�\PM�ZIJJQ[�PIL�\W�LMKQLM�������
Many words appear as terms for foreign institutions whose legal effect in Jewish law had to be determined 
[XMKQÅKITTa�JMKI][M�\PMa�_MZM�NWZMQOV�º

202 The rule that it required the agreement of  the recipient (Tosefta Baba Batra 11:6) suggests that it may have 
been conceived as an adaptation of  qinyan shtar.

203 Mishnah Baba Batra 8:6 rules: “One who died and a deyathiqi was found bound to his thigh, – this is nothing. 
But if  (he had delivered it and) through it had caused another – whether of  his heirs or not of  his heirs – to acquire 
(:%�+�!��!)'$), his words stand” (translation of  Yaron 1960:65). The Hebrew does not mention delivery, but this is 
(rightly) supplied by Yaron as the appropriate form of  acquisition (qinyan) for a shtar. See also Kloppenborg 2008:176.

204 Yaron 1960:66 interprets the second clause of  Mishnah Baba Batra�  "�� QV� \PM� KWV\M`\� WN � \PM� ÅZ[\�� I[�
presupposing death, so that the deyathiqi, once delivered, was not revocable prior to recovery (such revocability being 
a creation of  the Amoraim: Yaron 1960:64). He sees Tosefta Baba Batra 8:10–11, discussed at 1960:65f., as 
representing a later stage, but one which allows revocability only before delivery. On the other hand, Rivlin 
2005:173f. takes Tosefta Baba Batra 8:9 to mean that “delivery of  the deed itself  did not constitute cession of  the 
XW[[M[[QWV��J]\�ZI\PMZ�ÅVIT�QV\MV\�\W�JMY]MI\P�\PM�XW[[M[[QWV��;QVKM�\PM�JMY]M[\�_W]TL�WVTa�\ISM�MNNMK\�IN\MZ�LMI\P��
the donor could retract it at any time”; he does not here address the contrary arguments of  Yaron on Tosefta Baba 
Batra 8:9–11.

205 Yaron 1960:71f. regards Jerusalem Talmud Baba Batra 8:8 as spurious. But see also Cohen 1966:I.33–35, 
citing (at 34 n.26) Jerusalem Talmud Sanhedrin II:6 (20c), “any diatiki which is partly annulled in entirely void”, in 
the context of  a discussion of  2 Cor. 3:6. On this text, see also Llewellyn, “Revocation”, 45–46. See also Babylonian 
Talmud Baba Batra 135b, 152b; Jerusalem Talmud Baba Batra 8.16 (16b 59). 

206 Yaron, quoted supra n.198. Of  course, this does not mean that the latter institution, and its Hellenistic partial 
forerunner, were unknown to and never used by Jews. See Katzoff, quoted n.201, supra. Rivlin 2005:172–79 (and 
[MM�N]Z\PMZ�:Q^TQV��!!!"KP[��· ��M[X��I\��� ·�������·����ÅVL[�M^QLMVKM�WN �IV�MIZTa�J]\�TQUQ\ML�][M�WN �\PM�diatiki in 
Jewish sources which did take effect only on death: see n.200, supra. Milgram 2012 (who does not here address the 
issue of  the diyatiqi ��[MM[�I�ZMÆMK\QWV�WN �\PQ[�Q[[]M�QV�\PM�^QM_�WN �:IJJQ�AWP. anan ben Berokah in Mishnah Baba Batra 
8:5 (despite the fact that he appears to be referring to an oral declaration, the context there being the matenat bari ): 
“If  he said [’amarE�\PQ[�WN �WVM�\PI\�_I[�Y]ITQÅML�\W�QVPMZQ\�NZWU�PQU��PQ[�_WZL[�ZMUIQV�^ITQL��J]\�QN �WN �WVM�\PI\�_I[�
VW\�Y]ITQÅML�\W�QVPMZQ\�NZWU�PQU��PQ[�_WZL[�LW�VW\�ZMUIQV�^ITQL�º�

207 See text at nn.156–161, supra.
208 See n.195, supra.
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and related documents, its legal characteristics are not systematically set out, so that it 
remains debatable whether the loan word is simply an earlier name for the rabbinic shekhiv 
mera, or the genuine adoption of  a foreign institution, perhaps by adaptation of  a rabbinic 
form.209

4. THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN COVENANT AND INHERITANCE 
�����IN THE HEBREW BIBLE

Before proceeding further in our quest, it will be useful to review some aspects of  the 
relationship between covenant and inheritance in the Hebrew Bible itself. For the relationship 
between covenant and inheritance involves issues with close parallels in theology and law, 
including the nature of  that which is inherited (material and/or spiritual); inclusion in and 
exclusion from the inheritance; the nature of  the testamentary “act” and the time of  its 
coming into effect; its revocability and the relationship between successive testamentary acts. 

The close relationship between the concepts of  covenant and inheritance is apparent 
ITZMILa�QV�\PM�KW^MVIV\�_Q\P�)JZIPIU��\W�_PQKP�XIZ\QK]TIZ�[QOVQÅKIVKM�Q[�I\\IKPML�QV�\PM�
New Testament210). In Gen. 17 we read:

(1) When Abram was ninety-nine years old the LORD appeared to Abram, and said to him, “I am 
God Almighty; walk before me, and be blameless. (2) And I will make my covenant (=':�)211 
between me and you, and will multiply you exceedingly.” (3) Then Abram fell on his face; and God 
said to him, (4) “Behold, my covenant is with you, and you shall be the father of  a multitude of  
nations. (5) No longer shall your name be Abram, but your name shall be Abraham; for I have 
made you the father of  a multitude of  nations. (6) I will make you exceedingly fruitful; and I will 
make nations of  you, and kings shall come forth from you. (7) And I will establish my covenant 
between me and you and your descendants after you throughout their generations for an everlasting 
covenant (-+#3�=':�+), to be God to you and to your descendants after you. (8) And I will give 
('==1#212) to you, and to your descendants after you, the land of  your sojournings, all the land of  
Canaan,213 for an everlasting possession (TI¼ah.]bat olam, -+#3�=$%�+214); and I will be their God.” 

209 See the previous paragraph, supra.
210 Both in its own right, and by contrast with the Sinaitic covenant (on which, see the discussion of  Gal. 3 and 4 

in section 6, below). See further Forman 2011. For a discussion of  the Abrahamic passages in the New Testament 
QV�\PM�KWV\M`\�WN �I�\PMWTWOa�WN �R][\QÅKI\QWV�Ja�NIQ\P��[MM�)TM`IVLMZ��!!���

211 Even here, Behm 1965:132f. tries to avoid “covenant” in his account of  Luke’s reference to the Abrahamic 
narrative: in 1:72 “. . . diaqh/kh is used of  the promise to Abraham. . . . the context here is so fully in line with the 
OT and Judaism that there can be no doubt that the word is used in the traditional sense of  the declaration of  the 
will of  God concerning future salvation, promise and self-commitment”, though covenant is clearly in the text: “to 
perform the mercy (e0/leov) [promised to] our fathers, and to remember his holy covenant (diaqh/khj), the oath 
which he swore to our father Abraham” (RSV 1:72–73).

212 Note the future verb; not apparently a speech act (such as hinei ani noten lekhah), even though the making of  the 
covenantal promise itself  does appear as a speech act, with hinei: (=��'=':��!1! (v.4). So this appears to be a promise 
ZI\PMZ�\PIV�IV�QUUMLQI\M�OQN\� \W�)JZIPIU��XMZPIX[�ZMÆMK\QVO�\PM�[IUM�R]ZQLQKIT�VW\QWV�� \PI\�\PM�ZMKQXQMV\�U][\�
“take possession”: see, however, Daube’s interpretation of  the acts of  viewing the land by Abraham (Gen. 13:14–15) 
and Moses (Deut. 34:1) and the temptation of  Jesus (Matt. 4:8–9, cf. Luke 4:5ff.) as symbolic takings of  possession, 
comparable to the Roman ÅVQ]U�LMUWV[\ZI\QW: Daube 1947:24–39 and Daube 1957. On the absence of  covenant 
terminology in the promise of  the land in Deuteronomy, see Jackson 2000:257f.

213 The promise of  the land occurs several times in the Abrahamic narrative: Gen. 13:15 and 15:18, as well as 
here. The promise is presented as part of  a covenant in chs.15 and 17, but not ch.13. On the Pauline interpretation 
of  the Abrahamic covenant tradition, see infra, s.6.

214 The terminology of  inheritance, in relation to the land, is even clearer in Solomon’s prayer (1 Kings 8:36): 

daniellangton
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  (9) And God said to Abraham, “As for you, you shall keep my covenant (:#/<=�'=':��=�), you 
and your descendants after you throughout their generations. (10) This is my covenant, which you 
shall keep (#:/<=�:<��'=':��=�$), between me and you and your descendants after you: Every 
male among you shall be circumcised (:)$�+)�-)+�+#/!215). (11) You shall be circumcised in the 
ÆM[P�WN �aW]Z�NWZM[SQV[��IVL�Q\�[PITT�JM�I�[QOV�WN �\PM�KW^MVIV\��=':��=#�+�!'!#) between me and you. 
(12) He that is eight days old among you shall be circumcised; every male throughout your 
generations, whether born in your house, or bought with your money from any foreigner who is 
not of  your offspring, (13) both he that is born in your house and he that is bought with your 
UWVMa��[PITT�JM�KQZK]UKQ[ML��;W�[PITT�Ua�KW^MVIV\�JM�QV�aW]Z�ÆM[P�IV�M^MZTI[\QVO�KW^MVIV\�������
)Va�]VKQZK]UKQ[ML�UITM�_PW�Q[�VW\�KQZK]UKQ[ML�QV�\PM�ÆM[P�WN �PQ[�NWZM[SQV�[PITT�JM�K]\�WNN �NZWU�
his people; he has broken my covenant.” 

Even without the element of  circumcision (whether regarded as a condition or a sign of  
the covenant – or, indeed, both216���\PQ[�Q[�UWZM�\PIV�MQ\PMZ�]VQTI\MZIT�OZIKM�WZ�R][\QÅKI\QWV�Ja�
faith: the basic covenantal model, of  an exchange of  loyalty for protection, is here instantiated 
by the imperative “walk before me, and be blameless” on the one side, the promise of  
posterity and the land on the other. This covenant is, in principle, permanent, as is the 
promise of  the land.217 But this clearly does not make it either unconditional,218 or guaranteed 
\W�ITT�WN �)JZIPIU¼[�XZWOMVa��I[�\PM�TI\MZ�VIZZI\Q^M�KTMIZTa�LMUWV[\ZI\M[��:I\PMZ��Q\�ZMÆMK\[�I�
XIZ\QK]TIZ�XW[Q\QWV�WV�IV�Q[[]M�WV�_PQKP�\PM�JQJTQKIT�VIZZI\Q^M[�ZMÆMK\�LQNNMZMV\�^QM_["�KIV�I�
KW^MVIV\�¹LM[KMVLº�I]\WUI\QKITTa� \W� []J[MY]MV\�OMVMZI\QWV[��WZ�U][\� Q\�JM�ZMINÅZUML�Ja�
successive generations? Despite the language of  Gen. 17, there are indications that the latter 
view may originally have prevailed.219 Indeed, this very passage continues with Abraham 
raising with God the status of  Ishmael,220 to which God replies (v.19): “Sarah your wife shall 

“give rain upon your land, which you have given to your people for an inheritance (!+%1+).” Does that mean an 
inheritance from the original donees or an inheritance from God, or both? The latter possibilities are not 
theologically excluded, since inheritance of  property is typically effected during the lifetime of  the owner in the 
Bible. See, e.g., the succession to Isaac (below), and the (happy) conclusion to the book of  Job:  Job 42:15: “And in all 
the land there were no women so fair as Job’s daughters; and their father gave them inheritance among their 
brothers.”

215 Despite the RSV, here quoted, the verb is active.
216 See further Bernat 2009:36-40.
217 Note the parallel expressions -+#3�=':�+ and -+#3�=$%�+ in vv.7 and 8.
218 Pace Weinfeld TDOT II.270–71, who argues (based on ANE, esp. Hittite, grants), that “loyalty to God is 

presupposed, [but] it does not occur as a condition for keeping the promise.” He suggests that for Abraham (here 
citing Gen. 15 and 17 together, aliter in Weinfeld 1970) that it is a reward for past loyalty (Gen. 26:5, cf. 22:16–18. 
But these are (in terms of  the narrative) later than Gen. 17). At II.278 he comments on the idea of  exclusive loyalty 
as stressed by Hosea, Jeremiah and Ezekiel in the form of  the marriage metaphor. But idolatry is the prime cardinal 
sin in the Bible, and the reason for God’s withdrawal of  protection (and exile). See further n.111, supra.

219 I have argued at some length, in 2000:ch.9, that the covenantal relationship was originally conceived to be 
personal (like a contract) to the parties, and hence needed to be renewed in each generation. In Deut. 5:2–5 this 
XZWJTMU�Q[�ILLZM[[ML�\PZW]OP�\PM�ÅK\QWV�WN �XZM[MVKM"�¹<PM�47:,�W]Z�/WL�UILM�I�KW^MVIV\�_Q\P�][�QV�0WZMJ��
Not with our fathers did the LORD make this covenant, but with us, who are all of  us here alive this day.” Cf. Deut. 
29:14–15: “Nor is it with you only that I make this sworn covenant, but with him who is not here with us this day as 
well as with him who stands here with us this day before the LORD our God.”

220 Gen.17:18: “And Abraham said to God, ‘O that Ishmael might live in your presence!’ (19) And God said, 
‘Sarah your wife shall bear you a son indeed; and you shall call his name Isaac; and I will establish my covenant with 
him for an everlasting covenant (-+#3�=':�+), and with his seed after him. (20) And as for Ishmael, I have heard you; 
Behold, I have blessed him, and will make him fruitful, and will multiply him exceedingly; twelve princes shall he 
father, and I will make him a great nation. (21) But my covenant will I establish with Isaac, whom Sarah shall bear 
to you at this set time in the next year.’” Blessing and promise (Ishmael) are clearly distinct from a covenant 
relationship (Isaac). See, however, Paul’s interpretation of  the relationship in Gal. 4, discussed in s.6, infra.
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bear you a son indeed; and you shall call his name Isaac; and I will establish my covenant with 
him for an everlasting covenant (-+#3�=':�+�#=��'=':��=��'=/9!#), and with his [Isaac’s] seed 
(#3:$+) after him.” Within one and the same verse, there is no perceived contradiction 
between the principle of  an everlasting covenant and the promise to renew an (already 
everlasting) covenant with the next generation.221

When we reach the narratives of  the succession to Isaac, the pattern of  disinheritance of  
the non-favoured elder son (Esau) is repeated, but this time with an interesting additional 
dimension. We have two narratives (which source critics might assume are alternative 
accounts of  the same outcome),222 that of  the sale of  the mess of  pottage (Gen. 25:27–34), 
and that of  Jacob’s impersonation of  Esau, prompted by Rebekkah (Gen. 27). But the two use 
different terminology:223 the object of  Jacob’s acquisition in Gen. 25 is the “birthright” 
(bekhorah, v.32), impliedly of  property, resulting in a sale: “So he (Esau) . . . sold his birthright 
to Jacob” ()93'+�#=:#)��=��:)/'#). We may note that Isaac is still alive. If  he had already 
conveyed the birthright to Esau, this was an inter vivos gift (and, by implication, one taking 
immediate effect, insofar as Esau was able, without further reference to Isaac, to sell it on).224 
However, the terminology of  the narrative of  Gen. 27 is different: it concerns not Jacob’s 
acquisition of  the bekhorah but rather of  the berakhah, the blessing. This is not to be explained 
away as a scribal error:225 what is at stake in Gen�����Q[�UW[\�LMÅVQ\MTa�I�JTM[[QVO��IVL�WVM�
which is directed to the future leadership of  the household: “Be lord over your brothers, and 
may your mother’s sons bow down to you” (Gen. 27:29). True, property is also mentioned, 
but that too is a promise of  future divine benevolence, not of  present property: “May God 
give you of  the dew of  heaven, and of  the fatness of  the earth, and plenty of  grain and 
wine” (Gen. 27:28, cf. Esau’s complaint in v.37). Again, we may note that this is not a deathbed 
scene. Though blind, Isaac was to survive at least another 20 years, since he was still alive 
when Jacob returned from the household of  Laban (Gen 35:27–29),226� IVL� ÅVITTa� [M\\TML�
scores with Esau.227 Nevertheless, we do have to ask whether Isaac’s blessing was really 

221 Though the Genesis narrations in respect of  both Isaac and Jacob speak in terms of  renewals of  the blessings 
(Gen. 26:3–5, Gen. 28:3–4, 13–14: see Jackson 2000:241–43) rather than the covenants.

222 Daube 1947:199 is attracted to this view.
223 Recognised explicitly in the text, when Esau complains to Isaac in Gen. 27:36: “. . . he has supplanted me these 

two times. He took away my birthright; and behold, now he has taken away my blessing.” For comparison of  the 
two narratives, indicating the presence of  fraud also in Gen. 25, see Daube 1947:191–200.

224 If, on the other hand, Isaac had not already conveyed the birthright to Esau, perhaps Esau was not so stupid 
or cavalier as is normally thought: he is selling only an expectancy, and may already have seen the straws in the 
wind. Taubenschlag 1959:I.618 notes that in Gortynian and Attic law children “have already in the time of  their 
parents the right of  expectancy, of  agreement and consent”, citing earlier secondary literature; he also observes (at 
620) that the satisfaction (of  inheritance rights) during the life-time of  the father is known in Attica, Gortyn and 
with the hypomnematic Locrians.

225 We may note that the two terms have the same three letters in their root, though in a different order: !:)� 
and !):����3TQ\[VMZ�����"��N��V���[]OOM[\[�\PI\�¹\PM�[_Q\KPQVO�WN �\PM�WZLMZ�WN �TM\\MZ[�[]J\Ta�ZMÆMK\[�IVL�]VLMZ[KWZM[�
the switching of  the order of  the sons”, and proposes further instances later in the story. I am indebted to Peretz 
Rodman for the reference to Klitsner.

226 Cf. Lincoln 1999:16 and 14f. in relation to Hebrews 12:17.
227 I recently heard an interesting new interpretation of  this, in a sermon by Rabbi Ariel Abel. Gen 33:11 has 

Jacob say to Esau: “Accept, I pray you, '=):� that is brought to you, because God has dealt graciously with me, and 
because I have enough.” Though the RSV (along with, e.g., ASV, ERV, JPS, NASB), translates '=):� as “my gift” 
(in line with Rashi) rather than “my blessing” (as in KJV and many others), Rabbi Abel suggested that it refers back 
to the blessing fraudulently obtained by Jacob in Gen. 27. But the context is against this. The text continues: “Thus 
he urged him, and he took it.” Moreover, the text in vv.5–9 shows clearly that Esau understood that he was being 
offered gifts (including servants), and Gen. 33:10 uses the term '=%1/ in relation to them. 
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irrevocable. Esau challenges it, on the grounds of  fraud, but Isaac replies that there is nothing 
he can do: “Your brother came with guile, and he has taken away your blessing.”228 Yet there 
is a special feature in both narratives which may explain the irrevocability. In Gen. 25, the 
NZI]L]TMV\� [ITM� Q[� NWZ\QÅML�Ja�IV�WI\P�229 The blessing (and associated curse) has a similar 
status: it involves an invocation of  the deity.230

When Jacob is himself  on his deathbed, he blesses his sons in turn. The sequence 
commences with: “Gather yourselves together, that I may tell you what shall befall you in 
days to come”231 (Gen. 49:1), but concludes with a colophon clearly identifying what has been 
said as a series of  “blessings”: “All these are the twelve tribes of  Israel; and this is what their 
father said to them as he blessed them, blessing each with the blessing suitable to him” (Gen. 
49:28, using the terminology of  !):�). But these “blessings” are far from universally positive. 
On several occasions they are closer to curses, linked to moral rebuke of  past behaviour: 
thus, Reuben,232 Simeon and Levi,233 Benjamin.234 We are, indeed, already approaching the 
genre of  “Testament” literature (s.5, below). Nowhere here is there any reference or allusion 
\W�XZWXMZ\a� QVPMZQ\IVKM#� \PM�XZIK\QKIT� [QOVQÅKIVKM�WN � \PQ[� ¹\M[\IUMV\º�� TQSM� \PI\�WN � 1[IIK¼[�
!):� (Gen. 27), is in the realm of  family (in future, national) leadership: Reuven, the natural 
ÅZ[\JWZV��Q[�LMXZQ^ML�WN �TMILMZ[PQX��Gen. 49:4), which is conferred on Judah (Gen. 49:8: “your 
father’s sons shall bow down before you”, echoing the language of  Isaac to Jacob in Gen. 
27:29).

Elsewhere in the Pentateuch, the issues of  property and “spiritual inheritance” are linked. 
Of  Levi, it is written (Deut. 10:9): “Therefore Levi has no part nor inheritance with his 
brothers; the Lord is his inheritance (#=+%1)”. And the torah itself  is described in Deut. 33:4 as 
“the inheritance (!<:#/) of  the congregation of  Jacob”.235 Even more striking is the 
description of  Israel as God’s !+%1,236 as in 1 Kings 8:53: “For you did set them apart from 
among all the people of  the earth, to be your inheritance”. Lipiński comments: “The use of  
\PQ[�ÅO]ZI\Q^M� M`XZM[[QWV�LWM[�VW\� MUXPI[QbM� \PM� \ZIV[NMZ�WZ� QVPMZQ\IVKM�WN �XZWXMZ\a��J]\�
rather the constant, enduring nature of  its possession.” 237 But the spiritual aspect of  this 
enduring relationship is surely not to be excluded.

228 v.35. Cf. the conclusion of  v.33.
229 Daube 1947:196.
230 As in Gen. 27:29 (part of  Isaac’s blessing of  Jacob): “Cursed be every one who curses you, and blessed be every 

one who blesses you.”
231 Despite -'/'!�=':%��, this is not an eschatological prophecy; rather, it refers to events within the knowledge 

of  the biblical writers. On Simeon and Levi, see n.233, infra. 
232 Gen. 49:4: “Unstable as water, you shall not have pre-eminence because you went up to your father’s bed; then 

aW]� LMÅTML� Q\� ·� aW]� _MV\� ]X� \W�Ua� KW]KP	º�� ZMNMZZQVO� \W�:M]^MV¼[� I\\MUX\� \W� ¹IV\QKQXI\M� PQ[� QVPMZQ\IVKMº� �KN��
Absalom with David’s concubines: 2 Samuel 16:21–25) by bedding Bilhah (Gen. 35:2).

233 One might take Gen. 49:7 (“I will divide them in Jacob and scatter them in Israel”) as referring to the post-
conquest tribal division of  the land, with Levi not given a tribal allocation. But the verse refers jointly to both 
Simeon and Levi, alluding in vv.5–6 to their behaviour towards Shechem after the rape of  Dinah (Gen. 34).

234 Gen. 49:27: “Benjamin is a ravenous wolf, in the morning devouring the prey, and at even dividing the spoil” 
appears to refer to the behaviour of  members of  the tribe in Judg. 19 and its repercussions in chs.20-21.

235 Perhaps more accurately “heritage”. The term !<#:', more commonly used for inheritance, is not used here 
(though the two terms come from the same root, <	:	'���4WPÅVS�TDOT VI.376 rejects altogether this “metaphorical” 
interpretation (!<:#/ in apposition to torah), that the Torah is the “possession” or “heritage” of  the sons of  Jacob, 
and translates: “Moses gave us a law (thus translating torah), [and in addition he gave to us,] to the assembly of  
Jacob, a land for possession”, based on “the double duty of  words in poetic parallelism”.

236 Many sources cited by Lipiński, “+%1, n– ah.  al ”, TDOT IX.331.
237 Lipiński, ibid. 
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5. THE TESTAMENT GENRE

Against this background,238 the development in intertestamental times of  the Testament 
genre239 appears to be a natural development. Indeed, the foremost240 example follows 
directly on from Gen. 49, being the “Testaments of  the Twelve Patriarchs”,241 which, though 
it has survived in a Greek version (with Christian editing) from the 2nd century CE,242 has 
antecedents at Qumran – in particular an Aramaic antecedent of  the Testament of  Levi243 
and a Hebrew text of  the Testament of  Naphtali.244 Schiffman has argued that such 
testaments most likely go back to the Hasmonaean period, although some appear to be even 
earlier, perhaps emanating from circles that preceded the Qumran sect.245 

Both the title of  the “Testaments of  the Twelve Patriarchs”, and that of  each individual 
“Testament”246 use the term diaqh/kh247 and Origen248 refers to it as testamentum. No doubt 

238 Frey 2010:346 takes the Hebrew Bible antecedents to include also the farewells of  Joshua ( Josh. 23–24, on 
which see Jackson 2000:267–70), Samuel (1 Sam. 12), and David (1 Kings 2:1–10; 1 Chron. 28–29).

239 A distinction is sometimes made between testamentary literature and “literary testaments”, the latter being 
UWZM�VIZZW_Ta�LMÅVML�QV�\MZU[�WN �OMVZM��;MM��UW[\�ZMKMV\Ta��.ZMa�����"��!����IVL�V�����JMTW_#�,M;QT^I�����"���·
76.

240 On other examples of  the testamentary genre in the Pseudepigrapha, including the Testaments of  Abraham, 
Isaac and Jacob (sometimes combined as the Testaments of  the Three Patriarchs), the Testaments of  Job, Moses 
(assumptio Mosis) and Solomon, the Ascension of  Isaiah and some other testamentary texts found within larger 
collections such as 1 Enoch, 2 Enoch and the Liber Antiquitatum Biblicarum, see Frey 2010:347.

241 Again, the 12 sons of  Jacob, not the Twelve Tribes. DeSilva 2012:175-236 (ch. 8) and notes at 294–303 is 
entirely devoted to the Testament of  the Twelve Patriarchs.

242 For the most recent discussion of  Jewish or Christian origins of  the Testaments of  Twelve Patriarchs, see 
DeSilva 2012:194–222, arguing for a Jewish origin.

243 1Q21 and 4Q213-14: see Frey 2010:363–66, noting that it was originally thought to be the original of  the 
/ZMMS�<4M^Q�QV�\PM�<M[\IUMV\[�WN �<_MT^M�8I\ZQIZKP[��J]\�Q\�LQNNMZ[�[QOVQÅKIV\Ta�NZWU�\PM�TQ\MZIZa�\M[\IUMV\�OMVZM�QV�
that Levi speaks as if  he is already dead. See also DeSilva 2012:204, 297 n.71.

244� �9�����ÅZ[\�XTI\M��,M;QT^I�����"����XWQV\[�W]\�\PI\�\PM�<M[\IUMV\�WN �6IXP\ITQ¼[�OMVMITWOa�WN �*QTPIP�IVL�
Zilpah is found elsewhere only in 4Q215 1:2–5.

245 Schiffman 1994: “The Testaments of  Levi and Naphtali are traditionally placed in the context of  the 
Testaments of  the Twelve Patriarchs, a collection of  twelve such texts preserved in Greek. The Greek text is surely 
not the original version, for throughout there are Christian additions. That at least some of  the twelve testaments 
_MZM�WZQOQVITTa�2M_Q[P��VW\�+PZQ[\QIV��PI[�JMMV�XZW^MV�KWVKT][Q^MTa�Ja�\PM�ÅVLQVO�I\�9]UZIV�WN �IV�)ZIUIQK�̂ MZ[QWV�
of  the Testament of  Levi and a Hebrew text of  the Testament of  Naphtali. Some of  the messianic material in these 
\M`\[��XZM^QW][Ta�JMTQM^ML�\W�JM�+PZQ[\QIV�� Q[�VW_�]VLMZ[\WWL�\W�JM�2M_Q[P��ZMÆMK\QVO�^IZQW][�UM[[QIVQK�LWK\ZQVM[�
evident in the Qumran texts, sectarian and otherwise. Further, it seems that for the entire collection of  testaments, 
the Christian interpolations are actually secondary additions to a Jewish core. The testaments are most likely dated 
to the Hasmonaean period, although some books are earlier, perhaps emanating from circles that preceded  
the Qumran sect. Noteworthy is the presence in the Greek Testaments of  the Twelve Patriarchs of  the idea of   
two messiahs—one descended from Aaron and one from Israel—a notion prominent among the Qumran 
sectarians.”

246 On the MS evidence, see further Charles 1913:II.283. Samely, Inventory s.v. Testament of  Reuven, 1.1.5: 
“Important text witnesses attest to a heading which is not integrated with the body of  the text or the introductory 
frame, implying one or more of  the kinds of  information under 1.1.1–4, namely “The Testament of  Reuben, the 
ÅZ[\�JWZV�[WV�WN �2IKWJ�IVL�4MIPº��WZ�¹<PM�<M[\IUMV\�WN �:M]JMV�ZMOIZLQVO�\PW]OP\[º��diathe–ke– Reubem peri ennoion). 
This is a second heading, following an initial heading with the text “The Testaments of  the Twelve Patriarchs” (so 
that the word “testament” occurs three times in as many small text units, each time in incomplete sentences).”

247 See de Jonge 1978, e.g. at 1 (Reuven). Frey 2010:373 notes that the text “remarkably” uses diathe–ke– “according 
to the general, non-religious usage, not according to the LXX usage rendering the Hebrew berit ”, and points out (at 
347 n.8) that (only) in the Christian passage at tBenj 3:8 is diaqh/kh used in the sense of  covenant. 

248 Origen, Hom. in Jesu Nave ( Joshua) 15.6: Sed et in aliquo quodam libello, qui appellatur Testamentum duodecim 
patriarcharum, quamvis non habeatur in canone, talem tamen quemdam sensum invenimus . . . (Migne XXVI.904). 
Jerome, Tractatus de Psalmo XV (Corpus Christianorum, Series Latina (CCSL) 78:376) also refers to it, but does not include 
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\PQ[�UIa�PI^M�JMMV� NWZ\QÅML�Ja� \PM�][M�WN �diaqh/kh in Hellenistic literature to refer to “a 
philosophical testament, i.e. the spiritual legacy of  a sage”.249 Particularly interesting in this 
respect is the Testament of  Kahat,250 son of  Levi251 and father of  Amram,252 found at 
Qumran.253 In it, Kahat entrusts Amram, his son, with all the books he received from Levi, 
who in turn had received them from his forefathers.254 We have here a concrete link between 
property and “spiritual” inheritance. One version of  the Testament of  Abraham also 
mentions property. Abraham is commanded by the archangel Michael: “Now, therefore, 
Abraham, make a will (governing) the things of  your household and concerning your 
sons”,255 though there is no record in the document of  Abraham having actually done so.

It is not quite correct to describe the Testaments of  the Twelve Patriarchs as a “pseudepigraphical 
work comprising the dying commands of  the twelve sons of  Jacob”.256 Each Testament has 
a brief  narrative framework,257 enveloping the words ascribed to the patriarch (who speaks 
NZMY]MV\Ta�QV�\PM�ÅZ[\�XMZ[WV258). That envelope consists in an opening formula recording the 
convening by the Patriarch of  a deathbed assembly of  his sons, to whom he spoke orally,259 
IVL� I� KWVKT]LQVO� [\I\MUMV\� ZMKWZLQVO� PQ[� LMI\P� IVL� J]ZQIT� IN\MZ� PM� PIL� ÅVQ[PML� PQ[�
discourse.260�7VTa� Å^M� WN � \PM� \_MT^M�<M[\IUMV\[� ][M�diaqh/kh in the opening formulae261 

Testamentum in the title: “In libro quoque Patriarcharum, licet inter apocryphos computetur, ita inveni . . .” (the 
apparatus identifying the precise source of  what follows: Migne, Patrologia Graeca, 2, 1108A).

249 Behm 1965:124, citing Menippus, according to Diogenes Laertes VI, 101 (though he mentions only that 
Menippus left a text entitled “Wills”); Apollonius, according to Philostratus Vit. App. VII.35 (which tells us only that 
Apollonius “wrote his testament in the Ionian style of  language”); Peregrinus Proteus (of  Parium, 2nd cent CE), 
according to the (satirical) Lucian, De Peregrini Morte (on which see Bremmer 2007). 

250 4Q542: see Frey 2010:367.
251 To whom an Aramaic Testament is also ascribed: see n.243, supra.
252 To whom is ascribed the Vision of  Amram, 4Q543-495, which Frey 2010:361 regards as “the work from the 

Qumran library for which the genre “testament” is most appropriate”.
253� .ZMa�����"��!�I\\IKPM[�XIZ\QK]TIZ�[QOVQÅKIVKM�\W�\PQ[�OZW]X�WN �\M`\["�¹<PM�WZQOQV�WN �\PM�XIZ\QK]TIZ�OMVZM�WN �

the literary testament as developed in Second Temple Judaism and adopted in the early Christian tradition is, 
therefore, not the tradition of  the patriarchal blessings in Genesis, nor the book of  Deuteronomy, but a type of  
priestly wisdom which was shaped in a particular literary form as testaments of  the heroes of  the priestly line, Levi, 
Qahat, and Amram.”

254 Schiffman, Reclaiming, points out that a similar notion – Levi’s inheriting the books of  Jacob – appears in Jub. 
45:16.

255� :MKMV[QWV�*��"����_ZQ\\MV�QV�/ZMMS�L]ZQVO�\PM�ÅZ[\�KMV\]Za�+-�QV�-OaX\���<PM�/ZMMS�Q[�dia/qev ta\ tou= oi0/kou 
sou. The issue is prompted by Gen. 25. The LXX of  Gen. 25:5-6 uses simply e0/dwke, translating the HB natan. See 
Sanders 1983:869. The Greek text of  M.R. James 1892 is available from the SBL Online Critical Pseudeipgrapha, 
at http://ocp.tyndale.ca/testament-of-abraham; see Sanders 881 for later editions. An English translation (not that 
of  Sanders, also based on James) is available at http://reluctant-messenger.com/testament_of_abraham.htm.

256 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Testaments_of_the_Twelve_Patriarchs.
257 Schiffman 1994 describes the genre thus: “These are essentially the last words of  famous personages, in the 

form of  discourses delivered before death. The classic examples begin with a frame narrative declaring that what 
follows is the testament of  the relevant character. Often, these texts, like the last words of  Joseph or Moses in the 
Torah, include revelations of  the future of  the Jewish people or calls for repentance.”

258 E.g. Testament of  Reuben, 1:4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10; 2:1, 2; Testament of  Simeon, 2:1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14.
259 Thus Samely, Inventory, on the Testament of  Reuben: “The overall package provides a double characterization 

of  the text’s existence: as something that once was said (commanded) by Reuben to his sons; and as something that 
is now being said.” 

260 E.g. Testament of  Levi 19:4–5: “And thus Levi ceased commanding his sons; and he stretched out his feet on the 
JML��IVL�_I[�OI\PMZML�\W�PQ[�NI\PMZ[��IN\MZ�PM�PIL�TQ^ML�I�P]VLZML�IVL�\PQZ\a�[M^MV�aMIZ[��)VL�\PMa�TIQL�PQU�QV�I�KWNÅV��
and afterwards they buried him in Hebron, with Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob.” Cf. Testament of  Judah 26:4, etc.

261 E.g. TReuben: “The copy of  the Testament (     0Anti/grafon diaqh/khv) of  Reuben, even the commands which 
PM�OI^M�PQ[�[WV[�JMNWZM�PM�LQML�QV�\PM�P]VLZML�IVL�\_MV\a�ÅN\P�aMIZ�WN �PQ[�TQNMº��;MM�IT[W�<6IXP\ITQ��</IL��<)[PMZ��
TJoseph. The others use “words” (lo/gwn) rather than “Testament”.
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(though all do in the present titles), but all presuppose that the words were spoken orally (as 
in the Hebrew Bible, e.g. Isaac, Jacob, above) before being written down. Some (e.g. Asher 
and Levi) actually state that the speaker was still healthy,262 adding in Levi’s case “for it had 
been revealed to him that he should die”, but all imply that the scene occurred in the last 
year of  life and was in fact followed by the “testator’s” death; by contrast, some date the 
[XMMKP�I[� ¹JMNWZM�PM�LQMLº� �<<;QUMWV��4M^Q��BMJ]T]V�� 2]LIP��� WZ� M^MV�UWZM� [XMKQÅKITTa�
“When he was about to die” (TJoseph) or “at the time of  his death” (TNaphtali). 

In addition to this narrative framework (the enunciation of  the oral testament, and its 
aftermath), the Testament genre displays the following features: 

1 <PM�¹\M[\I\WZº�[XMIS[�QV�\PM�ÅZ[\�XMZ[WV263

2 0M�ZMÆMK\[�WV�PQ[�XMZ[WVIT�PQ[\WZa�NZWU�I�UWZIT�XWQV\�WN �^QM_264

3 He gives moral advice265 (sometimes formulated as “commands”)266

4  The Testament does not deal with property;267 in this respect, it is the forerunner of  the 
“ethical will” genre.268

5 The document concludes with the testator’s death and burial.269

Yet this is hardly unfamiliar. Do we not encounter much the same features in the book of  
Deuteronomy? Indeed, scholars have variously associated both the book as a whole270 and 
chapters 31–34 in particular with the testamentary genre.271 Thus:

262 TLevi 1:2; TAsher 1:2. Perhaps this alludes to Isaac’s condition in Gen. 27 (blind, but due to survive for at least 
20 years more: see above, at n.227). Or it might possibly be an anticipation to the rabbinic matenat bari /shekhiv mera 
distinction.

263 See n.258, supra.
264 E.g. TSimeon chs.2–3.
265 E.g. TGad ch.7.
266 E.g. TJudah 13:1; TBenjamin 1:1.
267 Explicitly so in ch.10 of  TBenjamin 10:2–4: “Know ye, therefore, my children, that I am dying. (3) Do ye, 

\PMZMNWZM��\Z]\P�IVL�ZQOP\MW][VM[[�MIKP�WVM�\W�PQ[�VMQOPJW]Z��IVL�R]LOMUMV\�]V\W�KWVÅZUI\QWV��IVL�SMMX�\PM�TI_�
of  the Lord and his commandments. (4) For these things do I leave you instead of  inheritance.”

268 See Dan, “Wills, Ethical”, noting that “talmudic literature contains many aggadic passages quoting or 
purporting to quote deathbed instructions by great sages to their pupils” (see ch.1 of  Abrahams, 1926/2006), but 
_PW� QLMV\QÅM[� \PM�XZW\W\aXM�WN � \PM�UMLQIM^IT�M\PQKIT�_QTT� �NWZ� \_W�M`IUXTM[�� NZWU� \PM���\P�IVL���\P�KMV\[�� [MM�
http://www.fordham.edu/halsall/source/jewish-wills.asp) as the Book of  Proverbs.

269 E.g. TReub 7:2, TLevi 19:5, TJudah 26:4; TZebulun 10:7; TDan 7:2; TGad 8:5; TAsher 8:2; TJoseph 20:6; 
TBenjamin 12:3.

270 Frey 2010:346 takes Deuteronomy (which is “as a whole designed as an extensive farewell discourse of  Moses 
JMNWZM�PQ[�LMI\Pº��\W�JM�\PM�UW[\�XZWUQVMV\�IVL�QVÆ]MV\QIT�M`IUXTM�WN �\PM�NIZM_MTT�LQ[KW]Z[M�OMVZM�QV�\PM�0MJZM_�
Bible. In response to discussion (at 375), however, he distinguished Deuteronomy from the testamentary speeches in 
the Testaments of  the Twelve Patriarchs, which adopt “numerous elements from the earlier [Levi] line of  Aramaic 
texts preserved at Qumran. Deuteronomy is, of  course, a “testamentary” text but not a literary testament of  the 
\aXM�IVL�OMVZM�LMÅVML�IJW^M�º

271 DeSilva 2012:175. Priest 1983:I.923 observes: “The most obvious relationship between the Testament of  
Moses and the Hebrew canon is with Deuteronomy, especially chapters 31 to 34 of  that book. The basic outline of  
the Testament of  Moses follows the pattern of  those chapters to such an extent that the Testament of  Moses may 
be considered a virtual rewriting of  them. This is true not only with respect to general outline but also regarding 
[XMKQÅK�ITT][QWV[� IVL� \PMWTWOQKIT�XMZ[XMK\Q^M��,M]\MZWVWUa���·��� Q[� KTMIZTa� \PM�I]\PWZ¼[�UWLMT�� \PW]OP�PM�PI[�
recast his own work in light of  the history of  the people from the conquest to his own day and through the prism of  
his own apocalyptic outlook.”
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�� <PM�¹\M[\I\WZº�[XMIS[�QV�\PM�ÅZ[\�XMZ[WV272

�� 0M�ZMÆMK\[�WV�PQ[�XMZ[WVIT�PQ[\WZa�NZWU�I�UWZIT�XWQV\�WN �^QM_273

3 He gives moral advice (often formulated as “commands”)274

4 The Testament does not deal directly with property275

5 The document concludes with the testator’s death and burial.276

This appears to have been recognised in antiquity, in the incompletely preserved277 
Testament278 (or Assumption279) of  Moses, whose form is that of  a farewell speech (here, 
commissioning Joshua as his successor – a not inappropriate application of  the patriarchal 
model of  Gen. 27 and 49 in the new circumstances)280 and whose theology also owes at least 
some debt to Deuteronomy.281 
)ZO]UMV\[� PI^M� JMMV� IL^IVKML� NWZ� \PM� QVÆ]MVKM� WN � JW\P� \PQ[� LWK]UMV\282 and the 

Testaments of  the Twelve Patriarchs283 on the New Testament, but largely in terms of  matters of  
LM\IQT��1\�_W]TL�VW\��PW_M^MZ��JM�LQNÅK]T\�\W�QLMV\QNa�\PM�ZMK]ZZMV\�\PMUM[�WN �\PM�<M[\IUMV\�
OMVZM�QV�\PM�/W[XMT[��QV�_PQKP�\PM�ÅO]ZM�WN �5W[M[�Q[�I�[QOVQÅKIV\�UWLMT�NWZ�2M[][284), and 
indeed elsewhere in the New Testament, as overlapping with those of  second commonwealth 
testamentary literature.285 Thus:

272 The voice of  the narrator in Deuteronomy provides a frame, with only occasional interjections between the 
Mosaic discourses: Deut. 1:1–5, 4:41–49, 10:6–9 (??), 27:1, 9, 11, 29:1–2, 31:1, 7, 9–10, 14–25 (including speeches of  
God), 30, 32:44–45, 32:48–33:1 (including a speech of  God), 34. The blessings to each of  the 12 tribes in Deut 33 are 
MIKP�XZMNIKML�Ja�\PM�VIZZI\WZ¼[�QV\ZWL]K\QWV��<PM�][M�WN �\PM�ÅZ[\�XMZ[WV�Q[�XZWUQVMV\�\PZW]OPW]\�\PM�ÅZ[\��PQ[\WZQKIT�
biographical) discourse, Deut. 1:6–4:40 and elsewhere (e.g. 10:10–11), and also in relation to laws and immediate 
instructions: Deut. 4:8, 41, 5:1, 6:4, 7:11, 10:13, 11:8, 13, 27, 28, 32, 27:1, 4, 10, 28:1, 13, 14, 15, 30:2, 8, 11, 15, 32:44, 
often using the formula “which I command you this day” (even in the legal discourse of  Deut. 12–26, as in 13:18, 15:5, 
19:9). On this formula, in relation to the revelational claims of  Deuteronomy, see further Jackson 2000:159–61.

273� )[�M[XMKQITTa�QV�\PM�ÅZ[\�LQ[KW]Z[M��Deut. 1:6–4:40 and elsewhere, e.g. Deut. 9:13-21.
274 E.g. Deut. 4, 8:2–10, 9:4–12, 11.
275 Other than the “virtual” taking of  possession of  the land by Moses: see n.212, supra. There is also a transfer 

of  leadership to Joshua at Deut. 31:7–8, 23 (here by God directly), 34:9 (in the voice of  the narrator).
276 Deut. 34:5–6.
277 There is only one MS, dating from the 6th century, written in Latin but apparently translated from a Greek 

version itself  translated from a semitic original: see Priest in Charlesworth 1983:I.919f. <PM�ÅZ[\� \PZMM� TQVM[�IZM�
missing, but are part of  a narrative introducing Moses’ speech. The text breaks off  mid-sentence in ch.12, though 
it appears to be preparatory to an account of  Moses’ death, and there are references in the surviving text to Moses’ 
impending death: 1:15, 3:3; 10:12, 14. For different views of  the dating and provenance, see Priest, ibid., at 920–22 
�WX\QVO�NWZ�\PM�ÅZ[\�KMV\��+-��

278 Cf. Priest 1983:I.925. At 11:1, we read: “And when Joshua heard the words of  Moses, so written in his 
testament, . . .”

279 On the relationship of  this text to the Assumption of  Moses, see Priest 1983:I.925.
280 Priest, ibid., and 919, noting especially the dependence on Deut. 31 and 34. The speech, however, is largely 

predictive, of  both Israelite history into the second commonwealth period and of  the end of  days: see further Priest 
at 919.

281 Priest, 1983:I.922, in relation to the punishment of  evildoers and the rewarding of  the righteous (at 12:10–
11), and as quoted in n.271, supra. 

282 Priest 1983:I.924. 
283� +PIZTM[� �!��"11��!�N�� LM[KZQJML� \PM� QVÆ]MVKM� WN � \PM� <M[\IUMV\[� WN � \PM� <_MT^M� 8I\ZQIZKP[� WV� \PM� 6M_�

Testament as “very extensive”, the Pauline borrowings, in particular, being “too numerous to be dealt with here”. 
Later scholarship has been more critical. 

284 See my “Jésus et Moïse. . .” (1981/1992, the latter in English).
285 Frey 2010:347f.: “In emerging Christianity there was also a production of  new testamentary passages and 

\M`\[��VW_�I\\ZQJ]\ML�\W�QUXWZ\IV\�ÅO]ZM[�WN �MUMZOQVO�+PZQ[\QIVQ\a��\W�2M[][�IVL�\W�\PM�XZMLWUQVIV\�IXW[\TM[�º�;MM�
further text at n.290. 
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1 �2M[][�][M[�\PM�ÅZ[\�XMZ[WV�QV�PQ[�\MIKPQVO��M[XMKQITTa�QV�\PM�)V\Q\PM[M[�WN �\PM�;MZUWV�WV�
the Mount), which distinguishes him from contemporary Rabbis286

2 0M�ZMÆMK\[�WV�PQ[�XMZ[WVIT�PQ[\WZa�NZWU�I�UWZIT��PMZM�M[KPI\WTWOQKIT'��XWQV\�WN �^QM_287

3 He gives moral advice (often formulated as “commands”)288

4 The Testamentary passages do not deal directly with property
5  The Gospels stress Jesus’ death and burial (the empty tomb evoking the unknown grave of  

Moses289).

;KPWTIZ[�PI^M��PW_M^MZ��OWVM�JMaWVL�\PQ[�QV�QLMV\QNaQVO�[XMKQÅK�¹\M[\IUMV\IZa�XI[[IOM[º�QV�
the New Testament. Frey cites, as the most prominent example, the Farewell Discourse(s) of  
Jesus in John 13:31–17:26, to which he adds “Jesus’ commission to the disciples in Matthew 
28:16–20, Paul’s farewell address to the Ephesian elders in Acts 20:17–38, and, among the 
later epistles, 2 Timothy and 2 Peter, which both present a literary testament of  respectively 
Peter and Paul in post-apostolic times.”290�5WZMW^MZ��_M�ÅVL�IV� M`XTQKQ\� QLMV\QÅKI\QWV�WN �
Jesus as “testator” in Lactantius,291 who links this with Jer. 31:31 (also rendering “covenant” 
in that passage by testamentum):

But all Scripture is divided into two Testaments. That which preceded the advent and passion of  
Christ – that is, the law and the prophets – is called the Old; but those things which were written 
after His resurrection are named the New Testament. The Jews make use of  the Old, we of  the 
6M_"�J]\�aM\�\PMa�IZM�VW\�LQ[KWZLIV\��NWZ�\PM�6M_�Q[�\PM�N]TÅTTQVO�WN �\PM�7TL��IVL�QV�JW\P�\PMZM�Q[�
the same testator, even Christ (et in utroque idem testator est Christus), who, having suffered death for 
us, made us heirs of  His everlasting kingdom, the people of  the Jews being deprived and 
LQ[QVPMZQ\ML�� )[� \PM� XZWXPM\� 2MZMUQIP� \M[\QÅM[� _PMV� PM� [XMIS[� []KP� \PQVO["� C��2MZ� ��"��·��E�
“Behold, the days come, saith the Lord, that I will make a new testament (testamentum novum) to the 
nation of  Israel and the house of  Judah, not according to the testament (testamentum) which I made 
to their fathers, in the day that I took them by the hand to bring them out of  the land of  Egypt; 
for they continued not in my testament, and I disregarded them, saith the Lord...” For that which 
He said above, that He would make a new testament to the house of  Judah, shows that the old 
testament which was given by Moses was not perfect; but that which was to be given by Christ 
would be complete.292 

Lactantius appears to have been prompted in this by two New Testament passages (discussed 
below), Gal. 3:15–18 and Heb. 9:15–22, which invoke the legal institution of  the will as a 
theological analogy. Indeed, it has been suggested that these passages may allude to  

286 E.g. Matt. 5:21–22: “You have heard that it was said to the men of  old, ‘You shall not kill; and whoever kills 
shall be liable to judgment.’ But I say to you that every one who is angry with his brother shall be liable to judgment.” 
On this, see Daube 1956:55–62.

287 Gerald Downing kindly points me to Luke 22.24–38, 52-53; John 14.9–25; 15.15–25; 16.4, 25–28, 33; 17.4, 
6-8, 11–12[!], 14, 18, 22, 26; and the BNTC commentary of  Lincoln 2005:14–17, 384. 

288 Again, the Sermon on the Mount, and Daube, supra n.286.
289 Deut. 34:6.
290 Frey 2010:347f.
291 240–320. A convert to Christianity, he ultimately became an advisor to Constantine, but is said to have been 

“considered somewhat heretical after his death”: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lactantius. According to 
Campenhausen 1964:62, he had a good knowledge of  the law, but according to his own testimony never appeared 
publicly as a practicing lawyer or speaker.

292 Ante-Nicene Fathers, Vol VII: Lactantius, Divine Institutes, Book IV, Chap. XX, available at http://www.
sacred-texts.com/chr/ecf/007/0070102.htm, quoted by Martin, “What is the “New Testament”? Is it the same as 
the New Covenant?”; Latin at Migne, PL VI.514–15 and see n.44, supra.
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Luke 22:29, where Jesus at the last supper “seems to leave a testament”:293 “And I assign (diati/
qemai) to you, as my Father assigned (die/qeto) to me, a kingdom”.294 We may perhaps link this 
to John 3:35,295 where Jesus is presented as the heir of  a spiritual inheritance, which he is 
seeking to pass on: “(32) He bears witness to what he has seen and heard, yet no one receives 
his testimony (marturi/an); (33) he who receives his testimony sets his seal to this, that God is 
true. (34) For he whom God has sent utters the words of  God, for it is not by measure that he 
gives the Spirit; (35) the Father loves the Son, and has given all things into his hand.”

6. THE LEGAL ANALOGY IN THE NEW TESTAMENT

Gal. 3:15–18 and Heb. 9:15–22296 present the same issues as the LXX use of  diaqh/kh: (i) does 
the usage derive from the legal or theological register, and (ii) if  the legal, what kind of  
“testament” does the author have in mind? But in one important respect the issue in the 
New Testament passages is different: the use of  diaqh/kh here does not come about as a 
translation (we may assume that both authors took it from the LXX), but rather is used in 
the context of  a theological argument.297 The linguistic issue now is no longer that of  a 
“complete overlap in meaning between the Hebrew and the Greek” but rather whether a 
legal analogy is incorporated within such a theological argument. But there are different 
genres of  theological argument, appropriate to different audiences. Neither Paul nor the 
author of  Hebrews was writing a treatise on systematic theology, designed for a theological 
XMMZ�OZW]X��<PMQZ�_ZQ\QVO[�_MZM�I�NWZU�WN �XZMIKPQVO��LM[QOVML�\W�QVÆ]MVKM�IK\QWV��ILLZM[[ML�
to a koine lay audience. Then (as now) analogies from everyday life represent a rhetorical 
device designed not only to clarify otherwise potentially obscure theological concepts, but 
also to impress the audience that the writer/speaker is “one of  them”, belongs to the same 
community. It is in that context that they invoke just those aspects of  the legal analogue 
which were most pertinent to the particular theological message they were seeking to convey. 

In Galatians 3:15–18, the issue is the interpretation of  the Abrahamic covenant (arguably, 
in relation to the land), and its inviolability from the later Mosaic law:

(15)  To give a human example (kata\ a0/nqpwpon le/gw298), brethren: no one (ou0deiv) 
annuls (a0qetei299=) even (o9/mwv) a man’s will (diaqh/khn), or adds (e0pidiata/ssetai300) to 
Q\��WVKM�Q\�PI[�JMMV�ZI\QÅML��kekurwme/nhn).

293 Héring 1970:80 in the context of  Heb. 9 (below). Cf. Bruce, Hebrews, 212 n.126.
294� 5WNNI\\��!��"���"�¹������IKKWZLQVO�\W�WVM�\ZILQ\QWV�PM����2M[][��PIL�[XWSMV�WN �PQU[MTN �ÅO]ZI\Q^MTa�I[�I[[QOVQVO�

rights to his disciples”, quoting the Greek formulation.
295 Kindly drawn to my attention by Jennifer Dines.
296 Commentators on one of  the passages often overlook the parallel usage in the other (e.g. Lincoln 1999:4, 

citing Bauer; Allen 2010:479). 
297 Nevertheless, Porter 2003:278f. argues for an application here of  the Louw-Nida approach to the LXX usage 

(supra, at n.38): “Paul apparently uses diaqh/kh in Gal. 3:15 to introduce the wider notion of  the content of  an 
agreement between two parties, in this case quite probably a testament or will, in order to reformulate his idea in 
\MZU[�WN � \PM�[XMKQÅK�KW^MVIV\�_Q\P�)JZIPIU�QV� �̂����1V�W\PMZ�_WZL[�� QV�8I]TQVM�][IOM��M^MV�QN � QV[\IVKM[�WN � \PM�
0MTTMVQ[\QK�][IOM�IZM�VW\�V]UMZQKITTa�XZMLWUQVIV\��\PM�[XMKQÅK�][IOM�WN �\PM�\PMWTWOQKIT�VW\QWV�Q[�I�NWK][ML�][M�WN �
the broader category of  testament or will – that is, a covenant is a testament or will made under particular 
circumstances, in which God is one of  the parties.” 

298 For discussion of  this expression, see Llewellyn, “Revocation”, 44f. and footnotes.
299 The negation of  ti/qhmi.
300 The term for a codicil was e0pidiaqh/kh.
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(16)   Now the promises (e0paggeli/ai) were made to Abraham and to his offspring. It does 
not say, “And to offsprings (spe/rmasin),” referring to many; but, referring to one, “And 
to your offspring (spe/rmati),” which is Christ. 

(17)  This is what I mean: the law (no/mov), which came four hundred and thirty years 
afterward, does not annul (a0/kuroi=) a covenant (diaqh/khn�� XZM^QW][Ta� ZI\QÅML�
(prokekurwme/nhn) by God, so as to make the promise void (katargh=sai). 

(18)  For if  the inheritance (klhronomi/a301) is by the law (e0k no/mou), it is no longer by promise 
(di’ e0paggeli/av); but God gave it to Abraham by a promise.

(19)  Why then the law? It was added because of  transgressions, till the offspring should 
come to whom the promise had been made; and it was ordained by angels through an 
intermediary (e0n xeiri/ mesi/tou302).

(20) Now an intermediary (mesi/thv) implies more than one; but God is one.

The text has long served as a battle ground between two radically opposed approaches,303 
which we may term “covenant throughout” on the one hand,304 “legal analogy” on the 
other.305 While the opening kata\ a0/nqpwpon le/gw appears to be an explicit indicant of  an 
allusion to everyday life,306 the major objection to the “legal analogy” approach has been 
that the legal analogy fails, since the ability of  the testator (unless excluded from ou0deiv307) to 
annul308 or add codicils309 to a formally valid310 is well established in contemporary law.311 But 

301 Forman 2011 concentrates on the usage of  klhronomi/a and cognates, rather than diaqh/kh��IVL�[XMKQÅKITTa�
on four indisputably Pauline passages where the former root is used. This wider notion of  “inheritance” encompasses 
what we would call intestate as well as testate succession (used, he notes at 64, in the LXX to render the root +%1), 
and thus avoids the theological issues prompted by the use of  the latter (testamentum) model. For a conceptual rather 
than linguistic account of  Paul’s concept of  inheritance (though focussing on klhronomi/a rather than diaqh/kh), see 
Hester 1968, who rightly stresses the dual character of  the concept, as both legal and theological.

302 On mes/ithv in Gal. 3:19f. see Walker 1906:96–98 (taking the reference to be to Moses, rather than Christ, 
despite some patristic views to the contrary); Walker 1906:113–17 (for Paul’s view of  the role of  this mes/ithv as 
UMLQI\QVO�JM\_MMV�8ZWUQ[M�IVL�.]TÅTUMV\���;MM�N]Z\PMZ�infra, text at n.366, in the context of  the use of  the term in 
Heb. 9:15.

303 On the earlier literature, see Moulton and Milligan 1914:148f., commenting that “even a Jew like Paul, with 
/ZMMS�QV�\PM�^MZa�ÅJZM�WN �PQ[�\PW]OP\��KW]TL�VM^MZ�PI^M�][ML�d. for covenant without the slightest consciousness of  its 
ordinary and invariable contemporary meaning. He would use the “Biblical” word – “Biblical” in this case being 
synonymous with archaic – but always with the possibility of  a play on the later meaning of  the word . . .”

304 E.g. Hughes 1979; Lincoln 1999.
305 E.g. Walker 1906.
306 Walker 1906:94f. notes that kata\ a0/nqpwpon le/gw appears also in Rom. 3:5 and 1 Cor. 9:8 (kata\ a0/nqpwpon 

lalw=) and in all it means “to express one’s thought – even about the ways of  God – in a form taken from human 
affairs”. For further discussion of  this expression, see Llewellyn, “Revocation”, 44f. and footnotes.

307 See Walker 1906:157–59 discussing earlier views and concluding that it means that “no other person” may 
annul or add to such a will, even though this is stating an obvious fact.

308 George 1994:245.
309 Walker 1906:101–04, citing (later) Roman law sources and arguing that Paul here presents the law as a codicil 

to an already valid will. See also Bruce 1982:170.
310� 7V�\PM�KZQ\MZQI�WN �NWZUIT�^ITQLQ\a��ZMÆMK\QVO�I�ZIVOM�WN �TMOIT�[W]ZKM[�NZWU�LQNNMZMV\�R]ZQ[LQK\QWV[�IVL�XMZQWL[���

[MM�?ITSMZ� �!��"����� ���N�� �LQ[K][[QVO� MIZTQMZ� ^QM_[� WN � LMXW[Q\� QV� IV� WNÅKQIT� :MKWZL�7NÅKM��� 0]OPM[� �!�!"���
�¹XZWXMZTa�LZI_V�]X��I\\M[\ML��[MITML�IVL�LMXW[Q\ML�_Q\P�\PM�X]JTQK�WNÅKQIT�ZM[XWV[QJTM�NWZ�\PM�[INM�SMMXQVO�WN �[]KP�
documents”), Bruce 1982:170f. (“signed, sealed and delivered”), Dunn 1993:182 (“signed and witnessed”), George 
1994:245 (“promulgated”), Hahn 2005:74 (“written down, witnessed and deposited with a notary”, based on an 
alternative formulation of  Hughes).

311 Llewellyn, “Revocation”, 42, notes exceptions to this in the form of  grounds on which a valid will may 
subsequently be challenged. Moreover, though the terms of  a valid will may not be altered, it may be revoked in 
favour of  a later will. 
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does kekurwme/nhn refer to formal validity? The verb has a very general sense,312 and is used 
in the NT only here and in 2  Cor. 2:8, the latter in a non-legal setting: “So I beg you to 
ZMINÅZU�aW]Z�TW^M�NWZ�PQUº��kekurwme/nhn may equally refer to the coming into effect of  the 
will (a quite different matter313) on death314 – as is clearly the case with the diaqh/kh in Heb. 
9:16f. (discussed below), which may well have taken its clue from the Pauline text: once the 
testator has died, the terms of  a will are inviolable ( just as is a covenant, once brought into 
effect by God). 

Paul draws an analogy between diaqh/kh in the theological sense of  berit (=':�) and diaqh/kh 
in its everyday (koine��TMOIT�[MV[M��1\�Q[�LQNÅK]T\�\W�[MM�PW_�\PM�IZO]UMV\�KW]TL�_WZS�QN �diaqh/
kh had one, single sense in the passage. What kind of  inviolable human covenant could Paul 
have had in mind in v.15?

But what kind of  will does Paul here have in mind?315 Those who wish to avoid the 
LQNÅK]T\a�\PI\��]VTQSM�I�P]UIV�\M[\I\WZ��/WL�LWM[�VW\�LQM�316 have sought to argue that Paul is 
referring to either the Hellenistic (meta te–n teleute–n) or Jewish (matenat bari) forms of  will,317 
rather than a diaqh/kh which takes effect only at death.318 Llewellyn, however, concludes in 

312 From kuro\w��\W�UISM�^ITQL�WZ�ZMINÅZU��5W]T\WV�IVL�5QTTQOIV�����[PW_�\PI\�\PM�^MZJ�Q[�VW\�\MKPVQKIT�NWZ�I�
particular form of  validation. See also Hughes 1979:67f. Yaron 1960:23 cites ( Justinian’s) Digest 32.37.5, where the 
early jurist Scaevola quotes a clause in codicils: bou/lomai pa/nta ta u9potetagme/na ku/ria ei0=nai, and (from the same 
jurist) Digest 34.4.30.1: bou/lomai be/baia ei0=nai ta u9potetagme/na�� I[�PI^QVO� QVÆ]MVKML� \PM�WXMVQVO�KTI][M[�WN �
deyathiqi discussed in the Babylonian Talmud (B.M. 19a and B.B. 135b). 

313 This distinction is overlooked by commentators, who sometimes use the terms “valid” and “operative” as if  
they were synonymous. See, e.g., Hughes 1979:44, 60f., Lincoln 1999:15. The distinction may be illustrated from 
modern legislative practice: a UK statute may pass all its required parliamentary stages and receive the royal assent, 
and yet not become operative, since it may include a clause which postpones its “coming into effect” until a certain 
LI\M�WZ�\PM�N]TÅTUMV\�WN �I�KMZ\IQV�KWVLQ\QWV��7V�[WUM�WKKI[QWV[��[]KP�I�^ITQL�[\I\]\M�PI[�VM^MZ�JMKWUM�WXMZI\Q^M��
since it has been repealed before it ever came into effect.

314 Cf. Walker 1906:102; Bruce 1982:170. 
315 Walker 1906 discusses the earlier dispute between Halmel 1895, who sees it as a Roman will, and Ramsay 

1899, who sees it as Greek. But it is clear that Ramsay (criticised by Schmiedel 1901) was using the term “will” 
loosely in the Greek context, as referring to inter vivos dispositions in contemplation of  death: see s.3, supra. The 
debate was generated in part by the controversy over whether Paul’s audience was North Galatian (in terms of  this 
Q[[]M��:WUIV�QVÆ]MVKML��WZ�;W]\P�/ITI\QIV��/ZMMS�QVÆ]MVKML���?ITSMZ��!���XZW^QLM[�I�[]UUIZa�IVL�M^IT]I\QWV��
concluding that the differences between the legal models is too insubstantial to form a basis for decision. The debate 
may now be regarded as of  purely historic interest, given the growth of  the available data and advances in legal 
historical analysis. But the view that Paul is alluding to a Roman form of  inheritance has been maintained more 
recently by Hester 1968:20, partly because of  the theological pertinence of  Roman law’s concept of  universal 
succession (including liabilities as well as assets). 

316 Behm 1965:129 correctly avoids this form of  reductionism: “The many legal terms used in the passage make 
it clear that he is here using the word diaqh/kh in the sense of  Hellenistic law . . . This illustration from the legal 
sphere throws light on God’s dealings in salvation history. As a valid will cannot be contested or altered by additions, 
so the promise of  God [e0paggeli/a] which is His original “testament” cannot be invalidated by the Law [nomos] 
which came later.” He adds: “The point of  comparison is simply that of  inviolability, unalterability and therefore 
absolute validity. No regard is paid to the fact that in the case of  God’s testament the presuppositions of  this validity 
. . . are very different from that of  a human will, i.e. the death of  the testator.”

317 Selb, Bammel (summarised and discussed by Llewellyn, “Revocation”, at 43f.). Hester 1968:72 wrongly takes 
the matenat bari to be a death-bed disposition.

318 The verbal form ta/de die/qeto appears to be older than the nominal form diaqh/kh, the latter being more 
closely associated with a will rather than a meta\ th\n teleuth/n. Thus Wolff  1974:543 writes: “Hence – in Egypt at 
any rate – the validity of  a testamentary disposition, whether drafted unilaterally and destined to take effect at the 
testator’s death (diaqh/kh), as donatio or parental distribution taking effect immediately, or as a contact between a 
married couple, depended on certain formal conditions: it had to be drawn upon in writing (in Roman times, at the 
latest, in a notarial instrument), and in the presence of  witnesses (six in Egypt).” 
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NI^W]Z�WN �I�UWLMT�[]KP�I[� Q[�ZMÆMK\ML�QV�8��AILQV��!�319 “a transaction comparable to the 
matenath bari which was irrevocable”. He argues from this that “in the second century AD the 
Jewish deed of  gift when made in Greek used the expression dieqe/men or die/qeto and thus 
could have been called a diaqh/kh. If  the same practice and terminology can be assumed to 
PI^M�JMMV� QV�][M� QV� \PM�ÅZ[\�KMV\]Za�� \PMV� Q\� Q[� \W� []KP�IV� QV[\Z]UMV\� \PI\�8I]T��I�/ZMMS�
speaking Jew, referred at Gal. 3.15 . . . the term could designate both a will and a gift.” 320 
This last observation is important and correct, but it would appear simpler to take it here as 
referring to a will, not least in the light of  Heb. 9:16f.321 

Paul compares the legal diaqh/kh to the relationship between the Abrahamic covenant 
(itself  described as a diaqh/kh in v.17, despite the emphasis on “promise”, e0paggeli/a) and 
the mosaic law. The law, despite its very clear association with =':� in the Sinaitic pericope,322 
is not here termed a diaqh/kh: Paul here323 appears to want to equate the latter term with a 
promise,324 a unilateral disposition, which is at odds with the emphasis in the Sinaitic pericope 
on the people’s agreement.325 The law is conceived in the continuation of  this passage (3:19–
29)326 as a source of  constraint, inevitably leading to sin, until such time as redemption 
through faith in Christ becomes possible.327 Yet ironically Paul employs a legalistic form of  
interpretation328 in order to reach his desired conclusion, namely that the Abrahamic 
KW^MVIV\IT�XZWUQ[M�[XMKQÅKITTa�M`\MVL[�\W��WZ�M^MV�Q[�N]TÅTTML�WVTa�QV��+PZQ[\�329 that being the 

319 See n.195, supra.
320 Llewellyn, “Revocation”, 46f.
321 If, then, in terms of  both Paul’s own background and his intended ( Judaising) audience in Galatia, one 

assumes that Paul is referring to a Jewish rather than a Hellenistic practice, this would appear to be a pre-Mishnaic 
Jewish adoption of  the Hellenistic will: see text at nn.197–206, supra.

322 Exod. 19:3–8, esp. v.5; 24:3–8, esp. v.3.
323 But not consistently: see Gal. 4:21–31, discussed below.
324� )�[IT^QÅK�XZWUQ[M��IKKWZLQVO�\W�*MPU��!��"��!� ���1\�PI[�JMMV�VW\ML�\PI\�e0paggeli/a is not used at all in the 

LXX. Paul’s use of  diaqh/kh in v.17 serves to link the comparison with a will with what his readers may recognise as 
his intended LXX referent.

325 Exod. 19:3–8 esp. v.8; 24:3–8, esp. v.7.
326 (19) Why then the law? It was added because of  transgressions, till the offspring should come to whom the 

promise had been made; and it was ordained by angels through an intermediary. (20) Now an intermediary implies 
more than one; but God is one. (21) Is the law then against the promises of  God? Certainly not; for if  a law had 
been given which could make alive, then righteousness would indeed be by the law. (22) But the scripture consigned 
all things to sin, that what was promised to faith in Jesus Christ might be given to those who believe. (23) Now before 
NIQ\P�KIUM��_M�_MZM�KWVÅVML�]VLMZ�\PM�TI_��SMX\�]VLMZ�ZM[\ZIQV\�]V\QT�NIQ\P�[PW]TL�JM�ZM^MITML�������;W�\PI\�\PM�TI_�
_I[�W]Z�K][\WLQIV�]V\QT�+PZQ[\�KIUM��\PI\�_M�UQOP\�JM�R][\QÅML�Ja�NIQ\P�������*]\�VW_�\PI\�NIQ\P�PI[�KWUM��_M�IZM�VW�
longer under a custodian; (26) for in Christ Jesus you are all sons of  God, through faith. (27) For as many of  you as 
were baptized into Christ have put on Christ. (28) There is neither Jew nor Greek, there is neither slave nor free, 
there is neither male nor female; for you are all one in Christ Jesus. (29) And if  you are Christ’s, then you are 
Abraham’s offspring, heirs according to promise.

327 We may compare the divorce controversy in Matt. 19, where the Mosaic divorce law of  Deut. 24:1–4 is 
presented as merely a concession to human nature (“the hardness of  your hearts”), and as not modifying the 
WZQOQVIT�KZMI\QWV�JI[ML�LQ[XMV[I\QWV�WN �\PM�ZMTI\QWV[�JM\_MMV�P][JIVL�IVL�_QNM��\PM�WVM�ÆM[P�UWLMT��Gen. 2:24). See 
further Jackson, Essays, 198–99, 206–10; idem, 2010:351.

328 Bruce 1982:172 cites Walker 1906:105–07 for the view (of  Halmel, which Walker rejects) that the argument 
ZMÆMK\[�\PM�:WUIV�ZMY]QZMUMV\�\PI\�I�_QTT�U][\�QVLQKI\M�I�certa persona, but prefers to explain the exegesis in terms 
of  Jewish theology.

329 See also Hester 1968:47–50; Forman 2011:4, 8, 9, 174–76 (in the latter passage discussing whether Paul 
understands this as a “spiritual inheritance”). For Forman 243, Paul’s argument is anti-imperial: “He reminds the 
Christians at Rome that, contrary to accepted opinion, it will not be Nero but God who brings peace and wholeness 
to the world.” His message is eschatological and universalist, the land no longer being Canaan but the whole (of  
this, physical) world and its inhabitants.
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referent of  the singular (3:$ (zarakha: lit. “your seed”) in Gen. 17:7–8.330 But Paul must have 
known, from his background and education,331 that 3:$ (zera) in Biblical Hebrew (and, 
indeed, its rendering as spe/rma in the LXX332) is normally a generic or collective noun,333 
even if  exceptionally it is used with a singular referent.334 Interestingly, Philo poses a similar 
question regarding the formulation of  LXX Gen. 17:16, where God promises Abraham that 
Sarah will bear a son (te/knon); why not many children? (polla te/kna), asks Philo.335 The 
reply here is not in terms of  a particular referent; rather, Philo argues from the superiority of  
Y]ITQ\a�W^MZ�Y]IV\Q\a��[]KP�Y]ITQ\a�JMQVO�QLMV\QÅML�_Q\P�I�8TI\WVQK�WZQOQVIT��IZKPM\aXIT�QLMI��
and links to this an etymology of  te/knon showing that such a child is “the truly genuine and 
free-natured offspring of  a free-born soul”.336

Paul makes no allusion to a “new covenant” in this passage;337 rather, he seeks to defend 
\PM�QV\MOZQ\a�WN �\PM�WZQOQVIT�)JZIPIUQK�KW^MVIV\��M^MV�IOIQV[\�UWLQÅKI\QWV�Ja�\PM�UW[IQK�
law. But his expression “no one annuls even a man’s will or adds to it” may well allude to 
Deut. 4:2 (cf. 13:1, MT), “You shall not add to the word which I command you, nor take from 
it”, which is to be found in Deuteronomic narrative rather than law.338

In Gal. 4:21–31, however, Paul does identify the Sinaitic law as the content of  a covenant:

Tell me, you who desire to be under law (u9po\ no/mon), do you not hear the law? (22) For it is written 
that Abraham had two sons, one by a slave and one by a free woman. (23) But the son of  the slave 
_I[�JWZV�IKKWZLQVO�\W�\PM�ÆM[P��kata\ sa/rka), the son of  the free woman through promise (di’ 
e0paggeli/av). (24) Now this is an allegory (a0llhgorou/mena): these women are two covenants (du/o 
diaqh=kai). One is from Mount Sinai, bearing children for slavery; she is Hagar. (25) Now Hagar is 
Mount Sinai in Arabia; she corresponds to the present Jerusalem, for she is in slavery with her 

330 Dunn 1993:183 notes other possible source texts: Gen. 13:15 (for which Daube argues at 1956:438f., taking 
account also of  Josephus), Gen. 13:17 LXX, 15:18, 17:8, 24:7. Collins 2003:82 follows Bruce in rejecting Gen. 17 as 
the text which Paul is interpreting, on theological grounds: Paul would not refer to the promise of  the land in 
[MMSQVO�\W�ILLZM[[�OMV\QTM[��VWZ�LWM[�Q\�Å\�_Q\P�8I]T¼[�ZMNMZMVKM�[WUM�^MZ[M[�MIZTQMZ��Gal. 3:8) to Gen. 12:3, the promise 
that all the nations would be blessed “in you”. He assumes that Paul’s source is the LXX (while at the same time 
invoking Paul’s access to the original Hebrew, citing also Gal. 1:14, Acts 22:3, at 86 n.29), and seeks to identify the 
target text by reference to dative usages in the LXX. He opts ultimately for a christological reading of  Gen. 22:18, 
even while conceding that “since this is an allusion . . . we do not need a direct match”. But Paul may well be 
paraphrasing the Hebrew (3:$+ in Gen. 17:7–8.

331 Acts 26:5, cf. Acts 23:6 (“I am a Pharisee, a son of  Pharisees”), Phil. 3:5 (“a Hebrew born of  Hebrews; as to the 
law, a Pharisee”).

332 George 1994:246f.
333 Dunn 1993:183: “of  course, it was a collective singular”, though noting that “seed” could also refer elsewhere 

to Isaac (citing Daube: see next note), “so that a rhetorical play on the ambiguity is invited.” Bruce 1982:172 notes 
that Paul was well aware that the collective noun could indicate a plurality of  descendants as well as a single 
descendant, citing Rom���"� ��_PMZM�PM�QLMV\QÅM[�)JZIPIU¼[�WNN[XZQVO��Gen.15:5, (3:$) with the many nations of  Gen. 
17:5, interpreting the latter as gentile believers. Wilcox 1979:3 notes that the Targumim translate zera as “sons”, but 
cites Jub. 16:17f., where the angels tell Abraham that “all the seed of  his sons should be Gentiles, and be reckoned 
with the Gentiles; but from the sons of  Isaac one should become a holy seed, and should not be reckoned among 
the Gentiles. For he should become the portion of  the Most High. . .” (Charles’ translation). This one son would be 
XZM�MUQVMV\�QV�ZMTI\QWV�\W�N]TÅTUMV\�WN �\PM�XZWUQ[M�ZMTI\QVO�\W�)JZIPIU¼[�»[MML¼�

334 See Daube 1956:438–444 esp. 444 on Gen. 4:25, where Eve greets Seth as “another seed instead of  Abel”, cf. 
Bruce 1982:173; Alexander (internet version) 8-9.

335 De mutatione nominum 145, cited by Bruce 1982:172.
336 De mutatione nominum 145–47. The conclusion of  the argument is evocative of  Paul’s characterisation of  

Sarah/Isaac as against Hagar/Ishmael in Gal. 4, discussed below.
337 Indeed, he uses this concept only twice: in Gal. 4:21–31, discussed below, and 2 Cor. 3:3–18.
338 Paul’s terminology does not correspond to that of  the LXX of  these Deuteronomic verses. But Paul had no 

need for recourse to the LXX. 
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children. (26) But the Jerusalem above is free, and she is our mother. (27) For it is written [ Isa. 54:1], 
“Rejoice, O barren one who does not bear; break forth and shout, you who are not in travail; for 
the children of  the desolate one are many more than the children of  her that is married.” (28) Now 
we, brethren, like Isaac, are children of  promise. (29) But as at that time he who was born according 
\W�\PM�ÆM[P�XMZ[MK]\ML�PQU�_PW�_I[�JWZV�IKKWZLQVO�\W�\PM�;XQZQ\��to\n kata pneu=ma),339 so it is 
now. (30) But what does the scripture say? “Cast out (E0/kbale) the slave and her son; for the son of  
the slave shall not inherit (klhronomh/sei) with the son of  the free woman.” [Gen. 21:10340 ] (31) So, 
brethren, we are not children of  the slave but of  the free woman.341 (5:1) For freedom Christ has set 
us free; stand fast therefore, and do not submit again to a yoke of  slavery. 

0MZM��Q\�Q[�KTMIZTa�QUXTQML�\PI\�\PM�KW^MVIV\�WN �ÆM[P�TI_��0IOIZ�;QVIQ���QVPMZQ\ML�Ja�1[PUIMT�
as the older son, has been revoked342 by disinheritance in favour of  that of  promise/freedom 
from sin (Sarah/Jerusalem), represented by Isaac. Again, the imagery of  inheritance (here, 
disinheritance343) is used in juxtaposition to the notion of  covenant, here referring to the 
Genesis narrative of  the expulsion of  Hagar and Ishmael – which is also used in early 
rabbinic literature in relation to claims to the promised land,344 part of  the very promise of  
God to Abraham in Gen. 17. Taking these two chapters of  Galatians together, we see that the 
argument from the revocability or irrevocability of  “testamentary” arrangements345 depends 
very much upon the theologically desired outcome: the Abrahamic covenant is not revoked 
Ja� \PI\�I\�;QVIQ��J]\� \PI\�I\�;QVIQ� Q[� ZM^WSML� �ÅO]ZI\Q^MTa��Ja� \PM�M`X]T[QWV�WN �0IOIZ�IVL�
disinheritance of  Ishmael) by that represented by Isaac/Christ. But Paul does not pursue the 
mechanism of  revocation or non-revocation, and in particular whether a later testament 
automatically revokes an earlier one.

The stress on death as the point at which a diaqh/kh takes effect is most prominent in 
Hebrews 9:15–22 (a passage which has been described as “pivotal in the exposition of  Jer 
31” 346):

(15)  Therefore he ( Jesus) is the mediator (mesi/thv347) of  a new covenant (diaqh/khv  
kainh=v), so that those who are called348 may receive (la/bwsin) the promised eternal 
inheritance (th\n e0paggeli/an th=v ai0wni/ou klhronomi/av),349 since a death has 

339 The opposition between kata\ sa/rka and kata pneu=ma might appear to imply a divine conception for 
Isaac. However, Bruce 1982:217 strongly rejects this (though citing, e.g., Marius Victorinus ad loc.: non ex 
copulatione): Abraham’s real paternity is implied in v.22, and even more clearly in Rom. 4:18–21. 

340 The whole quotation is identical to the LXX, with the exception of  Paul’s omission of  ta/uth after paidi/skh 
on each of  its two occurrences.

341 Cf. Philo, as in n.336, supra. 
342 Dunn 2003:146f. prefers to see the contrast as between two different conceptions of  the covenant with 

Abraham: “Hagar represents the covenant misconceived. Only the free woman represents the covenant of  promise” 
�����V�!����AM\�0IOIZ�IVL�1[PUIMT�_MZM�ÅZUTa�M`KT]LML�� �̂����WV�\PM�JI[Q[�WN �\PQ[�UQ[KWVKMX\QWV�

343 The <:�, here translated E0/kbale, is used of  both divorce and disinheritance (which in a polygamous society 
often went together, as here). Cf. Judg. 11:2 regarding Jephtha; Jackson 2008:126, 191.

344� ;MM�2IKS[WV��¹8ZWLQOITº����·����WV�\PM�ÅK\Q\QW][�TI_[]Q\�JMNWZM�)TM`IVLMZ�\PM�/ZMI\��Midrash Rabbah LXI:7; 
Babylonian Talmud, Sanh. 91a on Gen. 25:6), and more generally on the “dismission” of  an heir by sending him 
away with gifts (based on Gen. 25:5–6).

345 Here it is Ishmael’s presumptive intestate succession rights which are revoked by Abraham.
346 Attridge 1989:253.
347 Cf. Heb.12:24. Behm 1965:131 translates mesi/thv as “guarantor” (criticized by Vos).
348 On the comparison of  the elect, those who are “called” (keklhme/noi), with those named in a will, see 

Buchanan 1972:151. 
349 Taken to refer to the world to come. For its association in rabbinic sources with the land, see Buchanan 

1972:150f. 
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WKK]ZZML�_PQKP�ZMLMMU[�\PMU�NZWU�\PM�\ZIV[OZM[[QWV[�]VLMZ�\PM�ÅZ[\�KW^MVIV\��prw/
th| diaqh/kh|).

(16)   For where a will (diaqh/kh) is involved, the death of  the one who made it must be 
established (qa/naton a0na/gkh fe/resqai350 tou= diaqeme/nou351).

(17)   For a will (diaqh/kh) takes effect (bebai/a352) only at death (e0pi\ nekroi=v), since it is not 
in force (i0sxu/ei) as long as the one who made it (o9 diaqe/menov) is alive.353

�� �� �0MVKM�M^MV�\PM�ÅZ[\� �KW^MVIV\��_I[�VW\�ZI\QÅML�_Q\PW]\�JTWWL��o9/qen ou0d’ h9 pwr/th 
xwri\v ai9/matov e0nkekai/nistai).

(19)  For when every commandment of  the law (kata\ to\n no/mon) had been declared by 
Moses to all the people, he took the blood of  calves and goats, with water and scarlet 
wool and hyssop,354 and sprinkled both the book itself  and all the people,355 

(20)  saying, “This is the blood of  the covenant (th=v diaqh/khv) which God commanded 
you.” 

350� <PW]OP�VW\� NW]VL�I[� I� \MKPVQKIT� \MZU� [XMKQÅK� \W�_QTT[� �)TTMV�����"� ���� Q\� Q[� ][ML� NZMY]MV\Ta� QV� \PM� TMOIT�
context of  evidence being “brought”: Koester 2001:418 cites Hunt and Edgar II.no.310. See also Moffatt 1924:128; 
Bruce 1965:207; Attridge 1989:256; Hahn 2005:73. Lincoln 1999:25 notes that fe/resqai in the LXX is usually a 
translation for �#� in the HB, though the context in the hiphil and hophal forms is predominantly cultic (making 
WNNMZQVO[�IVL�[IKZQÅKM[���;QUQTIZTa��;_M\VIU��!��"�  "�¹I\\M[\MLº��IXXZW^QVO�\PM�^QM_�\PI\�\PM�OZIUUIZ�WN � �̂����
without a main verb, suggests a legal maxim). Hughes 1979:42, 65 and Hahn 2005:80 (in the context of  a “covenant 
throughout” interpretation of  the passage) see the death of  the covenant maker as symbolically “brought” into the 
picture. See further infra, text at nn.367–377.

351 Moffatt 1924:127 notes that o9 diaqe/menov (cf. in v.17) is the technical term for “testator”. Cf. Attridge 
1989:256. See also Bruce 1965:212, citing i.a. (in n.126) Simpson 1946:189 on the use of  a0dia/qetov for intestate; 
0]OPM[��!�!"�!��_PW�IKSVW_TMLOM[� \PM� TMOIT�UMIVQVO�J]\� [\QTT� XZMNMZ[� \W� ^QM_� Q\� I[� ZMÆMK\QVO� \PM�4@@�][M�WN � 
diati/qhmi to translate karat in =':��=:). Cf. Lincoln 1999:21–24, noting Liddell & Scott, ad loc., for the usage “to 
IZZIVOM��LQ[\ZQJ]\M��XQMKM[�WN �I�[IKZQÅKM�º�

352 Better, with Attridge 1989:256 (comparing Heb. 2:2), “valid”. Cf. Digest 34.4.30.1, in n.312, supra.
353� <PQ[�TI[\�KTI][M�ZMXZM[MV\[�I�UIRWZ�LQNÅK]T\a�NWZ�\PM�¹KW^MVIV\�\PZW]OPW]\º�QV\MZXZM\I\QWV��LQ[K][[ML�JMTW_���

How can a covenant not be in force so long as the covenant-maker is alive? Lincoln 1999:19f. cites with approval 
the translation of  vv.16–17 by Lane 1991: “For where there is a covenant, it is necessary for the death of  the one 
_PW�ZI\QÅM[�Q\�\W�JM�JZW]OP\�NWZ_IZL��NWZ�I�KW^MVIV\�Q[�UILM�TMOITTa�[MK]ZM�WV�\PM�JI[Q[�WN �\PM�[IKZQÅKQIT�^QK\QU[��
[QVKM�Q\�Q[�VM^MZ�^ITQL�_PQTM�\PM�ZI\QÅMZ�TQ^M[�º�*]\�\PQ[�TI[\�KTI][M�Q[�NIT[QÅML�Ja�\PM�NIK\�\PI\�WVKM�\PM�[IKZQÅKM�PI[�JMMV�
UILM��\PM�¹ZI\QÅMZº�LWM[�TQ^M��aM\�\PM�KW^MVIV\�is valid. Hahn 2005:80 would like it to mean: “while the covenant-
UISMZ�Q[�[\QTT�ZQ\]ITTa�ITQ^M��VW\�aM\�PI^QVO�]VLMZOWVM�\PM�LMI\P�ZMXZM[MV\ML�Ja�\PM�[IKZQÅKQIT�IVQUIT[�º�*]\�I\� ��PM�
KWVKMLM[�\PI\�\PM�TIVO]IOM�LWM[�VW\�IXXMIZ�\W�JM�ÅO]ZI\Q^M�IVL�IZO]M[�\PI\�¹IN\MZ�I�KW^MVIV\�PI[�JMMV�JZWSMV�������
the only means of  enforcing the covenant is to actualize the covenant curses, which ultimately result in the death of  
the covenant-maker-turned-covenant-breaker” (83, cf. 84), instancing the Sinai covenant broken at the golden calf  
apostacy (86).

354 Hyssop appears in a range Hebrew Bible texts: Exod. 12:22 (in preparing to smear the blood of  the paschal 
lamb on the doorposts of  the Israelites in Egypt), Lev. 14:4, 6 (in the rite for cleansing the “leper”), 14:49, 51–52 (in 
the rite for cleansing a “leprous” house), Num. 19:6 (in the rite of  the red heifer, for cleansing those rendered unclean 
by contact with a dead body).

355 Apparently referring to the covenant ceremony of  Exod. 24:3–8, though including some extra details that do 
not appear in Exodus (see, e.g., n.354, supra): “Moses came and told the people all the words of  the LORD and all 
the ordinances; and all the people answered with one voice, and said, ‘All the words which the LORD has spoken 
we will do.’ (4) And Moses wrote all the words of  the LORD. And he rose early in the morning, and built an altar 
at the foot of  the mountain, and twelve pillars, according to the twelve tribes of  Israel. (5) And he sent young men 
WN �\PM�XMWXTM�WN �1[ZIMT��_PW�WNNMZML�J]ZV\�WNNMZQVO[�IVL�[IKZQÅKML�XMIKM�WNNMZQVO[�WN �W`MV�\W�\PM�47:,������)VL�
Moses took half  of  the blood and put it in basins, and half  of  the blood he threw against the altar. (7) Then he took 
the book of  the covenant, and read it in the hearing of  the people; and they said, ‘All that the LORD has spoken we 
will do, and we will be obedient.’ (8) And Moses took the blood and threw it upon the people, and said, ‘Behold the 
blood of  the covenant which the LORD has made with you in accordance with all these words.’”
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(21)  And in the same way he sprinkled with the blood both the tent and all the vessels used 
in worship. 

(22)  Indeed, under the law (kata\ to\n no/mon��ITUW[\�M^MZa\PQVO�Q[�X]ZQÅML�_Q\P�JTWWL��IVL�
without the shedding of  blood there is no forgiveness of  sins. 

0MZM��\WW��\PM�KWUXIZQ[WV�WN �KW^MVIV\�_Q\P�\M[\IUMV\��XMZPIX[�ZMÆMK\QVO�\PM�QVÆ]MVKM�WN �
the passage in Gal.3,356 though widely acknowledged,357 has also been vigorously contested: 
there are those who argue strongly for a “covenant throughout” interpretation of  the 
passage.358 The argument here is not based on any claim (as is made for Galatians) that  
the “legal analogy” interpretation is impossible,359 although it is attacked on the grounds that 
the plural form e0pi\ nekroi=v (v.17) is inappropriate for the legal context: it is only one death, 
that of  the testator, which is required to bring the will into force.360 There is, however, 
evidence of  a singular reading, nekro/v.361�1\�Q[�IT[W�IZO]ML�\PI\�\PM�ÅO]ZM�WN �2M[][�I[�mesi/thv 
LWM[� VW\� Å\� _MTT� \PM� KWV\M`\� WN � KWUXIZQ[WV� _Q\P� I� _QTT�362 But, as argued above, the 
appropriate criterion is not that of  “complete overlap” (which can lead to contortions363), 

356 So Hoppin 2004:151, citing Witherington 1991.
357 E.g. Moulton and Milligan 1908:563f.; Héring 1970:79. Allen 2010:477f. provides a lineup of  12 scholars 

favouring the legal analogy and 9 favouring covenant throughout, and sumarises the arguments at 477-81. See also 
Swetnam 1965 for an attempt to view vv.16–17 as comparing the new covenant to a testament, and the old as an 
QUXMZNMK\�\M[\IUMV\�_PQKP�XZMÅO]ZM[�Q\��TIZOMTa�ZM\ZIK\ML�QV�;_M\VIU���� ��QV�\PM�TQOP\�WN �0IPV�������

358 Notably: Anon 1968; Hughes 1979; Lane 1991; Lincoln 1999; Hahn 2005; Allen 2010.
359 Indeed, Campbell 1972 argues that “the author of  Hebrews (and his readers) was familiar not only with the 

true Old Testament conception of  berith as disposition, but also with the contemporary Greek usage of  diaqh/kh as 
outlined above, and that the two words express fundamentally the same idea” (at 111).

360 Hughes 1979:43f., 46; Hahn 2005:80. But the interpretation of  nekroi=v�I[�ZMNMZZQVO�\W�\PM�[IKZQÅKQIT�IVQUIT[�
is weakened by the fact, noted by Lincoln 1999:26, that the term is used in the LXX almost only in regard to dead 
people, the one exception being the dead lion of  Eccles. 9:4.

361 See Tischendorf, 8th ed. (from the biblos apparatus).
362 Hughes 1979:64 cites Behm 1912:79 n.1 for the absence of  the phrase (v 15) mes/ithv diaqh/khv from the 

papyri “nor indeed in the legal sphere of  testaments” and argues against an argument to the contrary based on 
Clement, Stromata V.8.55.4. Attridge 1989:255 argues: “. . .because the covenant/testament requires the testator’s 
LMI\P��IVL�\PM�¹TQ^QVO�/WLº��!"����KIVVW\��Ja�LMÅVQ\QWV��LQM��\PI\�Q[�\PM�UMLQI\WZ¼[�ZWTM�º�*]\�\PI\�_W]TL�I[[]UM�
that, for the author of  Hebrews, Jesus was not divine. One could, of  course, view v.15 as indicating two distinct roles 
for Jesus: as mes/ithv�WN �\PM�VM_�KW^MVIV\�WV�\PM�WVM�PIVL��IVL�I[�I�ZMLMUX\Q^M�[IKZQÅKM�WV�\PM�W\PMZ��8ZWXWVMV\[�
of  the “covenant throughout” position include McKnight and Church 2004:205; Hahn 2005:70, who sees Christ as 
a mediator (Heb. 9:15; 12:24), not a “testator”, and one, moreover, who “does not die in order to leave an inheritance 
to the Church, but rather to enter the inheritance himself  (Heb 1:3–4, 2:9, 9:11–12, 10:12–13), which he then 
“shares with his “brothers” (Heb 2:10–3:6)”. 

363 Thus Behm 1965:131f. sees the situation in Hebrews as “much the same as in Paul”, with here (again) the use 
of  testament as “a general illustration from experience”. He nevertheless (perhaps because here “regard is paid to 
the fact that in the case of  God’s testament the presuppositions of  this validity . . . are very different from that of  a 
human will, i.e. the death of  the testator”) argues that this does not justify us in deducing that the term is used in the 
sense of  “testament”. “To the depiction of  the superiority of  the high-priestly ministry of  Christ in heaven, which 
\PZW]OP�PQ[�[IKZQÅKQIT�LMI\P�IKKWUXTQ[PML�IV�M\MZVIT�ZMLMUX\QWV��!"�·�����\PM�I]\PWZ�ILL[��!"��N���IV�M`XTIVI\QWV�
for the necessity of  the death of  Christ to salvation. . . . But what is the necessary connexion between the death of  
Christ and the new diaqh/kh? The author answers in 16f  . . . If  a diaqh/kh is to come into force, death is presupposed. 
In the light of  the external similarity that there is both death and a diaqh/kh, he jumps from the religious to the 
current legal sense of  diaqh/kh, even at the risk of  involving himself  in contradictions which show that there is no 
real parallel. The Christ, who is mesi/thj, must act as testator for God, whose will it is, but who does not die. [But] 
I�KWV[Q[\MV\�IXXTQKI\QWV�WN �\PM�\M[\IUMV\�UM\IXPWZ��_PQKP�PM�\PQVS[�Q[�M`KT]LML�Ja�\PM�\MZU�\ZIV[TI\ML�¹ZI\QÅMLº�QV�
�̂� ��_W]TL� TMIL�\W�\PM�IJ[]ZL�QLMI�\PI\� QV�\PM�QV[\Q\]\QWV�WN � \PM�ÅZ[\�diaqh/kh� \PM�LMI\P�WN � \PM�[IKZQÅKQIT�JMI[\[�

represented that of  the testator, i.e. God. . . . diaqh/kh is everywhere else used in Hb in the sense of  “disposition”  
. . . of  God, which reveals to men His will, and especially His saving will, or it is the order thereby established as a 
divine institution.” He goes on (at 132) to discuss Heb. 8, based on Jer. 31:31 (see n.50, supra).
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and it is clear that v.15, despite its use of  klhronomi/a, is concerned with diaqh/kh as 
covenant,364 not will. In fact, the allusion in mesi/thv may well be to the patron/client 
relationship (as, even more clearly, in Gal. 3:19-20365), in which, deSilva has argued, the 
patron often served as an intermediary or “broker” to a higher status patron, and which he 
sees as applied to Jesus as a mediator of  God’s patronage.366

The alternative, “covenant throughout”, interpretation of  the passage involves taking o9 
diaqe/menov in vv.16 and 17 as the covenant maker, and the requirement of  his death in 
those verses as a cultic requirement of  covenant making.367 In the Hebrew Bible, animal 
[IKZQÅKM�Q[�WN\MV368 (but not always369) involved in covenant making. Equally, various biblical 
sources pronounce a curse on the covenant breaker.370 These sources are then combined to 
QV\MZXZM\�\PM�IVQUIT�[IKZQÅKM�I[�I�[aUJWTQK�[MTN�QUXZMKI\QWV�Ja�\PM�KW^MVIV\�UISMZ"371 by the 
IVQUIT�[IKZQÅKM��PM�¹JZQVO[�QV\W�\PM�XQK\]ZMº372 an image of  his own death should he breach 
the covenant. Ancient Near Eastern documents are cited as recording such symbolic 
enactment of  their death curses during covenant-making rituals.373 However, in the new 
covenant, Jesus takes the place of  the animals; it is his blood that “redeems them [the 
KW^MVIV\�JZMISMZ[E�NZWU�\PM�\ZIV[OZM[[QWV[�]VLMZ�\PM�ÅZ[\�KW^MVIV\º�� �̂�����<PI\��WN �KW]Z[M��
is a rather different function from that of  symbolically representing the penalty for breach of  

364 The “spiritual testament” genre, whose history is sketched in sections 4-5 above, serves as an important bridge 
between the two senses of  diaqh/kh.

365 See n.302, supra. 
366 See DeSilva 1999:33 on the role of  the “mediator” in patronage (but without connecting this to mesi/thv 

terminology); 1999:49 on Jesus as “sole mediator” who “connects those who make themselves his clients to another 
patron” (1999:53), with many sources from the synoptics as well as Paul (1999:56–61). He integrates this with a 
traditional theological understanding in arguing that “even such a mediator is God’s gift to the world” (1999:53), 
stressing in particular the gift of  Jesus’s death, which “has opened up for his clients access to God the Father, the 
great Patron” (58). 

367 Advanced, with some variations, by Hughes 1979, Lincoln 1999, Hahn 2005, Swetnam 2013:152–155. 
Contra, Bruce, who accepts that the basing of  the new covenant on the death of  Jesus is found elsewhere also in the 
NT: esp. (earliest) 1 Cor. 11:25 “This cup is the new covenant of  my blood” (1965:209), while rejecting the view that 
\PM�LMI\P�WN �\PM�[IKZQÅKM�Q[�\PM�[aUJWTQK�LMI\P�WN �\PM�UISMZ�WN �\PM�KW^MVIV\���!��"�����

368 See Weinfeld TDOT II.259–61 for the range of  expressions, other than karat berit, for making a covenant. Nor 
LWM[�[]KP�[IKZQÅKM�IT_Ia[�LMVW\M�I�[aUJWTQK�[MTN�QUXZMKI\QWV�Ja�\PM�KW^MVIV\�UISMZ"�[MM�0I[MT��TDOT VII.350–51 
on Gen. 15.

369 Conceded by Hahn 2005:80f., pace�4QVKWTV��!!!"�"�¹I�KW^MVIV\�Q[�IT_Ia[�UILM�W^MZ�\PM�LMI\P�WN �I�[IKZQÅKQIT�
victim”.

370 Hahn 2005:76f., “Covenant Oath as Conditional self-malediction”, citing Ezek. 17:16 and the covenant 
curses of  Lev. 26 and Deut. 28. But we may note that these are all threatened curses for covenant violation, not actual 
self-maledictions. For the latter, the self-imprecator must either utter the curse him/herself  or hear it and respond 
“Amen”, as in the sotah procedure against a wife suspected of  adultery in Num. 5:22, and the curses of  Mount Ebal 
in Deut. 27:14–26 (which may or may not form part of  the anticipated covenant ceremony – if  that it be – after 
entry into the land, described in Deut. 27:1–8; in fact, the term berit is not used in this chapter at all).

371 Hughes 1979:41.
372 See n.350, supra.
373 Hahn 2005:78, citing the 8th cent BCE treaty of  Ashurnirari V and Mat’ilu King of  Arpad (Pritchard ANET 

1969:532–33; the text was earlier quoted by Hasel, TDOT VII.350), which includes: “This head is not the head of  
a lamb, it is the head of  Mat’ilu . . . If  Mat’ilu sins against this treaty, so may, just as the head of  this spring lamb is 
torn off  . . . the head of  Mat’ilu be torn off.” The treaty in effect pronounces a curse, but without using the word 
curse and without indicating that there was an oral curse. Cf. the Vassal Treaties of  Esarhaddon (at ANET 
1969:539): “May the great gods of  heaven and earth . . . curse you angrily . . .” (§56) . . . May these gods look on if  
we rebel or revolt against Esarhaddon” (§57). Lincoln 1999:16f. also refers to the ancient Near Eastern tradition of  
\ZMI\QM[��VW\QVO�\PI\�ITT�\PM[M�K]T\QK�MTMUMV\[��QVKT]LQVO�^W_[��JTM[[QVO[�IVL�K]Z[M[��IVL�I�[IKZQÅKM��IZM�VW\�NW]VL�QV�
all of  them.
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the new covenant which Jesus is initiating. But since the function of  the new covenant is in 
part to remedy the defects of  the old (as in Jer. 31, but in a different way), adherents of  this 
^QM_� I\\ZQJ]\M� \W� \PM� LMI\P� WN � 2M[][� I� L]IT� ZWTM�� WV� \PM� WVM� PIVL� WN � ¹N]TÅTTQVOº� \PM� WTL�
covenant, on the other of  initiating the new.374 But if  the new covenant anticipates (like that 
of  Jeremiah, but in a different way) no future sin,375 why should its initiation require a 
death?376�1\�Q[�LQNÅK]T\�\W�ZM[Q[\�\PM�KWVKT][QWV�\PI\�\PMZM�Q[�IV�MTMUMV\�WN �KQZK]TIZ�ZMI[WVQVO�
in this: the Hebrew Bible is interpreted in the light of  the New Testament,377 and the New 
<M[\IUMV\�Q[�\PMV�[MMV�I[�I�N]TÅTUMV\�WN �\PM�7TL�

As in Galatians, it is clear here that the choice of  legal model is driven by the theological 
message. This is a form of  testation that takes effect only (and not merely partially, as in the 
meta te–n teleute–n / matenat bari model) on death — thus, as we shall see in the next section, the 
Roman model. The argument of  the pericope is thus: (a) the new covenant (diaqh/kh) 
initiated by Jesus, by virtue of  which the elect receive an eternal inheritance (klhronomi/a), 
QV^WT^M[�I�LMI\P�_PQKP�ZMLMMU[�\PMU�NZWU�\PM�[QV[�QVK]ZZML�]VLMZ�\PM�ÅZ[\�KW^MVIV\�� �̂���#�
(b) [don’t be surprised at that], since [as you know] a will (diaqh/kh) does not come into force 
]V\QT�\PM�LMI\P�WN �\PM�\M[\I\WZ�Q[�M[\IJTQ[PML��^ �̂��·���#��K��IVL�M^MV�\PM�ÅZ[\�KW^MVIV\�QV^WT^ML�
\PM�[IKZQÅKM�WN �JTWWL��ITJMQ\�\PM�JTWWL�WN �IVQUIT[378 (Exod. 24) (vv.18–20), which in the law of  
\PM�ÅZ[\�KW^MVIV\��\WW��PIL�\PM�N]VK\QWV�WN �X]ZQÅKI\QWV�IVL�NWZOQ^MVM[[�WN �[QV[��

In both Galatians and Hebrews, the Vulgate (as elsewhere) consistently translates diaqh/kh 
as testamentum. 

7. THE ROMAN TESTAMENTUM AND ITS THEOLOGICAL ATTRACTION

While the precise legal referent of  the New Testament uses of  diaqh/kh in these passages (a 
function in part of  the primary audience they are assumed to be addressing379) may be 
subject to discussion, what is indisputable is that they use legal analogies from inheritance 
primarily for their connotations regarding (according to the theological context) revocability 
or irrevocability. Tertullian, who is credited with legal knowledge,380 must have been aware 
of  this. But when we pose the same question of  the precise legal referent to Tertullian’s use 

374 Hughes 1979:48f., 51, 52–57, using the language of  consummation in relation to the old covenant; Lincoln 
1999:8.

375 At least on the part of  those “elected” (n.348, supra��\W�JM�R][\QÅML�Ja�NIQ\P��0]OPM[��!�!" ��KWUUMV\[�WV�\PM�
Galatians passage: “By undergoing the curses of  the Mosaic covenant, he [  Jesus] makes available reception of  the 
blessing promised to Abraham,” basing himself  on the immediately preceding passage: Gal. 3:10–14, which 
commences (3:10): “For all who rely on works of  the law are under a curse; for it is written, “Cursed be every one 
who does not abide by all things written in the book of  the law, and do them.” We may note that the proof-text 
(Deut. 27:26) curses those who actually violate the law, while Paul extends this to all who rely on the law, because of  
the potential of  violation.

376� .WZ�0]OPM[��!�!"� N���\PM�[QOVQÅKIVKM�WN �LMI\P�PMZM�Q[�\PI\�¹+PZQ[\�PIL�\W�LQM�QV�WZLMZ�\W�JMKWUM�\PM�XZQM[\Ta�
mediator of  the new covenant . . . not to explain why a death had to occur before there could be an external 
inheritance.”

377 Dines 2004:145 observes that for early Christian writers “the NT . . . was the point of  departure for 
understanding the OT.” That tradition persists.

378 Not the blood of  Moses: Héring 1970:80, and see further 80f. on the relationship to Exod. 24.
379 See Llewellyn, “Revocation”, 45f. and n.58.
380 See n.62, supra.
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of  testamentum, the answer appears less complicated. On the one hand, testamentum did not 
have a well-established theological meaning, unlike the LXX use of  diaqh/kh; on the other 
hand, the terminology and rules of  the Roman law of  succession were (by this time) more 
precise than those of  their Greek, Hellenistic or Jewish predecessors.
1\�UIa�JM�][MN]T��ÅZ[\�� \W� []UUIZQ[M� �NZWU� \PM�LQ[K][[QWV� QV� [���� \PM�LQNNMZMV\� NWZU[�WN �

testamentary disposition (Greek, Jewish and Roman):

Outright inter vivos gifts which may be intended either as a pay-off, effectively 
disinheriting the donee from any later entitlement or as an 
advance or even a gift without any prejudice to later 
entitlement;381

The spiritual “testament” not involving property at all, but moral/religious advice;382

The Greek meta\ th\n teleuth/n bilateral dispositions taking effect partially immediately 
and partially on death;383

The Greek diaqh/kh  typically, a unilateral disposition but sometimes taking 
effect partially during the testator’s lifetime;384

The Rabbinic matenat bari an inter vivos, bilateral transfer (effective immediately and 
thus irrevocable), in which the donor retained a usufruct and 
the donee a future interest, which could be alienated (with 
the consent of  the donor) during his lifetime; full ownership 
passed to the donee only on the death of  the donor;385 

The Rabbinic shekhiv mera an informal will, oral or written, by a terminally ill testator, 
effective on death, revocable and automatically revoked if  
the “testator” recovered;386

The Rabbinic diatiki a written document, whose precise history and legal 
[QOVQÅKIVKM� NWZ� 2M_Q[P� TI_� ZMUIQV[� ]VKTMIZ�� J]\� _PQKP�
apparently required delivery, and once delivered was 
irrevocable until after recovery.387 Automatic revocation by 
a later diatiki is unclear;388 

The Roman testamentum various ius civile (ceremonial) forms, replaced in practice by 
Tertullian’s time by the praetorian389 written will,390 whose 
characteristics are discussed below.

381 See n.344, supra.
382 Gen. 27, 49 (s.4, supra); the Testament genre (s.5, supra).
383 See text at nn.117–141, 150–180, 185–196, supra. 
384 See text at nn.71–76, supra. 
385 See text at nn.184–187, 192–196, supra. 
386 See text at nn.188–191, supra. 
387 See text at nn.197–204, supra. 
388 See text at nn. 205–206, supra. 
389 And thus available also to peregrini, though this became irrelevant when the edict of  Caracalla in 212 CE (18 

years before Tertullian’s death) conferred Roman citizenship on all free inhabitants of  the Empire.
390 On Roman wills in the papyri, see Taubenschlag 1955:193–200: he notes that up to Alexander Severus, 

Roman testaments generally were mancipatory wills written in Latin and translated into Greek, but thereafter they 
were written in Greek (193f.).
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We may now list the characteristics (several of  them unique391) of  the Roman will, which 
UIa�PI^M�XZW^ML�\PMWTWOQKITTa�[QOVQÅKIV\"

a) Writing: While the original forms of  Roman392 will did not require writing,393 by the 2nd 
century CE this had become a de facto requirement: the prateorian will, by granting 
bonorum possessio cum re (i.e. even against the civil law heir), was termed testamentum, and 
required both writing and sealing (by seven witnesses).394 

b) Whereas the matenat bari came into effect (at least partially) immediately, the praetorian 
testamentum came into effect only at death, and was therefore “ambulatory”: it included 
everything in the “estate” at time of  death.

c) The praetorian testamentum was entirely unilateral, requiring no consultation with or 
XIZ\QKQXI\QWV�WN �\PM�QV\MVLML�JMVMÅKQIZQM[�

d) The Roman testamentum conferred complete freedom of  testation,395 though the 
disinheritance396 of  an heir who would have been entitled at civil law could be challenged 
through the Y]MZMTI�QVWNÅKQW[Q�\M[\IUMV\Q.397

e) The Roman testamentum was revocable.398 Indeed, as in modern law, a later will 
automatically (and completely) revoked an earlier one.399 

;W� ^QM_ML�� Q\� Q[� VW\� LQNÅK]T\� \W� IXXZMKQI\M� \PM� \PMWTWOQKIT� I\\ZIK\QWV� WN � LM[KZQJQVO� \PM�
Christian scriptures as the “New Testament”.400 A written document was required 
(notwithstanding the oral teaching which preceded it), especially given the relation of  the 
Christian teachings to the earlier written text of  the Hebrew Bible. If  Jesus was the supposed 
¹\M[\I\WZº��_Q\P�4IK\IV\Q][���\PM�[QOVQÅKIVKM�WN �PQ[�LMI\P�_I[�VW\�WVTa�\PI\�WN �I�ZMLMUX\Q^M�

391 Yaron 1960:34: “The differentiation between gifts in contemplation of  death and testamentary dispositions is 
more pronounced in Roman law. Indeed, the Roman testament has been held to be of  a unique nature, which 
ZMVLMZ[�LQNÅK]T\�Q\[�KWUXIZQ[WV�M^MV�_Q\P�\PM�/ZMMS�\M[\IUMV\º��KQ\QVO�*WVNIV\M��Scritti Giuridici I (1926), 328ff.).

392 For the history, see Gaius, Institutes, II.101–104, 115–117, 119; Buckland 1963:283–86; Watson 1971:8–21.
393 On the form of  the mancipatory will, see Buckland 1963:284; Long, “Testamentum”, 6, 8–9 (internet 

version); Watson 1971:12.
394 Buckland 1963:285: this was not true in theory for the civil law (mancipatory) will, but in practice was adopted 

even there, in order to secure the praetorian remedies. 
395 A rule going back to the Twelve Tables: “Uti legassit super pecunia tutelave suae rei ita jus esto” (Ulp. Frag. tit. 

XI.�14). See Long 1875:7. Some classes of  heirs could be disinherited only expressly (nominatim): see Buckland 
1963:321–324. Behm 1965:124 notes that in the Hellenistic period the testator “normally” has full power of  
disposition.

396 See also Lactantius: “the people of  the Jews being deprived and disinherited” (text at nn.291–292, supra).
397 See Buckland 1963:327–332; Long, “Testamentum” 11-12 (internet version). 
398 Llewellyn, “Revocation”, 42, compares the Roman with the Greek will in this respect, as distinct from the meta 

te–n teleute–n.
399 Gaius, Institutes, II.144: “Posteriore quoque testamento quod iure factum est superius rumpitur”. The rule is 

ascribed to the emperor Antoninus Pius (138–161 CE) in P. Wash. Univ. 13, a papyrus of  161–169 CE from 
Oxyrhynchus, ll.2–3 of  which are restored as “in accordance with the instructions that divus Aelius Antoninus that 
QV�UISQVO�I�[MKWVL�_QTT�PM�PI[�IVV]TTML�\PM�ÅZ[\º"�[MM�4TM_MTTaV��¹:M^WKI\QWVº������<PQ[�IXXIZMV\Ta�KWV\ZI[\[�_Q\P�
earlier Hellenistic practice, about which Llewellyn, ibid., at 42, remarks: “The preparation of  a new will did not of  
itself  revoke a former will. Indeed, insofar as there was no contradiction, both wills were allowed to stand.”

400 The exact historical process by which this became normative is beyond the scope of  the present paper; light 
may be cast upon it by further study of  the Beuron database. It is striking that the Vulgate translation is even more 
consistent in rendering occurrences of  diaqh/kh in the New Testament as testamentum than is the LXX in translating 
berit as diaqh/kh. The same issues arise here in the former as in latter context (on which see text at n.149, supra). Yet 
Q\�Q[�LQNÅK]T\�\W�QUIOQVM�\PI\�2MZWUM¼[�]VLMZ[\IVLQVO�WN �berit as pactum/foedus was entirely erased when testamentum was 
used in NT passages referring to the covenants of  the Hebrew Bible.
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[IKZQÅKM�401 but was also needed to render the new covenant binding and unchangeable. The 
“ambulatory” character of  the testament also served to emphasise the totality of  his teaching, 
up to and including the words on the cross. Its unilateral character would reinforce the 
teaching of  grace or promise, as opposed to a bilateral covenant. Its freedom of  testation 
served to bring within its terms a universal audience, but also to exclude those who did not 
fully subscribe to its teachings.

Most important, it completely revoked any earlier testamentum. Tertullian strongly states his 
supersessionism in Adversus Judaeos:

Who else, therefore, are understood but we, who, fully taught by the new law, observe these 
practices, – the old law being obliterated, the coming of  whose abolition the action itself  
demonstrates. Therefore, as we have shown above that the coming cessation of  the old law and of  
the carnal circumcision was declared, so, too, the observance of  the new law and the spiritual 
circumcision has shone out into the voluntary observances of  peace.402 

If  so, we may ask, why was the ‘Old Testament’ included in the Christian Bible at all 
(evidenced at least from Origen’s Hexapla from the late 2nd cent)? We may recall that 
Tertullian’s reference to the two “testaments”403 was in the context of  his rebuttal of  
Marcion,404 who rejected the “Old Testament” completely, on the more radical ground that 
its source was not the God recognised by Christians. For Tertullian equally to have abandoned 
the “Old Testament” entirely might have appeared to concede too much to his opponent 
(not to mention the value of  the “Old Testament” as indicating prophecies which would be 
N]TÅTTML�QV�\PM�¹6M_º405). Or, more fully: the revelation to the Jews spoke of  a covenant to 
them which would be replaced by a “new covenant” (  Jer. 31:31), now revealed in the “New 
Testament”.
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AN ARAMAIC DISPUTE BETWEEN THE MONTHS  
BY SAHLAN BEN AVRAHAM

Michael Rand*

ABSTRACT: The article offers an overview of  the corpus of  poetic disputes between the months com-
posed in Aramaic, together with a critical edition of  one such poem, �=<�'%:'�#:�%='� by Sahlan ben 
Avraham (Fustat, 11th century). The critical edition is accompanied by translations of  the poem into 
Hebrew and English. Part of  the text given in the critical edition is based on a copy found in a Genizah 
document copied in the 13th century by Yedutun Ha-Levi, now known as ��&�&2#6�:�2. The history 
of  publication of  this document is reviewed, and a description of  its remaining fragments (including a 
VM_�NZIOUMV\�QLMV\QÅML�I[�XIZ\�WN �\PM�XZM[MV\�MLQ\QWV��Q[�OQ^MV������

INTRODUCTION: ARAMAIC DISPUTES BETWEEN THE MONTHS 

The corpus of  Late Antique Jewish Palestinian Aramaic poetry1 may be conveniently divided 
into three categories on the basis of  the Sitz im Leben of  the poems: 1) poems that are 
connected in one way or another to the liturgical reading of  the Aramaic Targum (i.e., so-
called Targum poetry), 2) poems that are intended for para-liturgical occasions, in particular 
wedding poems and dirges, and 3) poems that are intended for incorporation into the liturgy 
proper.2 Cutting across this three-way distinction on the basis of  locus (i.e., appearing in all 
three categories) is a literary type whose position within the corpus is quite prominent: the 
dialogue poem. In turn, a special sub-category of  this type is the dispute poem. Dialogue 
poems in general and dispute poems in particular are of  great interest to those who wish to 
trace the origins and development of  Jewish Aramaic poetry on account of  the fact that they 
are well attested in the roughly contemporaneous Christian Syriac poetic culture. Taken 
together with additional parallels between the two traditions, this shared feature points in the 
LQZMK\QWV�WN �\PM�M`Q[\MVKM�WN �I�4I\M�)V\QY]M�4M^IV\QVM�IM[\PM\QK��_PQKP�ÅVL[�M`XZM[[QWV�QV�

* Lecturer in Hebrew and Aramaic, University of  Cambridge. Email: qalir@yahoo.com
1 This corpus has been conveniently collected in M. Sokoloff  and J. Yahalom, ��:3/ �'1� �=:'< (  Jerusalem: 

The Israel Academy of  Sciences and Humanities, 1999). Several of  its aspects are the subject of  an extensive and 
penetrating analysis by M. Kister, "!/#+3�!:'<�+<�!/+#3��-'&�'!����:3/�'1��=:'<", Tarbiz. 76 (2006/07), 105–84.   

2� <PM�ÅZ[\�\_W�KI\MOWZQM[�ZMÆMK\�\PM�[\I\][�WN �)ZIUIQK�I[�\PM�^MZVIK]TIZ�WN �4I\M�)V\QY]M�8ITM[\QVM��/Q^MV�\PM�
present state of  our knowledge of  the corpus, the third category is essentially restricted to qinot, i.e., poetic dirges 
composed for the liturgy of  the Ninth of  Av. For an analysis of  this group of  poems, see M. Rand, “Observations 
on the Relationship between JPA poetry and the Hebrew Piyyut Tradition – The Case of  the Kinot,” in Jewish and 
Christian Liturgy and Worship: New Insights into Its History and Interactions, eds. A. Gerhards and C. Leonhard (Leiden: 
Brill, 2007), 127–44. There is no reason to suppose that a relationship of  dependence exists between the Aramaic 
and Hebrew qinot – i.e., that the former are somehow an imitation of  the latter, or vice versa. It is quite likely that at 
some point in Late Antiquity, Aramaic and Hebrew qinot were simply composed alongside one another, with the 
Hebrew qinot eventually winning out by being incorporated permanently into the liturgy (with the result that the 
genre was cultivated and developed by successive generations of  liturgical poets) while the Aramaic qinot were 
discarded, to be re-discovered among the literary remains preserved in the Cairo Genizah.          
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the poetic corpora of  the various relevant Aramaic literary cultures – Christian Syriac, 
Jewish Aramaic and Samaritan – and, by extension, in the traditions of  Hebrew piyyut. and 
Greek Church poetry, which are closely related to the Jewish and Christian corpora, 
respectively.3 In the case of  dispute poems, moreover, the existence of  the genre in both 
Jewish Palestinian Aramaic as well as Syriac is to be attributed to a common ancestry, since 
such poems are attested in the Mesopotamian, Sumero-Akkadian tradition, which constitutes 
a substratum of  Aramaic literary culture.4    

Among the dispute poems, a coherent group is constituted by those which describe a 
precedence dispute between the months of  the year. One such poem is attested in Syriac,5 
and the following examples are known in Jewish Aramaic:6

z� �=<�'%:'�#:�%='� ith.abbaru yarh. e shatta “The months of  the year joined together”: This 
is the only poem in the list by a known author: Sahlan ben Avraham. A discussion and 
critical edition are provided below.

z� �'%:' �+) �#<1)='� itkannashu kol yarh. ayya “All the months gathered” (2): Published in  
M. Klein, Genizah Manuscripts of  Palestinian Targum to the Pentateuch (Cincinnati: Hebrew 
Union College Press, 1986), 1.186-89. This poem is attested in ms. T-S NS 186.21, 
photographs of  which are given in ibid., 2.163–64. 

z� !</�9+2�'�#���� …u-vi sleq Moshe “… and in me Moses went up” (3): Published in Sokoloff 
and Yahalom, ��:3/�'1��=:'<, 238–39 and Klein, Genizah Manuscripts, 1.190–1. This 
poem is attested in ms. T-S H 10.78, photographs of  which are given in ibid., 2.176.   

z� !''%:'�+)�!�%)�0#<1)=� itkannashun ka-h. ada kol yarh. ayya “All the months gathered together” 
(7): Published in Sokoloff  and Yahalom, ��:3/ �'1� �=:'<, 230–4 and Klein, Genizah 
Manuscripts, 1.201–5. This poem is attested in ms. T-S H 11.51, photographs of  which 
are given in ibid., 2.165–171. Strictly speaking, it is not a dispute, as only Nisan speaks, 

3 See O. Münz-Manor, “Liturgical Poetry in the Late Antique Near East – A Comparative Approach,” Journal of  
Ancient Judaism 1 (2010), 336–61. 

4 For dialogue poems and dispute poems from a comparative perspective, see E.Hacohen, "�
��
='1�=� �-'1#'3 �

-':#6+�-''�#+�'��!�%:!�'&#'6�:#�+�!'=#:#9/�#�!/#�9!�='+�:<'�7:�!�=#1&''6��='�#+�'�!" , Jerusalem Studies in Hebrew 
Literature 20 (2006), 97–171; O. Münz-Manor, "<61!�0'� �2%'!�=#�#��+3�-'':8#1# �-''�#!' �%#)'# �':'<��'='##� �'%#:�-3#�
5#�!#" , in Textures – Culture Literature Folklore for Galit Hasan-Rokem (  Jerusalem: The Mandel Institute of  Jewish 

Studies, Faculty of  Humanities, Hebrew University of  Jerusalem; 2013), 1.187–209; R. Murray, “Aramaic and 
Syriac Dispute-Poems and Their Connections,” in Studia Aramaica: New Sources and New Approaches��ML[��2��/ZMMVÅMTL�� 
M. Geller, and M. Weitzman (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1995), 157–87. For Syriac dispute poems, see  
S.P. Brock, “A Dispute of  the Months and Some Related Syriac Texts,” JSS 30 (1985), 181–211; idem, “Syriac 
Dispute Poems: The Various Types,” in Dispute Poems and Dialogues in the Ancient and Mediaeval Near East, eds. 
H. Vanstiphout and G. Reinink (Louvain: Peeters, 1991), 109–19. For a discussion of  the poetic debate in Hebrew 
piyyut., see E. Hacohen, " '7'9!#�5:#%!�0'��-'':�3�%#)'#�'&#'6��-'1#'3��Ò:'/$�3'�!#�-'18'1�#88�'�#���:�3�#'=2!#�-<�!�5+% ", 
Masoret Ha-Piyyut. 4 (2008), 61-83. A dispute between Passover and the Sabbath, beginning with #)�#2#�#96�, has 
recently been added to the corpus of  Hebrew dispute piyyut.im: see M. Rand, “Qillirian Compositions for Double 
Liturgical Occasions: Linguistic and Iconic Aspects (Including an Appendix with Editions of  Two New Shivatot 
for Shabbat and Pesah),” in The Experience of  Jewish Liturgy – Studies Dedicated to Menahem Schmelzer, ed. D.R. Blank 
(Leiden/Boston: Brill, 2011), 222–5.              

5 This poem is published in Brock, “Dispute of  the Months.” 
6 A similar list is provided in Murray, “Aramaic and Syriac Dispute-Poems,” 166–8. Murray did not have the 

advantage of  being able to refer to Sokoloff  and Yahalom, ��:3/�'1��=:'< (as he himself  notes on p. 165, note 37). 
In any case, the list given here updates that of  Murray. Where relevant, the number of  the poem in Murray’s list is 
indicated in parentheses immediately following the incipit in the list given above. Poem 6 on Murray’s list is :%�=��
0'%:'�<#�'9+�!:!$ itbeh. er zahra le-qiddush yarh. in�¹<PM�UWWV�_I[�KPW[MV�NWZ�\PM�[IVK\QÅKI\QWV�WN �\PM�UWV\P[º��;WSWTWNN�
and Yahalom, ��:3/�'1��=:'<, 222–9) and poem 8 is '%:'�'<�:�  [''1��+�'[..]� a[..] li-[vnay] be-rashe yarh. ai “I will  
[...] my sons on my new moons” (ibid., 234–9). Neither poem is a dispute, as noted by Murray himself.            
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addressing each of  his opponents in turn and arguing for the inadmissibility of  each to 
be the “Redeemer” month. The poem is therefore the exact opposite of  a precedence 
LMJI\M��I[�MIKP�WN �\PM�UWV\P[��_Q\P�\PM�M`KMX\QWV�WN �6Q[IV��Q[��LQ[�Y]ITQÅML�Ja�ZMNMZMVKM�
to some negative feature.7 However, it shares enough features with the other items in this 
list to justify its inclusion (see below).

Where data are available, we see that the poetic disputes, which serve as targumic 
embellishments of  !1<!�'<�%+�-)+��#!�0#<�:�-'<�%�<�:�-)+�!$!�<�%! (Exod. 12:2), are 
cast in the same basic mold. Each begins with an introduction, in which the gathering of 
the months is described. The theme of  gathering is given expression in the opening lines 
of  the poems, which are essentially stereotypical: ��'%:' �+) �#<1)='� ���=< �'%:' �#:�%='��
!''%:' �+)�!�%)�0#<1)=�.8 The introduction is followed by a presentation of  arguments by 
each month in turn, beginning with Iyyar (i.e., the month immediately following Nisan). In 
the case of  !''%:'�+)�!�%)�0#<1)=�, this feature is paralleled by the fact that Nisan begins 
his tirade against his opponents with Iyyar. There are several possibilities for the end of  the 
debate. In �=<�'%:'�#:�%='��\PM�KTW[QVO�IZO]UMV\�Q[�OQ^MV�Ja�6Q[IV��_Q\P�\PM�[XMKQÅKI\QWV�
that his claim rests on the “authority of  the Most High” (l. 60). The victory of  Nisan is 
therefore implied rather than asserted explicitly. In �'%:'�+)�#<1)='� Nisan does not present 
arguments. Rather God, the presiding judge, rules in favor of  Nisan immediately following 
Adar’s arguments. In the case of  !''%:'�+)�!�%)�0#<1)=���IN\MZ�6Q[IV�ÅVQ[PM[�PQ[�PIZIVO]M�
with Adar, he pronounces himself  the victor, again on God’s authority: “The Mighty One 
made me a redeemer for his people” (l. 44; translation mine).

In addition to the poems listed above, the following two items should also be noted:

z� ''�'+�='���0#')�!#!# va-hava kevan de-itgele YY “And when the Lord was revealed” (1, 5): This 
dispute between the months is not cast in a poetic form, but rather in that of  a prose 
targum expansion (tosefta) to Exod. 12:2. The literary structure of  this expansion, however, 
entirely corresponds to that of  the poetic disputes. It is attested in two versions, which are 
ZMKMV[QWV[�WN �\PM�[IUM�JI[QK�\M`\��<PM�ÅZ[\�ZMKMV[QWV�Q[�X]JTQ[PML�QV�5��3TMQV��The Fragment-
Targums of  the Pentateuch (Rome: Biblical Institute Press, 1980), 1.72–3. A translation is 
given in ibid., 2.37–39. An alternative translation, including suggested emendations to 
the Aramaic text, is provided by Brock, “Dispute of  the Months,” 209–211. The second 
recension, beginning with 2':'9�'+�=���)�!##!# va-hava kad itgele qiris “And when the Lord 
was revealed”, is published in Klein, Genizah Manuscripts, 1.194–5. It is attested in ms. Ox. 
Heb. e.73, photographs of  which are given in ibid., 2.173–74. 

• 2#/#+#6�'/:=� itreme polemos [transcription following the vocalization in the manuscript] “A 
dispute arose” (4): This short targumic poem to Exod. 12:2, which at present consists of 
four stanzas, has been published on several occasions, the two latest being: Kister, "-'&�'!", 

 115 A. Berberian, "0:<6# �=#<�% �=#'#�3 ��=#%�<K=�=#%�< �=", Leshonenu 75 (2012), 112. 
It is attested in ms. Ox. Heb. e.73 (see previous item). In its present form, it appears 
NWZM[PWZ\MVML�� _Q\P� \PM� ÅZ[\� \_W� [\IVbI[� LM[KZQJQVO� \PM� OI\PMZQVO� WN � \PM� UWV\P[�
and their resolve to cast lots so as to determine which of  them will be the month of 

7� <PQ[�XWMU�Q[�N]Z\PMZ�LQ[\QVO]Q[PML�NZWU�\PM�W\PMZ�LMJI\M�XWMU[�Ja�\PM�NIK\�\PI\�QV�Q\�\PM�UWV\P[�IZM�QLMV\QÅML�
with their respective zodiac signs.  

8 The latter two incipits are simply textual variants. In the case of  the third incipit the word�!�%)�is crossed out in 
the manuscript. 
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Israel’s redemption, while in the third and fourth stanzas Nisan summarily dismisses his 
opponents, claiming the prize for himself. 

SAHLAN’S POEM

The poem �=<�'%:'�#:�%='� ith.abbaru yarh. e shatta “The months of  the year joined together” 
was composed by Sahlan ben Avraham, whose acrostic signature appears in the last stanza: 
0�+!2.9 Sahlan was a prominent member of  the Babylonian community in Fustat, and was 
active in the beginning of  the 11th century.10 His poem therefore postdates the other, Late 
Antique, poetic disputes listed above by some 500 years. However, its inclusion within the 
XZM[MV\�KWZX][�Q[�IUXTa�R][\QÅML�WV�\PM�OZW]VL[�WN �Q\[�[\Z]K\]ZIT�[QUQTIZQ\a�\W�\PM�4I\M�)V\QY]M�
poems. In terms of  overall structure, we have already seen that all of  the poems begin with 
1aaIZ�IVL�MVL�_Q\P�\PM�^QK\WZQW][�6Q[IV��5WZM�[XMKQÅKITTa��;IPTIV¼[�XWMU�KWV\IQV[�I�V]UJMZ�
of  verbal parallels to the poems �'%:' �+) �#<1)='� itkannashu kol yarh. ayya “All the months 
gathered” (see the commentary to ll. 8, 27, 53) and !</�9+2�'�#����  u-vi sleq Moshe “...  and 
in me Moses went up” (see the commentary to ll. 13–14, 19, 28, 29, 32, 35, 38, 48). In fact, 
.TMQ[KPMZ��_PW�ÅZ[\�X]JTQ[PML�;IPTIV¼[�XWMU��[MM�JMTW_���VW\ML�\PM�XIZITTMT[�JM\_MMV�Q\�IVL� 
!</�9+2�'�#���� and correctly judged the latter to have served as a model for the former.11 
Finally, as with the Late Antique poems, Sahlan’s poem also seems to have been originally 
intended as a targumic embellishment of  Ex. 12:2, as indicated by the fact that the targum 
to this verse is referred to in its last line (see the commentary, ad loc.). As a faithful imitation, 
therefore, Sahlan’s poem may be considered an additional witness to the essentially Late 
Antique genre under discussion here.12 

Sahlan’s poem is distinct from the Late Antique debate poems in the matter of  dialect. 
Whereas the latter were intended for use with the Palestinian Targum and (for the most part) 
ZMÆMK\�\PM�2M_Q[P�8ITM[\QVQIV�)ZIUIQK�QLQWU�QV�_PQKP�Q\�_I[�KWUXW[ML��\PM�NWZUMZ�_I[�\W�JM�
employed with Targum Onqelos (see note 14), and is composed in an Aramaic that imitates 
that of  this Targum, with occasional slips into Babylonian Aramaic: '/9 “before” (l. 12), 
�':/ “the Lord” (l. 37), :/�� “He taught” (l. 41), and 0#/:! “authority, permission” (l. 60; see 
the commentary, ad loc.).13        

9� <PM�XWM\�IXXMIZ[�\W�PI^M�[QOVML�PQ[�VIUM�\_QKM��1V�\PM�ÅZ[\�KI[M��2 is found in the partially preserved word  
[..]�'2 (l. 60), while 0�+! is derived from �1���+! (l. 61). In the second case, 2 is once again found in [..]�'2 (l. 60), 
! is provided by �+! (l. 61), �+ by !=�'�'+ (l. 62; if  my restoration is correct, see the commentary, ad loc.), and 0 by 
':#!1 (l. 63).    

10 For Sahlan, see E. Bareket, "-!:���0��0�+!2", Tarbiz.  52 (1982), 17–40.  
11 See E. Fleischer, "-'<�#%�'<�:�<�:' 0''13+��#3'", Sidra 7 (1991), 56–57, note 18.     
12 Sahlan composed a second Aramaic poem in honor of  Nisan: !'/<��:'����!+� elaha addira shemeh “His name 

is Mighty God” – published in E. Fleischer, "-'<�%�'<�:�<�:", Tarbiz.  37 (1968), 269–70. This poem, however, 
does not belong to the dispute genre. 

13 The poem also contains two morphological Hebraisms: 0+#) “all of  them” (l. 51), <:'6 “He expounded” (l. 53) 
together with two apparent lexical Hebraisms: '�3 “wearing” (l. 27), :�� “He spoke” (l. 58). Incidentally, the latter 
usage seems to also be attested in 9+2�'�# ...: 0#<%:/��%:'�:���0'�2 (l. 21). In their commentary, the editors opine 
that the meaning of  :���is unclear in the present context. It seems likely, however, that the correct translation is 
“Marh.�M[P^IV�[XWSM�OZMI\�\PQVO[��WZ"�[XWSM�I\�TMVO\P��º�<PQ[�QV\MZXZM\I\QWV�Q[�ZMQVNWZKML�Ja�\PM�NIK\�\PI\�\PM�ÅZ[\�TQVM�
of  every strophe of  this poem contains some verb of  speech, and line 21 is the opening line of  the strophe dedicated 
to H.  eshvan.       

...�...�
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THE FIRST ORDER OF FUSTAT 

At present, Sahlan’s poem is attested within the context of  a qiddush ceremony in honor 
of  the New Moon of  Nisan that was celebrated on the eve of  the New Moon in the 
“Palestinian” synagogue of  Fustat in the beginning of  the 13th century.14 This ceremony 
is primarily attested in a document of  central importance for the study of  (the last phase 
of) the Palestinian liturgical ritual, the bulk of  which is preserved in ms. T-S H 12.11.15 The 
document is currently known as ��&�&2#6�:�2, “The First Order of  Fustat.” In the course 
of  preparing an edition of  Sahlan’s poem, it became evident that more fragments of  this 
document have been preserved than has hitherto been recognized. In order to underscore 
\PQ[�XWQV\��Q\�Q[�VMKM[[IZa�\W�JZQMÆa�ZM^QM_�\PM�PQ[\WZa�WN �Q\[�X]JTQKI\QWV�

In an article entitled "-'<�%�'<�:�<�:" (1968), Fleischer called attention to ms. T-S H 
12.11, a liturgical document consisting of  three bi-folia, which he divided into two groups of 
\PZMM�NWTQI�MIKP��Q�M���\PM�\PZMM�JQ�NWTQI�JMTWVO�\W�\PM�[IUM�Y]QZM��_Q\P�I�OIX�JM\_MMV�\PM�ÅZ[\�
three and the last three folia): 1) Purim, Parshat Parah, Parshat Ha-H. odesh, Rosh H. odesh 
Nisan; 2) Simh. at Torah, Shabbat Ve-Zot ha-Berakha, Shabbat and Rosh H.  odesh, Shabbat 
Parshat Yitro, H.  anukkah.16 Fleischer later published a facsimile of  this manuscript, in which 
the order of  the two groups is reversed, so that the material for Rosh H.  odesh Nisan now 
IXXMIZ[�I\�\PM�MVL�WN �\PM�XZM[MZ^ML�Y]QZM��ZI\PMZ�\PIV�QV�\PM�UQLLTM��I\�\PM�MVL�WN �\PM�ÅZ[\�
three folia).17 As we will see presently, the latter is the correct order. In the same article, 
Fleischer announced the discovery of  an additional bi-folium belonging to the same 
document, only the bottom halves of  whose leaves are preserved: T-S 13 H 3.11. One leaf  of 
this bi-folium contains material for Rosh H.  odesh Nisan, while the other leaf  contains the 
remains of  text in the upper portion of  the recto, the rest of  the recto and the verso being 
left empty. The material for Rosh H.  odesh Nisan follows the material for the same occasion 
contained in T-S H 12.11. 

In his publication, Fleischer ignored the fact that T-S 13 H 3.11 is a bi-folium (here and 
in subsequent publications, he consistently refers to the manuscript as a 5�, “folio”), whereas 

14 Though the present context of  the poem is liturgical, we must distinguish between the core, statutory liturgy 
and various liturgical occasions bearing a semi-popular character, of  which the present case is one. A similar view 
is taken by Fleischer, "0''13+ ��#3", 63, who refers to “the explicitly popular character” of  the qiddush ceremony, 
calling it “a sort of  spring festival” (transl. mine). The poem’s basic function as a targumic embellishment is clearly 
indicated by its referring to the targum in its last line (see above), together with the fact that in the manuscript (T-S 
13 H 3.11) it is immediately followed by material from Targum Onqelos: Ex. 12:3 (followed by a short Aramaic 
litany), Ex. 12:1-3 (for the text, see Fleischer, "-'<�%�'<�:�<�:", 272–3). The view expressed here is pace Fleischer, 
"0''13+��#3", ����VW\M�����_PW�IZO]M[�\PI\�\PM�XWMU��\WOM\PMZ�_Q\P�Q\[�XZMLMKM[[WZ[��_I[�KWUXW[ML�[XMKQÅKITTa�NWZ�\PM�
festive qiddush ceremony. Firstly, Fleischer admits a logical inconsistency in referring to this ceremony as being both 
¹XWX]TIZº��[MM�IJW^M��IVL�¹WNÅKQITº��\P][�QV�VW\M������.]Z\PMZUWZM��Q\�Q[�KTMIZ�\PI\�\PM�KWTTMK\QWV�WN �XWMU[�MUXTWaML�
in this ceremony is highly eclectic, as noted already in ibid., 57. Sahlan’s targumic embellishment is therefore simply 
just another genre thrown into this eclectic mixture, and there is no particular reason to believe that it was written 
ab initio for the occasion. The fact that it is composed in Aramaic in no way singles it out, as other Aramaic elements 
not belonging to the dispute genre are also employed in the same ceremony (see for instance note 12).   

15 This is the shelf-mark as it appears on the casing of  the manuscript. In the publications that will be reviewed 
below, Fleischer refers to it mostly as T-S H 12.11a.  

16 Fleischer,"-'<�%�'<�:�<�:", 266–7.
17 The facsimile appears at the end of  E. Fleisher, !$'11!�=6#9=��-''+�:<'	7:��!+'6=�'�!1/#�!+'6= (  Jerusalem: 

Magnes, 1988). A facsimile of  the verso of  the leaf  containing the material for Rosh H.  odesh Nisan is also given in 
Klein, Genizah Manuscripts, 2.172. The image is labeled “folio 6v,” indicating that Klein also positions the leaf  last 
in the preserved quire.    
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this fact actually solves the problem of  the order of  the two groups in the three bi-folia 
of  T-S H 12.11. As noted above, the second leaf  of  T-S 13 H 3.11 is blank in the bottom 
of  the recto and in the entire verso. The most likely assumption, therefore, is that this leaf 
constitutes the end of  the original codex. This being the case, the only possible juxtaposition 
between the two manuscripts is one in which the material for Rosh H.  odesh Nisan contained 
in T-S 13 H 3.11 follows the material for the same occasion contained in T-S H 12.11, while 
at the same time the second, partially blank, leaf  of  T-S 13 H 3.11 is positioned last among 
\PM�TMI^M[�WN �\PM�\_W�UIV][KZQX\[��<PM[M�\_W�KZQ\MZQI�KIV�WVTa�JM�[I\Q[ÅML�QN �\PM�\PZMM�JQ�NWTQI�
of  T-S H 12.11 are grouped together in one quire with the material for Rosh H.  odesh Nisan 
last, while the bi-folium T-S 13 H 3.11 is positioned as the outer bi-folium of  the following 
quire, with the leaf  containing material for Rosh H.  odesh Nisan coming ÅZ[\.

In his article, Fleischer published the material for Rosh H.  odesh Nisan contained in the 
ÅZ[\�TMIN �WN �<�;����0�������)\�\PM�XZM[MZ^ML�\WX�WN �\PM�ZMK\W�PM�ZMKWOVQbML�\PM�LIUIOML�
remains of  the tail end of  a poem containing a dispute between the months, surmising that 
it might belong to the poem 2#/#+#6�'/:=�.18 At the beginning of  the corresponding verso, 
PM�QLMV\QÅML�\PM�LIUIOML�\M`\�WN �\PM�qiddush itself.19 As we will see presently, the end of  the 
poem actually belongs to Sahlan’s �=<�'%:'�#:�%='�. 

In a follow-up article, "'-'<�%�'<�:�<�:'  0''13+�=#<�%" (1981), Fleischer published ms. 
5W[[MZQ�>111��!���I� TMIN � \PI\� QUUMLQI\MTa� NWTTW_[� \PM�ÅZ[\� TMIN �WN �<�;����0������20 The 
number of  known manuscripts belonging to the First Order of  Fustat thus rose to three.

In a third article on the subject, '"-'<�#%�'<�:�<�:' 0''13+��#3" ��!!����.TMQ[KPMZ�QLMV\QÅML�
ms. T-S NS 236.5, which does not belong to The First Order of  Fustat, but also contains 
(poetic) material pertaining to Rosh H.  odesh Nisan.21 The parallel to the First Order of 
Fustat was established on the basis of  a poem appearing in both documents: �:'����!+��
!'/< elaha addira shemeh “His name is Mighty God” (see note 12). After this poem, T-S NS 
236.5 contains the beginning of  �=<�'%:' �#:�%='�, which Fleischer published.22 He then 
published the continuation of  �=<�'%:'�#:�%='� on the basis of  ms. T-S NS 125.96, and its 
direct continuation, ms. T-S NS 325.69.23 However, it escaped Fleischer’s notice that T-S NS 
�����!�Q[�\PM�UQ[[QVO�]XXMZ�XWZ\QWV�WN �\PM�ÅZ[\�TMIN �WN �<�;����0�������[W�\PI\�\PM�LIUIOML�
tail end of  the dispute poem appearing at the top of  the recto of  T-S 13 H 3.11 belongs to 
this copy of  �=<�'%:'�#:�%='�.24

Accordingly, the number of  known manuscripts containing fragments of  the First Order 
WN �.][\I\�Q[�Å^M��<PM[M�KWV[\Q\]\M�\PM�ZMUIQV[�WN �\_W�ILRIKMV\�Y]QZM[��\PM�TI\\MZ�XZM[]UIJTa�

18 Fleischer, Ó-'<�#%�'<�:�<�:Ó, 272, 277. 
19 Fleischer, Ó-'<�#%�'<�:�<�:Ó, 274, 277.
20 E. Fleischer, ÒÓ-'<�%�'<�:�<�:Ò�0''13+�=#<�%", in Studies in Aggadah, Targum and Jewish Liturgy in Memory of  Joseph 

Heinemann, eds. J.J. Petuchowski and E. Fleischer (  Jerusalem: Magnes, 1981), 111–32 [Hebrew section].  
21 Fleischer, Ó0''13+��#3Ó, 49–65.  
22 Fleischer, Ó0''13+��#3Ó, 52. 
23 Fleischer, Ó0''13+��#3Ó, 53–5.  
24 Fleischer came tantalizingly close to recognizing that the two manuscripts represent the same source. In his 

discussion of  �=<�'%:'�#:�%='� he cites as a typological parallel the tail end of  the dispute poem in T-S 13 H 3.11, 
again opining (this time without any hesitation) that it belongs to 2#/#+#6�'/:=� – see Fleischer, "0''13+��#3", 56, 
note 17. Furthermore, he recognized that the actual qiddush ceremony described on the verso of  T-S NS 325.69 is 
parallel to the qiddush ceremony described in the verso of  the relevant leaf  of  T-S 13 H 3.11, without realizing that 
these are two halves of  one and the same text – see ibid., 56 (in the notes to the transcription).         
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JMQVO�\PM�TI[\�WN �\PM�WZQOQVIT�KWLM`��<PM�ÅZ[\�Y]QZM�Q[�KWV[\Q\]\ML�Ja�\PM�\PZMM�KWV[MK]\Q^M�
bi-folia making up T-S H 12.11, with the material for Rosh H.  odesh Nisan coming last. The 
TI[\�NWTQW�WN �\PQ[�Y]QZM�Q[�ZMXZM[MV\ML�Ja�\PM�TMIN �XZM[MZ^ML�I[�<�;�6;�����!���<PM�ÅZ[\�NWTQW�
WN �\PQ[�Y]QZM��Q�M���ÅZ[\�TMIN �WN �\PM�WZQOQVIT�JQ�NWTQ]U�_PW[M�[MKWVL�TMIN �Q[�<�;�6;�����!���Q[�
UQ[[QVO���1N��\PMZMNWZM��_M�I[[]UM�I�Y]QZM�KWV[Q[\QVO�WN �Å^M�JQ�NWTQI��Q\�VMKM[[IZQTa�NWTTW_[�\PI\�
a single, inner bi-folium is missing from this reconstructed quire.) The second quire, which 
QUUMLQI\MTa�NWTTW_[�\PM�ÅZ[\��KWV[Q[\[�WN �\PM�JQ�NWTQ]U�<�;����0�������_PQKP�KWV[\Q\]\M[�Q\[�
W]\MZ�JQ�NWTQ]U��<PM�]XXMZ�XWZ\QWV�WN �\PM�ÅZ[\�TMIN �WN �<�;����0������Q[�<�;�6;������!��<PQ[�
ÅZ[\�TMIN �Q[�NWTTW_ML�Ja�IVW\PMZ"�5W[[MZQ�>111��!��
1V�I�ÅVIT�IZ\QKTM�\ZMI\QVO�WN �\PM�LWK]UMV\�]VLMZ�LQ[K][[QWV�PMZM��.TMQ[KPMZ�[]UUIZQbML�

PQ[� ÅVLQVO[� IVL� VIUML� Q\�� �&�&2#6 �:�2.25� 1V� IV� QUXWZ\IV\� LQ[KW^MZa�� PM� IT[W� QLMV\QÅML�
the compiler/copyist of  this document: Yedutun Ha-Levi. Yedutun was the h. azzan of  the 
8ITM[\QVQIV�[aVIOWO]M�QV�.][\I\�QV�\PM�ÅZ[\�Y]IZ\MZ�WN �\PM���\P�KMV\]Za��I�XWM\�QV�PQ[�W_V�
ZQOP\��_PW[M�KIZMMZ�Q[�KPQMÆa�QLMV\QÅML�_Q\P�PQ[�]VÆIOOQVO�IVL�]T\QUI\MTa�]V[]KKM[[N]T�MNNWZ\[�
to save the remaining vestiges of  the Palestinian liturgical rite from being abrogated in favor 
of  the triumphant Babylonian rite.26 The First Order of  Fustat was drawn up by Yedutun as 
part of  his campaign.

CRITICAL EDITION

Below I provide a critical edition of  Sahlan’s dispute poem, on the basis of:

• T-S NS 236.5 (ll. 1–15)
• T-S NS 125.96, T-S NS 325.69/T-S 13 H 3.11 (ll. 19–63)

A composite image of  T-S NS 325.69/T-S 13 H 3.11 may be viewed on the website of  the 
Taylor-Schechter Genizah Research Unit.27 As the two manuscript witnesses do not overlap, 
restorations in square brackets are always conjectural. A Hebrew translation is provided 
alongside the Aramaic text. An English translation is provided in the following section. 

Editorial Sigla:

• [..] = less than one word missing
• C°E�%�WVM�_WZL�WZ�UWZM�UQ[[QVO��UIa�JM�ZMXMI\ML�QV�WZLMZ�\W�ÅTT�W]\�I�TQVM�
• < > = restoration of  a scribal abbreviation
• � �= doubtful reading

25 E. Fleischer, "!:<3�<#+<!�!�/!�='<�:��&�&2#6� �+�:<'	7:��'1� �+<�=21)! �='�� �!+'6=!�':�2+", Asufot 7 
(1993) 217–60. 

26 For Yedutun and his career, see Sh. Elizur, ":�%!�'#+!�0#=#�'�Ò:�':'<" in Diné Israel – Studies in Halakhah and Jewish 
Law 26–27 (2009/2010) 301–8 [Hebrew section].     

27 Website: http://www.lib.cam.ac.uk/Taylor-Schechter/fotm/november-2011/index.html (Fragment of  the 
Month, November 2011).
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TRANSLATION

 The months of  the year joined together
 In the length of  time, when the moment arrived.
 In bandying about words
 Each one said, “Preeminence is my due.”

5 Refrain

 Iyyar lay bare the meaning of  his talk
 And spoke, his fellows before him.
 “In me the Merciful One led out the people borne by Him,
 And brought down for them manna and food.”

10 Refrain

 Indeed Sivan answered them,
� ¹)[�Q[�Å\\QVO��\PM�LMML�WN �WVM�_WZ\Pa�Q[�ZMKSWVML�JMNWZM�\PM�0QOP�7VM�
 And in me Moses ascended on high
 And brought down the two Tablets of  the Covenant.”

15 [Refrain]    

 […]
 […]
 […]
 […] to gather the harvest. 

20 Refrain: In bandying about

 “Blessed am I,” said Av, “among all the months.”
 And he esteemed himself  above them, giving himself  praise.
 “In me the praised nation will rejoice
 For in me mourners will be consoled and in me the Messiah will be born.” 

25 Refrain

 When Elul heard these words,
 He wearing the crown,
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 [He said,] “In me the heart of  stone will pass from the congregation
 And the precious city will be rebuilt to perfection.”

30 “Who is like unto me amongst you all,” said Tishrei,
 For it is in me that my Lord and Master takes pleasure.
 His people are radiant in me, at the going out of  […]
 And they multiply feasts in me, and my splendor waxes.”

 Refrain

35 Marh. eshvan multiplied a plethora of  words.
 He said to them, “I am he who made garments.
 The Lord performed miracles in me
 And the sons of  H.  ashmonay were victorious over the kings of  Greece.”
    

 Refrain 

40 Kislev opened his mouth and said,
 Instructing his fellows in his meaning.
 “The people’s prayer […]
  And their oppressor was smashed and disappeared.” 

 Refrain 

45 [ T.evet] arose […]
 “And as for me, in me the Merciful One saved the nation.
 In me […] became great,
 And I abrogated the decree of  Haman the son of  Hamdata.”

 Refrain

50 Shevat. […] and invented […]
 And he esteemed himself  above them all […].
 “Praise […]
 For in me Moses expounded the teaching of  this Torah.”

 Refrain

55 […]
 And spoke, his fellows before him.  
 “The crown is mine […]
 For in me the humble one was born, with whom [God] spoke.”

 Refrain

60 […] of  Nisan […] by authority of  the Most High.
 “Am I not the head and every [other] month last?
 Preeminence and kingship are my due, and I am the prince.
� 5a�TQOP\�Q[�I�OZMI\�TQOP\��IVL�1�IU�\PM�ÅZ[\�UWV\P�º
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